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The Condor 1 

Commands 

- They couldn’t 

be simpler!
Database Creation and Maintenance 
DEFINE Create, redefine or 

describe a database 
Eliminate a database or file 
Create or revise a form or 
HELP screen 
Reorganize the structure 
of a database; add or delete 
items

DESTROY
FORMAT

REORG

Information Input and Update 
APPEND Attach records of one

database to another 
Eliminate all data in a 
database
Insert new data into a 
database
Update entries in one 
database with those from 
another

UPDATE Change entries in a
J--.abase meeting specified
cni Jiiitions

EMPTY

ENTER

POST

Informations* ssingand 
Report Writing 
COMPARE ' ;v*i.*are orgies in two 

■■■...•.vjfcsfa- /not) 
n • hing o editions and 
c. < RE ;• i JLT database

. ie<: iesina

0; datf.'i j;,se records in 
sesjc :?-^er 
Pirfctf. shtab^va records in 

ewisr
Pri; ;lei output control and 
refection
Select database records 
meeting specified 
conditions, creating a 
RESULT database 
Sort database records by 
entries
View or print statistics of 
entries
Summarize specified 
entries. Print or save the 
result
Print report headings

The Database Manager and Reporter.
COMPUTEYou know that Caxton only publish superior software products. 

Cardbox is the world’s best-selling simple electronic card index. 
Brainstorm is the world’s first ideas processor. Scratchpad plus is the 

only enhanced Virtual Memory Spreadsheet available for your 
Amstrad. And Touch ’n’ Go is the UK’s most highly respected disk- 

based typing T\itor.
Now we present Condor 1 - Mainframe computing for your Amstrad.
Condor 1 is an extensive database management and reporting system 
for the non-programmer. You can begin by creating simple databases 

in a matter of minutes. Then, as you learn more with our 
comprehensive step-by-step tutorial and reference-guide, Condor 1 
gives you the power to create all-singing, all-dancing, menu-driven

systems.
You will enjoy using Condor 1. You design the screen layouts yourself 
and then manipulate the information you’ve entered through a serj 
of English-like commands - For example “sort invoices b 

with thirty-five commands as standard, Condg 
enough to satisfy all of your data-marygflE

Finally, don’t forget Condor 1 is a CaxtonVroJ 
simple to use we are able to offer you 

telephone support. Should you need help wiN 
Your call will be welcomed and your quero w 

pleasant, helpful and efficient manner-bacai
people we are. \

LIST

PRINT

PRINTER

SELECT

SORT

STAX

TABULATE

TITLE

Operation Aids 
HELP Assist operator in selecting 

procedures
Saves SET and PRINTER 
options
Continue processing 
interrupted commands 
Process and execute a 
command procedure with 
options for command 
modification

INSTALL

RESTART

faces
'IYansfer records from an 
ASCII file to an existing 
database
Transfer records from a 
database to an ASCII 
sequential file

Utilities
COPY
DATE

Copy a database or file 
View or enter date 
View entries in the data 
dictionary
View the list of files in the 
disk directory 
Log a new disk in the 
computer
Change the name of a 
database or file 
Save a RESULT database 
Set operating parameters 
Exit from Condor 1 back to 
operating system 
Defines the computer (not 
needed on Amstrad)

Condor1 

is £99.99 

(incVAT).
D DIC‘10-14 Bedford Street 

Covent Carden 
London WC2E9HE 
Tel: 01-379 6502. 
Telex: 27950 ref 398

Caxton DIRI LOGDISK

RENAME

SAVEAvailable for 
Amstrad 8256 
and 8512.

SET
SYSTEM

TERM
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At last Integrated sof
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DATABASE: Electric Desk's powerful search and 
editing tools make the most of a huge database 
that offers up to 65.000 records and 50 detailed 
fields per record.
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WAyPfJA Penn Computers L'J.
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WORD PROCESSING: Gives you full editing and 
re-formatting facilities, search and replace and a 
whole lot more. Everything, in fact, you’d expect 
from an up-to-date dedicated W/P package.

/ Most integrated software is about as user-friendly 
as the Theory of Relativity - because it’s normally devised 
by boffins, not business people.

Hence Electric Desk - the perfect answer for a busi
nessman who needs to get things done. Now.

h.’s now available for the new Amstrad PC 1512 and

h
X.

;

hilt-in simplicity.
fwmmmimmmmmi

| other SB! : compatibles, making superb use of all its fea- 
i,.rcs including the dazzling colour (although you’ll find 
.I just as capabie in monochrome).

It’s so easy to use. you can learn Electric Desk in less 
than a day. even without any previous computer experi
ence. Sort budgets with the spreadsheet, enter records 
on the database, get all the facts on hard paper with word 
processing, and communicate with the world (in one go. 
rather than four).

Each part is fully integrated with the rest, with 
windows and comprehensive help facilities to guide you 
through.
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Altogether. Electric Desk is as powerful a package 

as you'd care to name, but with the ease of use that leaves 
the others standing. For just £99.95.

Take a look for yourself. Just send £5 for your demon
stration disk (we’ll deduct that from the purchase price, 
once you're hooked).

Complete the coupon below, and discover the inte
grated package that's got power and simplicity.

k
!

/

To: Penn Computers Ltd., Beech Comer. Latchwood Lane. 
Lower Bourne, Farnham, Surrey, GUIO 3HA. Tel: 025125 3092.

To. Penn Computers Limited. Beech Corner, Latchwood Lane. Lower Bourne. 
Farnham. Surrey. GU10 311A
Please rush me: I 1 copies of Electric Desk at £99 95 F VAT (Total £1R94) 
I I my Electric Desk demonstration disk at £5 me VAT I enclose a cheque for 
C All prices include P& P. Money back guarantee if not entirely
delighted and product is returned within 14 days
name____
aqqress

COMPANY

___m_
/

a:x-7W'..-
UK Distributors: First Softwarex



PRICE PROMISE
Wewill beat any genuine pnc^ntnespo^^non^oMetail^

[aNSTRAD PC 1512 (EIGHT MODELS)

@1 Phone for latest prices.TOP QUALITY
5'A" Discs -DS/DD 48 TPI 
PACK OF TEN...... £13.50

IBM

BASIC DRAWING* 
PACKAGE D.R. DRAW &

ELECTRIC STUDIO LIGHT PEN

8512-8256 BOOKS
Mastering the PCW 8256 . £8.95 
CP/M Software Bus
CP/M Bible......................£15.95
Amstrad Word Processing 
PCW 8256j 
Introduction to Amstrad CP/M
Assembly Language........... £9.95
Using the PWC 8256...........£9.95
CP/M Handbook.
Step by Step Guide 1b Locoscnp<i£5.95

COUNTY COUNCIL LOCAL 
A EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITIES 
GOVERNMENT BODIES, PLEASE 
SEND US YOUR OFFICIAL ORDER, 
UPON RECEIPT OF WHICH WE 
WILL IMMEDIATELY FULFILL 
YOUR ORDER. _______

£8.95

WAS £129.90 £99.90 I 1 _
PRICE INCUDES NT l PP. ■£8.95

: POCKET WORDSTAR!£14.95

0NLr £39.95I
i * vr1

SAVE £10 '■a'wuMswupp. SPECIAL OFFER^jELECTRIC STUDIO 1512 BOOKS
s LIGHT PEMK Basic Guide Z Book..........

Using Dos + ....................
Using Gem on the PCI512 

PRICE INCUDESMT4PP H Business Presentation Graphics....£12.95
^8 Dos Manual......................

Word Pro using Gemwrlte
----------------- Intro PC15I2.....................................

Basic 2 Book 2...........

..£7.46

..£9.95
£12.45

256K UP-GRADE 
^K£34j9^“
8256 UP-GRADE1|22«1 SPECIAL OFFER
TO FULL 8512 SPEC <_ TASWORD8000\£ -Jfl AO£179.95 TASPRNT8ca }£29.99

^39^tr

I D BASE II 
WAS £119 
NOW

PRICE INCLUDES VAT 1PP.FOR GRAPHIC ONLY 
DESIGN €99.95INCUDES VAT 4 PP.£64.99 £17.50

£9.95
..£7.95
£9.95

N

SPEOALOFFERl I
8256 £380 041 |§§

(434 WC VAT)|
I 8512 £475 001 H
I (S4673KWT)g

INC. DISC DRIVE 
& MEMORY.PRICES INCLUDE VATARP. PRICE INCLUDESVAT4PPPRICE INCUDES VAT 4 PP.HARDWARE

■miRS232/CENTRONICSI/F 
FD2 (2nd Disc Drive) 
256K RAT-! UPGRADE 
EXTENSION LEAD SET 
DUST COVER .

£59.95 
£169.95 
£34.95 
£14.95 
£14.95

PRINTER RIBBONS PCW 8256/8512 .......£6.95
3" DISCS SINGLE DENSFTY/10 
10MB HARD DISC .

/PRICES INCLUDE WTtP.P.
£239.95 
£199.00 

. £279.00 
£399.95 
£149.95 

£199.00

PUCES INCLDDE VAT 8 P.P./
MPI65 165CPS DOf MATRIX 
CMPl80|NlQ|P::i:.’T?.F.
DAISY JUNIOR i” ISYWHEEL 
BROTHER HR IS 
AMSTRAD !jJ i: 0 f PINTER

COMPUTERS
AMSTRAD 6128 GREEN SCREEN £279.95
AMSTRAD 6128 COLOUR SCREEN £369.95
AMSTRAD 464 GREEN SCREEN £179.95
AMSTRAD 464 COLOUR SCREEN £279.95

£39.95
£516.35 DMP 3000..........................

r--’: - ,33th
ws. wiS

Compact Sales 8 itv.ov.mg. ... 
Compact Sales L-rf.vr . 
Compact Stock C 
Compact Sales L«
Compact Purchase i 
Compact Nominal 1 .
Compact Integrated Acts .
Compact Daybook............
Camsoft Stock 
Camsoft Sales Ledger 
Camsoft Purchase Ledger.. 
Camsoft Nominal Ledger
Camsoft Invoicing............
Camsoft Stock/Invoicing/
Sales....................... ..........
Sage Popular 
Sage Popular Plus 
Sage Combo..
Sage Super Combo............
Quest Cash Trader ..........
Quest Cash Trader/Analyser
Shoebox................................
Time & Cost Recorder......
Cambase Stock/Invoicing/Sales/ 

Purchase/Nominal
Amsoft Nominal........................
Map Integrated Accounts 
Sandpiper

MAccom 'JJ 2

SOFTWARE DISCOUNTS £62.95
£62.95
£62.95
£62.95
£62.95
£62.95

£179.95
£44.95
£44.95
£44.95
£44.95
£44.95
£44.95

\l

s
Camsoft Integrated Accounts 

(Sales, Purchase, Nominal)
Camsoft Sales Ledger.............
Camsoft Stock Control...........
Camsoft Invoicing..................
Camsoft Purchase Ledger......
Camsoft Nominal Ledger.......
Camsoft Payroll......................

All in stock and currently available. 
PtlCES IRCUIDf VAT4F.P.

EDUCATIONAL 18512-8256) * :
..£89.95
..£44.95
..£44.95
...£44.95
...£44.95
...£44.95
...£44.95

LocoscriptTutorial.. . 
Ian Key Typing Course

£7.95 
£22.95

Ian Key Two Finger Typing........... £22.95
Touch N Go.......................
Hands-On CP/M Plus ....
Hands-On Supercalc.........
Hands-On dBase II...........

WORK PROCESSORS (1512)
Artisoft Wordstar 1512 .£•2.95i £22.95

£19.95
£19.95

DATABASES (1512)
Sage Retrieve..................
Compsoft Delta 4.3........
Caxton Cardbox..............
Compact Nucleus............
Camsoft Cambt 
las — las Plus

.£102.48
...£89.95
...£53.95
...£53.99
...£44.99
...£71.41

£19.95
COMMUNICATIONS (1512) WORDPROCESSING (8512-8256)*

Sage Chit-Chat (Ele
Viewdata)..........

Sage Chit-Chat
V21/V23 Manual

ctronic Mall, New Word.........
Pocket Wordstar. 
Tasword 8000 
Tasprint 8000 
Prospell

£62.10
£39.95
£21.95
£12.95
£26.95

.£102.46 £89.95
£89.95

£139.95
£134.95
£179.95
£89.95

£134.95
£134.95
£62.95

Inc Modemr £205.95
SPREADSHEETS (1512) MISCELLANEOUS (1512)Amsoft Supercalc 3 £62.95 Caxton Touch N Go.....

Compsoft Delta Graph
£22.49
£62.95 DATABASES (8512-8256)*BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY (1512)

Gemini Data Gem..............
Camsoft Cambase..............
Pocket Datastar...................
Pbcket Reportstar .............
Cardbox............. ...................
Delta................................. ..
Sage Retrieve
Sage Magic Filer..................
Microfiler with Microword.
Condor 1..............................
Matchbox ............
Data Base II...........................
Compact Nucleus _______

£35.95
£44.95
£44.95
£36.95
£53.95
£89.95
£62.95
£62.95
£44.95
£89.95
£26.95
£99.95
£89.95

Amsoft Sidekick.....
Caxton Brainstorm. 
Compsoft Domlnoe 
Caxton Timekeeper
Sage Deskset...........
Compsoft One Up...

£26.95
.£44.99
£89.95
£44.99
.£71.41
£44.95

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE (1512)
Winter Games......
Crusade In Europe
Solo Flight 2.........
F15 Strike Eagle....
Hellcat...................
Spitfire Ace...........
Silent Service.......
Flight Simulator II. 
Leather Goddess... 
Pawn.....................

.£17.95
£22.45
.£17.95
£17.95
.£17.95
£17.95
.£17.95
£44.95
£24.95
£19.95

r
£124.95 

Now £13.99 
£124.95 
£124.95

i

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE (1512)
Sage Booker Keeper......
Sage Accountant...........
Sage Accountant Plus...
Sage Payroll (full feature

payroll).......................
Map Integrated Accounts 

nvoidng, Sales, Purchase,
Nominal, Stock).........................£154.21

Map Sales Ledger and Invoicing....£44.10
Map Nominal Ledger....................... £44.10
Map Purchase Ledger......................£44.10
Map Stock Control.......................... £44.10
Map Payroll...................................... £44.10
Compsoft Bookworker (Invoicing,

Sales, Purchase, Nominal, Stock
Financial Reporting)................. i

Camsoft Integrated Accounts 
(Stock, Invoicing, Sales)

Camsoft Integrated Accounts 
(Stock, Invoicing, Sales 
Nominal).......................

.£102.46
.£154.21
£205.96

PAYROLL (8512-8256!! £89.95
£44.95
£62.95

Compact ........
CamSoft ........' £102.46 SageAMD MAMY MORE — Phone tor Latest.
AMSOFT PRODUCTS (6128)SPREADSHEETS (8512-8256)*LEISURE (8512-8256) * Invostat...

Transalt...
Stock Invoices Sales Ledger ..Now £39.99
Purchase Ledger................... Now £13.99
Nominal Ledger ..^c, .....Now £13.99
Microscript . ..Now £24.99
Microspeed... Now£24.99

£89.95 Micropen........ OY'V....... Now £24.99
£44.95 Micrograph..... ?IV................Now £12.99
£44.95 Cashbook Accounts............... Now £13.99
£44.95 Masterflle II............................ Now £13.99
£44.95 Starwatcher............................ Now £12.99

DR Draw £44*95 ProJect Planner...................... Now £12.99
dr c.ranh res Decision Maker..

citaa* Wr..f Hand Man tilll * MANY 8512/8256 ARE AVAILABLE
£214.95 write nana Man .£26.95 FOR 6128-PLEASE RING

RICHARD REEVES LTD. NORTHAMPTON NN1 1BR. Tel: (0604) 28515 24 HOUR HOTLINE SERVICE (0604) 33578
TT m~m 7™™ ^mm.mmmm * Overseas orders odd £2 per /tern,(computer*) £18 eoeh including insurance, PIP. AH payments in sterling. •

Please send me the following items:- 
Qty Product

...Now £13.99 

...Now £13.99Supercalc 2....
Cracker ..............
Multiplan.........
Scratchpad........
Pocket Calcstar .

Cirrus Chess......
Bridge
Hitchhikers Guide 
3D Clock Chess 
Classic Adventure 
Invaders

£44.95
£44.95
£62.95
£62.95
£44.95

Now £12.99
£17 95 
£2695 
£17 95 
£1345

_____ t£18 95 ’
AND MANY MORE - Phone for Latest.

GENERAI (8512 B256)*
Target Task . . . 
Brainstorm 
Smart Key II 
DR Pascal

£179.95 lOMMlMCAHOr. (8512-8256) ♦
Sage E Mail 
Sage Viewdata 
Modem with Viewdator OR 
E Mail
Modem with Viewdator AND 
E Mail

£62.95
£62.95.£134.95

DR C Basic Compiler
, Purchase £179.95 ...........Now £12.99.£69.95

■■ Send tor FREEPOST" 
RICHARD REEVES LTD.

_ NORTHAMPTON NN1 1BR. 
Tel: |0604) 28515or33578

Name Mr/Mrs/Miss.Price (incVAT)
____ Address

I enclose (please tick) □ cheque/p.o. or, 
please debit to my □ Access □ Visa cord

URGENT SECURICOR 
DELIVERY ADD £7.00

Postcode Tel. No..□ 8256
12/86 M/CTYPE □ 1512 □ 6128 Q464 TOTAL ____ [inTTTiixmura



Of IBM, clones, and 

the Amstrad PC1512
i 10 per cent of IBM’s total turnover, so any serious 

competition from the Amstrad PC could at most only 
dent the tank. But when combined with the fierce attack 
launched by other manufacturers in the lucrative 
mainframe market, any. erosion of the PC’s interna
tional standing will certainly not be dismissed as 
insignificant.

Cheap clones from the Far East can be countered 
relatively easily with IBM’s solid brand name. Amstrad 
is a different kettle of fish and the 300,000 PC 1512s 
already ordered (according to Amstrad) make it far 
more dangerous than the relatively small fry.

IBM has seen bad years before - notably 1974 and 
1981 - and in the end has always come out on top by 
overwhelming the opposition with the kind of brute force 
only it has the means to apply. So we can fully expect 
retaliation rather than the reaction being whispered in 
some quarters that IBM is about to abandon the 
Personal Computer market altogether.

What form such retaliation will take is actually 
anybody’s guess. But Project Renegade - an ear cat
ching name for something amounting, as far as the lower 
end of the PC range is concerned, to little more than a 
price cut - is probably genuinely on the cards.

Perhaps IBM’s hope in letting the idea of Renegade be 
known at about the time of the launch of the Amstrad

Ever since Amstrad announced the PC1512 - and no 
doubt long before that too - there must have been some 
sticky palms at board meetings of other clone 
manufacturers. They all now have to face hard decisions 
about fixing the price of their products for the coming

i

year.
Many claim to work on the narrowest of profit 

margins. So if they haven’t been kidding us price cuts 
will be out of the question and they’ll be in for a tough 
time. Burying their heads in the sand is sure to prove 
disastrous but that may be all that’s left open to some of 
them.

Some manufacturers of up-market clones may feel 
they should hold their prices at present levels for a 
different reason. There’s a well-established marketing 
principle that the public believes it gets what it pays for 
and that under-pricing can be even more dangerous 
than the reverse.

All are in any case in a vulnerable position. Their 
sustained publicity campaigns have certainly shown 
results so far. But marketing techniques can’t in 
themselves fend off new competition that has a 
price/performance ratio far superior to anything else 
available. Hard-won shares of the market are in danger 
of being lost to the sheer value for money of the Amstrad 
PC, even taking into account the recently announced 
price rises scheduled for the new year.

As for IBM, it has announced that despite a slight 
increase in turnover, profits for the months July, August 
and September are 27 per cent down, and 12 per cent 
down overall for the first nine months of the year. Heads 
are already rolling in the US.

IBM is primarily blaming not its American operation, 
however, but its interests outside the States, which now 
account for half the company’s revenue and are slowing 
down considerably. The PC range represents only about

PC was that prospective buyers would be tempted to 
wait and see. And some may indeed be deferring a 
decision until January or February when, we’re 
obliquely informed, Renegade or something similar will 
come to pass.

Be all that as it may it’s a fair bet that the PC1512 will 
shatter sales records, as did the PCW. In fact the market 
is about to be violently shaken.

And ostriches are going to find their heads exposed to 
the cold wind of change.

Gabriel JacobsGabrielJacobs lectures in the University College of Swansea

AMSTRAD SERVICE CENTRE GET BETTER BUSINESS RBUICE

AMSTRAD PC | hhMain AMSTRAD & SAGE stockists in
BRADFORD

COME AND SEE NEW AMSTRAD PC1512 
For PCW8256 & NEW 1512 

£29.95 Invoicing System 
£29.95 Label Generator 
£99.99 News Agent System

10% OFF SAGE SOFTWARE 
PCW 8256 RAM UPGRADE KIT £24.95

All prices include VAT and postage

WITH V0UR NEW

MBA CONSULTANTS OFFER:
* Real Business Experience
* Recommendations on Software 

and Printers
* Consultations by Experienced staff
* Bespoke Programming
* Training and Support gj
* Proper surroundings in which to do business.

Mailing List 
Stock Control 
Video Library

£29.95
£29.95
£99.99

l LOGICAL MICROSYSTEMS
Ptione on: 01*681 8011

135 West Park Road, Bradford BD8 9SJ 
Tel, (0274) 44111 MBA: Croydon's Leading Business Computer Centre

Amstrad Professional Computing December 1986 Page 7



ACCOUNTING software that grow

COMPACT ACCOUNTS FOR AMSTRAD PCI 512- PCW8256/8512l
Compact grows - with a unique ability to expand as your Compact grows - with over 20 Business Centres offering 
Business grows and the most straightforward upgrade 
path from an Amstrad PCW 8256 to an IBM XT/AT 
compatible or Multi-User System. Your Business will never 
suffer the expensive inconvenience of having to install a
new Accounting System when you need a larger capacity than 14,000 Business users it speaks for itself!
machine. Compact grows with you.

advice and training, 30 days FREE After Sales Support, and 
optional twelve month cover. We believe we have the best 
all round value for money Accounting Solution for the small 
to medium sized Business in the UK. today, and with more

!•

v
I
!

Compact prices start from £45.45 for Daybook 
Compact grows - you can even transfer the information to £199.99 for Compact Accounts, a Complete 
you have created in your Accounting System directly into Accounting System with Sales, Invoicing. LxDr£$ 
most of the popular SPREADSHEET. DATABASE or WORD
PROCESSING packages, which means you can write a 

■ letter in "WORDSTAR" and send it to all your customers 
without having to re-enter their names and addresses.

Purchase, and Nominal Ledgers. So whether 
you already have an Amstrad PCW 8256/8512 
or are thinking of buying a PC1512, clip the 
coupon for more information and let Compact 
help your Business to grow.

?■

i.

fOiilP>rT
FINANCIAL SOFTWARE^

a*



Sugar fights back 

in the hot war
Alan Sugar has lately been “fuming”,
“blowing his top”, “angrily reacting” 
and even “looking unhappy”, according spoiling tactics in the marketplace. The 
to whichever section of the computer response to the PC1512 has been 
press one happened to be reading at the extraordinary. This machine will change 
time.

The reason for all this widely reported misinformation finds its way into the 
histrionic activity is what Computer- media”, 
gram International felt moved to de
scribe as: “The number of damaging fitting fans to all top-of-the-range 
rumours flying around City and com- PC1512 hard disc models. Floppy disc 
puter industry parlours about the models can be supplied with a fan fitted 
Amstrad IBM personalike...assuming as an optional extra at a cost of £19.95. 
the proportions of what looked like a 
concerted dirty tricks campaign”.

Sugar agreed, telling one interviewer money, but it will keep some people 
he was “absolutely convinced there was a happy. I recommend that operators 
smear campaign going on against the switch the fan off-it’ll save on electricity 
PC1512” - a campaign which, damag- and won’t make any difference to the 
ingly, found expression in several leading operation of the machine”, 
computer publications and even the 
Sunday Times.

Briefly, this boils down to slurs that 
the new machine overheats easily, won’t 
run Token Ring and the IBM PC 
Network, and has received the thumbs 
down from ICI evaluators “because of its 
problems”.

All this was comprehensively rebut
ted, point by point, by Amstrad in a 
detailed statement supported by ICI’s 
director of information technology Derek 
Seddon and leading figures in the retail °ut: There has always been a> gap 
and distribution sectors of the micro between what computers were capable of 
market doing and what users were capable of

But mud sticks, and Alan Sugar recalls understanding. . _
bitterly that: “Nineteen years ago when I n®tw.or^in^ examP e'
started up I came across dirty tricks benefits to busmess can be enormous yet

networking has simply failed to catch on 
as fast as its advantages merit”.

The column says many businesses who 
should be networking have so far been

high quality, competitive products.
“We must now take into account

the PC market, no matter what

Latest news is that Amstrad is now

Alan Sugar told Amstrad Professional 
Computing: “This fan is a waste of

The Times 

tips PC1512
Will the PC1512 be the machine that 
achieves the big networking-in-offices 
breakthrough? No less a publication 
than The Times thinks it could.

As the paper’s Analysis column points

because people were trying to put me out 
of business”.

Which probably explains why he got
his mad up enough to tell one computer _ _ _ ___ . .raiI
trade publication: “The biggest people in deterred by the £2,000 plus cost of IBM 
the market are doing this in a very clear ^ compatibles - but this is where 
way - very craftily and sarcastically. Amstrad comes in with its new clone , 
Calling us the computer that melts and according to The Times. “The amount of 
all that sort of crap. It’s a smear”. money needed in the past to buy a single

In case any nasty minds might think JWbbie J*ow buy up to four Amstrad 
that Alan - “I can’t name any names” - ®M Personal computer clones , Analy- 
Sugar might be obliquely referring to its sis says.
sales force, IBM swung into action. And this, the paper concludes, could

A spokeswoman told Amstrad Profes- emulate the PCW - “which blew all 
sional Computing: “We are investigating estimates of the size of the home 
reports that some of our sales staff have computer market sky high - and 
been telling dealers the Amstrad PC1512 ‘transform the outlook for demand ftrom 
melts when Token Ring network cards the business market in the networking 
are inserted in it. sector.

“I’ve no idea when our investiga
tors will report on their findings but I can 
state categorically that disparaging the 
competition is a strict contravention of A warning to PC1512 owners: If you don’t 
IBM business conduct guidelines”. want to find yourself being treated like a 

Summarising the current climate “in simian anthropoid, be careful about the 
which misinformation seems to thrive”, software you buy.
Amstrad sales and marketing director It comes from Stewart Bell, managing 
Malcolm Miller said: “It seems that it is director of the recently formed UK 
no longer enough for Amstrad to produce subsidiary of MicroProse - the very

We report on the 

latest news from 

Amstrad - and the 

ever-growing 

Amstrad world

Monkey business
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upmarket American entertainment drives”. According to Amstrad, the 
software developer. arrangement with Tandon will “ease the

“There are too many software houses supply situation on hard disc machines 
around who are apparently working on from January onwards”, 
the assumption that end users have IQs 
less than orang-utans”, he says.

So much so, claims Bell, the business
man is less and less likely to turn to his 
machine as a form of relaxation at the 
end of the day.

Now MicroProse intends to rectify this 
situation. It has established a UK 
headquarters in Tetbury, Gloucester
shire - the home of Prince Charles - from 
where Stewart Bell will inform British 
businessmen that his company’s product 
is in the Rolls Royce category.

“You pay a little more for it but in

Look how we 

can cut the 

cost of visiting 

London for theStudents’ PCs
Signs are that the PC1512 has a bright 
future in education as well as business. 
Aston University has placed a large order 
for the machines to run alongside its 
existing IBM PCs and Apple 
Macintosh’s.

The machines will be installed during 
the next 12 months - the first batch has 
already been delivered to lecturers - and 
the university says it expects them to be 
widely used in student teaching, research 
and administration.

Aston’s computer operations manager 
Tony Bell even sees students themselves 
purchasing PCs for use at home. “IBM 
and Apple are well outside a student’s 
reach, but the lowest cost Amstrad could 
just about be within their budget”, he 
said.

Our all-in-one package 
includes return rail fare 
from anywhere in 
Britain, hotel room 
(including private 
bathroom and full 
English breakfast) AND 
a ticket for one of the 
most popular theatre 
shows in London!
The cost of the corn 
Zone

:T , More on the desk nckage is:
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Just out is a package that transforms 
the Amstrad PCW from a word 
processor into a multi-function office 
tool.

£44A
£50BStewart Bell... how to 

relax and unwind
return you get true value for money”, 
says Bell.

The company’s record does seem to 
speak for itself. Its award winning 
simulation software has taken it to the 
number three spot in the entertainment 
league in the USA.

Yet MicroProse produces only a 
handful of titles each year. But by 
spending up to $1 million on the 
development of each, all have been 
blockbusters.

Accurate in every detail, the simul
ations allow users to perform a variety of 
challenging roles.

Such is the realism involved that one of 
the MicroProse packages - Solo Flight - 
is used as a teaching aid by some of 
American’s top flying schools.

MicroProse software available to 
PC1512 users includes F-15 Strike Eagle, 
Solo Flight, Silent Service, Gunship, 
Hellcat Ace, Spitfire Ace and Crusadq in 
Europe - all priced between £17.95 and 
£24.95. All of these, according to Stewart 
Bell, being ideal for the businessman who 
wants to “relax and unwind from the 
pressures at the end of the day”.

18C £54
20£58DIt comes from Advanced Memory 

Systems and combines that 
company’s acclaimed AMX Mouse 
with the latest desktop software.

The appeal of the package is that it 
boosts the performance of both the 
PCW8256 and PCW8512 by building 
in a range of accessories, most of 
which would usually have to be 
bought separately.

At one stroke AMX Desktop 
software turns the PCW into a desk 
diary, memo pad, telephone address 
book, alarm clock, calculator - and 
even an electronic puzzle.

But its main facility is a full graphic 
front end for the disc riling system 
similar to that on the Macintosh and 
CP/M-based products like the 
PC1512. To achieve this it provides a 
wimp environment with a wide range 
of disc operations.

Nick Pearson, boss of AMS, calls 
the £79.95 package - which includes 
the AMX Mouse - as “the most 
significant development for the PCW 
after word processing”.

22£65E
>.'28£76G

29£78H
:33£86J

* Up i . •1: • j • en sharing

Zone A: Beds. Berks. Bu::<s Essex, Herts.
Kent. London. Surrey.
Zone B: Cambs, E. Sussex Hants. Leics. 
Northants. Oxon. Suffolk. IV. Midlands, IV. 
Sussex. Warwicks. Wilts.
Zone C: Avon. Cheshire. Clywd. Derbyshire. 
Dorset. Glos. Gtr Manchester. Hereford &
Worcs. Lancs. Merseyside. Norfolk. Notts.
Salop. Staffs.
Zone D: Devon. Dyfed, Gwent. Gwynedd.
Lines. Mid Glamorgan. Powys. S. Glamorgan.
S. Yorks. Somerset. W. Glamorgan.
Zone E: Cornwall. Cumbria. Humberside. N. 
Yorks. W. Yorks.
Zone G: Central. Cleveland. Dumfries & 
Galloway. Durham. Northumberland.
Strathclyde. Tyne & Wear.
Zone H: Borders, Fife. Lothian. Tayside.
Zone J: Grampian. Highland.

The basic price includes the 
pantomime Alice in Wonderland at 
the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith.

For an additional £6 you can have 
a ticket for a thriller - Richard Todd 
in The Business of Murder at the 
Mayfair or Wildfire with Diana Rigg 
at The Phoenix.

Or for an extra £12 you can have 
a seat at a big West End musical, like 
42nd Street at the Theatre Royal or 
Me & My Girl at the Adelphi.
If you would like a booking form 
for our hotel/theatre package 
pleqse tick the box on the 
Advance Ticket order form.
(Only available If you also order 
one or more advance tickets for 
the Amstrad Computer Show.)

i
f
'
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V.

Hard bargains DDemand for hard disc versions of the 
PC1612 has taken Amstrad by surprise. 
The company expected the twin floppy 
disc model to be the more popular by a 
mile. In the event, the hard disc PC is 
accounting for almost half current sales, 
thereby causing an embarrassing shor
tage of drives.

But a rapid search in the Far East by 
Amstrad has resulted in a deal with 
Tandon to supply “jointly developed

Page JO
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January 9 to 11.

Dootsope^^p^day &

Advance tickets “IAdvance ticket order
POST TO: Am*trad Show Ticket*, Europe House.
68 Chester Road. Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

Champagne Suite & 
Exhibition Centre,
Nouotef, Hammersmith, W6

January 9-11. 1987

make welcome I IPlease supply:
| | Adult tickets at £2 (save £1)

| Under-16s tickets at £1 (save £1) £ _____
TOTAL £ _____

Christmas £_____

lD Ipresents

I □ ICheque enclosed mode payable to 
Database Publications Ltd.

[JJ Please debit my credit card account:

Access / Visa ....... .............................. . Signed....... ....... ............ .
L.U. 1 1 1 I. I 1 I I I I 1 I Mill PHONE ORDERS: Show Hotline 061-480 0171 *
Admission at door £3 (odulf>, £2 (under 16.) TOEN «1««38S I
[ | Tick this box If you want a booking lonn (or M1CROUNK ORDERS: MAILBOX 72MAGQ01 1

1 *—I our hotel/theatre offer (see panel along***). I quote credit cord number and full addrm$ + 8*/.APC« pj

-.m.

(They also save you 
a third off the 
normal price - and 
let you walk straight | 
past the queues!) •

Name .. 
Address

I I
,



(business wise pc software from sage)
I

BUSINESS WISE, PRICE WISE, 

IT HAS TO BE SAGE.

i
s

/

V

Forget all those tales of woe about
the cost of small business computerisation
decimating profits.

Sage has taken the financial sting out of over
priced, over-rated software with its incredibly low-priced, 
high performanc e range of 16-bit business software.

Fast, efficient, proven business software at highly 
intelligent prices from the market leaders in software 
innovation.

! AVAILABLE NOW AT 
ALL GOOD COMPUTER STORES'

REMARKABLE 16-BIT SOFTWARE PRICES
CHIT-CHATBOOKKEEPER £9951 E-mail, Prestcl & 
file transfer

Small business at count my. £99ACCOUNTANT £149 PC PLANNERCompatible with 95% of all 16-bit personal 
computers.

Fully backed by 90-days after-sales support 
absolutely free, Sage is simplicity itself to use - with a 
wide range of programs to choose from, whatever your 
business needs.

So if you want to run your company more smootldy 
and effectively, remember-only the new Business Wise 
range of top quality software from Sage promises to keep 
your business on its toes, without you falling over 
backwards at the price.

Contact Sage TODAY and get the full facts.
Sagesoft pic, NEI House, Regent Centre, Gosforth, 
Newcastle upon'Iync NE3 3DS.
Tel: 091-284 7077 Telex- 5362? SAGESL G

Integrated accounting' Lotus 1-2-V
compatible spreadsheet £99ACCOUNTANT PLUS

Accounting with stock 1QQ 
c out rol & invoicing______flyy DESK-SET

Desk top organiser 
& utilities £69PAYROLL

l ull feature payroll system £99 PC WRITE
RETRIEVE Word processor 

with spelling chec ker£99 £99Data storage & management

Prices shown do not include VAT.

I-------
PLEASE SEND LULL DETAILS TO:

NAME

POSITION

ADDRESS

i POSTCODE TEL:I REF. DEMO DISK
OR TELEPIIONE Tl IE SAGE SALES DESK ON: 091 284 7077 
Sjgcsoft pic, NEI IIOUSE, REGENT CENTRE.
GOSIOKT! I. NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE NE3 5DS

ol nil Sage programs available. Just attach your 
letterhead or business card to the c oupon.

_ _AB116J



Drawing
PC to PC W

It is interesting the way that the same comes to drawing then paint programs 
piece of applications software can appear can be frustrating. However, I can still 
for different machines at markedly produce better results with a paint 
different prices. The Amstrad PC W is a program than I ever could with paper and 
low cost machine and so the software brush or pencil, 
intended for it also tends to be low cost.

On the other hand the Amstrad PC is a they work by allowing you set the colour 
low cost machine entering a high cost of pixels on the screen using the 
market. The result is that even given the computer equivalent of brushes or 
sterling efforts of a few notable software pencils. But after you have completed a 
houses, the cost of the software com- shape you cannot easily alter it without 
ponent of a PC based system is often a lot rubbing out and starting again, 
higher than the cost of a PCW based 
system.

The trouble with such programs is that

If you enter some text using Gem Paint 
for example, the only way you can correct 

This cost difference is true of the two it is to erase it and type it again. In the 
versions of Draw, DR Draw at £45 for the same way if you draw a square and then 
PCW/CPC machines and Gem Draw at notice that it is not quite square you have 
£99 for the PC. Both programs are to draw it again! 
excellent for creating precise diagrams.

While a long way short of being used in a draw program is essentially a 
complete draughting or CAD packages, list of instructions concerning how to 
they should serve the need for simple draw something, at what position, in 
diagrams, maps, sketches and small what colour and so on. The list of 
posters. If you are a PC user and have instructions constitutes a description of 
tried Gem Paint then it is worth saying the object to be drawn and as such it can 
that Gem Paint and Gem Draw are quite easily be changed, 
different animals.

On the other hand a graphics object as

For example, if you draw a square on 
the screen at a particular location it is

The difference between stored as being an object made up of four
lines. This description can be edited at a 
later date to alter the position of the 
square, its size, shape and colour.

Of course if you alter an object’s 
description it has to be re-drawn to make 
its new appearance visible. It is this need 
to re-draw the display that takes the 
extra time.

paint and draw
Doing graphics on a computer is as viable 
as text processing, the only real 
difference being that no-one has yet 
worked out the best approach to 
graphics. The result is that there are a 
variety of different types of graphics 
processors that are suitable for different 
jobs.

Ideally what we would like is a 
graphics processor that makes graphics 
as easy to work with as a text processor 
does text. That is, an ideal graphics 
processor would make data entry easy 
and provide extensive editing facilities.

The best known type of graphics 
processor is the paint program, mainly 
because it is easy to demonstrate and fun 
to use. Paint programs allow you to 
create graphics by freehand sketching
and painting on the screen via a mouse or the two Pro8ram8 compare, 
screen pen - they achieve simple data 
entry.

If you are even slightly artistic, you will 
find a paint program advantageous. If The Gem Draw program, as its name 
like me you are quite untalented when it indicates, is a member of the Gem

Mike James 

compares two 

drawing packages 

from Digital 

Research: DR 

Draw for the 

PCW/CPC range 

and Gem Draw 

for the PC1512.

Graphics programs based on graphics 
objects rather than painting, such as DR 
Draw or Gem Draw, have the potential to 
give you complete powers of correction 
and alteration. In this respect such 
programs are closer to the ideal graphics
processor.

The only trouble is that the improve
ments in editing facilities take a lot of 
number crunching and without careful 
design this can slow things down to the 
point where the program becomes 
irritating, even unusable. Let’s see how

Gem Draw

Amstrad Professional Computing December 1986 Page 13



WHAT IS
SANDPIPER?

\

SANDPIPER IS.,i A professional, well-established company 
producing software designed to meet the commercial 
requirements of businesses, large and small.
Produced to cater for the administrative needs of a 
busy office, the software is well thought out, 
practical and simple to use.

All products are available to run on IBM 
PC/compatible machines including the Amstrad 
PC 1512, and the Amstrad PCW Series. Tested 
in the market place, Sandpiper Software has 
proved, by demand, to be one of the most 
popular software ranges available, backed by 
full customer telephone support if required.
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SANDPIPER IS..
File Manager — a comprehensive, fully relational, interactive and 

programmable multifile package designed to cater for individual business 
needs, and yet it is so simple to use. Starting from simple systems and then 
expanding upwards, files can be selected, calculations made, information 
returned to any file, information updated and reports produced. No other 
database package offers so much for so little.

:r
SANDPIPER IS..r

i; Accounts — a simplified integrated accounting system for which each 
transaction need only to be entered once as all relevant ledger postings happen 
automatically. Sandpiper Accounts produces personalized invoices, statements and 
remittances. Designed for inexperienced users, this package has a large file capacity 
for Sales, Purchase, Nominal ledger, cashbook, daybook, VAT returns and labels.

• r

SANDPIPER IS..
Payroll — a simplified integrated payroll system designed to be fully compliant 

N with all Tax/National Insurance guidelines. The system is SSP compatible, caters 
I'Vv;.- for additions and deductions, bonus and overtime rates, pension schemes and 

holiday pay.

|I \

k
U.ill

Sandpiper Software Products 
Sandpiper File Manager £99.95 inc VAT □
Sandpiper Account* £ 149.95 inc VAT □
Sandpiper Payroll £79.95 inc VAT 
Sandpiper Combination Pack 
Account* & Payroll £199.95 Inc VAT □
1 enclose a cheque made payable to Sandpiper Software Ltd

IBM PC Amstrad PCW Details Please Name 
Address.□□

□□
□□□

Telephone......................................
Please debit my Access/Visa no. which is:□□

; fi

SANDPIPER SOFTWARE LTD 24 ABBOT ST. WREXHAM CLWYD LL11 1TA TELEPHONE (0978) 358832



Hints on using 
Gem Draw
[f you are a PC user and you do decide 
to invest in Gem Draw a few hints on 
iow to use it might help you get the 
best from it. |

When I first started using Gem 
Draw I spent a great deal of time 
ining things up and trying to draw 

accurately - all a waste of effort. Now 
that I have been using the program for 
some time I have developed a rather 
different method of drawing, more 
like the way I use a word processor.

Instead of trying to make an 
accurate drawing straight off, I 
produce the elements of the drawing 
at convenient places on the screen and 
then select each one and move it and 
scale it until it is in the right place at 
the right size. To make positioning 
easier I usually zoom in on the critical 
area. Using this method, drawing a 
diagram is more like an assembly job, 
and bringing together the different 
parts of the picture in this way makes 
overall alignment easier. ]

For example, if you are trying to 
label a diagram don’t try to position 
each piece of text as you type it. 
Instead type each label at a con
venient position, then select each 
label in turn and drag it to its final 
position - this is much easier and 
quicker. |

To simplify things further I always 
look out for standard units or symbols 
that I can create and then duplicate to 
produce the final drawing. It is also 
important not to abandon the help of 
the “snap grid”. This restricts the 
positioning of graphics objects to the 
intervals of the selected grid.

You can turn this feature off, and in 
principle this allows you to position 
things more accurately. This is true as 
long as you do not make copies of the 
object and move it to another 
location. If you do this errors of 
representation can cause gaps to open 
up between lines that met in the 
original.

Finally it is worth remembering 
that there is no point in trying to get 
the overall layout of a page correct 
from the start - when the drawing is 
complete just switch to full view and 
then drag the large objects into the 
correct position to give a good 
composition. Finally, be warned: 
Gem Draw can be addictive!

Figure I: The standard graphics objects available from Gem Draw

software family. As such it runs under rectangle. By selecting this icon you can 
Gem and uses all its associated pull down point at an object or group of objects and 
menus and icons. (See Figure I.) The by pressing the mouse button surround it 
main method of using it is via the mouse, with an extent box. Figure II shows the
While you can use the cursor keys for idea, 
positioning you will find them most 
unsatisfactory.

You can draw on any of 9i.x sizes of objects selected. Once you have an object 
paper - 8.5x11 inches (letter), 8x13 surrounded by an extent box you can do 
inches (legal), 11x17 inches (double), almost anything with it!
14.8x21 cm (A5), 21x29.7 cm (A4) and 
29.7x42c:n (A3). However, most printers extent box and its object anywhere on the 
can only print the larger sizes (double screen. By dragging the small blobs on 
and A3) in four sections which have to be the sides and corners of the extent 
stuck together to produce the Final result, rectangle using the scale of elements

The screen displays a small section of shown in Figure II, you can alter the scale 
the drawing paper - a window which you and shape of the object, 
can move around and zoom into in order to 
view fine detail. Each zoom in magnifies made of rubber: You can drag it into 
the view by two - you can zoom in a total 
of three times from the normal. You can 
also choose a full view which will show 
you the layout of the complete page but is 
really too small for drawing.

As Figure I shows, the graphics objects 
available are: Rectangle, rounded box, 
circle, polygon, irregular curved line, 
line, arc and text. Any object can be 
drawn by selecting its icon at the 
lefthand edge of the screen and then 
positioning and sizing as desired.

For example, if you want to draw a 
rectangle, select the rectangle icon and 
move the cursor to the position that you 
want one of the corners at, then click and 
hold down the mouse button.

As the mouse is moved a “rubber” 
rectangle previews what the finished 
shape will look like. Letting go of the 
mouse button sets the rubber rectangle 
into its current shape. Entering other 
graphics objects follows along similar 
lines. You can also Fill any shape with one 
of the standard patterns in any of the 
available colours.

If this was all there was to Gem Draw it 
would be no better than a paint program.
However, there is very little that is 
permanent about any of the graphics 
objects once you have entered them.

The topmost icon on the lefthand side 
is the item select or - a finger pointing at a

An extent box is simply the smallest 
rectangle that contains the graphics

You can use the mouse to drag the

It is rather as if the extent box were

, Scales eu'mem

Figure II: The circle is the graphics 
object being changed - the extent 
box allows it to be moved around 
and stretched.

shape and the graphics object inside it is 
then stretched to fit. Using this general 
scaling you can change circles into 
ellipses, squares into rectangles and vice 
versa. You can also stretch lines to fit.

The only graphics object that you 
cannot re-scale in this way is text. To 
change the size of a text object you have 
to select the required font from the Font 
menu. But you can alter the text’s style 
to italic, bold or underlined and then 
drag it into position anywhere on the 
screen. A selected object can also be 
deleted - with one level of undelete if you 
change your mind, filled with any

pattern in any colour, duplicated any 
number of times.

A very powerful feature is the ability to 
select a number of graphics objects and 
then define them as a single super object 
which can be dragged, scaled, deleted 
and duplicated just as if it were a single 
composite object.

There are a great many other features 
of Gem Draw that are worth mentioning
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and the need for the area of the screen 
you are pointing at to be bright make the 
mouse just that little more functional.

The range of graphics objects is limited 
to: Text, line, polygon, box, circle, arc and 
points - all shown in Figure HI. As the top 
menu box shows, you can fill shapes with 
solid colours - eight real colours on the 
CPC but only a variety of black and green 
patterns on the PCW.

As with Gem Draw, DR Draw lets you 
change a graphics object by selecting it, 
thereby surrounding it with an extent 
box, and then by repositioning the upper 
lefthand and righthand corners of the 
box. But to move an object you cannot 
just drag its extent box: You have to 
select the Move function from the menu, 
pick a reference point on the object and 
then point at the reference point’s new' 
location. None of these changes is 
significantly worse than, say, the Gem 
way of doing things, they are just 
different. What is worse is the response 
time. Each time that you select a 
function from the menu it reprints it.

This simple operation takes a few, very 
boring, seconds. If DR are planning any

but the resulting article would become a the top of the screen. improvements to Draw then either
large book! DR Draw is significantly slower than speeding up or avoids-or this menu

There is one point I must make, Gem Draw and has fewer features but it reprinting would give 10 per cent 
however: The program could be is recognisably the same program. In one improvement for very 
improved with a much increased library respect it is even superior to the current There are two further ' . • tors which 
of text fonts - at the moment there are version of Gem Draw - it has more text slow DR Draw down. :rst is the 
only two, swiss and system - and a library fonts in a wider range of sizes. number of times it has i ass disc for
of standard symbols. The biggest problem with using DR overlay, font and picture although

All in all, Gem Draw isn’t quite up to Draw is that neither the CPC nor the this can be minimised by or fig as much 
desktop publishing but I have used it to PCW range has a standard pointing as you can in the ram The second 
prepare data sheets and the diagrams for device to take the role of the mouse. The problem is the time it takes to draw text 
a great many articles and a book - it’s DR Draw manual suggests using a in all fonts other than machine font.

joystick on CPC models but offers no 
advice for PCW owners. I haven’t tried

govt
U>oat IT It

X
X

x Markers
x

Lints fee x

#.01
Bar

Fig 3
DR DRAW graphics objectsN

\

trite is b:
s

Figure III: DR Draw looks similar but lacks the sophistication of Gem. 
Note how the options are selected from words rather than icons.

/

wort.

V

that good.

In conclusionthe CPC with a joystick but I have tried
the PC W with Electric Studio’s light pen There is no avoiding the fact that DR 

DR Draw is a version of Gem Draw for a and it’s a considerable improvement over Draw is not as powerful or as much fun to
use as Gem Draw - not surprising really 

In fact, apart from one or two since GEM Draw runs on a more

DR Draw
general range of CP/M+ computers the cursor keys.
- the PCW and CPC range in particular.
The program is similar to Gem Draw but idiosyncrasies I think I even prefer it to a powerful machine. But given the restric- 
8uffere due to limitations of the slower mouse. At least with a light pen you point tions imposed by the PCW it is gratifying 
machine and the screen graphics driver- to the actual place on the screen where that DR Draw is as functional as it is. 
GSX. the object should appear, although it is

For instance as you can see from Figure difficult to position the cursor accurately Draw for applications such as data sheets 
III the menus are less exciting being in due to the inevitable wobble. The lack of and technical diagrams, you would need 
the form of text strips which appear at any pick-and-done buttons on the pen patience. It is much more suited to the

production of wordy diagrams than it is 
to producing diagrams composed of a few 
simple shapes, boxes and circles and 
perhaps a company logo.

f

While it would be feasible to use DR

i»

The PCW 8256
1 Product: DR Draw 

Machine: CPC, PCW 
Supplier: Digital Research, Oxford 

House, Oxford Street, Newbury, 
Berkshire RG13 1JB.

Price: £49.95

A Z80 based machine with one disk drive

iilit

i Product: Gem Draw 
Machine: PC1512
Supplier: Digital Reserch, Oxford 

House, Oxford Street, Newbury, 
Berkshire RG13 MB 

Price: £99.95
m

using OP/M +lil
Iif Al’CFigure IV: An example of DR Draw's capabilities
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HiyOLTAGE
London’s Largest 

Specialist Amstrad Dealer

The nevu 

Amstrad 

PC range
(IBM Compatible)NEW PC HARDWARE AND LOW COST 

i SOFTWARE CATALOGUE JUST PRINTED - 

PHONE FOR YOUR FREE COPY.

;

STOCK NOW
;

HI-VOLTAGE SPECIAL AMSTRAD PC PACKAGES Prices from

£399DESKTOP 
PROCESSING I PUBLISHING

WORD- ACCOUNTS + VAT
Hard Disk Models from £699 + VAT

- «%

inc M.A.P. Software 
and NLQ Dot Matrix 

Printer

From

inc Fontasy Software 
and NLQ Dot Matrix 

Printer

From

inc Wordstar 1512 
Software and Daisy 

Wheel Printer

From
£699 PHONE FOR PgjCES

+ VAT L—
39

+ VATVAT FREE SECUR1COR DELIVERY ON PC’s

/85121JO3 21 MEGABYTES Q5
Hard Disk on a Card
Can be fitted to double or single drive PC's rnPCW 8256i■5

SaoeyV.iccMniSv.t',; .
5 i.t.TS........

S:• MiesV. !"•' j.;k 'cntrulCO .... £69.35
San Ai nta Pius CA+Cl ........... £149.95
Br tv1: j'A±P.) ...................... £1 A9.95
*-vy. B v'Ctwv.bj (A v 3+0 ..... £199.35
At;,:: y/^loble .’•/! / S'.. Compact and ABCS

cs::’;&C' 5
!'r::rd essays
^'ewVifcrd .......................
Pocket Wordstar............
PocketWordstar Oelux ..
Supaiwriter...................

o*>^‘.rA 5 £99.95
£69.95 £449™ i? onUSED MODELS - GUARANTEED 

FROM including formating and fitting

-4 5£299 + VAT
C£343.85incVATl

(•/ 3Q

Sa
8087-2i 8 MHz Maths Co-processor
Including test software and fittingALL PRICES 

INCLUDE VAT
t £69.00 

£49.95 
£69.95 
£49.95

Microword/MicrofileW/P-rD/B .... £49.95
£29.95 
£24.95 
£14.95 
£29.95

m.
£159 ™ £18285--,■tv

Polyprint + Polyword..............
Tasword8000 .......................
TasprintBOOO (fonts] ...........
Prospell for Locoscript .........
Databases
Delta 1.25 .............................
Dbasell ...................................
Condor I .............................
Cardbox .................................
Sage Retrieve.........................
Spreadsheets
SuperCalcll ...........................
Cracker II ................................
Scratch Pad + .......................
Multiplan ................................
Graphics
Electronic Studio Light Pen +

Graphics Software ...........
Electronic Studio Mouse ......
Electronic Studio Digitiser ...
DR Draw.................................
DR Graph................................
Graphpad III CAD/CAM Tablet

IQDAISY WHEEL 
PRINTER PACKAGE 
FOR PCW8256/8512

640K MEMORY 
UPGRADE 3 <3n£99.95 

£119.00 
£99.95 

. £99.95 

. £69.95

Add an extra 128K of RAM
Including fitting to new PC |5£199! 96 +VAT 

(£229.95 inc VAT]
£39 °v?t £44.83n« o •<£49.95

£49.00
£69.95
£69.00

SIRECOMMENDED PRINTERS 
FOR THE AMSTRAD PC

Everything you need to produce
letter quality print from the
Amstrad PCW range:
• DyneerDWI 2 (Silver-Reed 

EXP400) High quality daisy 
wheel printer

• PCW Parallel/Serial interface
• Parallel Printer Cable
• NEW Tasword 8000 Word 

Processor Software
Extra for Pocket Wordstar 

W/P
Extra for Newword 

W/P

SI(ft
I «n§Citizen 120D

IBM compatible NLQ 
dot matrix printer

Star NL10
IBM compatible NLQf QBQ Q_ 
dot matrix printer

Star Powertype
IBM compatible 
18cps daisy 
wheel printer 
2 metre IBM 
cored cable

. £79.95 
£129.95 

£99.95 
£49.95 
£49.95 

£149.95

£179.95 *i5 00
§§esa: isHARDWAREI

PCW8256 FREE Delivery .. 
PCW8512 FREE Delivery ..
FD21MB Second drive .....
CPS Serial/Parallel l/F .......
Sane chit chat modem plus

E.Mails/w ......................
Sane chit chat modem plus

Prestels/w .....................
256K Upgrade ...................
Intergem Disk l/F................
CF23"Disksx10 ...............

£456.95
£571.95
£172.38

£68.88
O 55
§ I!£229.95

£22.94
£25 inc VAT

£199.95s= £45 inc VAT£199.95 
£39.95 
£99.95 

. £33.95Uj Mail Order + Export Hot Line Phone 01-686 6362a 5? S
Send off or order by phono quoting your Access. Vise No. ‘Phone 01 >686 6362. 
Immedrata despatch on receipt of order or chequoclearaice. Or you can Telex your order

EXPORT CUSTOMERS SUPPLIED 
TAX FREE-ASK FOR EXPORT LIST

*
O c

Official orders welcomed from PLC's 
government and education establishments

9

ALSO VAST RANGE OF DISK DRIVES. JOYSTICKS. DISK BOXES. INTERFACES. SHEETFEEOEBS. El 
Mi yQUAGE 53-59 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CRO1QD. Tel: 01-6813022
's*00000^ Prices correct at copy date. Subject to change without notice due to currency fluctuations «tn F ft D F



1 ii yuu i uu a Milan uusmyssyou n know, only too 
well, howmuch unproductive time you spend 
on that necessary evil, paperwork 

Quest Business Software tor the AMSTRAD, 
IBM and COMPATIBLES will, quite simply, 
relieve you of the paperwork millstone and 
can PAY FOR ITSELF in as little as ONE MONTH 
by dramatically increasing your efficiency and 
profitability.

Since our award winning CASH TRADER was 
published last year we've considerably 
expanded our range of Business Software to 
save you time on accounting, searching through 
files.

QUEST BUSINESS CONTROLSYSTEM
TflE LOW-COST FULLY INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM WITH 
OVER 30,000 USERS WORLDWIDE!
"Behaves like much more expensive software, and is well 
structured" ’What Micro’ Feb. '86.

These accounting systems designed for the Amstrad, IBM 
(and compatibles) and most CP/M micros put the power of fully 
integrated accounting within even the smallest budget. The three 
modules, of which the system comprises, are Sales Ledger/ 
Invoicing/Stock Control: Purchase Ledger: Nomina! Ledger. 
Modules may be purchased independently ifirq tired and full 
software support is available.

All packages are fully documented 30 a module
Twin Disk Drives Required
EVALUATION COPY ONLY £19.95!

N.

/

typing letters and producing reports 
As many of our packages are available for 

evaluation prior to outright purchase, you've 
everything to gain by ordering today. Just 
because our software costs less it doesn't mean 
that we've cut corners or skimped on detail - 
thousands of users, world wide, will testify to 
that1

CASH TRADER
"If your paperwork tends to be somew-l 

Trader is brilliant at creating order out of char • 
Feb. ’86.

izard.Cash 
'at Micro’

Cash Trader has sold over 5,500 copies si : launch last 
year and has been universally acclaimed. Des.; ■.d for business 
people - not accountants - Cash Trader is as ecsy to use as a 
Cashbook with the added advantages of automatic totalling and 
cross costing, the ability to produce printed reports for VAT and 
Auditors’ requirements and the tremendous benefit of accepting 
ANY TYPE OF ENTRY in ANY ORDER - eliminating tedious manual 
paperwork sorting.

Additional reports from CASH TRADER may be simply 
produced with ANALYSER- a low cost add-on module.

Cash Trader and Analyser are supplied with full 
documentation and software support, if required.

.. .“an outstanding and original contribution to business

s

All Quest Business Software is very easy to 
use and we've paid particular attention to 
provide detailed documentation, and. should 
you need it. Ongoing support

f You could say that we haven't slept 
So you can

profitability and efficiency" The Standard Micro Business Awards.z Sept. 1985.
EVALUATION CORY ONLY £19.95!
For Amstratf PCW * PC, IBM & IBM Compatibles.



r CASHIER-LEGAL ACCOUNTING
CASHIER - a Legal Accounting System for Solicitors - was written some four years ago; costing at that time in excess of £1500 and it 
is successfully operating in over eight Solicitor’s practices.
CASHIER operates in very much the same fashion as conventional manual systems but uses the power of the modern-day business 
micro computer to speed up the processing of transactions and eliminate the errors in totalling and postings associated with manual 
systems.
The basic system is designed to run on a twin floppy disk computer (360K) and will handle up to 650 matters. An upgrade is available 
to make use of larger floppy disk capacity, or to transfer both the program and data on to a hard disk where up to several thousand 
matters can be handled. ^
An optional Time Recording Module is available which will record up to 12 fee earners’ time over 99 user-defined activities.
An evaluation copy of the software (including Time Recorder) is available for £49.95 inc. VAT. This allows you to evaluate the^^g^ 

Hj suitability of all aspects of the system before purchasing the complete package.
'?$}, Complete Package - £499,00 + vat

^ rC. Amsirad PC1512, Amstrad PCW8512/8256

Im•M•ss 8

SOFTWARE FOR 
ACCOUNTANTS**

THE AMSTRAD POCKET 
SERIES
POCKET WORDSTAR DELUXE
POCKET WORDSTAR WITH 
MAILMERGE
POCKET REPORTSTAR
POCKET CALCSTAR
POCKET DATASTAR
10% OFF

v. r i ri ronsc Card index you can't
a' .v.- j :.•) h;,1 ’ SHOEBOX. A powerful Incomplete Records 

Program produces Trial Balance. Profit & Loss A/C 
and Balance Sheet, simple to use. rapid entry 
routine, automatic VAT extraction. Links to 
Wordstar for tailored reporting, comprehensive 
audit trial, up to 300 Nominal Accounts with 99 
sub analysis codes in each.

POCKET WORDSTAR accepts Final Accounts 
reports from Shoebox, offers comprehensive 
editing and printing options.

TIME RECORDER records Time and 
Disbursements. Caters for up to 200 clients with 
150* charge rates, produces comprehensive WtP 
reports.

Amstrad PCW & PC. IBM & IBM Compatibles. Requires Mr 
disk drives.. *Flle Expandsr allows tbese to be Increased.

mOnly £29.95 i:» the wsisst to use

1. ‘i ?vs is allows you
'n.-_ customer records, 

pjoru i fiien to select it
in •: -K-ir.'-j r sWfiSS tftCH N US«d. if
required. & .:i oat of labels.

Features inc’ufe:
Up to 32000 Records ner File 

Rgi & Up to 30 Alpha or Numeric fields per record 
$ Wildcard selection on any field 
MATCHBOX is equally valuable for business or 
Private use I 
Not Available on IBM

.Amstrad 825^8512. Can be run on a single drive.

iw;=

mm

L Amslrad PCW Only. Twin Disk Drives.
'•y

PO BOX 6
I I Wi BRIXHAM DEVON TQ5T 1 ill Tel:(08045)6566l|f%

■ HnI
1

^ QUEST BUSINESS CONTROL SYSTEMSI

Evaluation Copies
Evaluation copies are usable but a restriction on the number ot entries 
exists.I Please send me Sain Ledger, Invoicing and Stock Control 

Please send me Purchase Ledger 
Please send me Nominal Ledger 
Please send me Evaluation/Demonstration Suita 
CASH TRADER WITH ANALYSER 
Please send me Evaluation copy 
Please send me Cuh Trader - full working copy 
Please send me Cuh Trader with Analyser 
SOFTWARE FOR ACCOUNTANTS 
Please send ma Shoebox 
Please send me Time Recorder 
Please send me Evaluation Shoobox/Timo Recorder 
AMSTRAD POCKET SERIES 
Please send me Pocket Wordstar de Luxe 
Please send me Pocket Wordstar with Mailmerge 
Please send me Pocket Cakstar (Spreadshnt)
Please send me Pocket Dateetar (Databese)
Please send me Pocket Reportitar (Report Generator) 
NVSOELLANEOUS 
Please send me Matchbox 
Please send me Cashier (Evaluation)

IT MARKETING LTD. PO BOX 6
BRIXHAM DEVON TQ5 9AA Tel: (08045)6566

£99.00 inc VAT 
£33.00 inc VAT 
£33.00 inc VAT 
£19.95 inc VAT

I On payment o( the balance you will bejjiven a password to remove the £1

After hours - orders, enquiries and queries can be left on our 
answerphone on 08045 59491.
I enclose my cheque made payable to IT Marketing Limited for

i 3£19.95 inc VAT 
£99.95 inc VAT 

£149.95 inc VATI
N I Total: .. Please debit my Access/Visa/American Express CaN £149.95 inc VAT P 

£89.95 inc VAT !“ 
£19.95 inc VAT p

P £89.95 Inc VAT P 
1 £49.95 inc VAT _

'

I
Expiry date I 1 1 1 1 1 1I Signature:

deduct io% QC. ..._ 
from these £39.95 inc VAT 
PRICES

Microcomputer Used 
Address. _______

I - Name:
. £49.95 inc VAT
L £39.95 inc VATIx b£29.95 inc VAT 

£49.95 inc VAT let: Type of Business: _
Dealer Enquiries Welcome*i APC1
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Mate yoi 

micro mobile
m
If.

When acquiring a computer few of us five questions on a postcard, and don’t 
actually consider how to accommodate forget your own name and address, 
the thing. If you work on the dining room 
table it can be very inconvenient being Comp”, APC, Brentwood House, 169 
shunted about the house come meal Kings Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 
times, and life in the office is seldom any 4EF. Entries close November 31. 
easier.

If you’re finding it hard to find a 
permanent home for your micro, you’ll be 
glad to know that IQ has offered Amstrad 
Professional Computing one of its 
workstations to give away as a prize. As 
the picture shows this is far more than a 
mere desk, it doubles as a printer stand 
as well. The castors mean that you can 
unplug your computer and wheel it from 
room to room, only having to avoid the 
envious looks.

The entire workstation stands around 
a central pillar, which supports the main 
desk. The other platforms - the printer 
stand, keyboard stand and side table - 
are supported by angle brackets which 
slide in runners cut into the outside of the 
pillar.

The height of each platform can be 
adjusted and some of them can be made 
to incline, allowing you to tailor the 
workstation to your own specifications.

Entering the competiton couldn’t be 
easier. Just send in your answers to our

Entries should be sent to “Table

1. What was Chippendale’s Christian 
name?
2. Which 18th century furniture 
designer was also famous for his 
fireplaces?
3. The shield back chair was first 
designed by which of the following?
• Sheraton
• Mackintosh
• Hepplewhite
4. Which wood was mainly used for 
furniture making in Victorian times?
• Oak
• Walnut
• Mahogany
6. Which name was given to kitchen 
chairs in Victorian times?
• Deck
• Windsor
• Spine back

Here’s your 

chance to win 

a superb 

ergonomically 

designed 

workstation for 

your Amstrad 

system.

[{!

i;

:

i

inreirrirw-zai Al>(
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DIMENSION 27/29 High Street 
Leicester LE1 4FP 

# Tel: (0533) 57479

THE MIDLAND’S LARGEST COMPUTER STORE
computers l.t.d

dBASE II OFFER
Ashton Tate dBase II database with FREE 'How To Run Your Business 

With dBase IP Plus ‘Understanding dBase II’ books worth £22.85 
£119.00

NOW AVAILABLE 

THENEWAMSTRAD 

PC 1512 RANGEi
AMSTRAD PCW8256/512 
SOFTWARE COLLECTION

70 Programs on 3 Discs including Games, Applications, Utilities and 
Communications, with 350 page Free Software Instruction Handbook.

£39.95

Monochrome Monitor with single drive, keyboard,
processor and mouse, 512K ram ............................
Monochrome Monitor with twin drive, keyboard,
processor and mouse, 512K ram ............................
Full-colour Monitor with single drive, keyboard,
processor and mouse, 512K ram ............................
Full-colour Monitor with twin drive, keyboard,
processor and mouse, 512K ram ............................
Monochrome Monitor with single drive, 10 megabyte 
hard disc drive, keyboard, processor and mouse,

j 5i2Kram ................................................................
I Monochrome Monitor with single drive, 20 megabyte 
! hanJ disc drive, keyboard, processor and mouse,
! riri«%;am .................................................

; ; ? - i-co.owi Monitor with single drive, 10 megabyte
: hard :'$■ • drive, keyboard, processor and mouse.

i ■' 51>:Krar;? ....................................... ...................
c oteit. Mo i.or v/ith single drive, 20 megabyte 

1 i ■: d>sc drive, keyboard, processor and mouse,
' SiSKram .........................................................

£399 + VAT

£499 +VAT

LOCOSCRIPT MAILMERGE
Q Mail .........................................
LOCOSCRIPT SPELL CHECKER 
Prospell ......................................

£549 +VAT £29.95 i

£649 + VAT £29.95
—

MICROPRO POCKET SUITE PCW8256/512
Consisting of:

★ Pocket Wbrdstar (including Mailmerge)
♦ CalcStar

★ InfoStar (DataStar plus ReportStar)
£149.95

£699 + VAT

£799 +VAT

........ £849 +VAT
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER OFFER

★ Typewriter quality text output 
★ Qume compatible daisy printwheel 

★ 14 c.p.s. print speed
* 10,12.15 and 17 pitch gives up to 138 characters per line 

* Friction and standard size Tractor Feed 
* 7K Data Buffer

Including Centronics/RS232 Interface and Lead for PCW8256/512 
£199.95

£949 +VAT1
i v.ri'.-.s r*n«.: for free brochure of our wide range of 

f C 15':? compatible software.

rm
£pSO 'i ;i-:)
i CP::'.: ;-:a 7.*n • WIQ Friction Feed
Epson LX3uO
300 CPS Dot Matto: with NLG
With 8K Buffer ..........................................
With 128K Buffer .....................................
Optional 7 colour kit .................................
ShinwaCPA80 .........................................
Star SG10 ................................................
Star SG15 ................................................
StarSDIO ................................................
Star SD15 ................................................
Star SR 10 ................................................
Star SR 15 ................................................
Star NL10 ....................................
Amstrad DMP 2000 .................................
Citizen 120D .......... .,..................... -........

HARDWARE
PCW8256 ......................................................
PCW8512 ......................................................
Including FREE Locoscript Telephone Helpline 
Electric Studio Lightpen for PCW8256/8512 ..
Amstrad Modem ............................................
PCW8256 2nd Drive (fitted) ...........................
8256/512 Printer Stand .................................
8256/512 Monitor Stand ................................

IDEAL GAMES MACHINE!
Amstrad’s NEW Spectrum 128 + 2 Computer 
with joystick and 12 games ............................

PERSONAL CALLERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VA.T.

£244.95
£458.00
£575,00

£499.95
£599.95

£59.95
£169.95
£229.95
£354.95
£354.95
£445.95
£445.95
£536.95
£269.95
£159.00
£219.95

£79.95
£99.95

£182.95
£14.95
£16.95

£159.95

COLOUR PRINTERS
Epson JX80 ............................
Canon PJ1080A ......................
Okimate 20 .............................

r£409.95
£473.95
£199.95

Please add C5.00 towards carriage on any Punier order Other Hardware and Software orders CWA 12 
carnage tree To order. either send cheque P O with coupon or ring (0533)57479/21874 with 
Access/Barclaycatd number Please allow ? days for delivery Item receipt ot order or 
cheque clearance

Send to: Dept. No. APC12, Dimension Computers Ltd., 
27/29 High Street. Leicester LE1 4FP.
Item

Large range of printer ribbons in stock — please ring for details.

CPC 6128 Printer Lead 
PCW 8256/512 serial/
Centronics Interface with lead

£9.95 Quantity Price
£59.95

JUKI PRINTER OFFER
Juki 6100 Daisy Wheel Printer 
With Cut Sheet Feeder .........

£259.95
£439.95ViS Many other printors available at competitive prices -- 

please ring for quotation.

:
TOTAL

CUTSHEETFEEDERS
Name:.... 
Address:

Star NL 10 . 
Epson LX80

£59.95
£63.25

£199.95Juki

ALL OFFERS STRICTLY SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY Telephone:



PLANNING

Don’t work in thedark!
e trained the easy, quick and efficient way..

Across the country we offer a comprehensive range of one-day courses 
specifically developed for the Amstrad user. Included in our countrywide 
schedules over the next month are:

The secret of achieving the most from your business computer is 
knowing how to get the best from your hardware and software. Learn
ing how to do that on a self-teach basis is often time consuming and 
sometimes confusing.
Now you don’t have to worry about that teaming process. Total 
Concept In Training can set you in the right direction.
Total Concept In Training is a professional organisation dedicated to 
the training and support of users of small business Micros and Personal 
Computers.
Our expertise covers a range of applications for the business user, 
including:-

• WORD PROCESSING • SPREADSHEETS
• DATABASES • ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS 

Furthermore, our training and support experience is second to none!!

- Word Processing for beginners.
- Spreadsheet for Budgeting & Cashflow Projection. 

Amsoft Business Control - Accounts systems (Purchase. Sales. Ir.voi > ; Nominal).
Sage Accounts

Each course is available for just £60.00 + VAT = £69.00 per delegate

Locoscript 
Supercalc 2

- Accounts systems (Purchase. Sales, i1'...... '. ominal).

We arc also able to offer courses on other business 
machines and software, including:

• IBM AND COMPATIBLES • MERLIN TONTO
• ICLONEPER DESK

We look forward to seeing you on our course soon!! 
For further details and booking arrangements please contact: 
TOTAL CONCEPT IN TRAINING 
17 NEWHALL PUCE. NEWHALL HILL. BIRMINGHAM B13JH 
TELEPHONE: 021-2361626

STOCKMARKET ACCOUNT
That's not a misprint, just ten pounds plus VAT buys 
you an integrated Sales, Purchases, Nominal package 
with full instructions and a book-keeping tutorial on disk. 
It runs on the IBM PC or any compatible (Amstrad 
PC1512, Comcen XT, Opus PC II, Walters PC etc) with 
128k RAM, a single 360k Disk drive and an Epson- 
compatible 80-column printer.

This is not a "demo" disk but a fully usable system with 
full VAT and Nominal analyses, account searches by 
name, batch correction before posting, a chance to add 
accounts during an input batch, worksheets, aged 
reports, Trial Balance, P&L Account and Balance Sheet.

You can subsequently upgrade to software with: greater 
ledger capacities, multiple open periods, invoicing, 
foreign currencies, cashflow reports, prior-year and 
budget comparisons, a bound instruction manual, 
transfer of your data from the "starter" 
package and eight support phone calls (total 2 
hours max.) for just £85.00 plus VAT. Other integrated 
packages: Stock £25, Payroll £35.

THINKING OF INVESTING? ALREADY AN INVESTOR? m
STOCKMARKET enables you to record details of 
purchases, sales and dividends of shares, unit trusts etc. 
Current share prices can be entered very easily at any 
time for an automatic folio revaluation. Values of share 
prices, indexes etc can be recorded, listed and plotted 
along with moving averages. Practise buying and selling 
shares. See if your intuition is right.

PRICES
* Store values of share prices, indexes, exchange rates etc.
* Up to 260 prices per share (eg. weekly prices for 5 years).
* Tabulate prices.
* Plot prices and moving averages with log or linear scales.
* Actual prices supplied as demons lau on data (inc FT 30, British Telecom).
* Use curves to select best buying and selling opportunities.
ACCOUNTS
* Record full details of your portfolios of stocks, shares, unit trusts etc.
* Practice buying and selling techniques and accurately record your 

progress.
* Up to fifty shares per folio. Store many folios on one disc.
* Buy and sell shares with automatic calculation of dealing costs.
* User definable dealing costs.
* Record dividend yields and price earnings ratios.
* Update prices and automatically update yields. P/E ratios and 

recalculate individual share and total folio value.
* Record dividend payments, total dealing costs and keep cash accounts.
* Tabulate present folios, past transactions, dividends and cash 

accounts.
* Demonstration data supplied. Comprehensive forty page manual.

:
I :i *

I:
!:*■

I

HI CPC 464 (disc)/664/6128 
PCW 8256/8512 

Price: £29.95 (inc. p&p)

MERIDIAN
S3

Send £11.50 per package to: APPLIED MICRO SOLUTIONS 
1 Elystan Place, LONDON SW3 3LA.

;
I j

Name:--------
Address:------

38 Balcaskie Road, 
London, SE9 1HQ. 
Tel: 01-850 7057 Signed: Date:

2
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A closer look 

at CambaseREVIEW

ACQUIRING a piece of serious software advantage of the space in drive B without 
is only the first step in a long having to move program .DAT files to M. 
relationship. You will spend many hours The only problem is that printer codes 
with it to get a job done with more ease cannot be changed from B. The solution 
and flexibility than before. But as in is to change the codes on a program disc 
human relationships, intimacy discloses in A, then PIP B:=A:SYSTFTLE.DAT. 
the imperfections disguised by the 
Sunday-best of adverts, technical initialising a file you must state the 
specifications and first encounters.

Magazine reviews can help avoid have and Cambase reserves the entire 
disappointment, but they are intended amount of space on the disc. So writing 
for potential users. It can be unwieldy to fewer records or failing to fill character 
go into details which may be meaningful fields is wasteful and makes Cambase 
only after hands-on experience, yet inefficient for files of unpredictable 
which make or break the value of the content, such as bibliographic notes.

After initialisation, the file size cannot 
be changed without erasing all data.

Cambase is a data management Incidentally, Cambase fills trailing 
system which allows for 39 fields: blanks in a field with spaces-which have 
Character, numeric, date, yes/no and to be deleted if records are moved to a 
conditional. There may even be looped or word processing program such as Loco- 
re peating fields. Selection and sorting Script, 
can be done on any field and a disc can 
hold up to nine different data files.

There is still a space problem. When

maximum number of records you will

software. Let me attempt to do this, 
though, with Cambase.

The real inconvenience begins when 
you start to create records. While many 

In addition there are processes which programs (such as Cardbox) allow you to 
can define variables, accept input (field do this in a partial fashion, Cambase 
or variable values) and make derivations requires that you key through all the 
by arithmetic operations. Others deter- fields. And there’s no going back to 
mine output to screen, disc or printer in correct a mistake in a previous field - the 
the report format desired, including Amend procedure must be used. So that 
mailing labels. even for a record starting with, say, a

Up to twenty different processes can be client’s name, you still have to hit Return 
written for the nine data files. Of course, up to 38 times to reach the next record, 
individual records may be created, 
amended, deleted or output. So far, so certain fields leaving them empty, for

others an entry is compulsory. This is so 
Cambase occupies 117k of the program for yes/no or validated fields, where a 

disc, which limits the space available for minimum numeric value or a restricted 
data and makes the writing of nine set of characters has been specified. In 
substantive files somewhat hypothetical, these cases dummy values must be entered 
The program can be transferred to the M to create the record, 
drive so that a fresh data disc can be used 
in A. But with maximum record size insert a yes/no field and make all 
being 2048 bytes, in an extreme case you subsequent fields conditional on it. But 
could have nine files with only nine aside from wasting a field, you might 
records each on a 173k disc.

Moreover, while you can key through

good.

There is an alternative, which is toEric Fenster 

reviews a new 

data management 

system, and 

suggests some 

general 

precautions to 

take when 

choosing software.

i
have wanted to make subsequent fields 

More important, transferring the pro- conditional on something else, 
gram to M poses a certain risk. Unlike Fields can be conditional only on 
most software, Cambase has program previous character or yes/no fields and 
files (.DAT) which change as data is not, unfortunately, on numeric fields. To 
input. That is, the program and data achieve this another field must be used 
discs are intimately linked and the up. *
altered .DAT files must be PIPped back For example, to make Field 10 
to the program disc after each session. conditional on Field 8 being greater than 

In case of an accident or power failure 50, you’ll need a Field 9 which answers 
while the .DAT files are in M - and yes/no to the question about Field 8. 
changes have been made to the data Besides wasting another field, this 
content - the data and program discs no indirect approach must be done manu- 
longer match. At the least, backups must ally and is thus both time-consuming 
be made simultaneously of both discs, and detached from any computing, 
which is costly in time and materials and If, for example, the age of people in your 
increases the chances of disc manage- records is relevant to some further action, 
ment errors. the ages could be adjusted annually by

Owners of the PCW8512 can take using a process such as derivation byrani
Amstrad Professional Computing December 19S6
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PCW UPGRADES
DIY Memory Upgrade to 512K: Standard 5% Second Drive:

Straightforward. The kit contains 8 RAM IC's to be inserted into 
existing sockets on the computer. You simply undo the rear 
cover, plug in the RAM chips and push two switches A and B to 
the opposite side. The existing software can fully use the 
additional memory. We provide full one year guarantee.
DIY Memory Upgrade ..... ...................
Quantity and trade discounts available.

The 5% inch second drive is external and does not require 
cutting out the front cover, which is the worst aspect of 
upgrading the PCW8256 to twin drives. The 5% inch drive is 80 
track, double sided, offering the same 1 Megabyte capacity as 
the other two but 5'/4 inch floppy discs are a lot less expensive 
than 3 inch or 3’/2 inch discs, around £15 for a box of ten. The 
5% inch format is also the most popular in the industry. It is 
technically possible to transfer files between PC's discs and 
PCW's discs using the 5% inch disc drive. The software for this 
is optional extra.
The 5% inch second drive is identical in function to the 3 inch or 
3’/2 inch second drive and installation is same as with a 3’/2 inch 
drive. It is also possible to detach the drive and use it on another 
computer. We provide full one year guarantee.
5V4 Second Drive ..........................................

£22.00

£110.00

Diy 3 inch Second Drive Upgrade:
The second drive is an absolute must for all serious PCW users. 
It offers a whole 1 Megabyte (unformatted) capacity as opposed 
to 250K of the first drive. With Locoscript, you can expect at 
least 120 pages of typed text on each disc, several times more 
than with only one drive.
To install the second disc drive, cut out the front covering 
template and fix the drive to the case with 3 screws. Connect 
the spare data and power leads to the drive. The second drive 
will be instantly recognised by the computer operating system, 
putting an end to disc swapping. The DISCKIT program will 
automatically display extra options, including formatting and 
verifying CF2DD discs in the second drive.
DIY 3 inch second drive

Please add VAT at the applicable rate to our prices. We usually 
despatch ordered items the following day of receiving your 
order. If the ordered item is in short supply, we can advise you 
by phone if desired.

.£120.00

Attractive 3% Second Drive: A

The 3% inch second drive is external, thus alleviating the need 
of cutting out the front cover. Simply connect the spare data 
and power leads to one end of the second drive cable and put 
the latter through the printer slot of the rear cover. The other 
end plugs into the back of the drive. It is possible to detach the 
drive to use it on other computers.

inch drive is identical in operation to the 3 inch internal 
upgrade, offering the same 1 Megabyte capacity (unformatted) 
but uses 3’/2 DS-DD discs, around 50p each cheaper than 3 
inch CF2DD discs.
As 3’/2 inch format is a more popular (Apple, Acorn, Atari, 
portable PC's clones etc), the price of the drive is sensibly lower 
than 3 inch drive. We provide full one year guarantee.
3% inch Second Drive

Order Fo

Prices listed below include VAT at 15% 
PLEASE SUPPLY:

The 3’

DIY Memory Upgrade 
3 inch Second Drive .. 
3% inch Second Drive 
5% inch Second Drive

..£25.30
£149.50
£115.00
£126.50£100.00

Add post and packing:
P&P for memory upgrade 
P&P for disc drive (each) .

£1.00
£3.00

Access/Barclay............................................
I can be contacted by phone on this number:

Name

Address

Access/Visa AccountSOLI

Send to: SOLICOMMS LTD,
I 7 Sweyne Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 6JQ

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE VV»- M-si-fn? Ilii? »njh| lu change prices and specifications without
• m|i* ♦’ fur imprnyrriirni
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The main menu

I
:

subtraction from the current year. But 
you would still have to go manually 
through the database to change the 
yes/no field for people who crossed a 
pertinent age limit/range.

Although selection in Cambase is 
reasonably adequate, you will not know 
until you read the manual carefully that 
selection on “any” field is limited to any 
16 of the 39 fields, and sorting can be 
dotie only on those same 16. By the time 
you’ve put in “throwaway” fields to deal 
with problems mentioned earlier, this 
constraint can restrict your margin of 
manoeuvre.

The * sal weakness of Cambase is its 
processes. Suppose you set up a process 
to input one or more fields of selected 
records. As each record is presented on 
the screen you will see only the fields 
scheduled for input, not the entire 
record.

mean lost data. Even proceeding that is the only clue to the printer’s 
correctly may require running the default setting. The codes themselves are 
process several times under different in decimal and there is little guidance 
selection criteria since it isn’t possible to about changing them. Similarly, the fact 
create a process involving input of that fields can be put in any order for 
several fields without exposing all of output to screen or printer - but not to 
them to input on every record selected, disc - is omitted.

Second, should you make a mistake
and enter a value on a record which quite well and would be excellent value 
shouldn’t have been presented in the first for money if its design flaws were 
place because of conditionality, you will corrected -1 hope Camsoft will make the 
never know it. The very fact of effort. As it stands, the committed 
conditionality means that the guilty field computer user might take the pains to 
won’t be displayed when you next look at avoid the pitfalls, but the current risks of

compromising valuable data may be 
I said earlier that processes can unacceptable to users in the typical 

perform several functions, including office, 
output. But when these are combined in
a process, output occurs record by record of software, but its larger purpose is to 
as each is changed by input/calculation, suggest general precautions to be taken 

You cannot run part of a process, so if when acquiring any new program, 
either immediate output is not desired 

If the purpose of your process is, say, to or, conversely, you want just output ingful demonstrations, although it is
enter the prices which correspond to a without other functions, separate becoming more difficult to find those
series of already-entered part numbers, processes must be written for each who will make this effort to sell
you can imagine the horror of having to purpose. inexpensive software,
work blind. You almost need all the This begins to eat away at the number At the very least, a dealer should 
information, on paper and correctly of available processes. While these total provide a place where you can sit down 
ordered, in front of you - which rather twenty, each must be linked specifically and read through the manual. That is 
obviates the purpose of the computer and to a data file. Therefore creating the your true introduction to the reality of a 
is not the way such information is usually maximum nine files would mean having program, and it doesn't encroach on the 
received. about two processes available per file, dealer’s time.

The second problem is that condi- reducing opportunity for manipulation 
tionality doesn’t function during a and making advertised capacity mis- Who knows, we might even get better 
process-which is where it would have its leading. manuals if manufacturers knew their
greatest value. If your process entails The Cambase manual is good at products were going to be judged by 
input on several fields which are presenting topics several times at deeper them.
conditional upon each other, all the levels of detail, and at warning of certain Finally, keep your ultimate user in 
designated fields for every selected file-handling precautions. On the other mind. There is excellent, powerful 
record will be presented for input hand, while some information is missing software which may require program- 
regardless of whether the conditionality entirely, the main fault is that other ming talent for application design, yet 
is fulfilled. topics are just mentioned in passing, or the result might then be simplicity itself

Two other Cambase characteristics- obscurely. t0 implement
exacerbate this problem. First any You will only learn about limits such as The trouble begins when the appli-
record selected for a process involving record size from the list of error messages, cat ion is so complex or error-prone as to
‘n?V.t ih“aed There8 S no mhtr.teVant an.d ,may b.e 8UrPrl8ed the first time your exceed the skill (or interest) of the final 
field(a) erased. 1 here is no such thing as printer prints on an empty roller. The user. The computer can then become an

SSS. “ '• •“ SiSXTSSrSKteSS
Any mistake in selecting records can continuous paper before pressing P, but

:

■ Cambase performs many functions
f

I
the record!

This review concentrates on one piece

Ideally, dealers should give mean-

!

If the manual is unintelligible, beware.
!

'

i ■

\p(
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Adding the
finishing
touches

SPKCIAL

L In principle printing a spreadsheet is spreadsheets to produce a statement for 
easy. For example, to print a spreadsheet the entire year, 
using the printer’s standard typeface - 
which usually means 80 column printout on disc with the one already in

memoryby using the options * and / 
via the Load command, so enabling you 
to add, subtract, multiply or divide 

If the spreadsheet is too big to print in corresponding spreadshe° t entries, 
one go SuperCalc will print it in a 
number of sections that you can stick disc is compared to the ^ responding 
together with tape. You have a better cell in the spreadsheet ir- ro uory and if 
chance of printing it in one part if your they both contain numeric iata or valid 
printer supports a condensed mode, formulae their confer-.* are added, 
giving 132 columns. subtracted, multiplied

The PCW printer certainly does and so resulting spreadsheet . . ;:ins only 
do all the Epson models. To enter numeric data in cells : have been
condensed mode on these printers simply affected - any formula', v contained 
enter the command:

/Output Display,ALL,Setup

You can combine a spreadsheet stored

- all you have to do is enter:
/Outpu t,Display, ALL, Printer

Each cell in the spreadsheet stored on

•• ided. The

are overwritten by the .ults of the
merge.

It is obviously important ro design or 
At this point you have a range of options, modify spreadsheets to be used in a 
First set the line length to 132 then select merge operation so that they are laid out 
the Setup codes option and type: in exactly the same way but, apart from 

this restriction, merging is a very useful 
and easy-to-use function.

You can choose to load or merge part of 
a spreadsheet into a specific position - 
with reference to the top lefthand corner 
- of an existing one. For instance if you

(To type a Control+O or an Alt+O wanted to load only the part of a 
simply press 0 while holding down the spreadsheet contained in the block 
Control or Alt key.)

As long as your printer is switched on this block is at B3 you would type: 
and connected when you type the setup 
code, it will be set to condensed mode 
and you can go straight to printout.

Alternatively you can buy a utility spreadsheet by adding corresponding 
which allows you to print a spreadsheet cells you would type: 
sideways.

Another useful tip is to turn off the 
printing of the spreadsheet borders using 
the Global command:

Control+0
for a CPC computer or PC, or:

Alt+O
if you are using a PCW.

In her final article 

on SuperCalc Sue 

Gee looks at some 

of its more 

obscure but 

vitally important 

areas and 

reveals some 

interesting ways 

of drawing 

graphs.

C4:F10 so that the top lefthand corner of

/Load,’’SPREADl”,Part,C4:F10,B3
?I! To merge the same block with an existing

!

/Load,"SPREADl”,Part,C4: 
F10,B3,+

Your own formats/Global, Border
The border can be brought back with the 
same command a second time.

The most important element in making a 
spreadsheet look good is selecting the 
correct format for each cell. But what if 
there isn’t a standard format that suits? 
The solution is to use one of the eight 
user-defined formats that SuperCalc 
provides. To set up a user-defined format 
type:

Merging spreadsheets
Sometimes you might need to combine 
the information in a number of 
spreadsheets to produce a single sum
mary. For instance if you maintain a 
monthly summary of profit and loss it is and the format table will appear. Using 
useful to be able to amalgamate the cursor keys to alter the options

/Format,Define

112331CPC
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displayed - Floating $, Embedded DATUM and see what happens!) 
commas, Minus shown as (), Zeros as The simplest of SuperCalc’s date 
blanks, Show as percent, Number of functions is TODAY() which supplies the 
decimal places and Scaling factor. You current date in the form mm/dd/yy. A 
can define up to eight different formats, number of SuperCalc functions will 
To use these formats simply enter the accept a date in this form as produced by 
command: the DATE(mm,dd,yy) function and this

is known as a date value:

to it and convert back to a standard date 
value using DVAL.

You can use the same trick to3 . generate
dates for any period of time. For 
example, 14 days from today is 
D V AL(JD ATE (TODAY ())+14) and so 
on. This can prove very handy if you want 
a spreadsheet showing dates of every 
payday or a similar regular accounting 
date.

/Format,range,Un
where n is the number of the user-defined DAY (mm/dd/yy) 
format.

gives dd
MONTH(mm/dd/yy) gives mm 
YEAR(mm/dd/yy) gives yy 
WD AY (mm/dd/yy) gives a number in 

the range 1 to 7 
indicating the day 
of the week.

A slightly more difficult problem is 
generating the names of days. That is, 
given that it is day 2, make a cell value 
“MON”. There is no single function that 
can do this but you can use a lookup table 
and the LOOKUP function to produce 
this effect. For instance, enter:

Submit files
The usual method of getting SuperCalc 
started is just to type SC2 and wait for 
the program to load but there is much 
which can be done to improve your 
working conditions.

If you are a PCW user there is a lot to be (DATE(12,29,86)).
said for copying all your SuperCalc work 
files to the ram disc.

Notice that you cannot type 
DAY(12/29/86) but must use DAY A B

(“SUN”)
(“MON”)
(“TUE”)
(“WED”)
(“THU”)
(“FRI”)
(“SAT”)

You have 1 to 7 in column A and the 
days of the week in column B. Notice that 
the days of the week have to be entered as 
text values, with surrounding brackets. 
Once you have entered this lookup table 
you can use functions such as:
LO OKUP( WD A Y (TODAY ()), A1: A7)
to convert a day number to its name. You 
can use a similar technique to convert 
month numbers to names.

The main problem with SuperCalc’s 
date functions is that there is usually 
more than one way to achieve the same 
result, so if you think of another way of 
doing something - and it’s better - use it.

A time elapsed 
spreadsheet
As an example of using SuperCalc’s date

1 : 1
2 : 2These functions are generally used 

with the TODAYO function to give 
On both the CPC and the PCW it is a today’s day, weekday, month or year 

good idea always to set the date each number - for example MONTH(TO 
time you start using SuperCalc. DAY()) gives the month number.

CP/M Plus provides the submit file The function JDATE(mm/dd/yy) 
facility to help with exactly these returns the number of days since the 
problems. You can create a file of CP/M Julian calendar was introduced (day 1 
commands and have them executed was 3/1/00 according to SuperCalc).

Similarly the function DVAL will 
convert the number of days since the 
Julian calendar was introduced to a

3 : 3
4 : 4
5 : 5
6 : 6
7 : 7

automatically by typing:
SUBMIT filename

For instance, to copy SuperCalc normal date value. That is
automatically to the ram disc - drive M - 
you would need a file containing:

JDATE(DATE(03,01,00)) is 1 and 
DVAL(l) is 3/1/00.

You might find it difficult to see why 
anyone would want to know the number 
of days since the Julian calendar started. 
What relevance has that in the modern

era m:*.*
pip oi:=sc2.*(row]
xti: •
sc2 world?

The answer is that you can add one 
to it and get tomorrow! For instance, 
if TODAYO is 12/29/86 then 
DVAL(JDATE(TODAY()) +1) is 
9/30/86. That is, convert TODAY to the 
number of days since the Julian calendar 
began JDATE(TODAYO) then add one

The first line erases the current 
contents o; the ram disc, the second 
copies all the SuperCalc files to it, the 
third makes M the current drive and the 
final line loads SuperCalc.

Using the ram disc in this way 
significantly increases the speed of some 
operations. If the file was called SC.SUB 
you would then type:

SUBMIT SC
to make all these separate operations 
happen automatically.

: is iota's dite:
:
site*
:Date functions

The simple .SUB file listed above is 
just the start of the sort thing you can 
achieve. For example, the command 
DATTIM - supplied on the SuperCalc 
disc - will ask you to supply the current 
date and time so that SuperCalc date 
functions will work properly. You can 
make sure that you always set the date 
every time you start SuperCalc by 
including the line:

:
:

I CP
sice crean

mm
s

IX? DIDa:
:
:i ;

I:
s
s
s
:
s
!DATTIM

in your SC.SUB file.
As long as you have set the current date 

and time using the DATTIM function 
before you start SuperCalc, you can 
make use of the date functions. (If you
have an idle moment then you might like _________
to try entering the date 12/25/86 in f'feure /, Keeping tab, on the fr9Mr with SuperCalc

Amatrad Professional Computing December 1986
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PCW8256/8512 COMMUNICATIONS
PRESTEL, TELECOM GOLD, BULLETIN BOARDS, EVEN TELEX FACIUT1ES ALL FROM YOUR OWN DESK

THE DATAPHONE MODEM £59.95
____  + VAT A PAP

AUTO DIAL direct from the PCW keyboard, AUTO ANSWER allows the modem to 
be accessed remotely, Complete with MAINS POWER SUPPLY, Telephone plug 
and RS232 type D" connector, 300/300,1200/76 76/1200 BAUD RATES, CCITT V21 &
V23, BELL 103 & 202, Fully SOFTWARE controllable, PROHIBITED from direct 
connection to public telecomms systems. Action may be taken against anyone so 
connecting it, APPROVED MODEMS ALSO AVAILABLE - PLEASE PHONE

THE RS232 INTERFACE £49.95
+ VAT&P&P

An interface that plugs directly onto the back of the PCW 8256/8512 with the 
following features: A full RS232 SERIAL port on industry standard "D" type 
connector, CENTRONICS type PARALLEL port on PCB edge connector, Equivalent 
to CPS8256. Can be used to drive PRINTERS etc. To DATAPHONE LTD 

92 The Plain, Epping, Essex CM16 6TW 
Telephone (0378) 78047 
please send me:
—(Qty) DATAPHONE modems 
—(Qty) RS232 Interfaces 
—(Qty) KIWICHAT discs

THE KIWICHAT SOFTWARE £39.95 @ £74.69* 
@£60.89* 
@£48.24*

♦ VAT&P&P
TERMINAL emulation software with the following features: VT62/Z19 terminal 
with 30 line 90 character screen for TELECOM GOLD, BULLETIN BOARDS etc. 
Fully menu selectable Baud rates Special DATAPHONE menu, EASY filing of 
DATA, PRESTEL/VIEWDATA emulation with full block graphics, solid or 
separated; double height chars. SPLIT SCREEN on PRESTEL allows consecutive 
viewing of index & pages.

OR
(Qty) DATAPHONE Package:. ©£172.33* 

* Inclusive VAT & P&P
I enclose a cheque to the value of £----------------
or ACCESS No----------------------------------------
Name.......................................... ....—------------
Address------------------------------------------------THE PACKAGE £149.85 ♦ VAT POST FREE

12 MONTHS GUARANTEE for registered users. MONEY RETURNED 
if not satisfied. Supplied DIRECT from BRITISH MANUFACTURER PostCode---------- (Please Print)

■H ! •/.> '.'.£2aaHH

DISCOUNT COMPUTER!AVAILABLE AT LAST!

Now you can use your PCW 8256/8512 as an Executive 
Wordprocessor AND continue to use your existing 
LOCOSCRIPTfiles.

rsp. our price
inevat inevat PC 1512 Ran 90
299.95 276.00 PC1512-SD-MM
299.95 276.00 PC1512-OD-MM
399.95 373.75 PC1512-SDCM
458.85 435.85 PC1512-OOCM
573.85 54625 PC1512HD10-MM
18225 14355 PC1512-HD20-MM
159.95 14955 PC1512HD10-CM

4555 PC1512HD20-CM

rsp our price 
ex vat ex vat

399.00 379.00
499.00 479.00
549.00 529.00
649.00 629.00
699.00 669.00
799.00 769.00
849.00 819.00
949.00 919.00

AMSTRAD general range 
CPC 464 colour 
CPC 6128 green 
CPC 6128 colour 
PCW 8256 
PCW 8512 
FD2 2nd drive (8256)
DD1 Disk drive 
RS232 Interlace (464/6128) 49.95
CPS 8256 Interlace•V 67.85 58.00

PC prices indude £10 voucher off our 
20% off printers (not DMP3000)
20% off 
20% off 
20% off

iE SAGE (6128/8256) software 
CAXTON software 
CAMSOFT software 
SANDPIPER software 
PROTEXT, PROSPEI1. MAXAM 
PROMERGE
Pocket Wordstar (6128/8256) 49.95
Pocket Wordstar Deluxe 
DBASE II (6128/8256)

•V.

torn

(Dot matrix printer* with NLQ)
Form width 17”:
QUME daisywheels:
VEWOUIEr'SadblA)):

! 20% on MicroP. CPB 80P 
30-95 MicroP. MP166 (paraM) 

MieroP. MP1661 (IBM) 
CanonA50
Canon A55 (136 column)

199.00 180.00
229.00 195.00
269.00 235.00
379.00 340.00
499.00 450.00 

Seikosha BP-5420AI (132 col) 1449.00 1300.00
433.91 385.00
336.00 300.00
465.00 415.00
505.00 450.00
570.00 510.00
620.00 550.00
278.00 250.00
589.00 530.00
949.00 850.00

I
69.95 56.95

119.00 05.00l
i i

: Send tor U 1st of software
The ATT LOCOPRINTER gives you professional letter 
quality printing from a 35cps daisywheel printer using a 
special interface/cable and software to enable you to use 
your existing LOCOSCRIPT files.
(As demonstrated at the Amstrad Show)

Seikosha MP-1300AI 
Citizen LSP10 
Citizen MSP 10 
Citizen MSP 20 
Citizen MSP 15 (132 00Q 
Citizen MSP 25 (132 col) 
SttrNLlO
Star SR 15 (132 coQ 
Star 1C 15 (132 coO

We hove about 90 discounted programs on our 
PC1512 Set Send SAE hr complete isl

'I

i
3 inch CF2 DISCS 

Box of 10 (or £33 inc. vat & postage 
5 Boxes lor £165 Inc. vat & postage

: 1
. Now you can print out a full A4 page of text 

In just 40 seoondt with all the features of 
Bold 4 Double strike, super A subscripts, 
pitch changes from 6 to 17 pilch etc.
(as provided on your Arm trad dot matrix), 
using your standard files.

Printer also available with standard Interface 
4 NEWWORD/WORDSTAR 
Wordprocessor 4 In the PC1512 lorm lor 
the same price.

(Tractor 4 Sheet Feeders available)

: SPECIAL
OFFER

Normal price £549 ♦ vat 
Special only £485 + vat

Pr'CeS ir'C PSP 
Send cheques to 
WILLOW SOFTWARE (APC2) 
THE WILLOWS 
WRING TON LANE 
CONOR! SI3URY 
BRISTOL BS19 5BQ 
I ei 093*: 83405G

SarPowertype 
Citizen Premiere 35 (F*T)

We have a complete range of dot matrix 
printers from 60 cps to an incredible 700 
cps: All at discount SAE for lull Ust 
including Daisywheel and Laser printers.

229.00 195.00
660.00 500.00

!; j ;
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functions, consider the problem of and all the other bars are scaled in 
keeping track of various elapsed times or proportion.
important dates. For instance keeping To produce a scaled graph all that is 
track of the contents of a freezer and required is the maximum and minimum 
automatically indicating when they have of the data. If for instance you want a bar

graph of the data in Bl:B10 then
This is achieved by using the MAX(B1:B10) in A1 and MIN(Bl:B10) This final example is quite complicated 

TODAYO function which returns the in A2 gives the maximum and minimum and you might like just to enter it and see 
current date, and the JDATE() function 
which can be used to calculate the 
number of days between two dates. The 
same methods can be used to keep track 
of any time-critical events. The layout of 
the spreadsheet is shown in Figure I.

The columns are set so that A is 20 
wide, B, C and D are 4 wide, and the rest 
are 9 wide - the default value. The titles 
as shown are entered into Al, A4,B4:B5,
E4:E6, F4:F6 and G4:G6 and B6:D6.
Today’s date is displayed in A2 using 
TODAYO.

The number of days that something 
has been stored is worked out using a 
simple formula entered into F8:F12. F8 
contains:

format for Cl:ClO and set this column 
width to 50.

A two-dimensional plotbeen kept too long.

I
\ .1} ftftftMIftftftftftftftftftllftM

M *********************************
>87 WWHHBHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHBHnHHWWWWWHnHWWW
‘ WUHUHHHHHHHI

5
ft*

J IE ftftftftftftftftftftft

11

1
9

1
1

iJDATE(TODAY())-JDATE 
(D AT£(C8,B8,D8))

and the rest of the column is obtained by 
replicating this with adjustment. The 
formula to calculate the time to expire is 
entered into column G8:G12. The 
formula in G8 is:

26
27

v 816
Hidth: 9 Memory: 31 Last Col/Rm:C9 ? for KELP

1)1

Figure II: Who said Super Calc couldn't do graphicsfE3*30-F8

and the remainder of the column is of the data. To plot a bar graph enter: 
obtained by replicating this with adjust
ment. This assumes that one month’s 
shelf life is 30 days.

The test that prints the word 
EXPIRED if the item has been stored too

the results rather than worry about how 
it works. The amazing thing about using 
SuperCalc, or any good spreadsheet for 
that matter, is the way that you can 
achieve surprising results with only a 
little ingenuity.

For instance, would you believe it was 
Notice that to replicate the formulae in possible to use SuperCalc to draw a 

Cl into C2:C10 you have to select the Ask two-dimensional plot of a function like:

(B1-A2) *50/ (A1-A2) 
in Cl, followed by:

(B2-A2)*50/(A1-A2)

long is entered into column H8:H12. The in C2, and so on to CIO. 
formula in H8 is:

IF(G8<0,"EXPIRED”,””)
for adjust option and adjust Bl but not 

and the rest of the column is obtained by Al or A2 as these are absolute cell 
replicating this with adjustment. It is references, 
also worth entering 86 as a default year in

exp(-(x-+y2))
Don’t panic at the look of this function 

Finally all you have to do to see the - it’s SuperCalc’s job to work it out, not 
column D. This leaves you to enter the graph (shown in Figure II) is select the * yours. It is possible, and you can see the 
description of the item, the day, month 
and possibly the year that it was frozen, 
and its storage life in months. :i«o

:
Plotting bar charts
If you want to see a high quality graph of 
your data then it is better to use a custom 
graphics package such as DR Graph.
However, if you only want a rough 
indication of what your data looks like 
you can plot simple bar graphs within a 
spreadsheet.

The simplest method is to use the * 
format which will cause a cell to be 
displayed as a number of ast erisks equal 
to its value. That is, if a cell contains the 
value 10 then sett ing its format to * will 
cause it to show as 10 asterisks.

It is not difficult to see how this can be 
used to produce a bar chart, but there is 
the small problem of scaling to be solved.

Suppose for instance the data ranged 
from 0 to 100 - the graph would go off the 
screen well before it. reached a bar of 100
asterisks. The solution is to make sure _—
t hat the largest bar just fils on the screen Figure III: The graph of exp(-(x2+y2)
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I

su ts of plotting it in Figure IE. In fact replicate the column B3:B13 into the this into B4:B13, with no adjustment for 
once you have the basic principle, block specified in the Replicate com- B2, A17 and A22 but with adjustment for 
plotting any two-dimensional function is mand by C3:L3, this time adjusting the A3. Then replicate the entire column into 
quite straightforward. cell references to B2 but not those to cells the remainder of the partial block C3 :L13

The first problem is how to generate in column A - that is, don’t adjust the using: 
suitable values for x and y that the first two references but do adjust the 
function can use. This is based on a trick second two. If you examine the resulting 
that is fairly easy once you have seen it table of values you will discover that the and adjust cell references to B2 but don’t 
done. To generate -1, -.8, -.6 ... to 1 in function lies between 0 and 1.
row 2 all you have to do is enter -1 in B2, The next problem is to change this That is, adjust the first two cell 
then B2+.2 in C2, and replicate this table into a graded plot of the function, references of each set but not the 
formula - with adjustment - into D2:L2. This can be achieved by first converting remainder.

You can generate the same series of its result to an integer in the range 0 to 5 With this change all that remains is to 
numbers in column A by entering -1 in and using this to select one of six plotting reduce the width of the columns used to 
A3, A3+.2 in A4 and then replicating this characters. As the function being plotted display the function to that of a single 
formula - with adjustment - into varies between 0 and just less than 1 character using the Format command.

multiplying it by 6 and taking the integer You can try plotting your own functions 
The formulae that we want to work out part results in a number between 0 and 5. using the same technique, but be warned 

in cell column A, row N, - cell AN - can A lookup table to select one of six - if you use a very complicated function 
now get its x value from cell A2 and its y characters on the basis of the result in over a larger plotting area you might 
value from An. For instance, the formula each cell can be used in the same way as have to wait rather a long time for the 
in cell E5 should use the values in E2 and selecting the day of the week based on the results.

day number described earlier.
At this stage it is a good idea to switch More SuperCalc 

off auto-calculation by selecting the r
To see a table of the function’s values Manual option of the /Global command. You must have guessed by now that I am 

over the range x = -l to+landy=-lto+l Simply set up a table of plotting a SuperCalc enthusiast. For me there is 
all we have to do is enter formulae of this characters of the correct density by only one thing better than SuperCalc 2 
form into every cell in the block B3:L13. entering 0 to 5 in column A17:A22 and and that’s SuperCalc 3! It. would be fair 

This is difficult because of the strange Space, -, +, *, 0, X, in column B17:B22. to say that I am a committed spreadsheet 
way that the cell references have to be Note that each character has to be creator and user, 
adjusted when they are moved. The entered as a text value. This gives: 
easiest way to do this is to enter:

EXP(-(B2*B2+A3 * A3))

:
4 !

I! /Replicate, B3:B13,C3:L3, Ask

adjust any of the other cell references.

A5:A13.

!i A5. That is:
N EXP(-(E2*E2+A5*A5))

/

• I hope that this series -s served both 
to introduce you to spreadsheets and to 
stimulate your imagine ■LOOKUP(INT(EXP(-(B2*B2+ 

A3* A3)) *6), A17: A22)
into B3, and then replicate it, adjusting as the final version of the formula that 
A3 but not B2, into B4:B13. Then has to be entered into cell B3. Replicate

i

■ SIS

:
■:

If you bought a PC1512 from Dixies, Smities, Booties ©r 

Swop Shop then this is what a good shop stocks . .:

19.95 Mean 18 Golf
49.00 Nominal
69.95 Payroll
79.00 PC Promise
24.99 Pinball Construction
69.95 Purchase Ledger
29.95 Reflex
99.00 Sage Bookkeeper
69.95 Sales Order Entry
69.00 Seven Cities
99.95 Silent Service

171.00 Spitfire Ace 
199.95 Summer Games II
49.99 Supercalc 3
99.00 Timekeeper 
19.90 Winter Games 
99.95 New Word II
99.95 Newflle
19.95 VP Info
29.95 Gem Graph

149.00 Pertmaster

19.95 
49.00 
49.00
69.95
19.95
49.00
69.95 

113.95
69.00
19.95 
19.95 
19.95
19.95
69.95 
49.99
19.95
69.00
69.95
99.00 
69.95 
69.95

Alex Higgins Snooker 
Accountant Plus 
Brainstorm 
Cardbox
Crusade in Europe 
Delta Graph 
Deskset
FI5 Strike Eagle 
Homebase 
Job Costing 
MAP SSP
Music Construction 
One Up 
PC Planner 
PC Write 
Pltstop II
Purchase Order Entry 
Retrieve
Sales Ledger + Invoice 
Scratch Pad Plus 
Sidekick

19.95 Solo Flight II 
229.00 Stock Control
49.99 Supercalc 2
59.99 Tas Plus
24.95 Touch and Go
69.95 Wordstar 1512
79.00 Flexylable
19.95 VP Planner
69.95 Gem Draw
99.00 PC Outline
49.00 Target Task
19.95 Accountant
49.95 Bookworker compsoft 

113.95 Cambase
113.95 Chitchat

19.95 Cyrus II Chess
69.00 Domino 

113.95 Delta 4.3
49.00 Hellcat 
59.99 Jetprint
29.95 Map Int Accounts

r
:
i

i

ll!

j

r
All the products are new and may be subject to delays or price changes.

Mail orders from stock are despatched same day. Prepaid orders only add £2 post. 
Access and Visa welcome. Ring for availability.

. •

=
- in /\Aama

/NNDrtd
01*446 7170 

779 High Road 
North Finchley 

London N12 8JY

01-952 0451 
190c Station Road 

Edgware 
Middlesex

i

m!
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Accept no substitutes.
•M

- And like the sound of Caxton, 
specify Scratchpad Plus. Most informed 
dealers are now recommending it, but 
one or two dealers may try to fob you off 
with a substitute.

Stick to vour guns.
In the unlikely event that you will 

need any help with Scratchpad Plus, just 
telephone us. Our support is completely 
FREE OF CHARGE. We will welcome 
your call and answer your query in a 
pleasant, helpful and efficient manner- 
because that’s the sort of people we are.

late and they were left with the irritation 
of a substitute.

Av '* exhibition we met
v y cadshe^t users. They

had i . r-. local Amstrad dealer 
copy of Scratchpad 

..ooo they were told that 
"one c.i,‘.-.C!iV;t-«ecl is much the same as 
another” and by coincidence, the one 
the dealer happened to have in stock 
would be “just what they required".

They wished they had stuck to
their guns.'.;V

\JU.

So if you require an Enhanced 
Spreadsheet with

• Virtual Memory Capability
• Variable Spreadsheet dimensions
• Multiple windows
• Keyboard prompt-card
• Specific function keys
• Amstrad specific manual ^

When they eventually saw 
Scratchpad Plus demonstrated, they 
discovered that what they had been told 
was rubbish. By then though, it was too

now
Scratchpad Plus is £09.99 (incWT).
Available for Amstrad 6128,8256/8512, IBM P 
all compatibles.

Limited
RM4 Bedford Street 

Covent Garden 
London WC2E9HE 

Tel: 01-379 6502. 
Telex: 27950 ref 398 «

.•A
'



PHONE ORDER NOW for rush delivery
(or collection — see letter) 062-780-331
(7 days — 24 hours) or TELEX; 8814198-Adophon-G
(Credit cards only)

.. .at below average price!

MAIL COUPON TO ORDER OR REQUEST MORE INFORMATION: Callow approx. 1 week for delivery)
Namo lolls: Company (if appi ).
Address PCodo- Tol:

Ordorlor (Qly) Modal No Colour ForlQ 161P& 163AEJegmt BusinesS'greyontyat present! For IQ1G2A Grey. Cream, Metallic Blue

Price: E plus £ 12 Carriago p/u (no charge it you coded-nek here ( JJpluoWT 15% Enclose clieque or give CrcxJit Card details
TOTAL To Intelligence quotient (IQ) Ltd • 45 Epping Close. Romford. Essex RM7 8BH
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ET THE MOST FROM YOUR AMSTRAD PC 1512J
f .

GET PC PROMISE - THE DATABASE MANAGER
•V®PC Promise gives you instant power to create forms and store, 

sort and retrieve information to suit your own business needs.
£6 Best buy in databases

Which Computer, August 1986
A range of features far beyond what 
businesses usually get for such a price

PC World, May 1986
Unusually easy to use in relation to 

I its power - excellent value for money
PC User, April 1986

PC Promise ... its low-cost, minimal 
| system requirements and two-way file 

gj transfer capabilities make it ideal
PC magazine, February 1986

EASE OF USE AND 
FLEXIBILITY
PC Promise is so easy to use 
- you simply lay out your 
own forms on the screen as 
you would on a piece of 
paper.
Within seconds you can be 
storing information and 
retrieving it.
And unique to PC Promise 
is its flexibility. When you 
want to change the layout 
of your form, such as adding 
and deleting information, all 
changes are made on the 
screen, without having to 
worry about the information 
in your file.

A POWERFUL RELATIONAL 
DATABASE MANAGER
This simply means that you can 
store information in a number of I 
separate fiies and relate the files 
for the purposes of reporting 
and updating. For example, if 
you were looking at your invoice, | 
you could display information 
; . ;.t y-ur Customer and Product 

. - and update your Customer 
dev-r and Uvoduct Stock.

. do advantage 
■ '-t'-r;8 (such as 

, -so/.; where you
!>:• die at a time.

fi:

_____

ALL THE FEATURES YOU NEED FOR THE AMSTRAD
• No programming language 

required
• Will run on one floppy disk
• Variable length fields (no 

wasted disk space)
• 250 fields per record
• 32,000 records per file
• 1,800 characters per field
• File security by password

SOME OF THE MANY TASKS 
THAT PC PROMISE WILL 
HANDLE

• Data can be interchanged with 
other databases, wordprocessors 
and spreadsheets (including 
REFLEX)

• Ydu can define your own menus 
and help screens

• Screens can be redefined as 
windows (so you can view several 
screens at once)

• Provides full colour support.

9 Customer files 
9 insurance 

records
• Invoicing • Sales ledger
• Job costing • Library records
• Personnel • Membership files

records • Solicitors records
• Mailing lists • Car sales
• Order

processing • Inventories

• Labels
• Standard 

letters

• Patient records STILL NOT SURE?
Tty out a demonstration diskette of PC Promise. Please send a cheque for 
£5.00 with the completed coupon, or call us on 01-942 2538.

rnTb Duncan Databases Ltd., 9 Chestnut Grove, 
New Malden. Surrey. KT3 3||, England. 
Please send me a PC Promise demo diskette

PC Promise for the Amstrad PC1512 

is £69.95 (inc. VAT) DUNCAN
NameAvailable through local dealers or from P&P Micro 

distributors, Softsel and Software Limited. Q AddressD D B >
HDuncan Databases Limited,

9 Chestnut Grove, New Malden,
Surrey, KT3 3JJ, England.
•telephone: 01-942 2538.

Duncan Databases acknowledge all trade names within this advertisement.

►

BASES « telephone
| l enclose cheque value £

___ APC12/86



PLUS^

PLUS
CARD
R THE PG512 -

INTERNRL 5to” HARD DISC 
UPGRRDE5: R' - b jle as an

the RMSTRRD PCI5I2.PLUS 5 Europe's leading
POUJERFUL - PlusCard givesdesigners and manufacturers

Internal upgrade our 10Mbyou on-line storage capacity ofof PC Sub-systems are
or 20Mb hard offermore than 80 times yourpleased to offer our highly
excellent valuefloppy disc drive uuith fasteracclaimed PlusCard for the

access at a price you canPCI512. :1b... £375.10Mb ... £275afford. PlusCard may be usedINSTALLED IN MINUTES and Optional fitting .rin addition to both drives on aavailable in 20Mb and 30Mb Engineering fa;. -ly (excludingtuuin floppy PC1512.options, PlusCard Is a 3Vs" carriage)... £••PlusCard: 20Mb . . . £399hard disc on a card that simply

BILITY!PCUJ t<
READ BBC utility enables full 
file transfer from your S'/m” 
diskettes.
READ BBC ... £29.
PLUS 5 Products are covered 
by 12 months parts and labour 
warranty.
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 
available.
Prices subject to VAT.

re-input at the keyboard.
THIS PRODUCT IS fl MUST FOR 
RNYONE UPGRADING FROM 
THE RM5TRRD PCUJ!
PLUS-FD only . . . E99.

Our unique PLUS-FD add on 3" 
floppy drive for the AMSTRAD 
PC1512 makes data transfer 
between the PCUJ and PCI512 
(or any IBM and compatible) as 
simple as Inserting a floppy 
dlskettel

' IMAGINE - Your valuable 
locoscript flies may be 
transferred to your PC without

READ BBC (Utility)
And for those of you upgrading 
from the BBC model A or B to 
the AMSTRAD PC1512 our

PLUSAvailable from:

PLUS 5 DISTRIBUTION■
ii l u lit -

73 EVENSDONS LANE, WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE RGII MAO 
Telephone (073M) 79H963/77M079 Telex 95538 PLUS GII!J

Mall and Telephone Orders welcome. ml
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The cost 

ofastep I 
forward

I am thinking of buying the new Amstrad 
PC, but I am worried about having to 
discard my current equipment. This 
consists of a BBC Micro with 6502 second 
processor, an Epson FX80 printer, and a 
modem that I use to call up Prestel.

If I do buy the new Amstrad, will all 
this equipment be surplus to require
ments? Will some of it be useful or would 
the best policy be to throw everything 
away and start again?

The same question applies to all the 
programs and software I’ve acquired, not 
just games but also spreadsheets and 
other more serious packages.

I would be pleased to hear your views 
on this because starting again could be 
quite costly.

much month left at the end of the money!
That means I can only afford the basic 

machine, although the kind of project I 
want to work on really needs a hard disc.

How easy is it to upgrade through the 
models of the new range?

James Mcllwraith, 
Stirling

APC: At the time of writing the answer 
must be "incredibly difficult’*. There's a 
dearth of machines, let alone upgrades,

However, the Amstrad philosophy is 
for upgrades between the models to 
become available soon. But the cost of an 
upgrade is likely to be a little more than 
the built-in equivalent.

So adding a second drive to a 
single-drive machine will cost you £172- 
it would only have cost £100 more had 
you originally bought a double-drive 
Amstrad.

A 10Mb hard disc will cost an 
additional £460, or a 20Mb hard disc an 
additional £575.

The only feature that's not upgradable 
is the monitor. There appear to be no 
plans afoot to sell the monitors separ
ately. So unless you buy a colour monitor 
from someone who doesn't want his 
Amstrad PC, there's no way to move 
from monochrome to colour.

Finally while we're discussing 
upgrades for the Amstrad PC, don't 
forget that it's an IBM-compatible 
machine as well. This means that you 
may be able to make use of many of the 
IBM upgrades presently available - 
perhaps at lower cost.

For example, it’s already possible to 
use an existing 20Mb hard disc drive card 
in one of your three expansion slots.

G.D.Simmonds, 
Bexley Heath 

APC: You're quite right. Buying all new 
equipment to attach to a new machine 
could mean a hasty visit to your bank
manager.

But we’d advise you not to let the 
financial questions rule your decisions 
totally. You ought to think first about 
whether you need the new machine or 
whether the BBC Micro will do the jobs 
you want.

If your application needs do outstrip 
the BBC Micro’s abilities, then certainly 
you should consider buying the Amstrad 
PC as a good step upwards in power.

But you wouldn’t have to replace all 
your equipment. The printer, for exam
ple, will work just as well with the 
Amstrad as it did with the BBC Micro.

And don’t forget that Gem software 
was written with the Epson in mind.
Your modem will also be usable to 
communicate with other machines, 
although it may be a little restricted in 
linking with Prestel.

This is because the Amstrad PC, at 
present, doesn’t have a serial interface 
that will run as low as the 75 Baud 
required for the 1200/75 transmission 
speed used by Prestel.

However, as long as your modem will 
run at 300 Baud this should pose no 
problems for communication between 
two computers or accessing some bulletin 
boards.

Your final question concerns the 
transportability of the BBC software, I have seen the new Amstrad in my local 
and this is a difficult one. If the software store and it looks very good value for 
is in Basic, you should be able to transfer money. I’m particularly impressed by 
the Ascii code from the BBC Micro to the the Gem operating system and the 
Amstrad.

\

Gem of a mouse
i

mouse.
But machine-code programs are rather Will it be possible for me to make use of 

more of a problem because of the the mouse in my own programs and if so, 
different processors involved.

However, there is a BBC/IBM Frances Mason,
emulator which allows some BBC Aberystwyth
Micro software to run on the Amstrad PC. APC: The mouse is certainly a very

useful little tool for moving the cursor 
around the screen quickly.

And it comes into its own in drawing 
applications such as those in the Gem 
range. But it's also very easy to use it in 

I m keen to buy one of the new Amstrad your own applications.
PCs, but face a common problem - too

how easy will it be?

Keep writing in. 

Our address is: 

APC Forum, 169 

Kings Road, 

Brentwood, Essex.

:

Upgrade route
All you need to do is call up the

Amstrad Professional Computing December 1988



MOUSE.COM utility on theMSdosdisc Gem Paint that comes free with the 
that arrived with your machine.

This will allow the mouse to mirror the 
upldown/right/left cursor keys, the 
Return key and in some instances the WordStar, as soon as I use Gem Paint the 
Escape key. Try it, for example, in a word program tells me that my printer isn’t 
processing application.

And don't forget that you can re-scale 
the mouse/cursor movements using the word processor files. Am I doing 
non-volatile ram utility (NVR.EXE) something wrong, or is my computer’s 
that can also be found on the MSdosdisc. printer port defective? I’d like to know

before I take my Amstrad back to the 
shop.

soon be able to redefine the keyboard to 
whatever key arrangement you want.

But the main question you ask is ‘ just 
what arrangement of the keys is best?”.

As you probably know, the Qwerty 
arrangement you see on your keyboard 
was designed at the end of the last 
century to slow typists down so that they 
couldn’t type too fast and jam the keys.

But paradoxically the arrangement 
has stuck. And this despite the evidence 
that other arrangements - often based on 
common groups of letters in the English 
language - produce faster, more accurate 
typing with less training time.

One such arrangement is the Dvorak 
keyboard which was patented in 1932. 
It's shown in the panel. As you can see, it 
puts all the vowels on the middle row - in 
fact 70 per cent of typing is done on this 
row alone.

It doesn’t really matter to which keys 
you assign the punctuation marks - it’s 
the alphabetic and numeric keys that are 
important.

Use Setkeys to create a Dvorak 
keyboard and try it out. There are a 
number of people who use it very 
effectively.

Amstrad.
Now here’s my problem: Although I 

can print out quite happily using

■

1!

receiving data.
But it is, because I can print out my

i

Alan Dixon, 
Loughborough

.. A .. .* A .., ... , APC: We don’t think the answer is as
My friend tel s me that .t s possible to drasfic M 0 defectiue port _ and you 
prolong the life of my PCW printer shouldn-t need t0 take your machine 
nbbon by spraying it with a penetrating 
oil like WD40. Is it OK to do this, or will 
it clog up the pins on the printer head?

E. D. Gill,
London W6

Long-life ribbon

back.
Unfortunately, you don’t say under 

what operating system you’re running 
WordStar - Dos Plus or MSdos - but we 
suspect it’s under MSdos. And you don’t 
say what type of cable you’ve got 
connected between your Amstrad and 
the printer. We suspect it’s a ribbon 
cable.

If both of our suspicions are right, then 
the trouble lies not in the printer port 
itself but in transmitting the information 
from the Amstrad to the printer. In other 
words, you’ve got cabling problems.

Most parallel port applications use 
only the first 16 lines of the Centronics 
connector.

So connecting all 25 lines out of the 
computer to the first 25 pins of the 
printer’s 36-pin connector should suffice. 
And it does, when the Amstrad PC is 
used with MSdos.

The problem appears to arise, how
ever, when Dos Plus applications are 
used.

If you look at the parallel port 
connections wiring diagram shown on 
page 498 of your User Manual, you’ll see 
that the “true” connections are not all 
straight - some cross over.

Pin 16 on the computer, for example, 
should be connected to pin 31 on the 
printer; pin 15 to 32 and 17 to 36.

If you connect your PC to your printer 
exactly as suggested in the manual you 
shouldn’t have any problems with 
printing Gem.

So get your dealer to give you a true 
IBM Centronics connector and your{ 
troubles should be over. You should soon 
have hundreds of Tiger pictures around 
the house!

I !
APC: Listen to your friend - he or she has 
got the right idea. When the printer head 
moves over the ribbon it constantly uses 
the ink from only a small part of it - the 
top and bottom remain more or less 
unused.

What the penetrating oil will do is 
redistribute some of this ink and it will 
have the effect of making your ribbon 
darker in the right places.

Don’t worry about clogging up the 
print head - the oil is more likely to 
facilitate the pin movement than hinder

•S

/

Dvorak fcv • 
Noresi i ftedQwerty key

71
52
33it. lBut it’s important to “oil” the ribbon 

in the right way, otherwise you’ll be 
likely to end up with a very messy piece of 
paper when you use it.

First, carefully prise off the ribbon- 
case top to expose the ribbon. You’ll see 
it’8 very bunched up, so you’ll have to 
spray it as carefully and evenly as 
possible.

When this is done, push the top back 
and leave the ribbon to marinate for a 
week or so while the penetrating oil does 
its work.

Now comes the hidden secret. Unless 
you were either incredibly lucky or 
extremely skilled, it’s likely that you will 
have sprayed too much oil on to the 
ribbon and your copy will still be messy.

So, prise off the top of the ribbon case 
again and leave it off for a couple of days 
to let the excess oil evaporate.

You’ll now find when you use the 
ribbon (after putting the top back on the 
case, of course) that you’ll have perfect, 
black, non-messy copy. T3 V i

Finally, don’t do this too often to the Xv6CI6llH6Ci 
same ribbon. You have redistributed the 
ink - not re-inked the ribbon.

If you pour oil on a troubled ribbon too 
frequently, you’ll run out of ink and 
you’ll be also be likely to run out of 
ribbon where the head strikes.
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I’ve heard that it’s possible to redefine 
the keyboard on the PCW to make it 
faster and more accurate for typing. Is 
this really so and, if it is, how do you do

Teriy O’Keefe, 
Manchester 

APC: Many of the points arising from 
your query will have been answered by 
Jeremy Spencer’s article in last month’s 
magazine on the CP/M Setkeys utility.

If you follow his instructions you’ll

l i s
0X q
Jjc1 ? KkVit?
1B x

Cable problem BbN
MH i
Uv

I’ve juBt managed to buy an Amstrad PC 
and an Epson printer. What I really want 
to do is word process, but I’d also like to 
use some of the Gem software - especially

ll i

The Dvorak keyboard arrangement 
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In ft World
Software Report Card

Cardbox
c

t. -g ^

£ 5 3 &
:

□ □ □ 

□ □ □ 

□ □ □
Performance 

Documentation 

Ease of Use 

Error Handling □ □ □

If lw settle lor less?
records, library details - or just about 
any other type of information you need 
to find quickly and easily. And because 
Cardbox links with CP/M word- 
processors like WordStar and New Word, 
if you require an easy to use, but 
superior mailing list facility, there’s 
nothing better.

Furthermore, because Cardbox is 
so easy to use, we are able to offer you 
FREE and UNLIMITED telephone 
support. Should you need help just call 
us. Your call will be welcomed and your 
query will be answered in a pleasant, 
helpful and efficient manner - because 
that’s the sort of people we are.

It’s famous for the speed, and 
flexibility with which it can find cards for 
you. Unlike the cards on your desk, you 
can have any number of keywords on the 
card, anywhere in the entire file. 
Personal Computer World said “...from 
my initial tests, the fastest of any 
package I’ve evaluated so far...”

But it’s not only fast. You can 
design the layout of the cards completely 
to your own requirements and find cards 
easier than by any other method. In fact, 
Computing Today proclaimed “This 
product is totally idiot-proof!’’

You wouldn’t use Cardbox to 
design an invoicing system, or produce 
calculated reports - it wasn’t designed 
for that. But you would use it for keeping 
track of your enquiries, customers,

membership

: OK r- you’ve never heard of 
•nfoWorlo.. That's hardly surprising 
because it’s published in America. It does 
however happen to be one of the most 
widely-read software magazines in the 
world.

When we launched Cardbox 
several years ago, we sent a copy to the 
editor. Because the Americans have 
software products coming out of their 
ears, it was an honour when he decided 
to publish a review for us. Even more of 
an honour when we discovered what he 
thought of it! Over the past five years you 
could probably count on your fingers 
the number of products that have 
achieved this sort of acclaim.

Cardbox is simply an electronic 
card-indexing system - a replacement 
for the cards on your desk.

Cardbox is £99.99 (inc VAT).
no\N

m Vs;:

Available for Amstrad 6128,8256/8512, 
IBM PC and all compatibles.

i
Caxton Software Limited 

10-14 Bedford Street 
Covent Garden 

London WC2E9HE j
Tel: 01-379 6502. I

Telex: 27950 ref398 m
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WORD PROCESSORSAT
AN UNBELIEVABLE A
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PRICE
TASW0RO8000TASWORDPC

THE WORD PROCESSOR 
FOR THE AMSTRAD ROW8256AND 8512

THE WORD PROCESSOR

£24.95 /i £24.95
For the IBM PC, AMSTRAD PC and all other 

patibles. Send for the free brochure describing 
TASWORDPC

Buy the trial disc for little more than the price of a blank 
(andyoucanalwaysre-formatanduseitasonei). The 
TASWORD8000 trial disc includes a voucher giving 
you £2 off the price of the full program and manual.

com

or
Send iust£2fortheTASWORD PC trial disc. You can 

this disc to discover and explore the power and 
features of TASWORD PC. A voucher supplied with 
the trial disc is worth £ 1 off the price of the full program 
and manual.

/ use

•; 1

n

i,r
:
|:( TRIAL DISC TRIAL DISC
\ J50fTWAREr i

AmslradPCW8256and 8512
TAS-SPELL 8000 - The Spelling Checker
TASPRINT8000 -TheStyle Writer

disc£24995 SinclairZXSpectrum Computers
cassette£19.95 TASWORD TWO ZX48KSpectrum

cassette £9.90disc£12.90 TASWORD THREE ZX48K Spectrum
disc £16.50 TASWORD 128 ZX 128K Spectrum

cassette£9.90disc£12.90 TASWORD PLUS TWO ZX Spectrum +2

Available from good stockists and direct from:
TASMAN SOFTWARE LTD, SPRINGFIELD HOUSE. HYDETERRACE, LEEDS LS2 9LN.TEL: LEEDS (0532) 438301

Ifyou do not went to cut this megtuine, simply wnte out your orderendpost to. TASMAN SOFTWARE. DEPT ARC. SPRINGFIELD HOUSE. HYDE TERRACE. LEEDS LS29LN.

I enclose echeque/POmedepeyebie to TASAAAN SOFTWARE Ltd OR cherge my ACCESS/VISA number:......................................................
ITEM

Amstrad CPC6128,664and 464
All464programs run on the 6i28 disc £16.50 

disc£14.90t TASWORD 6128 -The Word Processor 
TASWORD464-D- The Word Processor 
TASWORD464 -The Word Processor 
TASPRINT464 -TheStyle Writer 
TAS-SPELL 464 -The Spelling Checker
TASCOPY464 -The Screen Copier

cassette £13.90 
microdrive £16.50 

cassette £13.90 
cassette £13.90

!

iil

PRICE
NAME _ 
ADDRESS £

£m I Outside Europe add £1.50per item eirmeil.
TOTAL £__________

Pkese send me e FREE Tesmen brochure describing your products tor: IBM/AmstredPCQAm tred PCWO^^mt/dd CPCOSpectrumOQL CJMSXQ Commodore640Tetung Einstein O_______________________________________________ ___________
'Ji fmoroM)inota*LaycM. (HIJUUAanr Cuem (CMtMMVMtaMi W. UJiAUmHenui mettAMKftmH OS) VOW

OmCrmiMtS. 1/WlMk* MAJSAUAO+AaCmv+n 0*1 /HWtoiMMwXlMmw HWHHMC

Telephone Access/Vise orders Leeds(0932)439301HI
APC

;:!ii:
rotrnm OMAN* USA rmrOmmSeAVuChnS IMKBSepm rotnxM

.
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An ABC
of accountingACCOUNTS

Part 6
ACCOUNTS (A/C): This is the term redundant, and this combined with their 
most commonly applied to the financial ability to crunch numbers has made 
records of a business. It is also known as them ideal for accounting purposes, 
the Books since it actually refers to what COST OF SALES: A category of the 
used to be a book of accounts called The trading account which shows the actual 
Ledger - because it sat on a ledge cost of the sales revenue earned: Items 
(honest!). Each page is a record of the such as purchases, stock and so on. 
transactions in and out of a particular CREDIT: The opposite of debit. See 
account.
ACCRUALS: At the end of the year an CREDIT NOTE: A document sent by 
account might have to be adjusted to the seller to the buyer to record a return 
contain an amount owed for that of goods. The buyer will use the credit 
financial period, but which will not be note to show on his books how the invoice 
paid until the following period. The usual for those goods was met. 
term for this is an Accrual.
ADJUSTMENTS: Alterations made at ation to whom the business owes money, 
the end of an accounting period to ensure DAY BOOK: Used to record daily 
an accurate representation in the transactions before they are posted to the 
accounts of the financial position of a ledger. The Dickensian picture of clerks 
business as at that precise time.
ASSETS: These are the possessions or Counting House to enter their day book 
advantages a business has on which a transactions into the ledger is exactly

what happens electronically inside the 
computer.

Fixed assets can be described as those DEBIT: The opposite of credit. See 
possessions having long-term value to Double Entry.
the profit-making activities of a DEBTOR: An individual or organis- 
business. Current assets are held with a ation owing money to a business, 
view to their conversion into cash.
BAD DEBTS: People! Trade debtors tween the cost price of an asset and its 
who, it has been decided after due actual value, due to wear and tear and so 
consideration, are not going to pay up. on. Usually the asset account reduces in 
BALANCE SHEET: A financial state- value as the depreciation accumulates, 
ment showing the assets and liabilities of DIRECT EXPENSES: Those expenses 
a business at a given moment. which will fluctuate with the sales
BOOK-KEEPING: An overall term for output. Labour costs for workers on piece 
recording the day-to-day transactions in work is a good example, 
the books of a business. Another left-over DISCOUNTS: There are two main

kinds, settlement and trade discount. 
CAPITAL: This is the name given to the Trade discount is not recorded in the 
initial funding of a company provided by books, since it is deducted from the 
the owner and represents the net worth of catalogue price of the goods and not 
his investment in the business. shown on an invoice. Settlement dis-
CASH BOOK: One of the remaining count given is recorded as an expense and 
divisions of the ledger still physically settlement discount received is classed as 
used, especially in businesses with high an income.
cash receipts. It often represents a simple DOUBLE ENTRY: The standard 
single-entry method of recording details book-keeping technique of recording 
of the bank account and petty cash transactions with a debit entry in the 
account.
COMPUTERISED ACCOUNTS: The ding to a credit entry in the account that 
method of keeping the financial records gives value. The best way of explaining 
of a business on a computer rather than this fundamental principle is by a simple 
manually in books.

Surprisingly most computerised

Double Entry.

CREDITOR: An individual or organis-

trooping at the end of the day into the

real monetary value can be placed. 
Assets are divided into two kinds:

DEPRECIATION: The difference be-
i

from the days of the ledger.

Concluding our 

introduction to 

accounts, Tim 

Woodward 

provides quick 

translations 

for those who still 

think accounting 

software reviews 

are written in a 

foreign language.

account that receives value correspon-

example.
Suppose a business receives a cheque 

accounting packages work in a way that for £100 for the sale of a product. This 
is closer to the original ledger method would result in a debit entry in the bank 
than today’s more automated manual account and a credit entry in the sales 
systems. account. Both entries go to make up the

The reasons for dividing the original one transaction and at the end of the year 
ledger into several separate books were an accountant will use all the various 
ones of size and availability - when credit and debit balances to prepare the 
companies began to get larger, the sheer final accounts, 
size of a single ledger needed to hold all 
the accounts made it unmanageable.

■;

If you don’t use double entry in your 
book-keeping your accounts will only 

Computers have made this problem show half the picture and your accoun-
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INTRODUCING THEALPHADATA 
AMSTRAD 8512/8256 P.C 
WORKSTATIONS
Incorporating all that is required to 
complete your P.C. Unit.
Top in easyclean one piece reinforced 
moulding incorporating raised V.D.U. 
platform, dropped keyboard location and 
printer located for ease of operation in both 
single sheet and fan fold continuous mode 
together with disc storage insert rack, 
(capacity 16 discs).
The above mounted on a square section 
heavy duty steel tubular fly away stand with 
high impact hot nylon coating in Bitter 
Chocolate colour to blend with office and 
home decor and fitted heavy duty twin wheel 
castors with front easy toe fully lockable. 
Twin stand shelves in leather look finish for 
fan fold paper feed and collect, and storage 
facility. With all slots and cable pass holes 
etc., incorporated in the complete unit

ONLY £95
MODEL - ALPHA AMS1

ALPHA DATA FURNITURE LTD.
MODFt - At PHA AMS2 SUDFAWAY

The AMS2 Slideaway has the above 
specification but incorporates a semi-acoustic 
printer housing lined in acoustic foam to 
reduce printer noise during continuous fan 
fold operation with printer mounted on ball 
raced sliders for full in house or out positions 
(partly housed on photograph). Optional 
sliding baskets shown, at no extra cost (state 
option).

•ALPHA AMS1 - £99.00 EXCL VAT/DEL.
(£124.20 DEL. U/K).

ALPHA AMS2- £127.00 EXCL VAT/DEL.
(£156.40 DEL. U/K).

AH cheques to:
MELIA DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT LTD
TELFORD ROAD
BICESTER
OXON
0X6 OTZ.
TEL: (0869) 242828
lor full range of computer furniture and 
acoustic covers.
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tarns’ bill will consequently be larger, as means “in name only”, being those their balances, 
he will have to provide the other half. accounts which record money spent on REVENUE: Revenue expenditure can 
DRAWINGS: The removal of an asset wages, say, or money received from rent be simply thought of as expenditure on 
from the business by its owner for his own but which do not contain a real amount benefits other than fixed assets, 
use. Usually this will be from the bank such as fixed assets. Revenue receipts, on the other hand,
account in the form of money but the In practice, however, a computerised represent income earned from the normal 
same overall term applies to taking stock nominal ledger usually contains all the profit-making activities of a business, 
home as well. accounts in the system, even real SALES LEDGER: The book containing
EXPENSES: The payment made for accounts. all your debtors details and balances,
benefits or services such as rent, heat and PETTY CASH BOOK: Used to record SOLE TRADER: The owner of a 
lighting. These are not involved in direct the withdrawal of cash taken from the one-person business, 
production but form the overheads of a bank for petty items and what that cash STATEMENT: Document sent to the 
business.
FINAL ACCOUNTS: These are drawn POSTING: Nothing to do with the of the purchases they have made and the 
up at the end of the financial year and Royal Mail. It describes the action of money they owe. 
consist of the trading and profit and loss recording a transaction in the accounts. SUSPENSE ACCOUNT: Account cre- 
account, and the balance sheet. When entering a receipt of money into ated specifically to hold an amount that

The latter should provide a true and the sales ledger, for instance, the amount corrects an error elsewhere in the 
accurate picture of the financial state of will be posted to the bank account and accounts.
the business and the former shows the the trade debtors account. TRADING ACCOUNT: First section of

PREPAYMENTS: The adjustment the trading and profit and loss account

debtors of a business reminding themis spent on.

profit or loss attributable to the owner.
INCOMPLETE RECORDS: The state made to an account at the end of a dealing with sales and cost of sales, 
many accountants and book-keepers find financial period to allow for an amount providing the figure for gross profit, 
their clients books in! Basically a paid in advance which actually belongs TRIAL BALANCE: At the end of a 
collection of receipts, invoices, cheque to the following year. session of entering transactions into the
stubs and so on, typically presented in a PROFIT: The amount left over after all system, whether manual or com- 
shoebox - hence the term shoebox costs and expenses have been deducted puterised, all the double entries should 
accounting. from the total sales figure. The sales less balance to zero. Extracting the trial
INSOLVENCY: The unenivable posi- the cost of sales provides the figure for balance in order to prove this can be a 
tion a business is in when its liabilities are gross profit. Nett profit is the gross profit long job with manual accounts but a

computerised system will do it at thegreater than its assets. less the remaining revenue expenses.
LOSSES: Another term for expenses. In PROVISION FOR BAD DEBTS: An touch of a key. 
the singular, loss is the negative profit expense allowed in advance for those TURNOVER: Sometimes called the 
made at the end of the year. debtors likely to become bad debts nett profit, this is the total sales minus
NOMINAL LEDGER: The book con- during the following year. any sales returns.
' \- iv. th? nominal accounts of a PURCHASE LEDGER: The book con- 

. Strictly speaking nominal taining all your creditors’ details and A PC'

AMSTAT Saxon Computing/vOSTRAD STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE 
Fully available for BOTH PCW AND CPC ranges

i AySr,‘T * {v 1.211) - means, standard deviations, variance, skewness, kurtosis,
' r.-no tv.o sample, and paired t-tests, 1-way AOV with single and multiple

oonSdoncs intervals. 2-way AOV. correlations, regressions, histograms. 
scaKergroms, transformations, file storage and retrieval, output to wordprocessor 
file, manual. Any number of variables to a total of 500 (+) data points.
AMSTAT 2-27 nonparametric tests in 4 programs providing a ’complete Sieger. 
Binomial. Chisquare (3). Kolmogorov-Smirnov (2). Runs. McNemar. Sign, Wilxocon, 
Walsh. Randomisation (2). Fisher. Median (^extension). Mann-Whitney, Wald- 

WoHowitz. Moses. Cochran, Fried
man, Kruskal-Wallis. Contingency.
Spearman, Kendall, Kendall 
partial, Concordance. 
tremendous value' - Tony Kendle.
Popular Computing Weekly. 8-14th 
May 1986.
*/ now give it an unreserved recom
mendation. . .*- Jo Stork, Business 
Computing with the Amstrad, July 
1986.

AMSTAT 3: FORECASTING
An array of business orientated mathematical and statistical software: Linear and 
Polynomial regression. Trend and Seasonal Variation, Multiple Regression 
Analysis, Transformations, Exponential Smoothing, Adaptive Filtering. Graphic 
display, full printout, manual suited to immediate use and for teaching.
AMSTAT 4: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT - LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODULE 
General Purpose Linear programming + Specialised Transportation and 
Assignment variants. Capable of analysing and solving problems of sequencing, 
scheduling, blending, and allocation of scarce resources. 40 page manual. 18 
worked examples

Collection for pcwisia & ibm
FlexiFile - one of only two databases rated as good 
value by 8000 Plus magazine, this is a fast database 
offering calculations, reports, filtering, indexing, 
rebuild, macros & context sensitive helD. All new 
manual includes full tutorial which is also on disk. 
FlexiWrite - a Wordstar work alike with a friendly 
face. Easy to use, has mailmerge and can IMPORT 
GRAPHICS into your documents. Full manual 
included.
FlexiLabel - total control over mailing & goods, 
labels up to 5 across. Can use data from FlexiFile, 
FlexiWrite & other databases.
FlexiCalc - a spreadsheet with graphics.
Lock-It - protects your files using sophisticated 
encryption and passwords.

Micro CoCCection
Micro Collection comprises MicroFile, MicroWord, 
FlexiLabel, MicroSpread and Lock-It. Similar 
specification to Flexi programs but for CPM Plus.
Flexi Collection or Micro Collection is just £49.95 for 
all five programs. Send for full brochure.
We can convert data and programs from 3" to 6.25" 
disc.

\■

I JL

I

for PCW8256/8512
The programs hava applications in rasaarch of all kinds, education, sales, 
production planning, work and method study, financial planning, personnel, social 
work etc.
Price list:
AMSTAT 1V1.2 
AMSTAT 2v1.Q 
AMSTAT 3 
AMSTAT 4 
AMSTAT 1*2 
AMSTAT 1 *2*3*4

CPC PCW
£25.95
£39.95
£25.95
£25.95
£49.95
£99.95

£27.95
£39.95
£27.95
£27.95
£49.95
£99.95

All prices Include PAP within U.K.
* 24 hours 

Cheques, P.O.t to:

S. C. COLEMAN
33 Leicester Road. Aehby-de-le-Zouch, Letoa LE8 5DA. 

Tel: 0530 415919
(AMSTAT Ivl.i lor the CPC etlll available at old prloe)

EJ SAXON COMPUTING 
11 ARRAMROAD 

LECONFIELD 
N. HUMBERSIDE 

HU17 7NP
Telephone 0401-50697
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TflSUORD 8000
The Uord Processor8 (C) Tasman Software Ltd 1986

main menu
pglSt Sfft lilt Merge D
S£jss tstHi:Merge text file
L
M
RReturn to text file.
Vrefiame'Sisc'flie 

Erase file from disc NE
CCustomise program save Tasword T
KchecK spelling

A/BI change drive j change user number 8-8
Drive/User: A/0641 characters 3221 characters free0 lords 1 lines

Tasword main menu

The tortois 

and the har.

III
LocoScript was designed to drive the accented and other non-Ascii characters. 
PCW’s dedicated printer, and despite Taswrite allows the printer to be used 
some dark clouds surrounding the as a typewriter with any of the available 
program it nevertheless shines through fonts, though (unlike Loco- 
when it comes to such things as page Script) only one font can be loaded at a 
layout and special printing effects.

Alternative packages which fail to Data Merge is a relatively sophis- 
meet LocoScript’s standards in these ticated mail-merge program which will 
areas can only be guaranteed limited read several database file formats or a 
success, whatever other virtues they may merge file created with Tasword.

It can print labels, and even handle
Now, as far as typestyles go Tasword conditional printing for mail shots - 

8000, even in its basic configuration, letters for people who meet certain 
gives LocoScript a run for its money, and conditions within a database field. Yet 
offers into the bargain an optional the module is not at all difficult to use, 
software add-on providing a range of and in any case the documenta- 
additional fonts.

But it has a number of shortcomings, complete suite of Tasword modules 
some of them as serious as LocoScript’s including the optional spelling checker, 
principal handicap - its tortoise Tas-Spell 8000. 
approach to moving through a file.

;ii

time when in direct typing mode.

f
>
!-■;

possess.

i :■

tion is very good, as it is for the
■

Gabriel Jacobs 

compares 

Tasword 8000 

with LocoScript, 

and decides to 

stick with the 

sedate freebie.

In use as a plain word processor, 
The basic Tasword program is sup- Tasword boasts some impressive 

plied with two typefaces, Lectura and features. Perhaps the most important is 
Median. Both can be printed in single or one which before the success of the PCW, 
double height, and the optionalTasprint with its limited disc space when 
8000 provides six further fonts. Fonts can compared to other serious business 
be freely mixed in a document, as can machines, would have been considered a 
emphasised, underlined and italicised disadvantage, 
print.

\i > .
■I

\. •

Though files can be read in from disc as 
The program also comes bundled with blocks of text, and even merged with 

two extra command files, Tasconv and other files at print time, Tasword holds 
Taswrite, and a mail-merge module. the file being edited entirely in memory.

Tasconv will convert a LocoScript or LocoScript, in common with many 
Tasword 6128 file into Tasword 8000 other up-to-date word processors, calls 
format for the PCW, taking into account only parts of a file into memory, then goes 
the different codes generated for to disc for more as required, keeping aPCW
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Some of the things Tasword 8000 offers 
over LocoScript:

Some of the ]
over T-----^

i

j
■:

• True automatic paragraph re-format
• True paste buffers.
• Tree-structured pull-down menus.
• Automatic templates. 1
• Genuine insert mode.
• More flexible and easier page design.
• More control over headers and footers.
• Finer-grained and more flexible printer 

control.
• Conditional page breaks, prevention of 

widows and orphans, and so on.
• More flexible Search and Replace.
• Underline displayed on-screen.
• Numerous touches resulting from its 

dedication to the PCW.
• It's free!

• Speed.
• Larger files.
• Notepads.
• Wider choice of fonts.
• Wider range of cursor movement 

controls and delete procedures.
• Numbered markers.
• Overtype mode.
• Turn off page-break display.
• Case conversion.
• Line-drawing mode.
• Repeat last key pressed facility.
• Built-in mail merge.
• Multiple printed copies.
• Turn off word wrap.
• Transpose characters facility.

{

i

J

3

i
temporary copy of any previous version and even restore the most recently incorporated into the main file as 

changes are made. Consequently the deleted line, all with combination required. Text contained in the notepads 
maximum length of a LocoScript file is keystrokes. is saved to disc with the file and can be
just under half the disc capacity. Other commands, some of which are edited separately if needs be.

Tasword’s more simplistic approach generated with the dedicated PCW keys, Despite all these goodies, however,
makes better use of the PCW’s ram. include moving, copying and deleting Tasword falls down in certain areas 
Maximum file length is 100k on the 8256, blocks of text, converting from upper to which for some users will be crucial, 
and 300k- over 100 pages of text -on the lower case and vice versa. The com- Take the question of inserting text, 
3512. mands are also there to access typeface Tasword assumes that overtyping will be

B-j v ;.' i.3 not just that Tasword files can fonts and foreign accents, turn on and off your normal means of correction. But 
he !: in n those of LocoScript. the numeric keypad, and even to correct many users prefer the delete/insert 

/iiuplete file is held in transposed characters, the most common method, and Tasword will disappoint 
■'..oviv.g through it is extremely typing error. them since neither of the insert

l: m the beginning to the There is an equally flexible system of procedures offered is really acceptable 
. longest Tasword file formatting text. Word wrap can be for constant use.

you time to look away, turned off if necessary, and margins and One is a special command to insert a 
.... ; ^Script gives you a chance to tabs set individually or by recalling any line or a character, a fiddly process which
laav: ; :■;liner and eat it. As a bonus, of ten previously saved ruler lines. There has to be implemented for each insertion
since- a y-v/ord file is autonomous a disc- is even a function to draw vertical and and which involves manual re-format- 
i'uK sr:or can be handled by simply horizontal lines, and thus create dia- ting, asdoet he normal overtype mode, 
inserting a new disc, though the program grams and boxes more easily than with The other is an auto-insert mode, in 
in any case warns you when you are most word processing packages, which re-formatting takes place as text is
approaching the limits of memory. One final impressive feature is an area entered. But the program can’t keep pace

Tasword’s user interface is more akin of memory reserved for four “notepads”, with anything but the slowest typing 
to WordStar than to LocoScript, in that These will hold text, typed in directly or speed, and so relies on the keyboard 
most commands require combination copied from elsewhere, which can be buffer. This soon becomes full and 
keystrokes - one or more of Shift, Alt and 
Extra, plus another key. New users will 
therefore certainly find it harder to 
handle than word processors endowed 
with pull-down menus.

Tasword’s answer to the problem of 
remembering the numerous control 
codes, apart from the excellent disc- 
based tutorial, is a Help page listing 
available commands, all or part of which 
can be called at any time. The Help page 
looks daunting - something like shopping 
in an unfamiliar supermarket - but only 
until you get used to it.

The range of editing procedures is very 
wide. Text can be scrolled up or down, a 
line or a screenful at a time. You can send 
the cursor to the beginning or end of a 
file, block of text, paragraph, line or 
indented margin, to the top or bottom of 
the Bcreen, to a specified page or line 
number, or to a numbered or un-num- 
bered marker.

You can delete a character or a word - 
backwards or forwards - a single 
paragraph or even the entire file. In 
addition, you can delete from the cursor
position to the beginning or end of a line, Tasword Help screen

j
as

i

i
i
!

•i.Vi

* v

__tyEL-» to line end start of text J3* left nargin * start of page
JDEL word *JEL to line_start J^ewUf twt^ fright SJjt W8e
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SMSTB*™TAB clear tab 
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Desk lop Publishing
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^ CO<x^ VarceWo-c
Shuttle Conpronis^ New Launcherr

I
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LOuvhux p^s^iZflo^
/Saturn rockets, 

used extensively 
In the '60s are 
set to sake a cose 
back after the 
Hughes
craft Corpor 
announced plans to 
use the engines 
which boosted the 

Ho alsslons to 
Hoon on a new 

sateltte launcher 
for the 1*90's.

launcher, 
which has bees 
naoed the Gregory 
Jarvis after one 
of the astro
nauts killed is 

Challenger 
accident, will be 
■ore capable of 
lifting greater 
loads than any 
otter Bade today. 
The Jarvis will 

however, 
stand as high as 
the Saturn rockets 

aetres 
coapared with the 
111 netres of the 
Saturn T which 
carried astronauts 
to the Moon, 

cost
estlaatcd to 
around >1 billion 

few
new parts will
need
designed the
launcher could be

N

/i
Ur - 
atloo

/ Apo
the

The

Vractm
Stiofc
Grrt^!

UnBias>
uO crew waters. Twisting forces, larger than 

usual due to strong wind turbulence that day, 
are believed to have opened gaps between the 
tongue and groove of the boosters outer 
casing. In an atteapt to get the shuttle 
flying again, codifications have been 

25 underway to Isprove the seal without having
to redesign the boosters entirely, and this 

f a basically consists of adding a third '0* ring
V to the Joint which will effectively scat acre
M flraly whan the boosters coaponents
“ experience twisting forces while at full

5A RSicLiU/ueu^d (>>fe 
Jnn^ bn

V 0
S3at

■ . '■»

H fzzi. The is'
i

betoi
s

0/ rolling off the 
production lines 
In Just four years nun
tlw.

!■; A new disk distributor has recently 
Joined the wrket place with the 
launch of a range of disks Including 
3* disks used by Aastrsd coaputers 
They tellava they have the edge over 
otter distributors as they have a 
fully cospvterlsed warehouse and stock 
waagewnt ayst 
process and sbl

:
III

‘Ss£p!&u''I ’

with wblcb tfc*y can 
ckly.p orders more qul.

<!

Using DocuMentor, creating pages like the one shown above is easy. With a word- 
processor that shows Italics, bold, underline etc on the screen, a graphics editor 
with over 70 options to choose from and a layout organiser to put the text and 
graphics where you want them anyone can become a De6k Top Publisher. And for £99.95 
with a mouse or £49.95 for a keyboard version you don't need to be a newspaper tycoon 
to buy one.

.

illE:.;
f !
■ I

§ £99.95U@e%M®mhmr. Without056 - £49.95
■:

*.
m

him shoen include VAT, poatege and packing. Dealer enquiries eel cone. Send cheques / postal orders to; 
Python Pic rosy a tees, Dept APC, Unit 9, The Pa i tings, High Street, Bureell, Caaba, CBS OHB

Tel. (0638) 741666

i
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Italic script Boldface Lectura Coificti fled i an

i

r Data Rum Paloct hnchsroUnder l i no Condensed

OtfUine Bremer
Font examples from Tasword

characters are lost. For practical pur- beyond the wits of even a naive user, but machines for some time. For PCW 
poses the facility is worse than useless, it is unsatisfactory to have to load a owners, however, there would seem to be 

Another major weakness falls, separate version of the program for each little point in spending money - even at 
indirectly, in the area of printer control, document requiring a different line Tasword’s affordable price of £24.95 - 
Conditional page breaks are not catered spacing. unless, of course, LocoScript is seriously
for, and if forced page-eject commands Other weaknesses worth mentioning damaging their health, 
are included in a file the accuracy of include a comparatively primitive 
subsequent on-screen page break Search facility — it will find whole words 
indicators is not guaranteed. This can only - the inability to mix page numbers 
cause endless problems when printing a with headers and footers, and the fact 
document divided into sections, each that underline is not shown as such on 
requiring a new page.

To add insult to injury, the page break
diajvlav does rot take into account with word processing software individual 

!u*.e epacings unless they are taste and requirements are paramount- 
: : changing the program one man’s cursor is another man’s curse.

I have heard people swear by Tasword,

Product: Tasword 8000 
Machine: PCW
Supplier: Tasman, Springfield 

House, Hyde Terrace. Leeds LS2 
9LN

Tel: 0532 438301 
Price: £24.95

screen.
Yet it need hardly be repeated that

jr 'v . Altering the program with
'on utility provided is not which has been available on other A PC

i

ji&rw - PRINTER STAND FOR 

AMSTRAD 8256 AND 8512
*3*

. ■ ■}i UPGRADEF-*xz*iMi!QxamntmmJwNT^E EXPIRED? Now is the time to 
flayour.PCW 8256 to 8512 specification

Tiie specialist PCW magazine, “8000 Plus" selected our Upgrades as
'Best Value D-l-Y memory upgrade"
"Best Value 3 inch second drive"

They Said: 'Fa many users an upgrade will make a huge difference.* *You can make your working 
life a good deal easier at minimal cost by increasing the size ol your M-drive RAM-disc to that ol the 

(112K to 368K). *A low cost memory upgrade... win immediately reduoe disc copying to a simple 
two-si age process.* 'YouH also find 1 easier running big CP/M programs Ike Wordstar and SuperCaJc 
... much (aster.*

'Any upgrade ... wil involve... taking your machine apart... you could find it easier than you think.*

6512

'There's not much to choose between them apart from price and the hepfulness ol the suppler. Siicon 
City... instructions are dear and concise.*

The simplost. most comprehensive stepby-step instructions avalabte assume no prior knowledge, 
experience, or skil.
We supply lilted, TOP QUALITY, fist (150nS) chips which are jg preformed lor ease ol insertion - 
NO BENDING REQUIRED - phis a spare 'practice' chip to give you confidence.

Now you can make printing so 
much easier and release valuable desk 
space with this superb new printer 
stand designed specifically tor the 
Amstrad 8256 & 8512 printers.

The printer sits perfectly on top£24.95 and there's plenty of space beneath to 
store paper, accessories and even the 
computer keyboard.

Manufactured in the U.K. and 
made of sturdy 6mm steel, the stand is 
finished in pale grey PVC to match the 
computer and keyboard.

Available now at the special 
introduction price of £9.95 inc postage ONLY 
and packing. (Allow 14 days for delivery).
CTC Ltd, PO Box 4. Knetwvorth. Hods. SG3 6EP

Our "Best Value" Upgrade Kit is NOW ONLY
*11 you go a stage further and add a second disc drive, you wool need to swap discs at all.* There wil 
be a significant increase in data storage capacity, lor example text files when word processing and 
data fSos when running CP/M data processmg programs. Suites ol programs lor the 8512 cai be 
loaded onto and accessed from both sides ol a high densiy disc.

9Thing the second drive is simple enough... Everything other than the drive b already there in your 
machine: the cables are ready wired and both LocoScript and CP/M software wil recog rise I 
ailomalicaly onoe its fitted... youl have to try pretty hard to get i» wrong ,*
Internal PCW 8256 DS/DD Second Disc Drive 
1 Megabyte unformatted (720K formatted)

Memory Upgrade plus Second Disc Drive
Supplied wih simple comprehensive Ming instructions. NBYouwi require CP-M verson 1.4 to 

lormal high density discs. Amstrad wil exchange earlier versions Iree ol charge.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Prices INCLUDE VAT and UK post, normally by return.

Send UK Choquos/Monoy Orders/LA or Government orders to: 
SILICON CITY

Dept. C, Mlthlan, St. Agnes, Cornwall TR5 OQE 
Access/Visa orders: Telephone 087 255 2112

INC.£139 p&p
£159 ------------- i

Barckiycuid 
Access No:

Signature_

Name____

Address__

To CTC Ltd. PO Box 4, Knebwotih. Herts, SG36EP

I lli f.xi r_r. i.'LixrixxmI IExpiry date:____

I I
I 1

J
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Best Soot forward
STOCK control procedures mountain of shoe leather-or stock control has been
at a fast-expanding chain of rather spikes and rubber. achieved without great
footwear specialists in Before MicroLink, daily expense - instead of a micro
London used to be rather a stock reports were written by each store uses a Psion
marathon slog. hand and the sheets sent by Organiser.

"This gives us simpleNow the system is more next available delivery van to
one-button operations thatlike a sprint - thanks to the firm's head office, some-

MicroLink. are easy for the staff to picktimes two or three days later.BUYING and selling rare and up'', says Cobra systemsCobra Sports Shoe Shops Now the information fromout-of-print books isn't as 
fusty a business as it may 
sound - even for a firm 
founded when Robert Peel

has blossomed into an manager Daniel Brown.each shop goes directly
eight-store chain in as many ''And I've successfullyevery night onto Cobra's

written an autodial file-years, selling to top interna- MicroLink mailbox for
tional athletes as well as sending procedure in OPLonretrieval next morning andwas prime minister. 5. spare-time joggers. my Psion which speeds upprocessing on the firm's IBMAntiquarian bookseller 

Wheldon & Wesley has been 
trading since 1843, but is 
bang up-to-date when it

It all adds up to a computer. Up-to-the-minute the process ev:?c more".

rv—v
comes to communications 
thanks to MicroLink. Udisrowst! <■»'>« *Speed is important in 
locating rare publications, 
then buying and selling them 
at the right price.

And as 60 per cent of the 
firm's business involves deal
ing with people In countries

HAVINGMICROLINK subscribers can survived his information via MicroLink is childhood hobby of making the most effective method of 
fireworks - "somewhat luck- getting publicity for my
ily", he says — Jon Culver- company in the media", says 
house went on to other Jon.

now communicate directly
with two more countries
through the world's biggest

over the world, 
MicroUnk's telex and other 
messaging services are prov
ing invaluable.

electronic mail and messag-
things.ing network Dialcom.

"My displays have already 
been featured on Saturday 
Superstore and Pebble Mill

But heItaly and Japan have never lost his 
fascination for colourful 
explosions and 
little help from
he's creating them all 
the country.

As boss of 
Fireworks, Jon 
sible for

joined the system, bringing
\ "Although we specialise 
\ in natural history, we're very 
) willing to search for any rare 
C books other people are 
f looking for", says director 
VTony Swann, a member of 
] the family which has been 
/ running Wheldon & Wesley 
> since the 1920s.

to 14 the number of °ow, with a 3t One ascountries offering this global a result".MicroLink,
service. over

Fantastic
was respon- 

something like 
"bangs" around 

Britain this November 5th.
For the past two years Jon 

has been selling fireworks 
imported from places like 
Germany, Spain 
China where 
originated.

Fly me65,000
■ ■ ■

"And where great distan
ces are involved, MicroLink is 
often the fastest and

THE Official Airline 
oatabas Gu idsoftware tion about

most
informaeconomical means of doing - and even nearly 30,00< 

as well as flight 
fare details for 
750 airlines.

the job. hotelsPyrotechnics"Our clients are univer
sities, museums and lib
raries, private collectors and 

^ fellow dealers -

an<
He keeps in touch with his 

suppliers via MicroLink's 
telex facilities and uses 
electronic mail to publicise 
his services.

more tharreorganised 
considerably extended. 

The programs run on five 
types of computer - BBC 
Micro, Apple, Electron, Atari 
and Amstrad.

and
The coverage spans

17.000 hotels and motels Ir 
North America,
9.000 in Europe . 
than 2,500 in the 
and Pacific

,,,, ... , . and two-
f thirds of them are abroad.
\ At present more tharmost of our 

business with the United 
States is done by telephone,
but we should soon have an_ •

These include packaged 
displays costing from £80 for 
a family bonfire 
£5,000 for, say, a town’s 
Royal Wedding celebrations.

"I've found that

and more
Far EastThere are now nearly 150 

Programs in thefree area.
(h Details displayed includeParty to

postal address, 
telephone and telex num
bers, and the 
plus an

sanding range of rates. 
In most cages' Clas«°"

YOUR chance to Join Micro Link ~ turr» to Page 74
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FREE Electronic Mail. . . International:
j Telex ... 10 National Chatlines (Interactive

Bulletin Boards). . . 70,000 users across the
i

UK . . . Teleshopping . . . Multi-User
Interactive Strategy Games

Instant computer news . . . Hardware and
software reviews . . . Technical features . . ./

: *■

Hints and tips . . . On-line business advice;

and features
r~*

torvUi Ml.

% . - *A*\ . FREE and discounted quality software to
download direct to your micro-24 hours a
day

300,000 pages of information on the huge
Prestel database

PRESTEL is a trademark of British Telecommunications

for just 20p a day
nr To: Micronet 800, 8 Herbal Hill, London EC1

Please send me a brochure on Micronet 800 I
Ii Name.. IAddress.|
I!

!

IMicronet 800
8 Herbal Hill, London EC1R 5EJ 

Telephone: 01-278 3143

.Telephone No. 

Micro______

!

IAge.

L J



That’s the way
to do it!

surprises, boredom sets in and with it 
naughtiness.

A complete change of program was 
needed for repeat bookings. That was no 
great problem, but it became necessary 
to have some system for keeping tabs on 
what had been seen and where.

Also the situation is one which rapidly 
snowballs. You keep going back to the 
same group of children, and in conse
quence develop a third show and a fourth 
and a fifth and a sixth. One year I 
encountered a particular *b -'0 times.

With experience, I haw 1 that six 
changes of program seen - 
provided they are taken iion.

By now, most of you w»:.. ginning 
to appreciate the pro.;. hat was 
developing. I had six cha - ' 
which was great provided ould tell
who was likely to have .at and
when. A system was requ.ve- ■ would 
enable this to be done.

If Mrs Cohen from Gan . Hiii booked 
me for little Rebecca’s party and, in the 
process, mentioned that she had got my 
name from Daniel Weinburg’s mother, it 
would be a fair bet that the same children 
would be at both celebrations. I would 
need to know what I had done at the first 
shindig and at any other parties 
associated with it.

For a year there was no real hassle. I 
simply recorded the details of every show 
in a loose-leaf file. Each one was 
numbered consecutively and cross 
referenced to the others on the same 
circuit.

When I took a booking which was a 
spin-off from another engagement I 
would simply flip through the binder 
until I found that one. I would then note 
down the act that I had done and check 
out on any others with which it was cross 
referenced.

As I said, this worked fine for twelve 
months. After that, the numbers in
volved started getting somewhat 
unwieldy. I was having to look through 
more than 500 records practically every 
time the phone rang.

Even I, not the brightest of blokes, 
could see that this was unsatisfactory. To 
make matters worse, every new show 
added yet another record, thereby 
compounding the problem.

The solution was very simple. What 
was needed was a card index of names, to 
use in conjunction with my show record 
file: A card for each customer, 
referenced with the numbers of all the

Amstrad Profeeeional Computing December 1986

IT goes without saying that the PCW is 
one of the most versatile micros around. 
But who’d have thought it would become 
involved with a sordid tale of theft, wife 
beating, cruelty to crocodiles and general 
mayhem? Yet that’s just what happened 
when a PCW8256 got into show business 
in a small way and proved it packed a 
punch.

So why does a Punch and Judy man 
need a computer? Anybody who has seen 
Roy Hudd’s portrayal of the Puppet Man 
on television, or remembers the drunken 
little character in Hi De Hi, could be 
forgiven for believing that we are all 
semi-primitive simpletons, left over from 
a bygone age.

The reality, as is so often the case, 
differs greatly from the popular image. A 
puppeteer is just as much in business as 
any other self-employed tradesman. He 
has a mortgage, income tax, correspon
dence and accounts, like everyone else.

However, this is not the aspect of the 
business I am going to talk about. 
Although I have now computerised all of 
these things, it is doubtful if I would have 
bought a machine just for that purpose.

To explain why I need one, specifically 
for my work as a children’s entertainer, I 
will have to start by filling in a little 
background history. To begin with, my 
show does not consist only of Mr Punch 
and his colleagues. There is quite a lot of 
conjuring, also some ventriloquism and a 
bit of balloon modelling. In other words, 
all the good old standards, which each 
successive generation of four to eight- 
year-olds finds new and fresh.

Most of my work is for birthday and 
Christmas parties, with occasional per
formances at schools and trade promo
tions. In an average year, I will do around 
450 shows, of which roughly 400 will be in 
private homes.

When I first began working at it full 
time, some five years ago, I had just one 
act and it was not long before I began to 
experience a problem. I would go to little 
Wayne Smith’s party and be a great 
success. Little Damien Jones, who was 
there, would then ask his mum if he could 
have the Punch and Judy man, on his 
birthday too.

The arrangements would be made and 
I would turn up. Most of the children 
would be the same. So would my act. 
Well there is a limit to how many times a 
group of youngsters will sit, for an hour, 
and watch something that they have Been 
before. When there are no longer any

enough,

program

Walt Lees 

describes how the 

PCW has kept his 

show on the road, 

thanks to CP/M 

and LocoScript.

crossPCW

Page 50
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i related shows. These could be kept in 
alphabetical order.

The system worked well enough for a 
couple of years. Then it, too, started to 
become unmanageable. Every time I did 
a show on a particular circuit, I would 
have to find all of the index cards 
associated with it, 50 or more in some 
cases.

The new number would need to be 
written on every single one, so that each 
held an up-to-date chain of references.

Last year I began to realise that this 
was just plain silly. The time had come to 
computerise the system. That is why I 
got an Amstrad PCW 8256.1 saw it in a 
shop window and bought it on impulse.

The people in the shop, a well known 
High Street chain, did not have a clue 
how it worked. Nor did they have the 
sense to sell me any blank discs to go with

i

i

it.
In retrospect I realise that this is the 

worst possible way to buy a computer, 
and I was very lucky not to have been 
lumbered with a pig in a poke. However, I 
am well satisfied, and have since found 
more knowledgeable retailers, people to5 
go to for advice and help.

When I got it home and opened the 
box, my heart sank at the sight of the two 
huge instruction manuals. This was 
something I had not bargained for. 
However, - got stuck in and quickly 
worked, through the LocoScript section. 
Tr: e. nke many people, I stopped for a 
■\r:vi. To -.av layman’s eyes the CP/M 

o. !• ■ vr-fi highly complicated and' 
u'ctegteaL

! . .. first instance I decided to use 
U:- :o. vipt files as a kind of crude 
daUfe*:.*:-. not having anything else to 
hand. Ov*sr a period of several weeks I 
tabulated all my circuits, making each 
one a separate document and allocating 
it a circuit number. The circuit numbers 
were written on the record cards at the 
same time.

So now, if a Mrs Davis telephoned and 
said that her child had seen me at Fergus 
McTavish’s party, I could dig out 
McTavish’s index card, find the circuit 
number, and run that circuit up on the
computer.

There was no more need to drag out all 
the other index cards and write in the and in all probability many of the A few months ago, having a bit of spare 
number of Davis show. All that I had to children would be the same. I would then time, I started to go through the CP/M 
do now was to make out a card for Davis have to try and remember the name of section of the manual. This seemed 
when the time came, and enter the one of these previous customers in order rather dry and hostile after the compar- 
circuit and show numbers and any other to get out their card and discover the ative friendliness of LocoScript and its 
details that I cared to. circuit number. This often involved a little menus.

I then simply added the details of the lengthy search through my diaries. it took a while for the penny to drop
Davis show to the circuit file on the One answer was to type out an index of and for me to realise that the wild card 
computer and left it at that. circuits, listing the areas in alphabetical facility offered by the CP/M system was

This was saving me a lot of time but order, followed by the circuit number, the answer, 
there were still problems and I was not This worked, but was not really The book just does not explain it in a 
entirely satisfied. I had more than 150 satisfactory. For one thing, a circuit manner which immediately gets its ftiU 
circuits and provided that I knew the would “die” as the children grew up in a significance across to us middle aged 
appropriate circuit number I could easily particular neck of the woods and moved professional buffoons.

on to discos or MacDonalds. If only they had told us, right at the
My index would show a lot of circuits start that what was on offer was a filing 

so straightforward. Often a booker might on which no work had been done for system, capable of holding up to 60 files 
not be able to remember where they had several years. These would have the same on each side of a disc, locating any one of 
seen me. Their party would be in a area names as other circuits that were them by 11 different routes and bringing 
locality that I had worked before and still current. This could lead to a fair as many up at a time as is required, 
might or might not be on a circuit. amount of disc searching and changing to Once this had been twigged the 

It would be near to some other shows find the right one. problem was solved. I quickly converted

i

a

find the one I wanted.
However, matters are not always quite
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FROM FILING CLER,
1 TO FILE MANAGER 

IN 3 EAST STAGES

STEFm
• DEFINE THE mOS• LAY OUT THE SCREEN• DRAWA BOX
Tell the system wi> a of
information is re<, Let

Sandpiper do Vi

Write what you want where you 
want it - with facilities for 

underlining and highlighting.

You simply tell the system 
where youwanttheboxand 

Sandpiper will draw it

SANDPIPER FILEMANAGER-a comprehensive, fully relational, interactive andprogrammable\nn 
package designed to cater for individual business needs, and yet is so simple to use. Starting from si:, 
systems and then expanding upwards, files can be selected, calculations made, information returner /file,
information updated and reports produced. No other Database package offers so much for so little.

FEATURES INCLUDE-o Easy to generate, attractive and functional Screen Formats, o Automatic file 
Generation to define layout and sixes, o Flow Control allowing simple creation of menus, o High Capacity-disc 
tota/lvavailable for Database records, o Data Compaction, o Max. no. of characters per record4000. 
o Max. no. of fields per record250. o Max. no. of records per file 32000. o Many more features available 
to suit all of your file management requirements.

s

j!
:

/

j IFifles V
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all my LocoScript circuits into Ascii files 
and transferred them to newly formatted 
CP/M data discs.

All that I then had to do was to give 
each file an appropriate name to enable it 
to be located in a variety of different 
ways. All 11 would not be necessary in my 
case, since I only needed to be able to find 
a circuit:
• By its number (no problem there).
• By its area.
• By its price band. (Different prices are 
charged in different areas so as to take 
into account travelling time, petrol and 
so on. I have divided the area around my 
home into price bands, rather like a 
target with my base as the bull’s-eye. 
The first band has a radius of 10 miles, 
the second 20 and so forth.)
• By usage. Is it now “dead”, that is, has 
not been worked for over a year?
• By looking for it in the disc directory. 

As mentioned above, searching by
number was no problem. The last three 
figures after the dot in the file name 
would give me this. Here are typical file 
names:

same except that, being in London, I use 
the postal districts whenever possible. 
This instance shows London E.18, the 
north east central part. It is also in price 
band 1. The 0 before the dot shows that 
it is an obsolete circuit and has not been 
worked for at least a yew. However, at 
any moment it may spring back to life 
when a crop of younger brothers and 
sisters mature.

The system works excellently. If I get a 
call to go to west Dagenham, I simply 
have to type in:

- second party is clearly identifiable with a 
circuit in its own area. If this is the case 
the two must be cross referenced, with 
details of each being entered on both 
circuit files.

I have found that the RPED facility is 
all that I need for updating the circuit 
records. I PIP this to drive M (both 
RPED files are needed), and then PIP the 
relevant circuits through. These are 
amended, the original files in drive A 
erased and the updated ones passed 
back.

I suppose that one should really alter 
the names of the updated files so that 
they can be sent back before erasing the 
originals. Then in the unlikely event of a 
power failure I could start again with 
nothing lost. They could be given their 
original names back once the old ones 
had been removed.

My reason for telling you all this is that 
I feel the subject of naming of CP/M files 
does seem to get rather glossed over in the 
manual. It was many months before its 
power and significance began to dawn on 
me. I very nearly went out and spent 
around £50 on a database, which I would 
not have needed, just to do this job.

All of which goes to show that there’s a 
lot more to your micro than you might 
think from an off-putting glimpse of the 
manual. As it is, just a little time and 
trouble showed me how easy and useful it 
is to work hand in glove with a PCW.

I

:
i

TYPE DAGMW*.*

and there are all the west Dagenham 
circuits spread out for inspection. If I 
want to know how many obsolete circuits 
I have in price band three, I simply type:

TYPE ?????30.*

and up they all come.
To check that I have a circuit for a 

particular location, typing DIR[SIZE] 
arranges the whole lot into alphabetical 
order for quick inspection. The first three 
or four letters of each filename are a 
sufficient mnemonic for me to identify 
the area concerned.

Obviously there are other problems 
which have had to be solved. For 
instance, it is not unusual for circuits to 
crisscross one another. A booking in 
Romford might have come as a result of a 
party that I worked for a cousin in 
Bethnal Green.

In this case it may well be that the

■

1

:
1

DAGMNW1C.056
E18NEC10.124

In the first, example DAGM stands for 
Dagenham, NW for north west. The 1 

that it is in the First price band 
•>? C that it is currently being 

meaning shows have taken 
. during the last 12 months. 

■ >f course, the circuit number, 
example is almost the Al’C

!

HE PC LADDERI
\
i i

i
>

STEP 7:- BLISS, SATISFACTION, PEACE OF MIND 
Computer being used as a practical Business Tool 
EUPHORIA!
At last you are talking to sensible people.
CONSULT C.S.D. about your requirements wifi a view to a package 
adapted to your needs.
DISAPPOINTMENT, TEARS, FRUSTRATION, SUICIDE, 
none seems to suit your needs 
SPENDS LOTS OF MONEY 
on off the shelf software packages 
QUESTION, WHAT CAN I DO WITH IT????

????????
BUY A PC 1512. Excitement prevails... all your business problems 
can be solved.

STEP 6>
STEP 5:.
STEP 4:-
STEP 3:-
STEP 21-
STEP 1:-

DON’T FALL OFF THE LADDER 
Call Customised Software Development (C.S.D. Ltd.)

01-390 1053
for Software, Hardware, Help & Advice 

SPECIAL OFFER PC 1512 £380 + VAT
BASIC MODEL

TRAINING WORKSHOPS 
AVAILABLE FOR THE PCW 
8256 AND THE PC 1512
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Keeping it 

simple, 

keeping it 

straight
A cashbook is a ledger which is used on a 
daily basis to keep track of monetary 
transactions in a business. It may be a 
simple petty cash ledger or a more 
comprehensive type of account. Either 
way, all businesses keep a cashbook of 
some sort. Cashbook, from Integer 
Computer Systems uses the PCW to 
maintain the ledger and produce reports.

The program has the facility to 
maintain separate ledgers for different 
users. As such, it could also be used in 
multi-site applications or for maintain
ing separate ledgers within the same 
organisation. There is no restriction 
imposed upon the number of separate 
ledgers that can be maintained and you 
may extend the system to more than one 
disc.

Nomi nal Cadets

DascripbionCods

Sal 89
Hi re 0spo9i t la
Purchases For- 
Purchases 
Renb & Rabes 
Heab & Lighb 
Mobor Expense-. 
Insurance 
Pebrol 
Fi nos 
Car Tax 
Prinbing Posb Sbaby. 
Adverbising 
Telephone
Legal & ProFessianal
Accounbancg
Repairs & Renewals
Capibal Equipmant
Tool s
PAYE
VAT
Cash
Nominal 33

1
3
5 a
6

10
11
E0
El
EE
E5
E6
30
31
3E
50
51
60In the box 70
71The program is supplied with a small 

ring-bound manual, which briefly des
cribes how to use the system. These 
descriptions are adequate since the 
whole package is menu-driven. There is

60
81
30
33

Many businessmen 

only require a 

simple cashbook 

facility for their 

accounting 

records. Barry 

Pickles looks at 

just such a 

package from 

Integer Computer 

Systems.

Figure I: Various Nominal Codes

1. Inrit Triasactioas
2. Iffirts
3. fend Client ItUils
4. Sort Transact ins by kto
5. loUto Transaction Fill 
S. Chaos# Clint
7. buad Hoainal Colts 
I. tend NT Colts 
I. finish Frtctssiay 
Oytioa Rtyuirol <1-9)7 I

:
i
!

PCW Figure II: Main menu
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the usual registration procedure to be 
gone through and the program is 
password protected.

Installation is a simple matter of 
answering a few questions about your 
system and then you’re ready to go.

Firing up the program presents you 
with the main menu of options, as shown 
in Figure II. If this is the first use of the 
program, you will need to set up the 
nominal codes - option 7 (see Figure I).

This requires that you know something 
about accounting, but you can keep it 
simple or use all 99 available nominal 
codes - your accountant will advise you 
on these. Setting them up is simple 
enough, as is entering the VAT codes 
(option 8) of which 10 are available.

If you are using the system in a 
multi-ledger environment you will also 
need options Change Client and Amend 
Client Details. The former sets up a 
client data file on the disc. Including this 
filename on the command line when 
starting the system selects that data file.

Amend Client Details allows you to 
specify the client name, as displayed on 
the screen, along with the accounting 
period to which the data refers.

There is no real restriction on the 
period used and different periods may be 
used for each client.

! I®

i
1. List 111 Trusactitns
2. List Ttauictioas Is Celt
3. Trial bluet
4. Vat Analysis
5. let«n To Main Him

Option Rowiroi (1 - 5 ) ? I

:
:

!

I
ICTfi

Figure III: Reports menu

1BH
Test data Feb - April 1388

Trial Balaace

Credit
issj'si

DebitNo Narrative 
I Sales
S Purchases for Resale 

32 Telephone 
78 Capital Equipment

IJsr■'t; the program
; r-oxi stage is to input some data. You 

customer name, invoice 
:mount, date and whether the 
( is for cash or is to be banked.

383.21

447.81
188.88

2US~43

Cash 1281.83Bank
• indicate the VAT code and the 
automatically works out the

Vat
2115.43

• r\'x cm isnt. 3SS333S3313333333

AU A - is done in batches and, by 
using function and cursor keys, you 
are allowed to edit any part of the current 
batch - only when you press the Exit key 
is the data accepted and stored to disc.

After entering data, you can sort the 
transaction file in date order.

At any point, you may call up the 
report menu shown in Figure ID. These 
options are self evident. Sample reports 
are given in Figures IV and V.

Output may be to the screen or to a 
printer. You should produce transaction 
listings at fairly frequent intervals and 
file them as they form the audit trail 
which your accountant or VAT inspector 
will require.

And that’s about it. The program is 
simple to understand, easy to use and 
well explained.

Whether you’re an accountant doing 
work on behalf of various small traders, 
or if you’re in business yourself and want 
a simple cashbook accounting facility, I 
can recommend this program.

Figure: IV: Sample Trial Balance report

Product: Cash booh 
Machine: PCW
Supplier: Integer Computer Systems 
Address: 4110, Bury New Hoad, 

Manchester M25 5BI)
Price: £99.95

\i*( Figure V: Sample Transactione report
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KEYBOARD. SCREEN 
AND PRINTER

£399
Mi PLUS VAT

■

THE AMSTRAD 82 B 

MORE THAN A 

WORDPROCESSOR
V

f

f.■

_ ;!
The high resolution, green screen 

monitor can show 90 columns and 32 

lines of text at the same time.
That’s 40% more useable screen 

area than most PCs. A

The Amstrad 8256 offers you 

more than the average wordprocessor 

for less than the average typewriter.
Its incredibly low price includes a 

monitor, disc drive, keyboard, word
processing software and a printer.

»

m

Special function keys on the 

And with the 8256 you don’t just keyboard save you memorising
complicated codes.get quantity, you get quality too.

A high speed RAM disc facility 

means you can store and retrieve infor
mation instantly.

And because all the 

necessary wordprocessing 

software comes free, you!!
[I

AVAILABLE AT BOOTS • CURRYS • DIXONS • ELECTRIC SUPREME • I.ASKYS • W.H. SMITH • HILL INTERNATIONAL METYCLEAN MBS OFFICE INTERNATIONAL 
RONALD MARTIN GROOME • RYMANS • SANDHURST- WILDINGS AND GOOD INDEPENDENT COMPUTER STORES.1 '



FOR LESS THAN A 

TYPEWRITER.
And business users can take ad

vantage of our nationwide service and 

maintenance contracts, not to mention 

the many advanced training courses.
All this for a machine that costs just 

£399 plus VAT.
Which is less than you’d expect 

to pay for many other wordprocessors. 
Or obsolete typewriters.

won’t have to pay for any hidden extras.
What’s more the enormous 256K 

memory means you’re also getting a 

powerful personal computer.
(If you want even more wordpro

cessing and computer power there’s 

now the 8512 model, with two disc 

drives and 512K of memory.)
But what makes the Amstrad even 

f a bargain is the fully inte- 

ninter, with its automatic paper 

i 'actor feed and choice of letter 

o: ■: v or draft speeds.
The 8256 is also backed up by 

numerous extras and services.
You can add an optional combined 

serial and parallel interface to 

gain access to modem, iNfe, 

additional printers and 

other peripherals.

morr Oi
Please send me some more information about the 
PCW8256.
Home userD Office userD (Please tick)

Name----------------------------------------------------
Address.

Tel.
Company.

AMSTRAD PCW 8256I
Amstrad, PO Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EF.

Telephone: (0277) 230222. APC12/86

Z
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The unprecedented success of the PCW series was due in good measure to Amstrad’s 
having spotted a niche in the market which, with the benefit of hindsight, we can now 
say ought to have been staring computer manufacturers in the face. Vast numbers of 
ordinary people wanted a cheap word processor for a multitude of different reasons. 
They didn’t want to compute, they didn’t even want to know anything about 
computers.

What they needed was a plug-in-and-go mega-typewriter, and that’s what Amstrad 
provided - dedicated word processing software, dedicated word processing keys, 
dedicated printer. The fact that tens of thousands of PCWs are now being used for 
many other things too is due primarily to software houses exploiting an already 
established word processing user base.

The Amstrad PC, on the other hand, is 
aimed at a different market. You don’t 
get a printer bundled with the machine, 
nor any applications software - unless you 
count Gem Paint, but how many people 
are going to make serious use of that?

And Locomotive’s Basic 2, however 
superior it is to the versions of Microsoft 
Basic given away with the IBM PC and 
its clones, has no doubt been included in 
the price of the Amstrad PC precisely 
because there seems to be a generally 
accepted rule that you give Basic away 
with micros.

Many new owners of the new PC will 
want to take the opportunity of dabbling 
with Basic 2. Some may even become 
competent programmers as a result. But 
the majority of people who buy the 
machine will do so in order to access the 
huge amount of software ready-written 
for the IBM PC, most of which can be 
handled by the new Amstrad micro. The 
fact that the Amstrad PC comes with two 
operating systems widens even further 
the choice of available software.

In a sense Amstrad had to include 
MSdos (Microsoft Disc Operating 
System) so that the PC would be 
compatible with IBM’S PCdos (they are 
almost identical).

And Digital Research (the creator of 
what for many years was MSdos’s great 
rival, CP/M) doubtless saw in the 
PC1512 a major vehicle for getting back 
into the PC market after a frustrating 
period in the doldrums. It stepped in not 
only with an upgraded and specially 
configured CP/M operating system - Dos 
Plus - but also with Gem.

Herein lies Digital Research’s real 
coup, since Gem Desktop - known in the 
trade as a front-end manager - is what 
most new owners will use first. The 
Instruction Manual is full of it, and 
you’re told right from the start to get it 
loaded as the best introduction to the 
machine.

The chances are that users will be 
impressed with it, and many will 
certainly take the plunge right away by 
ordering the complete Gem set, heavily 
discounted as it is with the Amstrad PC.

But what exactly does a front-end 
manager do? Well, it shields you from an 
operating system. And why would you 
want to be shielded from an operating 
system? Well, they’re supposed to be 
difficult to use.

There’s definitely something in this. I 
have seen people totally new to comput
ing handling Gem Desktop like experts, 
confidently pushing the mouse around, 
creating new folders, copying discs and 
drawing doodles within an a hour or so of

;

I

Making
:i

s anc
/

:!
•ine. It’sfirst powering up the 

child’s play.
But it won’t do eve 

instance, don’t bother stz 
anything produced unde 
or any other Gem pro . 
matter - down to a prince 
compatible with Epson ndards. It 
can’t be done, at least not at present.

Or again, if you want to activate a 
program which puts some information on 
the screen and nothing else, Desktop 
can’t handle it.

Take CHKDSK, for example, an 
important utility for showing you things 
like how much room you have left on a 
disc - you’ll find it on both the MSdos 
and the Dos Plus discs.

ing. For 
>g to send 
desktop - 
for that 

ich is not
s

I

I
;
.!
i
\

If you click this on with the mouse 
under Desktop the vital information it 
should be giving you flashes on the screen 
and disappears before you’ve really had 
time to register its presence, let alone 
read what it says.

To use a program like CHKDSK you 
have to lay down your shield and 
courageously bare yourself to the operat
ing system.

Don’t be afraid of doing this - it’s not 
as aggressive as the writers of front-end 
managers would have you believe.

And like Beauty and her Beast, once 
you become acquainted with it you may 
find you can do very nicely thank you 
without Desktop or any other front-end 
manager. Everything can be carried out 
so much more quickly and efficiently 
when you’re talking to the operating 
system directly.

So if you’re a novice, by all means use 
Desktop to begin with. It’s a way of 
easing yourself into the Amstrad PC and 
it also has some powerful features you 
may need later on when you’re 
experienced.

In between these two stages try MSdos

■'

h

i
y : i f

Double trouble ? 

Gordon Blaire 

starts a series 

exploring the 

PC1512*8 operating 

systems

H

Vy, more
■39
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■
and extra programs as required.
• They detect and interpret input, 
whether from the keyboard or any other 
device, such as a mouse, joystick or 
communications port. And they direct 
output as and when necessary to the 
correct destination - screen, disc, printer 
or some other device.
• They perform specific practical jobs, 
such as copying files from one disc to 
another, displaying a directory or catalog 
of files on a disc, erasing files and so forth.
• They tell you if something is wrong 
and at least give you an indication of 
where the fault may lie.

All in all, they allow people to use 
computers without knowing a thing 
about what’s going on inside the 
machine.

At their lowest levels the two operating 
systems supplied with the Amstrad PC 
perform much the same functions as each 
other - those outlined above.

But they also come with sets of utilities 
which allow you to carry out basic 
operations yourself (and therefore more 
flexibly), rather than leaving them to be 
performed automatically. Some of these 
utilities are common to both, others not.

Let’s take an example of something 
Dos Plus will do that MSdos will not.

Both operating systems have a so- 
understand what an operating system is caued internal COPY command, that is 

: does. If you don’t know, here s a to say that the command is built in to the 
v!. r:k and easy explanation. ^ system so you don’t have to load it

m.-v’s go back 20 years or so. You re a separately from disc. With a double or 
iter programmer using a program- disc drive> if you want to copy a file 

: language, but you don’t know how a called FRED.TXT from drive A to drive 
t ^er works. B, in either operating system you can

ve been asked to write a simple simply type at the A> prompt:
. program. It is to display the 

j;* DO NOT TOUCH on a screen if 
sv-u-eone presses a key, print a message
on the printer that someone has been followed by Return or Enter (we’ll use
meddling and finally store that message Enter from now on to mean “type equal to FRED.TXT, 
on a magnetic disc. something in and press Return or But what’s the point of using PIP when

You can’t do it - and that’s quite apart Enter”). you have the internal COPY command!
from the fact that at that time you would In other words, copy FRED.TXT to The answer is that PIP is more powerfu"
have been hard pushed to find either a drive B, and give it the same name. Note than COPY.
VDU or a magnetic disc. that a colon must always appear after a

For a start, you don’t know how the drive letter to distinguish it from a enclosed in squared brackets at the enc 
machine stores words in its internal 
memory. Nor do you know how it outputs 
them to a printer or a mass storage 
medium, nor how it registers that a key 
has been pressed.

Nor, even if you managed to get 
someone to write the appropriate screen, 
disc and printer drivers for you, will you 
be able to locate any errors in your 
program if it fails to work.

To solve what should be a trivial 
problem for you as a programmer, you 
would have to get involved in the 
complexity of the machine’s circuitry. In 
other words you’d be solving problems 
which for you have nothing to do with the 
logic of the original one.

Today we have operating systems 
which automatically take care of those 
peripheral problems:
• They decide where data will be stored 
in memory and where precisely they will 
be held on a disc. In both cases they make 
sure that they’re not overwritten each 
time something is saved.
• They call in languages, data, routines

Amatrad Professional Computing Decambar 1986

I filename - it’s called a delimiter.
If you have a single drive system and 

don t want to use the ram disc, you could 
also copy FRED.TXT, but it would have 
to be to another filename. You can’t copy 
a file to one of the same name on the same 
disc. You would enter, say:

COPY FRED.TXT BLOGGS.DOC
(If you do have a single drive machine 

and want to try out the examples below, 
simply swap discs instead of using the B: 
indicator.)

Dos Plus is a partial merger between 
MSdos and CP/M. In the old versions of 
CP/M there was no internal COPY 
command. To copy files, you had to use 
an external utility call PIP. This utility 
has been retained and appears on the Dos 
Plus disc as PIP.CMD.

To see this, turn on the machine and 
insert the Dos Plus disc. When Dos Plus 
has loaded, enter DIR at the A> prompt.

This will give you an alphabetised 
directory listing, with the size of each file 
in bytes (characters), and the date and 
time it was put on the disc. Four up from 
the bottom is PIP.CMD.

PIP’s syntax is different from the 
internal COPY command. To carry out 
the same operations as above using PIP, 
you would enter:

PIP B:=A:FRED.TXT

friends
MSdos
Dos Plus

l

1
!

and Dos Plus directly. But first

PIP BLOGGS.DOC=FRED.TXT
which can be interpreted, in something 
vaguely approaching English, as: Bring 
up from disc the program PIP and use it 
to let Drive B become equal to Drive A as 
far as FRED.TXT is concerned. Or let a 
new file called BLOGGS.DOC become

COPY FRED.TXT B:

By setting one or more switches -
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WHY DO WE STILL SUPPORT 

THE PCW8256/512?■

IN STOCK NOW! 5 SOFTWARE IS CHEAP!1
XNot waiting to be shipped to UKI This is due to half a million user's

it-6 PRINTER IS FREESERVICE AND BACK UP! 2
5-ecwSpares and pans are available off the shelf and the word processor tool

PERSONAL COMPUTING! 7 NOT ANOTHER CLONE!
The PCW has style and power, but better still has a low priceYes you canl As wel as a word processor

•8 EXPANDABLE!WE USE THEM! 4'
Every day, from accounts to our software We stock every item to be plugged in, at low prices

■

DN.

GRAPHX

II/
:

Converts your statistical
New, as promised, this All the pov/t:data into pye charts, bar Fastty becoming the utility turns your Pew’s graphics archarts, 3D plots. Inter best known graphics printing abi'.i 

run with cbc< 
cobol, CP/A: 
assemblers rs.

printer into a plotter plus 
lots more powerful 
printer functions from 
Mallard Basic. Com
patible with exbasic.

relates everyday 
problems into easy 
understandable 
analysis. Ideal for the 
educational user.

utility  program for 
Mallard Basic ■Graphics 
without the pain"A.P.C. 
September 1966.

al,
V

We read your letters so here they are!
!

Software Hardware Works directly from 
bocoscriptto any 
Centronics/
RS232printer.
Requires CPC8256 
Interface. A must , «^; 
for the Real 
Business UserI

gsm;
Audio Tutorial Tapes 
Brainstorm 
Carrtoase 
Card Bax 
Condor 1 
Crackarll 
DBase II 
Delta 1.25 
DRCBasic 
DR Draw 
DR Graph 
DR Pascal 
Hands on CP/M Plus 
Hands on DBase II 
HandsonSuperoaioll 
Money Manager

7.96
LOCO- 

PRINTER 
£49.95 inc.

38.95
48.95 
48.95

PC1512 Series 
PCW8512 
PCW8256 
CPC6120 Colour 
CPC6128 Green 
PCW0256 Memory Uprgrade 
FD2 -2nd PCW0256 Drive 
FDI-CPC6128 
PCW RS232/Cent. Interlace 
CPC RS232/Cent. Interface 
Electric Studio Light Pen 
Electric Studio Mouse 
CF23- Disks
PCW0256/8512 Printer Ribbon 
(Minimum order two)
PCW Deluxe Dust Cover 
CPC6128 Dust Cover 
3“ Single Disk Storage Box 
3’ Double Disk Storage Box

Prices an exclusive of VAT

Phone
469.00
373.00
330.00
244.00 

22.00
120.00
84.00
53.00
39.00 
64.30

109.52

B79.95
38.95
95.95
79.95
42.95 
4295 
4295 
4295 
2295 
2295

III
n

2295
23.95
69.95\\ Neword 2 

Pofypk*
Poiyprint
Poly Series Complete 
Pofy Typefaces (per set) 
Prnepel 
Right Hand Man 
Sage Popular Aooounts 
Sage Popular Amounts Plus

69.95 O NABITCHILU1 COMPUTING
3.402295

26.95
49.95
17.95
25.95
27.95
85.95

- 125.95
Sage Popular Aooounts 8uper Combo 159.95 
Sage Popular Payrol 
Sage Popular Invoking 
Sage Chi Chat *£' Mai 
Sage Chit Chat Viewdata 
Sage Chi Chat Combo 
Sage Chk Chat *£' Mai Pack 
Sage Chi Chat Viewdata Pec*
8age Chit Chat Combo Pack 
Scratch Pad Plus 
Suparoafc II

4.17
7.95
650

THE AflMilSTO A© (PE©lPLE925=iii 12.75

i
63.95.r 63.95
53.95
43.95
86.95 

169.95

NABITCHI COMPUTING 
Merseyside Innovation Centre 

131 Mount Pleasant 
Liverpool L3 5TF 

051-708 0123/051-708 8775

All heme are delivered free of 
charge within UK mainland. With 
the exception of PCW and CPC 

Computers - please add 
CSjOOeVAT to total.

Export Enquiries Welcome
8tudent/Educetlonal Discount 

Available

216.95
49.95
38.95
45.95

j;j I Tasword 8000 
TaaprintSOOO

AlSoltwwwprion arehch»*m of VAT.

19.96 All prices are correct at time of going 
to press1295jii

d!d:!§ :
‘ .
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of the command line - you can ask PIP to Plus uses a .CMD extension, 
do things like convert all tab characters 
into spaces, copy only parts of a file, copy do have a .EXE or .COM extension can 
the file only if it has been modified since be activated by MSdos, but only them, 
it was last copied (allowing you to do This is why Dos Plus represents a partial 
selective back-ups) and much more.

To take a simple example, the line:

PIP B:=A:FRED.TXT[UNA]

will copy FRED.TXT from drive A to 
drive B, converting all lower case letters 
to their upper case equivalents (the U 
option - Upper case) and adding line 
numbers to the new file (the N option - 
Number). But the operation will be 
carried out only if FRED.TXT has been 
altered since it was last copied (the A 
option - Archive).

Now look at the MSdos disc. Put it in 
drive B if you have a double drive 
machine (otherwise swap discs) and 
enter:

see how ustfu1 CHKDSK can be when 
called directly.

Under either operating system enter 
CHKDSK. You’ll see the total capacity 
of the disc, the room taken up by hidden 
files (those used by the system) and 
directories, the amount of space left 
the disc - you’ll usually need to keep an 
eye on this for obvious reasons - and 
other relevant information.

Most importantly, the fact that you do 
see these things tells you that the disc is 
in good condition. If it were not, the 
operating system would send you a series 
of error messages, anything from corrup
ted tracks to mixed-up directories. That 
can be frightening, far more so than any 
operating system commands.

There is one tempting reason for those 
new to PC computing to use Desktop 
rather than direct operating system 
commands. With a bit of experimenting 
you can get away with a front-end 
manager without reading much of the 
User Instructions.

It’s well known that many people 
simply don’t like reading manuals and 
Desktop can if necessary be managed

So the files on the Dos Plus disc which

rather than a complete merger of MSdos 
and CP/M.

You might think that if you copied 
PIP.CMD to a file called PIP.EXE you 
could then activate it under MSdos. But 
if you do this the computer will hang and 
the only solution is to turn it off and on 
again. In other words perform a cold 
start. A warm start - pressing Alt, 
Control (Ctrl) and Delete (Del) together 
will not help.

You can now see why the software base 
for the Amstrad PC is immediately wider 
than that of the IBM PC or other 
compatibles. Programs written under 
CP/M-86, which will not run on straight 
MSdos or PCdos machines, can be run 
directly on the Amstrad PC under Dos 
Plus.

on

DIR B:/W or DIR /W
as appropriate. The /W is a command to 
the operating system to display the 
directory widthways.

You need to do this with the MSdos 
disc because there are more files in the 
directory than will fit on the screen in one

An alternative is to equip the machine 
with an emulator, but that costs money, 
and they don’t always work perfectly. 
You can buy CP/M for other PCs but at

go.
You’ll notice that with the /W(idth) 

op ’ion you see only the filenames, and no 
i:; . u:n about their size or the date
fof their creation.

i that there are more files on 
disc than on the Dos Plus disc 
mediately there must also be 

Y ; • \ utilities not offered under Dos

ctuple is KEYBUK.EXE, a 
com muiid. file which sets up a British - as 
opposed to American - keyboard in 
certain applications.

To activate this file under MSdos you 
simply enter KEYBUK. But try re-load- 
ing Dos Plus and entering at the A> 
prompt:

•3‘

th •-
yov

B:KEYBUK
(or with a single drive, swap discs).

This means: Activate KEYBUK.EXE 
(on drive B)

You will be told that you have an 
incorrect version of Dos, an example of 
the operating system sending you an 
error message. Admittedly the message 
can’t be called crystal clear but without 
it you wouldn’t even be able to tell if 
KEYBUK had been executed, except by 
trial and error.

What this also means is that the two 
operating systems are not completely 
compatible. Dos Plus recognises that 
KEYBUK is a command file, but no 
more.

And it’s a worse state of affairs the 
other way round. If you load MSdos from 
scratch after turning on the machine, 
insert the Dos Plus disc in drive B, then 
try to activate PIP for instance - the 
command being B:PIP - you’ll get a 
message to the effect that the command 
file can’t be found. This is because 
MSdos expects its command files to have 
a .EXE or .COM extension, whereas Dos

least with Dos Plus you can read an with a few clicks of the mouse here and 
MSdos directory, something straight there and the occasional look at the 
CP/M again won’t do without an instructions when things seem to be 
emulator.

And what of the unfriendliness of 
entering Dos commands and thus using or MSdos. You can’t guess the command 
an operating system directly? for erasing all files with a .TXT extension

Well, both the internal commands and laying the others intact, 
the external utilities of the two operating . But its worth putting a little study 
systems offer literally hundreds of m*° handling the operating systems 
features not covered here. However, supplied with the Amstrad PC if you 
many are quite difficult to use and some think you’re going to be living with the 
you will never need in any case. machine for some time to come.

But learning about them can be * this in mind, APC will be 
rewarding in itself and if you persevere °fferin8 regular explorations of MSdos 
you will probably find yourself using and Dos Plus> Parting next month with 
certain facilities for short-cuts or *he °PPorently bewildering but fascinat- 
specialised applications and wonder in* subJect of directories and paths. 
how you ever did without them. For now,

going wrong.
It’s not the same with either Dos Plus

\i*i
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A PROCESS
WORD PROCESSINCm

Are you 100% delighted with your Word Processor? 

Have you got any choice?
Well until now, perhaps not, but read on because we have some interesting facts for you.
We have tested some of the more popular word processors for the Amstrad PCW machines and we hav<
presented a fairly comprehensive listing of our findings.
Use this information freely, before you decide on your next Word Processor.

A Comparison of Amstrad Word Processors

Benchmark timings
All tests were carried out on a standard 1817 word document. Tests 7 .to 10 were carried out! 
standard 262 word paragraph. All times are in seconda^^glBB^ \

■
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■ ELIMINAT
tm FACTS EXPOSED

Feature comparison

FEATURES Protext Loco- Tasword Newword Pocket 
script 8000 Wordstar

Deluxe

What you see is what you get 
Works with any printer 
Unlimited file size 
Two file editing 
Auto re-format
Layout commands stored in text 
Spelling checker 
Spell check from within_W.f 
Find/anagram options! 
Background printing > ~
Insert or overtype j 
Delete line command » 0 
On screen help 
Dynamic screen update 
Headers and footers

y yy
y yy

Separate 
Catalog i 
Delete fi 
Rename 
Copy file 
Format c 
Type dis 
Auto file 
Find/rep

- selecl
- ignore
- searc
- searc
- find n

y . Mail me
- data I
- re-use
- string 
• nume
- pofyn
- multi| 

Conditic
- neste 

Repeat/ 
Insert III 
Format 
Auto wi< 
Keep Hr

y—......4 Mlcrosp
Proporf

y y y
y
y

y yy
y yy

y y
y y
y y
y y y

y yy
yy y

j y
y y y

so?;;v“andodd 
Soft-spaces/returns 
Non break space 
Decimal tabs 
Format whole ciocument 

jfjjjfjgf: brnalf indication
display 

'mafcqjgis '-o,;
Cq$?:ry' •' 'tnis

•- y

y y yy
yy

y y y

,y yy y
y yy y y

y
y yy y y 'y y y , ry

y
y

y
Prir.1
Print U;c;:
Print 10 s
Typev.r.iar met’:-.
Change o.nier e-r any time
Embedded prink.-: cedes
Print translated characters
Turn off printer coac display 
Display returns,'tabs

“They took their time with It and It was wo

Don’t miss it - it is superb”...((
*

WHY USE A
.

:Protext for, 
PCW 8258

v V

r , Special p

A 3 vis



Handling 

commands 

banishing 

nightmare

i
f

■TKCHINICAL

9

Even the most ardent fan of the Amstrad functions. For instance:
PCW would admit that, once you step 
aside from the protection LocoScript 
offers, the machine can be rather 
awkward to handle. Changing printer will clear the screen, m. .3 cursor to 
styles and using the CP/M Plus screen column 20, row 20 e 
driver cause particular problems. These Simple isn’t it?

The program given 
altogether more compk 

The first provides a number of solution to the nightn: 
functions useful when handling the setting up the printer. . written 
screen commands of the CP/M Plus for the PCW printer it si > > work with
screen driver. It works with both any Epson compatible p iter, either on 
the PCW range and with the CPC6128.1 the PCW range or on the CPC range, 
have not implemented all the commands The program works by firstly clearing 
listed in the manual, just the most useful any remaining characters in the printer 
ones. Rather than having to remember buffer and then resetting the printer to 
complex escape sequences, all you now its default settings, so that you start with

a known quantity. All this takes place on 
line 70.

Then, in simple stages, we build up a 
where FNname is one of the predefined string of characters (setup$) which will

PRINT FNcls$: PK T FNat$ 
(20,20); “Hello”

t ‘Hello’.

two listings however should make life 
easier.

. ting II is 
: provides a 

oblem of

have to do is to type:
PRINT FNname;

10 REN SCREENPACK
20 REN A utility for screen hendli 

ng with VT32 terainals
30 REN Berry Pickles - October 198

cursor on
110 DEF FNcuroff$=CHR$(27)+“f":REN 

cursor off
120 OEF FNx2480$=CHR$(27)+V sREN 

set 24x80 aode
130 DEF FNx3290$=CHR$(27)+V sREN 

set 32x90 eode (PCW only)
140 DEF
130 REN That Mas a function to set 

screen colours
160 REN to fX (foreground) and bX ( 

background)
170 OEF FNulon$«CHR$(27)+"r" iREN 

underline on
180 DEF FNuloff$=CHRI(27)+V :REN 

underline off
190 REN

Barry Pickles 

offers two Basic 

listings to make 

your Amstrad 

more user-friendly. 

Both listings are 

Mallard or MBasic 

compatible.

k
46 REH
56 DEF FNcli**chr»(27>+'E*tCHRII27 

)♦•H"!REN Clear screen and hoae 
60 DEF FNinverselsCHR$(27)+"p":REH 

Inverse video
70 DEF FNnoraal*»CHR$(27)+"q" iREH 

Noraal video
80 DEF FNat$(xX,yX)*CHRt(27)*T*C 

HRI(32*yX)*CHR$(32*xX)
90 REN That aas a function to aova 

the cursor to position x,y 
110 DEF FNcuron$*CHRf(27)«V iREN

Listing I: Screen handling functions 
for the PCW and CPC 6128CPC [PCW
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=
ultimately be sent to the printer 
containing all the necessary codes to set 
it up as you have specified.

I am not going to go into great detail 
here, since the PCW manual describes all 
the codes recognised by the printer and 
what they do. However, I have made an 
attempt to split the program into 
sections of related items.

The program consists of a series of 
questions asking you how you want the 
printer set up. Your answers appear at 
the right of the screen. When you have

answered all the questions the program 
waits for you to indicate that the printer 
is ready to start, and then it sends out the 
setup string of escape codes.

For good measure it then prints out a 
test line followed by a form feed, so that 
you can check that the print is to your 
liking.

Don’t forget that some options are not 
available on Epson printers - such as 
condensed italic print, so check with your 
manual if it doesn’t work as you expect.

Finally, an interesting point cropped

up while I was preparing this program. 
The manual says that there is a mixed 
print mode, where print options are 
determined by a five bit number. I 
couldn’t get this to work as described. 
Since the manual claims that the 
number required is in the range 0-63, 
which needs six bits, I suspect that the 
description is incomplete. Does anyone 
know about this mode?

\i>(

230 IF tl="inches" THEN HnesX=nXt6 /2:setupl=setupl*CHRK27)+"ir*CNRI(l)
450 REH
460 PRINT FNatl(1,24);"Set left ear 

gin (0 - *;(aarginX-6);" )B;:60SUB 10

10 REH PCH (EPSON) PRINTER SETUP 
20 REH Barry Pickles - October 198 ELSE linesX=nX

240 PRINT FNatSd«11)»"Hom eany lin 
es to leave blank at the foot of the

6
30 REH
40 DEF FNclsl=CHRI(27)+"E"+CHRI(27 page? " 

)+"H": REH Clear screen and hoee curs
00

470 PRINT FNat$(77,24);; INPUT;* ",250 PRINT '(0 - ■jlinesX;1) 60 
SUB 1000: PRINT FNatf<77,12)}:INPUT;" liXor

480 IF laX>(aarginX-6) THEN PRINT C
260 IF nXMinesX THEN PRINT FNatKB HRI(7)}FNatl(80t24)" ": 6OTO470

0,12)" ";CHR$(7):GOTO 240
270 IF nX=0 THEN setupl=setup$*CHRI UaZ)

",nX50 DEF FNatt(xX,yX)=CHR$(27)*"Y"+C 
HRI(yX+32)+CHR$(xX+32): REH aove curs 
or to x,y 

60 REH
72 PRINT FNd5*;LPRINT CHRK24J+CH (27)*"0": GOTO 300 

j REH Clear and reset print

490 setupl=setupl*CHRI(27)♦"!"tCHRI

500 PRINT FNatl(1,25)j"Set right aa 
280 setup$=setup*+CHRI(27)+"N"+CHRI rgin (";IaX}* - "jaarginX;" )";:BQSUB

1000(nX); S? 510 PRINT FNatl(77,26);: INPUT;" ",290 REH
300 PRINT FNatMl, 16)}"ITALIC print 

?V<;HT TAB(12);“Printer bu ? (Y/N) ";:60SUB 1100 
cleared and the printer

V.W :- ^c0))CHR$(7)}"PCN PRIN
raX

520 IF raX>aarginZ OR raKlaZ THEN 
310 IF rll="Y" THEN setupl=setupl*C PRINT CHRI(7);FNatl(80,26)"": 8QTQ 51 

HRI(27)+"4" ELSE setupl=setupl*CHRI(2 0 
7)+"5“

320 setup$=5etup$+‘CHR$(27)+,p"
330 PRINT "PROPORTIONAL print? (Y/N 

) ";: GQSUB 1100

530 setupf>setup$+CHR$(27)+"Qa+CHR$
(raZ)FNatSUjS)}"!!] Single sh 

. Continuous stationary?
• & i3B0

540 REH
550 PRINT FNatl(1*27)}CHRI(7) | "Set 

340 IF rll="Y" THEN setupl=setupl+C up your printer and press SPACEBAR ehj i38 if r$-ai" THEN setupl=setup4+CH 
R$(27) :*" ELSE setupl=setupl+CHRI(27 HR$(1): aarginZ=96 ELSE setupl»setupl en ready."

♦CHRK0)
350 PRINT "ELITE type? (Y/N) "jsGOS 

UB 1100: aarginX=80 
360 IF rll="Y" THEN aarginX»96: se

560 rl=lNKEYI: IF rl<>" " THEN 561 
570 LPRINT setup!: PRINT ' Sending 

test line to the printer 
580 LPRINT "This is a test line of

)+“c°
140 sheetX=VAL(r*):PRlNT:PRINT ■ Do

you want to set page length by:"
150 PRINT " Cl] the nuaber of lines

or C21 paper length in inches? ";:80 tupl=setupl*CHRI(27)*"H"
370 PRINT "CONDENSED print? (Y/N) ■
GQSUB 1100
380 IF rl$a'Y" THEN aarginZ«139: se 0:NEXT nZ 

tupl*setupl+CHRI(15)
390 PRINT "BOLD (shadow) print? (Y/

N) ";:6QSUB 1100
400 IF rll«"Y" THEN setupl«setupl*C 

HR$(27)*"E"
410 PRINT "DOUBLE STRIKE print? (Y/

N) ";:6QSUB 1100
420 IF rll*"Y" THEN setupl«setupl*C 

HR$(27)♦■6"
430 PRINT "ENLAR6ED print? (Y/N) *;

:GQSUB 1100 ■____________________________
440 IF rl$»"Y" THEN aarginluarginZ "Z" THEN 1311 ELSE PRINT TAB(8l)|r$iR

print to check that it has been corre 
ctly set up."

590 LPRINT CHRI(12):FOR nX»l TO 100
SUB 1300

160 setupl=setupl+CHRI(27)^"C": IF 
rl*"l" THEN aost X*127itl«"lines"iG0T

600 PRINT CHRI(7);"Has that OK? (Y/ 
N)";: 60SUB 1110 

610 IF rll«"N" THEN RUN 
620 END

0 180
170 setuplssetupi+CHRI(0): aostX=22 

: tl="inches"
180 PRINT FNatl(i,9)}"Hoe aany ";tl 

;"? (I - "jaostX;") GQSUB 1000 
190 PRINT FNatl(77,9);: INPUT}

630 REN
1000 PRINT " - Press RETURN after yo 

ur ansuer,"^RETURN 
1100 rMINKEYIi rll'UPPERKrlhlF rl 

IO"Y* AND rll<>"N" THEN 1100 
1200 PRINT TA8(80))rll: RETURN 
1300 rl-INKEYH IF rlOM* AND rl 0

H ■
in

X
200 IF nX<l OR nX>aostX THEN PRINT 

FNatl(80,9)" "jCHRI(7):GOTO 190 
210 setupl*setupl+CHRI(nX):lF sheet 

X=1 THEN 300 
220 REN

ETURN

Listing II: Printer setup utility for 
Epson and PCW Printers
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Create Superb Graphics 

On Your PCW8256/8512
THE CHOICE IS YOURS

.•
:•I;

I;

;•f
THE ELECTRIC STUDIOTHE ELECTRIC STUDIO :

mf- ? MOUSELIGHT PEN
★ supplied complewVmf REQUIRES No'fURT’HErIntVrFACE.

★ The Light Pen simulates a "real world" pen by allowing the user to 
accurately freehand draw directly onto the screen.

★ Supplied with the pen is our "ART" program, which has a user-friendly 
ICON/WINDOW system for selection of functions, with on-screen prompts 
to guide the user through the program. SIMPLY PLUG IN AND DRAW!

★ Amongst the many features of the program are:
PENCIL. MULTI-SIZE PAINT BRUSH, SPRAY CAN, ELASTIC SHAPES 
(Rectangle/Triangle/Cube/Circle/Ellipse/Polygon), ELASTIC LINE, PINNED 
LINE, RAYS, ERASER, CLEAR SCREEN, INVERSE IMAGE, COPY IMAGE. 
MOVE IMAGE, SET POINTS, and many others.

★ PAINT FILL or BRUSH from the Texture Palette, giving an almost infinite 
variety of shading.

|! At MULTI SIZE TEXT with horizontal/vertical/forward/backward print facility.
★ STORE PICTURES TO DISC for future use.
★ Program allows you to produce hard copy by outputting screen images to 

PCW8256 printer in 3 sizes (single or double density).
★ Suitable for ARTWORK, LETTERHEADS, PLANS, DESIGNS, MAPS, 

DOCUMENT COVERS, LOGOS, PCB LAYOUTS, and many more 
applications.

★ GSX DRIVER included on disc for installing the Light Pen to use with DR 
DRAW.

COMPLETE MOUSE GRAPHICS PACKAGE INCLUDES
★ Precision High Quality Mouse, complete with Interface.

★ The superb "ART" Software program on disc 
(identical to that supplied with the Light Pen package).

u

i i. - •: >

PLUS THESE GREAT EXTRA FACILITIES

• Save and Re-load any area of the screen.
• Expand or Contract areas of the screen.
• Co-ordinate Display option
• Joystick connection on the inv- • '• ce

(Basic Joystick driver progrn ; deluded on each d

N

!::
if;/

m *
i $ £129 5

£79.95!S

CSX and DR DRAW are 
Registered Trade 
Marks of Digital 
Research Inc.

:

THE ELECTRIC STUDIO

VIDEO DIGITISER:
:
i
i
r

The ultimate graphic input device which enables you to 
connect your Amstrad to a video recorder or video 
camera with a standard video outlet.

r
i n
■

. When the video is running, you can see the video images ^ 
on your computer monitor and you can freeze the action 

. jn a fraction of a second and capture the frozen video T pi 
image on your computer screen. This image can be * 13 

I saved to disc or printed and is fully compatible with the 
! ESP Light Pen and Mouse graphics programs to allow on 

screen manipulation and print out facilities, to enable 
1 text to be added if required.

tfi :

=

i
H
i
:•• 1z 1We believe this is the first real time digitiser for a home 

micro that has an instant frame grab facility and certainly 
■ ; a product of this quality has 
H never before been available at 
B: this low cost.
B! Choose from two models: PCW 
fl; 8256/8512 (Model P8) CPC 6128 
E (Model C6).
m Both models are supplied with 

software on disc and all 
necessary interfaces to allow 
connection to your Amstrad.

i .
< .

ORDER FORM “PLEASE NOTE OUR 
NEW ADDRESS: NameI Please rush me a comploto LIGHT

• PEN PACKAGE consisting of Light
I Pen with interface, "ART Program
• disc and the Usor Manual, for the 

price of £79.95.
' Please rush me a complete MOUSE 
I PACKAGE consisting of Mouse with
• interface. "ART" Program disc with 
I extra facilities and the Usor Manual.

Address

: □s
I ■’

THE ELECTRIC STUDIO I Cheque/P.O. for C......... isonclo
Debit my Access/Visa Card No:□'for the price of £129.95.

I Ploaso rush mo a comploto VIDEO 
DIGITISER complete with Software 

I on Disc and manual for tho prico of
• £99.95.

I UNIT 13
THE BUSINESS CENTRE 

AVENUE ONE 
LETCHWORTH 

HERTS. SG0 2HB 
TELEX: 826585 PSL G

11 Expiry Date .......................
Signature.........................
Please fill in coupon and return to :

THE ELECTRIC STUDIO. Unit 13. 
Tho Business Centro, Avenue Or»® 
Letchworth. Herts. SG6 2HB

I Model P8 □ 
Modol C6 □

I DIRECT ORDER HOTUNE
■

£99.95 TRADE ENQUIRIES 
0482 676544 (Export Solo* only) hsr 0462 675666 x

LM

- naini
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annum
AMSTRADTHE NORTH’S 

LEADING AMSTRAD 

BUSINESS 

ADVICE CENTRE

A
A3

PC 1512 IN STOCK NOW!!! 
HARDWARE

▲
A

Wordstar 1512 WP Package 
Supercalc ll Spreadsheet _ 
Supercalc III Spreadsheet _
Sidekick for PC 1512____
Reflex for PC 1512_____
Sage Accountant Package_
Sage Accountant Plus____
Sage Payroll_________
Sage Bookkeeper______
Sage PC Write WP______
Sage Desk Set________

A PC 1512 SD Single Drive 
Mono-£399 Colour-£549

- £43.88
£6083
£26.04A £6083

PC 1512 DD Twin Drive 
Mono-£499 Colour-£649

£14000
£19000
£9000
£9000
£9000
£6000pr 1512 HD10 10Mb 

Winchester
Mono-£699 Colour-£849 DIGITAL RESEARCH BOOKS

Introducing the Amstrad PC______
Using GEM on the Amstrad PC_____
Using DOS Plus on the Amstrad PC_
DOS Plus Manual for the Amstrad PC

Mnnn-P7QQ Pnlnnr-PQAQ Using presentation graphics on the Amstrad PC £12.95 Mono t/w uoiour tws mniProcessjng^ngGEM____ E 9.95

£ 7.95 
£12.95 
£ 9.95 
£17.50

PC 1512 HD20 20Mb
Winchester

'j

PCW 8256/8512
A pm A ® I PCW8256 Complete-£399 

PCW 8512 Complete-£499
v i f! i:• 10 Mb HARD DISK & 

MONITOR STAND. m
—SOFTWARE- ▲ Specifically designed for PCW 8256. 8512 

A 10 Mb formatted capacity 
A Fully supported by Amstrad Hardware and 

Software
A Fast 85 MS access time 
A Supplied with enhanced CP/M plus 
A Complete with controller and dnve 
A Introductory otter

Loco Mailmerge
Loco Spellcheck______£34.75
Delta D/Base

£34.75

£86.95 
£60.86 
£60.86 
£86.95 

£130.43 
£173.90 
. £60.86 
_ £60.86 

£86.95

* Multiplan S/Sheet 
Newword II WP
Sage Accounts____

j Sage Accounts Plus__
/ Sage Combo Pack____

Sage Retneve D/Base___
Sage Payroll Pack_______

Pocket Wordstar and Mailmerge

ssA
£AUrjNANPCH#T& M

.00
1

PRINTERS FOR YOUR AMSTRADS
All prices include cables and a seriaCparalld interface for PCWs.

DOTMATRIX For PCW 8256/8512 
£229.00 
£233.00 
£309.00 
£383.00 
£269.00

For PC 1512 
£195.00 
£19900 
£27500 
£34900 
£23500 
£15565

A Citizen 120100 CPS draft, 25 CPS NLQ, 80 col 
Citizen LSP10100 CPS draft. 25 CPS NLQ. 80 col 
Citizen MSP1OE160 CPS draft. 40 CPS NLQ. 80 col 
Citizen MSP15E160 CPS draft. 40 CPS NLQ. 132 col 
Epson LX86120 CPS draft. 16 CPS NLQ. 80 col 
Amstrad 0MP3000105 CPS draft. 80 col

A
MODEMS

AMSTRAD MODEM FOR PCW8256/8512 
MODEMS FOR PC, 464, 6128 etc.

CALL FOR PRICE

N/A

DAISY WHEEL • M
Daisy Step Junior 14 CPS. 132 col 
Daisy Step 2000.21 CPS. 132 col 
Juki 6100.20 CPS. 132 col 
Citizen Premier 35.35 CPS. 132 col

£16900
£24500
£28500
£49500

£198.00
£279.00
£319.00
£529.00

A min Senaland Parallel Interface tor PCW8256.6512

'Phone or call for your comprehensive Carriage charges for hardware 
software listing for all Amstrad PCs and Small items 
PCW computers.

£49.00

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
17 East Laith Gate, Doncaster, 

South Yorkshire DN1 1JG
TELEPHONE (0302)

E 7.50 
£ 2.50 
£ 1.50▲ Books and software

N&LSSSB* DIWiON
ACCESS. All products can be reserved by 'phone.20355
All PRICES EXCLUDE m (no W is charged on books)
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obvious as it may seem. Although MSdos 
and Dos Plus can access g-.-'-tev areas of 
memory than 8 bit CP/M. ;uost of the 
available 16 bit software tges are 
bigger anyway.

With a typical running ap •. v A 128k to 
256k required, PC applied; will still 
call overlay modules from c1-l>c when 
needed rather than loadirg o\ erything 
into memory in one go. This is) true even 
on a 512k machine like the PC1512.

It’s a hangover from the dim micro
computing past (actually only a 
short while ago), as in a sense the 
problem of memory requirements is not 
so much of an issue today.

Only the Grand Blue Master himself 
markets a 64k version of his PC to an 
upgradable public, whereas most com
patibles on the market come with at least 
256k on board. Memory comes cheaper 
now - so long as you stick with the clones 
rather than the original!

Now both the 8512 and the 1512 have 
512k fitted as standard, but we can’t 
really consider the memory supplied on 
each as constituting a draw, because 
once again it’s a matter of the use of 
memory rather than the memory itself 
which is the crucial factor.

Most CP/M programs run within 61k 
of program area, the extra space in the 
PCW being configured as a ram disc 
(drive M). MSdos and Dos Plus on the 
other hand allow much larger programs 
to be run, and in the case of spreadsheet 
applications, for instance, this can be an 
enormous advantage.

Some excellent spreadsheets are avail
able for the PCW range, but the size of 
active cells - that is the amount of 
memory directly addressable to calcu
lations - limits their full potential. A 
comparable version for the PC family 
could theoretically produce sheets up to 
10 times the size, although it has to be

Ametrad Professional Computing December 1986

No sooner had I got the box home and 
unpacked my shiny new Amstrad 
PCW8512 than I started to hear rumours 
of an IBM compatible from the same 
stable. Less than £400 for the basic 
model with a single 360k disc drive, 512k 
of memory, mono monitor, mouse, Gem, 
and so on, and so on.

Bigger, better and cheaper than 
almost anything on the market - well, 
actually it’s smaller than many PCs - the 
PC1512 has arrived amid a fanfare of 
rave reviews enough to give you 
withdrawal symptoms before you’re even 
hooked.

What does it all mean for those about 
to leap into the fray and buy a personal 
computer for their business needs, or 
indeed those of us convinced we couldn’t 
justify the cost of an IBM compatible at 
the time we bought our PCW?

The question now is whether to go 16 
bit or not, and in particular whether to 
PC or PCW your way to a more efficient 
working environment. Just what do you 
require of the computer that is going to 
automate your office, streamline your 
operation and allow you more time on the 
golf course?

Let’s first establish the ground rules. 
As far as most business applications go, 
twin drives are pretty much essential, I 
would even go as far as to say 
indispensable for efficient operation - 
particularly for back-up purposes. So 
let’s confine ourselves to the 8512, and 
compare it with the PC1512 dual-drive 
model.

The choice is still between MSdos (or 
Dos Plus) 16 bit on the one hand, and 
CP/M 8 bit on the other. It sounds easy - 
16 bit must be twice as good as 8 bit, 
otherwise what’s the point of all the 
cheerleading we’re subjected to about 
the power of 16 bit machines?

In fact the decision is not quite as

18 there really 

competition 

between the PC 

and PCW for 

the small 

businessman, or 

are they different 

horses for 

different courses? 

Tim Woodward 

argues that the 

conclusions are 

not as obvious as 

they may seem.
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Its way through a file at anything but a 
snail s pace, the PCW is not a slow 
machine (mine is faster than my wife’s 
IBM PC XT at running through menus 
but perhaps that’s not such a feat).

A wide range of software is available 
for it covering all aspects of business life, 
and a few for leisure as well. It is not a toy, 
as one flash computer salesman tried to 
tell me, but then again his systems did 
start at several thousand pounds.

The fact is that at the price the 8512 
can’t be beaten as a complete system, 
though you must remember it is basically 
a closed box. Various peripherals, such as 
hard discs, can be attached to it, but the 
machine was not really built to be 
expanded.

On the other hand the twin drive 1512 
is only slightly more expensive and not 
only represents an innovation in 16 bit 
computing but was designed for expan
dability and therefore choice.

Of course, you need to add the price of 
a printer and word processing software to 
compare it with a 8512 system, and that 
in itself puts it in a different market. But 
in terms of sheer value for money it’s 
bound to be a winner in the business

D
D

mm m

V-lTh world.
If the PCW is a serious machine for the

said that the best PCW versions do have has led to more interest in the machine smau to medium sized business, then the 
some very clever ways of using link itself, which has prompted more software pQ js ^at much more. You have 
techniques to access multiple sheets to appear, and on it goes. access to most IBM PC compatible
from disc. What’s more, it’s difficult to justify programs including giants such as Lotus

To compare the two processors on the paying more for your accounting suite 1.2.3, the Pegasus suites, Delta 4 and so 
'3 3 . /. and the 1512 is not really fair either, than you did for your computer, so on

i be iatter can address twice the cheaper hardware means cheaper It has three expansion slots ready to 
' '.ce as fast as the former. software and a whole new sector of the tafce pQ cards of one description or

' >dos and Dos Plus operating buying public is introduced to comput- another; it already comes complete with 
on the PC are far more ing.

- .v,. ed beasts than CP/M on the

jr\. ••eery

~ what on the IBM PC are extras, and it
If I had been looking at the software mns roughly twice as fast as the machine 

•; -jy have extremely versatile file market for the IBM PC and compatibles js modelled
.'iu; capabilities and are generally a few months ago, there would have been Moreover, since it conforms to what

bigg?:- tools for a bigger environment. no contest. Take a well-known accoun- js caRed the industry standard you 
Yet clever as they may be, they still are ting package from Sagesoft’s Business should have no problem upgrading to 

not much friendlier than 8 bit CP/M, Software range, Accountant Plus, which whatever system your needs dictate, and 
presenting you with the familiar A> was advertised at around £435. This since it is expandable internally you can, 
prompt as the only clue they are there would, and did in my case, put off cash $s a problem get the basic 
and ready to go to work. potential PC clone purchasers, since a machine at £399, and go from there.

Thankfully, there are ways of making similar and only slightly restricted That really is an important consider- 
operating systems more user-friendly, version for the PCW range retailed at less ation, and one of the major reasons why 
and one of these is bundled free with the than £150. you would buy the machine - so many
1512, the graphic environment called Things are changing now. Sage has add-ons are available that you won’t 
Gem. released its Accountant Plus at £199, need to change it if your requirements

Gem replaces the usual waiting and many other applications packages a^er> 
prompt with a graphical representation have dropped dramatically in price. The 1512 is an introduction into the
of the various options available, and It looks, therefore, as if Mr Sugar has world of real computing and really 
allows manipulation of windows and done it again - the launch of the PC1512 sophisticated business applications, 
icons to achieve the ends you require. But has started a slide of software prices Before now, if you wanted to join this 
you never get anything for nothing, and similar to that generated by his PCW wry you ’either took out a second 
Gem does tend to eat up lots of your range, with software houses tripping over mortgage and bought an IBM, or played 
memory - we’re back where we started, each other to give us the bargain of the Russian roulette with your company data 

Two further areas worth considering decade. on a Taiwanese import,
are the range of software available for Well that’s the way it seems, but once Today there’8 a simple alternative, the 
each machine and the question of again beware - some of these packages Amstrad PC1512. If you need more than 
T"da„ ^ cut version, with the original the PCW can off„ in term8 of

The 8512 has a good proportion of still available to those who can afford it. orrehashed CPfld software being marketed Even se. I den’t thtak PC eofl-er. di AulSilJIurti. J«i5£

publishers written specifically for the such as VP Planner, as this is where the 
PCW range. real bargains will be had.

In fact the cost of software for this A PCW8512 will cost you £499, and 
micro has stood the industry on its head this includes a printer and word 
and led to some packages dropping to a processing software. Despite the often 
third of their previous price. This in turn quoted reluctance of LocoScript to work

on.

I

I

*Tim Woodward runs an accounting 
service/computer training business in 
the West of England

\r(
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RSC Ltd AMSTRAD 

MAIL ORDER 

SPECIALIST

:
i!

■

AMSTRAD HARDWARE PCW COMMUNICATION PCW SOFTWARE
All PCWs come with 5 tree blank disks 

Prices indude VAT PSP

Amstrad PCW 82S6 (single drive)
Amstred PCW 8512 (twin drive)
Amstrad RS232/Centronic Interface 
Amstrad FD/2 Second drive for8256 
Amstrad V21/23 modem 
(Free subscription to Mcronet/Prestel)
8256 memory upgrade to 8512

AM prices indude VATS PSP All prices indude VAT PSP: ;
AMSOFTSAGE

£442.50
£557.75 Chit-Chat modem
£57.50 (with optional E-Mail or Viewdata)

£149.50 Combo peck E-Mail & Viewdata
£97.50 E-Mail Software

V-Data Software

Supercalc 2 
Microword/Microfile

£43.95
£43.95£179.95mi CAXTON£219.00

£5450
£54.50

Brainstorm 
Cardbox 
Scratchpad Plus 
Touch'n'Go 
Condor 1

£39.95
£49.95
£49.95
£19.95
£84.50

£32.50;
PCW GRAPHICSRSC SPECIAL OFFER 

FD2 ♦ Memory Upgrade £17950r TASMAN
ELECTRIC STUDIO

Tasword 8000 
Taspell 8000 
Tasprint8000

£19.95
£14.95
£1250

1 £9.50 Light Pen 
£3250

£6950
£11450
£13950

RSC Cenfronic Printer Cable 
RSC Centronic Interface 
(with metre long cable)
RSC PCW printer extension 
(pack indudes power extension)

\ ;;
■ Graphpad3

DIGITAL -£12.50
DR Draw 
DR Graph 
Pascal/MT+

£43.95 C Basic Compiler
£43.95
£26.95
£2350 Datagem 
£2250 Fontgem 
£2250 
£6450

£39.95
£39.95
£39.95
£39.95

LATEST ADDITIONSs '
Dataflow III/Mailflow II 
Locomail 
First Base 
Rotate
lankey Crash Course 
lankey Two Fingers 
Fleet Street Publisher

:
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS tBBSStGEMINI‘S

£3250
£1850

Micro Peripherals
■/

»:! MASS?#•I,*.' MP185 £239 Features:
165cps, 75oq, Ultra high resolution graphics, 
friction A tractor feed.

£3250Easy-Labeller

liASHTON tl is3" DISCS In 10'a 
CF2 Double sided/single density £3450 

CF2D Double sided/double density £57.50

“2 year warranty**
dBase II £9950::

MP200 £338 Features:
200cps, 7k buffer, IBM A Epson compatible. 

**2 year warranty**
■mNEW ST;

New Word 2 
Cracker II 
Multiplan

£64.50
£43.95
£6450

;
LEISURE SOFTWAREMP201 £435 Features:

136 columns, 200cps, 7k buffer, IBM A Epson 
compatible.

N

CONNECT?
INFOCOM ADVENTURES

Money Manager £26.95**2 year warranty**i: All tides £2150 each
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, Ballyhoo, 
Leather Goddess A Phobos, Wishbringer, Zork 
1,2,3, Enchanter, Star cross. Suspended, 
Infidel, Ranetfall.
Cyruss Chess 
Bridge Player 
Colossus 4 Chess 
Batman
Lad of the Rings 
Tomahawk 
SASRaid
Graham Gooch's Test Cricket

COMSOF Tfil
Panasonic|! Delta 1.25 £84.50

KX-P1080U Impact Dot Matrix - 
RSC Scoop £189.95 Features:
Quality, Epson compatible, lOOcps, tractor 
built-in.
Amstrad DMP3000 
Epson LX

ARNOR LTD
£14.00
£1750
£1750
£1350
£2450
£1750
£14.95
£1855

Prospell
Protext (word processor)

£26.99
£7450

£179.00
£265.00

MICRO PRO
Pocket Wordstar 
Pocket Wordstar de luxe

£43.95
£62.50

I SAGE
DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS Popular Accounts

Popular Accounts Plus
Invoicing
Payroll
Combo Pack
Super Com bo Pack
Retrieve

£75.00
£11450
£5450
£54.50

£11450
£17950
£54.50

A4
REXELCOPYJUKI

: HOLDERS
Juki 8100 £295 Features:
20cps, 2k buffer, bi-directional 10.12.15, CP 
132 Column.
Juki 6200 30cps 
Juki 6300 40cps

QUALITY 
DELUXE 
COPYHOLDER 
RRP £39.95 
RSC £24.50

i i
if} £499.00

£799.00 MAP
i Complete Accounts £12750

: PRINTER RIBBONS CAMSOFT
I Accounts packs please phoneMP165, MP200, MP201, Pansonic 

PCW Ribbon> £7.50
£4.95
£5.95

:; COMPACTJuki Accounts packs please phone
RSC 30 Lockable 
RSC 60 Lockable

£1150
£14.95I PRINTER PAPER;I . AMSTRAD PC2000 sheets 1 rx240mm (fan fold) 

1000 Adhesive labels 
2000Adhesive 2 across

£18.50
£8.95 _____________________
£9.95 Amstrad PCW VDU A Keyboard + Printer £9.95

DUST COVERS All PCs come with 10 free discs 
PC1512 Single Drive Mono 
PC1512 Single Drive Colour 
PC1512 Double Drive Mono 
PC1512 Double Drive Colour 
PC1512 Hard Disk 10mB Mono 
PC1512 Hard Disk 10mB Colour E849+VAT 
PCl512Hard Disk 20mB Mono E799+VAT
PC1512 Hard Disk 20mB Colour £949+VAT 

Complete range of software

>
£399+VAT 
£549+VAT 
E499+VAT 
E649+VAT 
E699+VAT

ALL PRICES INCLUOE VAT A POSTAGE 
Export. Gaammsrt A Educational ordsrs Waicoma 

AM enquiries A payments to:
RSC Ltd. 75 Queens Road. Watford WD1 2QN 

Talax: 266871 MONREF G. REF: CJJ128 
Tel: (0823) 43301

CALLERS WELCOME

eti ^ on—ii

=1!
(0923) 43301
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1

AMSTRAD PC1512
(EIGHT MODELS)r Phone for latest 

prices.
IBM

COMPATIBLE
ELECTRIC STUDIO

LIGHT PEN
FOR GRAPHIC 
DESIGN

ONLY
256K UP-GRADE £65.00SPECIALOFFER NOW £34.95ONLYTASWORD 8000

DRAWING*
PACKAGE

TASPRINT 8000 SPECIALOFFER
DR DRAW & 

ELECTRIC STUDIO LIGHT PEND BASE II
WAS 4449 £99.95 £99.90NOW WAS £129.90

POCKET WORDSTAR
ONLY
(PCW ONLY)
SAVE £10

£39.95
39.95 8256 UP-GRADE £222£&

£179.95
SPECIALOFFER

TO FULL 8512 SPEC 
INC DISC DRIVE 
& MEMORY

•m
£49.95! £434.00

£546.25
8256TARGET TASK

ONLY 8512"L

VTED SOFTWARE ..................£49.95
.................. £44.95
.................. £44.95
.................. £44.95
.................. £44.95
.................. £44.95
.................. £44.95
.................. £25.95

Target Task................
Brainstorm................
Smart Key II...............
DR Pascal..................
DR C Basic Compiler
OR Draw....................
DR Graph...................

£89.95 write Hand Man.......
£89.95 
£62.95 
£62.95
£44.95 Compact Sales & Invoicing
£89.95 Compact Sales Ledger....
£26.95 Compact Stock Control...
£99.95 Compact Integrated Acts..
£89.95 Compact Daybook.........

Sage Popular................
Sage Popular Plus.........

£17.95 
£26.95 
£17.95 
£13.45 
.£18.95

MiTill :>:Vi 3^1
New Word.................
Pocket Wordstar 8256 only.
Tasword 8000..................... .
Tasprint8000.......................
Prospell...............................
Locomail.............................

£44.95
.£44.95
.£36.95

Camsoft Cambase.............
Pocket'Datastar................
Pocket Reportstar.............
Card box.............................
Delta..................................
Sage Retrieve....................
Sage Magic Filer...............
Microfiler with Microword
Condor 1............................
Matchbox..........................
D Base II............................
Compact Nucleus............

.£62.10
£39.95
£21.95
.£12.95
.£26.95

'{•

.£ .

......... £52.55

......... £52,95

......... £52.95

........£179.95

..........£44.95

.......... £99.95

........ £139.95

........ £134.95

.......... £52.95

........ £124.95

........ £124.95

.........£124.95

& MANY, MORE! PLEASE PHONE...........£7.95
.........£22.95
.........£22.95
.........£22.95
......... £19.95
......... £19.95
......... £19.95

■

Comtec Systems‘.f.O..............

!<rK" «•••.-; ' -.. i- Typing... 
Touch pi Go .....................
H-.»nds-On Cr/vj Pius............
Hands-On Syferoaic.............
Hands-On ctBsse II................

Compact..
Cam Soft.
Sage........

Is.1' 1 s v;

[t(i] iM iMUJI [fil 1 [•] J I
I Sage E' Mail....................

Sage Viewdata.................
Modem with Viewdator OR
‘E‘ Mail...................................
Modem with Viewdator AND 
•E' Mail...................................

£62.95
£62.95 £39.95 Shoebox....................

£44.95 Time & Cost Recorder...
£62.95 Camsoft Int. Accounts...
£62.95 Map Integrated Accounts 
£44.95 Sandpiper..................

; Supercalc 2.....
Cracker II..........
Multiplan........
Scratchpad.....
Pocket Calcstar.

£179.95£89.95
£44.95
£62.95 £214.95

Overseas orders add £2 per item, 
(computers) £18 each including insurance, P&P. 

All payments in sterling.

IBM SOFTWARE QTTJ
£89.95
£89.95
£89.95
£34.95

Wordstar 1512 
Suporcalc 3...
Rellex..........
Side Kick......
Delta 4..........
Domino.........
Delta Graph...

£62.95 GEMWnte.. 
£62.95 GEM Draw.. 
.£62.95 GEM Graph. 
£26.95 GEM Diary. 
£89.95 
£89.95 
£62.95

! £17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£19.95

Cyrus II Chess...........
Summer Games II.....
Winter Games...........
Alex Higgins Snooker
Pitstop II...................
Mean 18....................
Gauntlot....................

Comtec SystemsAlex Higgins Snooker
............. £44.95 sirtius 2 Chess..-......
........... £179.95 Mean Golf.................
.............£62.95
...........£225.00

............£17.95

............ £17.95

............ £17.95

.............£17.95

............ £17.95

.............£17.95

1-Up
Book Workor.........
New Word 2...........
New Word 3...........
V P Planner............

Amstrad PC 1512 Technical Rol .£29.95 Multiplan Junior.....
Locomotive Basic 2 Usor Guide...£9.95 Cardbox 
Introducing Tho Amstrad PC.......£7.95

NORTHAMPTON. TEL: (0604) 24463Pit Stop 2...........
Summer Games 2

£89.95 Winter Games__
...£62.95 

£53.95 
£179.95 
... £62.95

r! Please send me the following items: 
Qty Product

Compact Integrated Acts...
Compact Daybook............
Compact Payroll..............
Compact Stock Control....
Compact Nominal Lodger.
Compact Sales Ledgor....
Compact Purchaso Ledgor 
Compact Sales Invoicing.
Map Integrated Acta........
Map Payroll......................
Map Salos lodger & Invoicing . £44.95 

£44.95 
£44.95 
£44.95 
£44.95

PCW Joystick l/F £24.95
PCW Joystick S Sound Synth. £39.95 
464/6128 Monitor to Television

Converter...................
51'." Floppy Disc/Box to
RS232/Centronics l/F....
F02 (2nd Disc Drivo) In Stock. £169.95 

£34.95
......... £14.95
......... £14.95

Printer Ribbons PCW 8256/8512 £6.95 
3" Discs Single Denslly/10........£39.95

II Price tine VAT)Brainstorm......................
Scratchpad Plus..............
Condor Junior.................
Time Koopor....................
Sagosoll Book Koopor.....
Sagosoft Accountant.......
SagosoM Accountant Plus
Sagosoft Payroll..............
Sngosotl Rotrlovo............
Sagosoft PC Plannor.......
Saga soil PC Writo..........
Saaosott Modems Phone lor Details 
Lotus 1-2-3............................ £399.00

........ £44.95

........ £49.95
,........ £89.95
........ £44.95
..... £99.95
...... £149.95
...... £199.95
........ £99.95
........ £99.95

£99.95
£99.95

£89.95
£79.95
£79.95
£79.95
.£79.95
£79.95

£129.95
..£44.95

£69.95
£12.00
£59.95 IIi

256K Ram Upgrade 
Extension Lead Set 
Dust Cover .........

□ 8266
M/C TYPE □ 1512 06128 □ 464 TOTAL
Name Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address

ii
I IMap Purchase Lodger 

Map Nominal Lodger. 
Map Stock Control ... 
Map Exploded Parts...

!
Amstrad 6128 Green Screen £279.98 
Amstrad 6128 Colour Scroen £369.96 
Amstrad 464 Green Screen .6179.95 
Amstrad 464 Colour Screen .. .6279.95

| Postcode I. . Tel. No.FULLY AUTHORISED AMSTRAD 
REPAIR TECHNICIANS I enclose (please tick) □ cheque/p.o. or, please debit to my _

■ L3 Access □ Visa Card __ ■1 nxcrrrm mini iBBgl ■
■ Sen* lei PRUPOIT ■

FULL “IN-HOUSE" COMPUTER 
REPAIR FACILITIES — PHONE FOR QUOTE

COMPACT A CAMSOFT 
AT DISCOUNTS ...

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POST AND PACKING I Comtx ftnttm
^ NORTHAMPTON NN1 AIR. Tell (0004) 14411

1i

Ji
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1KNOWARE
COMPUTING MADE EASYw

KNOWARE is a 2 disk program suite that provides a full training course 
in DATABASES, WORD-PROCESSING, SPREADSHEET CALCULATORS and much 

more. All instruction is based around fully interactive ANIMATED GRAPHICS 
programs that have up to 5 levels of complexity. When you have finished training 

you can use ALL of the programs separately. The package gives you the 
following programs WORD-PROCESSOR, SPREADSHEET CALCULATOR, 

DATABASE, COMPUTER GRAPHICS and others, PLUS a full instructional course in
FULL COLOUR.

ALL THIS FOR JUST £84.95

.•*
ORDERING ISELF INSTRUCTION COURSES mi

All of our prices include postage, VATad 
relevant documentation. To order pleas re to 
us and enclose a cheque or postal order sdo 
payable to BRUNDEAN Ltd.

BRUNDEAN LTD
16 Jacobs Well Mews, George Street,
Telephone: 01-6751185

Quite simply one of the best ways to learn how to 
program. Our courses provide a full course text, a 
workbook containing questions and example 
programs, and a disk containing source code for 
all of the examples in the course.
The following languages are available:
PASCAL, FORTRAN andC.

\gie courses cost £25 each
iWl

: ' - • +—•- • fWi

( UntbersTtp ^ofttoa
^ UI\IISTAT-II

f t
MARK 2 STATISTICAL PACKAGE

•FULLY INTEGRATED SUITE OF STATISTICAL PROGRAMS • DEDICATED DATA PROCESSOR * AUTOMATED MISSING DATA HANDLING 
USER DEFINED LABELS FOR VARIABLES • READING DATA FROM ASCII FILES • DIRECTION OF OUTPUT TO PRINTER OR ASCII FILES *

HIGH-RESOLUTION PLOTS • COMPREHENSIVE USER MANUAL
UNISTAT DATA PROCESSOR: A spreadsheet designed exclusively for data handling. DATA 
ENTRY: Cursor editing, overwritc/insert modes, continuous entry, insertion and deletion of cells, 
cols and rows, go to. col labels. FILE HANDLING: Read, write and merge in internal and ASCII 
format. COLUMN TRANSFORMATIONS: Formulas using cols as variables. Any combination of 
+ . #. /. LOG. EXP. SOR. ABS. SIN. etc. Operations with col numbers or labels.
STATISTICAL COMMANDS: SIZE. MIS (no of missing values in a col). SUM. SSO. MEAN 
(adjusted for missing values) Single or multi col sorting in asc or dese order. Ranks. 
CONDITIONAL FORMULAS: Selection of cases, creation of dummy and effect vars, recoding, 
breakdown. etc. logical operators >.<.». AND. OR, NOT.
MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION: Simple corr matrix, choice of dep var, selection of indcp vars, 
noconstanl rcg. Selection-specific missing data handling. No. of rows and cols omitted due to missing 
values and multicollinearity. Output includes estimated cocffs. t-stats, std errors. R2. adjusted R2. 
std error of rcg. F-stat, D-W slat. ANOVA of rcg. var-covar and multiple corr matrices, 
interpolation, plot of residuals, plot of actual and fitted y values. Addition of residuals and/or fitted y 
values to data matrix.
STATISTICAL TESTS: Significance levels for most test stats Test-specific missing value handling. 
PARAMETRIC: One sample t. two sample t with equal and unequal vars. paired t, F. NON 
PARAMETRIC: Chi-sqr and Kolmogorov-Smirnov. (both with equal and unequal exp freq 
versions), chi-sqr Bartlett, Mann-Whilncy U for small, medium and large samples, Wilcoxon signed 
rank, Walsh, Wald-Wolfwiu runs. Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA. Friedman pseudo two-way 
ANOVA. Jonckhccre trend. Page's L. Cochran O. Goodman-Kruskal gamma. Sommer's d. 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS: Pearson, Spearman's rho. Kendall's tau, Point biscrial.

Goodman-Kruskal gamma. Sommer's d. Yule's O. phi. tctrachoric. DISTRIBUTIONS: Chi-sqr. 
F. Normal (std, non std). log. inverse and bivariate normal, binomial, negative binnmia 
exponential, hypcrgcomctric, gamma function. Khrgian-Mazin.
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: Analysis of raw data or data with freq counts. Raw data sorted ar 
grouped. Freq dist with choice of lower bounds and class intervals. Absolute, cumulative and relatis 
freq. Histograms, scatter diagrams and time scries plots. Output includes sum. mean, mec 
deviation, median, variance, std deviation, third and fourth moments, skewness, kurtosis. range, eti 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: One-way with and without repeated measures, two-way with r 
interaction, two-way and three-way with one. two and without repeated measures.
TABULATIONS: CROSS-TABLUATION: Two-way tables with col and row totals ar 
percentages. CHI-SOUARE CONTINGENCY TABLE: Observed freq. exp freq and chi-sqr fi 
each cell. Col and row sums, overall chi-square stat and its significance level. Yates correction. 
HIGH RES PLOTS: All plots can be dumped on the printer. PLOT OF BIVARIAT 
REGRESSION: Scatter diagrams with optional line of best fit. intercept, slope. R2. std erru 
CURVE FITTING: Fitting of polynomials on bivariate data. Fitted polynomial cocff. R2 and s 
error. TIME SERIES PLOTS: Simultaneous plotting of up to 7 columns of data against time. PI.G 
OF FUNCTIONS: Simultaneous plotting of up to two functions, integrals, polynomials and roots i 
polynomials.
DEFAULT SETTINGS (For BBC version): Choice of screen and device control parameters. 41) or I 
column display, number of data drive fl/1/2/3. black & white or colour monitor width of prime 
high-res screen dump command, maximum formula length, maximum number of columns and ros 
depending on free RAM.

LINTPRO Linear/Integer Programming Package.
Written by Dr D. Sprcvak
A professional package which can solve very large problems on a 32K BBC micro by means of revised A comprehensive coverage of critical path analysis sufficient for most practical application
simplex algorithm and efficient vectorisalion. It can solve a problem with 82 variables. 60 constraints Activities and durations arc supplied as input and earliest and latest start and finish times for C4>
and IS upper bounds in 24 minutes. Runs faster on second processor. Plus or Master scries. activity, total float and critical path arc obtained as output. F.asy editing of inputs provides (I
LINTPRO requires minimal prior knowledge of linear programming techniques and is ideal for real possibility of analysing the sensitivity of solutions. A built-in calendar can give dates to ai
applications as well as for teaching purposes Data entry in Hackus-Naur notation Selection of programme. Resources can be allocated to each activity. Suitable smoothing scheme is chosen and
optimality of solutions between 0% and 100%. Optional printing of intermediary steps and choice of resource bar chart is drawn. Results can be directed to printer or to text files. I ligh-res plot of the no
branching strategies. Output includes optimal values ol variables, value of objective function, structure can be dumped on printer,
slackness, shadow prices and it can be directed to screen or to a text file

CPA Critical Path Analysis 
Written by Dr J. S. Dean

UNISTAT-II, LINTPRO AND CPA ARE AVAILABLE FOR: BBC B, PLUS AND MASTER SERIES, AMSTRAD PCW8256, PC W8512, IBM PC/XT/AT 
AND COMPATIBLES BBC versions: UNISTAT-II: £125+VAT, LINTPRO: £75+VAT, CPA: £50+VAT. AMSTRAI) and IBM versions: UNISTAT-II:

£150+VAT, LINTPRO: £100+VAT, CPA: £75+VAT.
Prices include post A packing within the UK. Official (government, university, local authority) orders arc welcome. For orders from Europe add £5, from outside Europe £ 10. For BBC versions please indicat 
________________ 40 or 80 track formal .Cheques and correspondence to: UN1SOFTLTD, P.O. BOX 383, Hlghgate, Ixindon N6 5UP.
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Finding your 

way round 

the FidoNet
As promised last month, here’s an participation in the FidoNet is voluntary 
introduction to Fido. This is a bulletin and Fido systems are run on a purely 
board system run on an amateur basis, amateur basis, costs are in any case kept 
The Fido software originates from the to a minimum.
States and runs on an IBM PC or a You can send a message anywhere in 
compatible such as the Amstrad 1512. the UK for less than the price of 
The version currently being used is, like second-class postage, and messages to 
its predecessors, public domain.

What sets Fido apart from the other Telecom Gold, 
bulletin board systems is its capacity to However, there is one disadvantage, 
act within a network of other Fido Messages sent via any of the commercial 
boards. The network is so organised that E-mail systems, such as MicroLink, are 
it is possible to send messages (or any transmitted instantly and may be 
kind of data) to a user on any Fido system assumed to have been received there and 
in the world, simply by dialling up your then, 
local Fido.

the States are much cheaper than by

! But a FidoNet message will not be 
The way this works is by a network transmitted to the local Host for up to 23 

organisation called the FidoNet. Each hours and, if it is destined for another 
country (or region) has a local network of network, will be further delayed as each 
Fido systems, referred to as nodes. Host re-transmits according to his own 

These are controlled by a Net Host, schedule, 
who is responsible for allocating new The result is that intercontinental 
node numbers and for seeing that mail is messages can take a long time (weeks in 
transmitted to destinations outside the some instances) to reach their desti- 
local net. Groups of nets are organised nation. So it is not wise to send urgent or 
into continental-sized areas, again under important messages via the FidoNet in 
the control of a Net Host.

Each Fido local network has a unique But the system is constantly improv- 
identification number, as does each node ing, and the NetMail is well worth 
within that network. Thus any Fido investigating as an alternative to dialling 
board can be identified by the combi- direct or for lengthy, non-essential 
nation of net and node numbers.

By prefacing a message header with To connect to a Fido system, first find 
this code the destination is uniquely your local node. The easiest way to do 
identified. So for example, to send a this is to dial up any Fido board, like the 
message to me you would log on to your one mentioned above and download a 
local Fido board and head the message: directory list of all the Fido nodes (there

are more than 100 in this country alone 
and over 1,400 world-wide).

Every Fido carries the list, usually in 
Ascii format. If you can’t find it, leave a 

This identifies the board as TeePee message for the sysop (the person in 
Fido in Manchester, my local board, charge).
Your message, along with any others When accessing the directory you 
going via FidoNet, is sent out to the Host might also download the Fido user 
at a pre-determined time each day - in manual, to be found on all Fido systems, 
this country, between 0230 and 0330 This could save you a lot of time and the

sysop a lot of trouble, since you’ll have a 
The Host identifies those destined for ready reference at hand whenever you 

other nets and re-transmits them to the run into difficulties, 
appropriate Net Host, In his tum, that Once you have established which node 
Host re-transmits them to the appropri- is nearest to you, dial it up and register, 
ate node in his network, where they by answering a questionnaire. Have a 
remain until the person for whom they look around the board, and perhaps leave 
were intended logs on. a message or two.

This is all done via the PSS (Packet If you dial up again after about 24 
Switch Stream) Network, so the cost is hours you should find that the system 
determined more by the volume of data now recognises you, and that you’re able 
than by distance. But in addition, since to use most of the board’s features. Fido

;

its present state.

messages.

i:

■

TO: Simon Kemp, Net 503/5
Simon Kemp 

brings news of a 

cheap modem and 

explains how the 

largest amateur 

comms network 

can help you save 

money.

j

I

hours GMT.

;

t

!
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Application Form
A. Direct Debiting Instruction (Enter full postal address of UK Bank Branch) to:Name 

Position 1111 
Company [
Address [

Min rr i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i~m
i ii i i 11 ii ii i n i ii i ii m i i i i~n
i ii i i 'Pi i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i ii iiLT

!T I/We authorise you until further notice in writing to charge to my/our account with 
you on or immediately after 15th day of each month unspecified amounts which 
may be deited thereto at the instance of Database Publications Ltd - MicroLlnk by 
Direct Debit Bills are issued 10 days before debit is processed.

Name of Account 
to be debited 
Account Number

Daytime tel: I_LPostcode I M I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I 1 m
Sort Code 1 1 H 1 H 1 1II I II 1 M 1Commencement of Service

Please indicate month of commencement 
Allow 7 days for validation of mailbox m»m B. Please debit my/our 

Access/Mastercard/Visa/
‘American Express
0 Overseas subscribers only

I/We authorise you until further notice In writing to charge to my/our account with 
you on or Immediately after 15th day of each month unspecified amounts which 
may be debited thereto at the instance of Database Publications Ltd - MicroLlnk. 
Bills are issued 10 days before charge is applied to your account.

No-I I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 1 1Date of first payment to be on 15th of month following commencement Please 
complete billing authorisation form A, B or C.

‘ Telecom Gold Is a trademark of British Telecommunications pic.

I/We hereby apply to Join MicroLlnk 
| («/)□ I enclose my cheque for £5 payable to 

Database Publications as registration fee 
to MicroLlnk.

(.✓)□ I also wish to use Telex I authorise you 
to charge an additional £10 to my Initial 
bill for validation.

□ I confirm that lam over 18 years of age.
□ I confirm that 1 accept the terms and 

conditions for the time being in force, 
copies of which are available on request

I intend to use the following computer model_____

l Signature____ DateI
I C. Please Invoice the company/authority.

(J)a If you select this option, which Is ONLY AVAILABLE to government 
establishments and Public Limited Companies, we will require an OFFICIAL 
ORDER to accept unspecified amounts.

I

Send to: MlcroUnk,
Database Publications, 
Europa House,
68 Chaster Road, 
Hazel Grove,
Stockport SK7 5NY.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Mailbox assigned ________
Start date
Password -.............. ........

Signature ... 
Date_____

APCia
t
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boards differ in the facilities they offer, ment. The file can then be erased from true, but a conference nonetheless 
depending on how much time the sysop the board, leaving the sysop none the And now for the latest comma news- 
can devote to maintaining the system wiser; . . • PD FIDO, the bulletin board of the PD
and how much money he has at his This is a breach of copyright and no Software Interest Group has moved. The 
disposal. sysop will stand for it - if he catches new telephone number is 08926 61149. As

Remember that the sysops are donat- people they will certainly be barred from before, the system is on-line 24 hours a 
ing a considerable amount of effort. All his board and probably other boards too, day and all baud rates are catered for. I 
the sysops I know welcome constructive since sysops are a close-knit community, am told that the software section has 
criticism but they don’t suffer fools Likewise with hackers-those who take been expanded to 20Mb.
gladly. And they do expect users to delight in obtaining illegal entry into • The Tandy Intelligent Modem is being 
contribute in some way, even if it’s only computer systems. The one thing that offered at a bargain price. It originally 
by helping another user with a problem, these people forget - and it’s worth sold for £456, but in their latest 

The question of providing free software noting if you’re thinking of sending catalogue Tandy has reduced this to a 
is something of a sore point with many messages containing sensitive material- mere £115. 
sysops. You hear them talk about is that on amateur systems there are no 
“troughies” - those who log on, download secrets from the sysop. He can read all in this country, this is a rebadged version 
as much as they can in the time available the messages, even the private ones. of the Racal CP2123. It handles 300/300, 
and log off without ever giving anything One of the Fido services being tried on 1200/75, 1200/1200 half-duplex and also
in return. an experimental basis at the moment is Bell 103 tones at 300 baud.

As one sysop put it: “If everyone who the use of the FidoNet for global It features auto-answer, auto-dial and
uses this board uploaded just one piece of conferencing. auto speed detect, has a self-test on
software I’d have enough to satisfy The idea is that someone starts up a power-up and is totally software con- 
everyone for years. If they just upload one topic for discussion which is of wide- trolled - not a switch or button in sight, 
file, or just solve one problem, that’s all I ranging interest - say Turbo Pascal versus Of slim dimensions, and with a separate 
ask”. another Pascal implementation. Now, power supply, it will easily fit under-

Making software accessible inevitably various Fido nodes around the world neath the phone, 
causes other problems. In fact some elect to take part in the conference and I have used this unit extensively and
misguided users appear to think that whenever someone on one of the can recommend it.
boards exist only to make life easier for participating nodes leaves a message on A final word: Thank you all for the 
pirates. And Fido boards are particularly his local board it is automatically sent to feedback. It is proving most constructive, 
susceptible to abuse since they are not all the other participants. As always, if you want to leave me a
continuously manned. In this way, every participant gets all message, you can do so on TeePee Fido

It is pvesihle for a person to transmit a the messages on that topic from wherever (061 494 6938). 
vviumercial software, which a they originated. This then becomes a 

■ .on download by arrange- global conference - not real-time it’s

One of the first “intelligent” modems
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m SIREN SOFTWAREmREN SOFTWARE

:Ka

n§
PCWADD A 5.25" DRIVE TO 

YOUR AMSTRAD 8256mm 8512$m
DISC MATE

R Can you afford to be without this program?
Have you ever erased a file that you did not want to? 
Have you ever lost a program whilst copying?
DISC MATE allows to:

E
N

Recover erased files 
Protect files from accidental erasure 
Hide files from the directory 
Show hidden filess

so Etc.
As well as the above mentioned features. DISC MATE 
contains FILECOPY program that allows you to easily 
and quickly copy files/programs from one disc to 
another. FILECOPY is extremely user friendly easy to 
operate.
Also on the disc is ZIPOISC which will speed up your 
disc drive by up to 20%. ZIPDISC uses no memory and 
is compatible with-all software.
ALL THIS ON ONE DISC. DISC MATE is available for the 
Amstrad PCW8256.8512 and also the CPC6128. 
Available directly from SIREN SOFTWARE at only 
£24.99 Inc VAT.

F
T

ri’j

A r*l
The Uniface allows you to connect any 
standard disc drive to your Amstrad 8256. 
The Uniface is easy to install and comes 
complete with a full manual and a disc of 
utility software.

R
E

;
_ SIREN SOFTWARE
TtaNord Technology Centre, 43 Eteinore Road. 

Mancheeter M1Q 0WG. Tel: 081-848 9233
Available now at £59.99

El
SIREN SOFTWARE SIREN S O F T W A R E

I Amatrad Profeaaional Computing Docambar 198$
Pagan
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Win a joycestick 

and take your 

games seriously!

!

f.iI 1
t
J

: !
1
J

1 !

If you enjoy playing games on your PCW 
(or if you’d like to try), here’s a chance to 
liven them up with a joycestick.

Cascade is giving away 10 of these 
deluxe controllers, each with an inter
face, and a superb game for you to play - 
Colossus 4 Chess.

To win your joycestick, simply answer 
the following questions, and send them 
on a postcard to us at the address below. 
The prizes will be awarded to the senders 
of the first 10 correct solutions opened.

All entries must be in by December 31, 
1986.
Send to: Joycestick Competition, 
APC', 169 Kings Road, Brentwood, 
Essex CM14 4EF

1. Why is a PCW8256 called a Joyce?

2. Complete this list of well-known 
objects. The words omitted are 
women’s names.

wheel

house

__  black

Spinning . 

Christmas

Aunt
)

3. Which Joyce wrote ;?

"Quite the best end most flexible personal eccounts system I've seen - doubles as an inexpensive business system " Computing with the Arm. -Tiber 1985
"Money Manager is good enough to make most programs of this type give up in shame" Popular Computing Weekly 17-23 ?<?*6

Unrivalled luresUnbeatable value MONEY MANAGERCPC464
CPC664
CPC6128

SAVE £5 on RRP of £29.95when you order direct from Connect Systems PCWS2f§0

ONLY £24.95 inci.vAT,p&P
Financial management software for personal and/or small business use.

pc wee 12
Money Manager is an easy-to-use system for recording all financial transactions, and for analysing them in a number of very powerful ways in order to facilitate sound 
financial management. It is ideal for controlling the finances of a small business, or for users wishing to control their personal finances in a business-like way. Use it to 
check bank statements, keep track of expenditure, monitor cash flow, make budgeting forecasts, prepare business financial statements, pacify your bank manager, 
convince the tax and VAT inspectors, avoid nasty surprises, etc. etc. I
12 months of entries are kept in a file stored on your disc. At any time, you may load a file into the computer memory, add to or edit the entries, analyse them, print 
statements, and then save the updated file for later use. Entries may be historic (for record keeping) or forecast (for budgeting). You may have any number of separate 
files, and make copies of files for archive purposes. You may advance the period covered by a file month by month.

You may select categories according to account, class and mark (e.g.
all entries, or all motoring expenses for business using a credit card.
etc.) and produce reports on the screen or printer as follows:
• Full detailed statements, showing each transaction for any month 

or for the whole year.
• Detailed monthly VAT statement showing input and output 

amounts excluding VAT, the actual VAT and the total amount, plus 
totals and net VAT due.

• Tables showing the totals in each class for each month of the year.
• Tables showing the totals in each class for each account.
• Tables showing monthly maximum, minimum, average balances, 

turnover, cashflow etc.
• Bar graphs of any category month by month.
• Pie charts of annual totals for various categories (CPC version 

only).
Plua: standing orders - entries optionally sorted into date 

order - Item search facility. Comprehensive manual and 
full set of practice data Included.

Full telephone support._______________ ________

Up to 100 separate transactions may be entered per month. Each
entry consists of;
• The day of the month, e.g. 23rd of June.
• An account number, one of up to 9 defined by you to suit your 

circumstances e.a. 1--Barclays. 2=Vise. 3=Halifex etc
• Reference, e.g. AuC 123 for a cheque number or invoice reference.
• A class code, one of up to 50 defined by you to suit your 

circumstances e.g. hO-Household expenses, h1=Mortgage. 
h2=Rates or p0=»Production. p1=Raw materiels, p2=Assembly, 
p3-Packing, etc.

• A description so that you can see whet each transaction was for. 
e.g. "New gearbox" or "Box of 10 discs '.

• An optional single character mark which you may include for 
further classification, e.g. b-business, p-private. etc.

• The amount of the transaction, which may be plus or minus.
• A marker to Indicate whether the entry is exempt, zero rated or 

taxable for VAT, or alternatively the actual VAT paid.

Send cheque or credit cerdnumber or phone for immediate despatch.

Connect Systems VISA
3 Flanohford Road, London W129NP 01-743 9792 8am-10pm 7 days a week
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Those are just the kind of 
crackers any Amstrad 
user would love to find in 
his Christmas stocking — 
packed with party games 
that make full use of the 
computer's power I 

And all for just £6.95 
(tape) or £9.95 (disc).

It's the best buy you'll 
make this Christmas I

m
* ir$ EH

m

w :

DMtr.X?.Kristinas Krimble. Fast-Pull the Cracker. Just like
action arcade fun as you 
explore grim Krimble Castle.

the real thing - and there's 
even a prize at the end.
Jet Set Santa. Guide him on Snap. Colourful family fun in

this seasonal variation of angames for 

the CPC 

range

his jet pack to collect and 
deliver the presents.
Snowplough. Clear the snow 
- but watch out for dangerous answers win the game. Or you 
rocks and flying snowballs.

old favourite.
Name the Carol. Quick-fire

can just listen to the music.

-*«■

: -VS,
■y

•
i*- 8■

■

f

■■ ' ■'

PS?*

•m : .

ZCMv

■

;C

.

5◄ typing test with a real festive 
flavour.
Snap. Lots of family fun in 
this seasonal variation of an 
old favourite.
Christmas Bok. Use your 
powers of logic to decide 
what's inside the presents.

Snowplough. Clear the snow 
- but watch out tor dangerous 
rocks and flying snowballs. 
Anagrams. How fast can you 
sort these Christmas words 

t||Q PCW int0 order?
Speed Type. See how fast 
you can hit the keys in this

a IzIiLJe

games for■ I —

range

Name--------l ^ Please send me 
Christmas Crackers
□ CPC tape (£6.95*) 6101
□ CPC disc (£9.95*) 6102
□ PCW disc (£9.95*) 6103
*£ura(it>add£1.
Ovvisods Ainvail add t'2.

! Address

■i
1

Signature_____ ___________________________I

□ l enclose cheque payable to Database Publications ltd.Put some sparkle
into your Christmas ILW~.... Sand to:

Database Publications Ltd. 
Euiopa House. 68 Chester Hoad. 
Hazel Grove. Stockport SK 7 5NY.

or
□ Please debit my Accesa/Vlaa card number.

LLL.r i 11 rn r itt i i ttt'i
.
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I: !•i . When cut price 

doesn’t indicate 

cut performance

I
1

: -i ••

2

:

Extremely competitively priced, Zorland and debug them relatively easily. 
C surfaced recently at the PCW Show 
and caused a few rueful grins.

: If you like this kind of instant 
programming environment and want to 

First because of the obvious take-off of learn C, you should perhaps look at some 
the successful American company Bor- of the C interpreters now coming on to 
land, even down to the now famous “No the market (see Figure II).
Nonsense License Agreement”. Second, The major attraction of compiling, 
because of the price -16 bit C compilers however, is that the programs you write 
are usually in the £250+ range. Could a will be directly executable from Dos, 
£30 package really be any good? since a file with a .COM or .EXE

Well, yes it could. But before you buy extension is automatically produced, 
it think about what you need. Compiling Once the program has been compiled, 
programs in any language can be a trial - just enter the name and ' U3. 
even small changes can require a lot of 
effort.

First you load your editor or word security (no one can mod. program 
processor, type in the source code, save it easily), and privacy (no <. 
on disc, compile it (two passes), then link look at your source cod 
the object code to the run-time routines, judgements on your prog. ? j, ability 
If there are any errors, find them (not or lack of it), 
always so easy), reload the editor, load 
the source code ...

Borland scored highly with its Turbo memory models (maximum (34k program 
Pascal, partly because it sidesteps the and 64k data). Programmers who require 
link stage, and includes a compile time the “full memory” model support 
error locator. But the majority of (maximum 1Mb program and 1 Mb data) 
compilers require the steps outlined will need to purchase the Developers’ 
above, and Zorland C is not one of the Upgrade Kit, costing an extra £19.95.

Disc 1 contains the compiler itself, 
This is a far cry from the Basic header, library and run-time files, as well 

interpreters that most people cut their as some demonstration utilities and 
programming teeth on. With an inter- installation batch files, 
preter you can type in your programs, run

i :• I

1
N

Compiled programs have the 
advantages of speed • ecution,

. have a 
make

The standard Zorlan-. 
supports only the com]*., s/.d small

finpiler

:
I

\}'

i-
l exceptions.

:i*

A word of warning here: Running the

i
:
i
i

K S
Does low price 

mean low quality ? 

Ken Clarke 

evaluates a new C 

from Zorland.

.

=

m
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Object codeSource Code Final Size
1
■•I428 17712

17075
15264
14631

1220Floating point .EXE file 
Floating point .COM file 
Integer only .EXE file 
Integer only .COM file

:4281220
4281220
4281220

!
;Using different link options can vastly affect the size of the 

program produced, as these figures show. They were obtained 
from the standard C benchmark, the Sieve of Erastothenes.

Figure I. Benchmarks
r

name Northwest C suitable for the UK 
market, or is there some other reason for 
the change?

The advertising blurb claims Lattice C 
compatibility, although that is qualified 
in the small print as meaning com
patibility with third-party libraries. This 
is in any case immaterial. The actual 
command line switches are not the same, 
but in practice that makes little 
difference.

One of the major advantages of 
Zorland C is that it compiles reasonably 
compact code, giving smaller object and 
executable code than some of the more 
established C compilers - Lattice for 
example - though not as small as the 
latest release of Microsoft C.

The package comes with a manual 
which is really rather good despite its 
comparatively short length (60 pages). 
There are some obvious typographical 
errors and paste-up mistakes, but it is 
generally well written.

It does assume some knowledge of Dos

installation procedure will re-write your 
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT 
files, something which can be par
ticularly annoying for hard disc users.

Disc 2 contains example programs, 
starting with simple printing and build
ing up to using structures.

It also contains what is termed a 
WordStar-compatible editor - frankly a 
bit of a joke. You can move around the 
screen with the cursor keys and use block 
commani-cs (move, copy, read, delete), 
but . bout it. No PgUp, PgDn,
h ::-,i.veiid of line, delete word, or 

: WordStar features.
owners will probably 

to RPED, which in any 
. far less space than the 

.,;r. Ostensibly the editor is 
off the package, but as it is 

for the facilities provided 
guess that the real reason 

ion was that it was written in 
•; was easy and cheap to

Compilers L|
Digital Research C £290.00 I j
Lattice Cv2.15 £295.00 I j
Microsoft Cv3.0 £290.00 I
Zorland C £29.95 I J
Zorland Developers’ jj ;|

Upgrade Kit £19.95 I| j

Interpreters 5 j
Instant-C £360.00 I
Run/C £75.00 I
Living C £99.00 |,b
Introducing C £99.00 I
Digital Research C £290.00 I
Lattice Cv2.15 £295.00 H
Microsoft Cv3.0 £290.00 I

Figure IL C packages

the language back in 1978, and any C 
compiler or interpreter worth its salt (referred to throughout as MSdos,

though the compiler works quite happily

imniiu.ent.
if Zorland C needs rounding off, a 

much more serious sharp edge requires 
attention - the lack of a Linker utility.

Basically a Linker takes the compiled 
object code modules and links them to 
the run-time routines to make a directly 
executable .EXE or .COM file. The 
manual glibly states that the Linker 
comes with your MSdos disc. Well, not in 
the case of the Amstrad PC.

LINK.EXE comes free with the IBM 
PC on a supplemental Dos disc, but it 
can’t be obtained separately (except by 
taking the rather drastic step of buying 
MSdos in its IBM guise).

If you are a serious programmer you 
probably already own, or at least are 
thinking about getting, a Macro
assembler (such as Mac-86) which will 
come with a version of LINK.

If not (and even if so), the future looks 
bright.

Aware of the problem, Zorland has 
decided to produce its own missing LINK 
which will be available as an optional 
extra at only £9.95. It is claimed to work 
four times faster than the MSdos 
equivalent.

Even discounting the current omission 
of a Linker however, Zorland is a good 
full specification C compiler. Kernighan 
and Ritchie laid down the standard for

follows this standard. Zorland C does.
But like natural languages, program- under Dos Plus) but experienced C 

ming languages which do not evolve, die. programmers will require no further 
A lot of C code has passed under the documentation, 
bridge in the course of the years, and the 
Zorland version embraces many of the will want to buy the C programmers* 
new aspects of the language, including Bible: The C Programming Language, by 
Unix-like I/O libraries and utilities.

As well as the standard input/output 1978) or one of the good guides currently 
and Dos support libraries, additional available from Sybex (UK agents 
libraries are supplied covering maths Longmans), 
functions, type checking and time and 
date routines.

There are other extras, too. At the in-house Linker is released, 
run-time compiled code looks to see if 
there is a 8087 maths co-processor on mean a diluted version to excite the taste 
board - that’s what the big empty socket buds but leave you thirsty for more. It 
is for on the PC’s motherboard - and if means a fully-fledged C implementation 
there, it is used for all floating-point that is actually an improvement on some 
calculations.

Most novice and intermediate users

Kernighan and Ritchie (Prentice-Hall,

All in all then, Zorland C is excellent as 
it stands, and will be even better when

Low price does not in this instance

of the more expensive packages from the 
A routine is included to expand mega-corporations of America, 

wildcards in command lines. Setting the 
argument counter (argc) to the number 
of files matching the file specification 
means that the argument vector (argv) 
will contain an entry for each filename.

While on the subject, printing an 
argument vector one higher than the 
number of arguments produces the 
message “Northwest C by Walter 
Bright”. Did Zorland not consider the

l*roduct: Zorland C 
Price: £29.95
Supplier Zorland, 65-6’H Woodrow, 
London SElS 5l)H 
Tel: iit-854 119-1

\!’(
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[INSTANT BUSINESS LETTERS! |~ FOR AMSTRAD 

OWNERSBCPLOver 100 pre-written business letters on DISC in 
Locoscript format flies
Including: ESTIMATES

ORDERS RECEIVED 
LATE PAYMENT 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
QUOTATIONS -
DIRECT MAIL 1
SALES LETTERS 
THANK YOU LETTERS 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
JOB APPLICATIONS 
and many more III

BORED WITH BASIC? DO YOU WANT TO 
TRY SOMETHING NEW?

BCPL is a flexible, fast, general purpose language, widely used by 
writers of editors, compilers and operating systems (CP/M Protext 
was partly written in BCPL). Amor's BCPL is a full implementation 
which compiles to Z80 machine code. CP/M and Amsdos versions 
are included in one package so BCPL will run on all CPC and PCW 
computers. A rom version is also included for CPC owners. There is 
a comprehensive I/O library, including graphics, and several 
example programs are supplied including a full screen editor and a 
space invaders game. Compilation is very fast, typically 15s for an 
8k program. Can compile Protext/Maxam text directly. Includes 
complete operators guide.

One example (late dellveiy) - \ V

efficiency.
Two versions available - a) for Locosaipt users, simply 

customize to your needs!
-b) for Locomail users, mailmerge 

& single entry facilities 
included.

I !; BCPL for Amstrad CPC464/664,6128 & PCW8256/8512: £3955

Available from your local computer shop or direct from:s

Amor Limited (Dept ANS) 
118 Whitehorse Road 
Croydon 
Surrey

LOCOSCRIPT VERSION 
LOCOMAIL VERSION

£14.95
£19.95

Don't forget the ether Amor 
programs for the PCV: and CPC 
computers (disc arse

PROTEXT. PROS PC 
PROMERGE, MAX A; -A HA,
MODEL UNIVERSE ns for 
CPC computers.
Phone now for mere -

' I (VAT and P&P inc.) CRO

Tel: 01-684 8009 (6 lines)
Cheques payable to: ECLIPSE SOFTWARE PROJECTS

Send to: 10 St. Josephs Close, Pelsall, 
West Midlands, WS3 4JA.
Tel: 0922 692258

24 hr

i

Arreradaaragaeradtraifenwkal AmaradCarauner Badronic3n.C,CP/Misat*<taxv‘< - he.

IRjWiV ■ l.CVA'OBHB

SYNERGY SOFTWARE
'Professional Software for the Amstrad PCW Computer wordprocessor

■

ii
types of comparison, momentum, RSI oscillators, moving aver
ages, highs, lows, trendlines, Epson compatible screendump etc.
Profit Analysis facilities include Valuation, Performance Reporting, 
Single Share and Portfolio Profit analyses etc.
Numerical analysis facilities include most charting indicators.
Ratios and general price statistics for any selected price range. 
ShareMaster has extensive reporting, database and file 
management features including Company Profile, transaction

reporting, file import and full 
editing facilities.
These are only a fraction of 
the facilities offered by 
ShareMaster ask for our FREE 
comprehensive brochure.
We believe that NO investment 
package can match ShareMaster 
in terms of facilities, performance 
flexibility, ease of use and price 
and are convinced that 
ShareMaster will be the best 
investment you will ever make. 
Each ShareMaster package is 
supplied in an attractive binder 
complete with acomprehensivo 
operating manual.

SHAREMASTER *** NEW —
In 1984 we released an integrated investment package for the 
BBC Micro called Share Analyser. The package was an instant 
success receiving exceptional praise from both users and the 
computer press with reviews ranging from a modest 'excellent' 
from Micro User magazine to an 'excellent-very highly 
recommended1 from The Which? Software Guide.
Since the release of Share Analyser we have received many 
suggestions on how we could make Share Analyser even more 
sophisticated and flexible.
Following two years of research j M
and development and the |j j
incorporation of the suggestions ; m
received, we are proud to ^
announce ShareMaster. a m « *
completely new package which we H9EB&B9L
believe will be regarded as the most significant advance |
In investment analysis since the birth of
the microcomputer ________________ ■
ShareMaster is the ultimate 
integrated investment analyst and
reporting system designed to I *«** £ "1 | H
utilise the powerful features of the j ' rl § ? 
Amstrad PCW8256 and 8512 f s 1
wordprocessors. | w |
Designed for the small and professional investor, ShareMaster 
it the most powerful tool available for predicting the mood and 
direction of the stockmarket and analysing investment 
performance. ShareMaster can analyse share prices, currencies, 
traded options, commodities or any other time based series by a 
variety of comparative, statistical and analytical measures.
Prioe information can be entered on a daily or weekly basis and 
the package supports full date and decimal handling and provides 
intelligent time series comparisons.
Charting facilities include log/lin representation, point 8 figure, 
linear regression, exponential curve smoothing, correlation, six

■ ;

> i
■ V

J ?
U■

!; :
■

!

j i
Detailed specifications available on request.

f” ORDER FORM - PLEASE STATE COMPUTER TYPE 
I Price Includes VAT end first class PSP. Overseas orders send full prioe lor airmail 
1 despatch. Cheque, Access, Visa and official educational orders accepted. Dealer 
I enquiries welcome. Programs despatched within 24 hours
I Please send me..... ..........ShareMaster Amstrad PCW8256 S 8512 (3* disk only)
I £88.85 inc VAT. PSP etc.
| State machine type....................

! ss»ia& susana assyp'7 H",ld’Ro,d'

‘
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APC Step up a gear 

with drive MPROGRAMMING
;|

■The CP/M Plus operating system PROFILE.SUB, so enter: 
provided with the PCW8256 enables it to 
run a large number of commercial 
programs, from databases to 
spreadsheets and even other word

RENAME M:PROFILE.SUB 
=M:PROFILE.ENG

Now after entering:
DIRM:

processors.
However these programs usually 

assume the host computer has two disc you should see PROFILE.SUB instead of 
drives, one for the program and one for the PROFILE.ENG you saw before, 
the data disc. Unless you have an extra The next step is to copy everything 
disc drive or a PCW8512 you may think from drive M to the Supercalc disc, so 
you have a problem, but Amstrad has insert this disc into the drive. Enter: 
thoughtfully provided a solution in the 
form of drive M, the silicon disc.

To configure programs to run from 
drive M may seem rather daunting to the 
average business user as it requires a 
knowledge of the various CP/M utilities.

In fact it is a fairly simple process, and 
even if you have a two disc system there 
are usually significant speed advantages 
where programs use overlays such as 
Supercalc 2.

As an example we’ll look at the steps of each utility we want to copy, 
required to run Supercalc 2 from drive M.
As well as reducing the time for help 
messages to appear, loading 
spreadsheets from a data disc will not 
require disc swapping with the program 
disc. The procedures to do this should 
also apply to other programs such as 
NewWord, Cardbox and such.

.

i
M: ■'

followed by: ;
PIP A:=*.* [o]

Note this time we are not including the 
“c” option inside the square brackets as 
we want to copy everything from drive M 
to drive A. Using the asterisk wildcard 
character saves having to type the name

r.

Now enter:
A:

and then:

DIR

and you should see the utilities on the 
The first step is to load the CP/M disc along with the Supercalc files. If you 

utilities disc, the reverse of the Loco- made your copy of the Supercalc 
Script disc. We will have to transfer a distribution disc as described in the 
number of utilities to drive M for later Supercalc documentation you will see
copying on to the Supercalc disc. Enter: after typing DIR the message “system

file(s) exist”.
These are the files which we want to 

transfer to drive M so replace the CP/M 
This command allows us to copy every utilities disc and enter: 

file from the disc to drive M, but before it 
copies each file it gives us the option of 
saying whether we want to copy or not.

The utilities we want to copy are 
J14CPM3.EMS - or J10CPM3.EMS if 
you have an early version of the disc - 
SUBMIT.COM, PIP.COM, SETDEF 
.COM and PROFILE.ENG. When these 
are displayed answer Yes and No to 
everything else. When you have finished 
check that drive M has the copies on by and you should now see all the files on the

disc. Make a note of what these are - you 
should see these five files along with 
those you copied from drive M.

PIP M:=V [c o]

SET A:*.* [DIR]

When prompted insert the Supercalc 
disc and press any key then type:

A;
Robert Foulhes 

shows how you 

can run programs 

faster by using 

your PCW8256*8 

ram disc.

then:
DIR

entering:

DIR M:

If you missed one enter:
SC2.COM
SC2.0VL
SC2.HLP
SEPERC.SUB
DATTIM.COM

PIP M:=?mis8ing.file [o]

and copy the missing utility. Before we 
copy from drive M to the Supercalc disc 
we have to rename PROFILE.ENG toPCW

Amstrad Professional Computing December 1988 Bnim I il«



The next step is to edit PROFILE.SUB 
to operate on these five files. Place the 
CP/M utilities disc in the drive and 
enter:

from BASIC.COM onwards. Now type disc to drive M. Then rename 
PROFILE.ENG to PROFILE.SUB. 
Copy these files to your working copy of 
the program disc.

Then read the directory of the program 
disc. If system files exist use the SET 
utility to allow these to be listed. Make a 
note of these files. Finally edit 
PROFILE.SUB using RPED to copy 
these files over to drive M.

Users of NewWord will be able to run it 
from drive M following these steps. They 
might also like to copy the KEYS.WP 
and SETKEYS.COM files over to drive 
M as well.

KEYS.WP configures the keyboard to 
allow the cursor keys to operate as they 
do in LocoScript and makes typing a 
whole lot easier. The end of your 
PROFILE.SUB file should looklike this:

in:

<m:=sc2.com[o]
<m:=sc2.ovl[o]
<m:=sc2.hlp[o]
<m:=superc.sub
<m:=dattim.com[o]

RPED

When this program is loaded place the 
Supercalc disc in the drive and press the 
fl function key. For “name of existing 
file” enter PROFILE.SUB, and for 
“name of new file” just press Return as 
we wish to preserve its name after the 
edit.

The screen should clear to show the 
contents of the PROFILE.SUB file, with 
the editing functions shown on the top 
line. The screen should look something 
like,, this:

<
m:
sc2

Press the Exit key to save the new 
version of PROFILE.SUB on to the 
Supercalc disc. That’s it - go ahead and 
press Shift+Extra+Exit all at once and 
the Supercalc disc should now boot up 
and display the opening page.

Press the ? key to see just how much 
quicker the help message comes up. You 
can now remove the Supercalc disc and 
put in your data disc without having to 
constantly change it. When loading and 
saving files always prefix the Filename 
with a: for example:

a.MORTGAGE.CAL 
From now on to run Supercalc all you 

need do is switch the machine on and 
insert the disc and it will boot up 
automatically. For inexperienced users 
this is a great boon. Running programs in 
this way is known as turnkey operation.

To summarise the five steps - firstly 
copy J14CPM3.EMS, PIP.COM, 
SETDEF.COM, SUBMIT.COM and 
PROFILE.ENG from the CP/M utilities

setdef m:,* [order=(sub,com) 
temporary = m:] <m:=keys.wp[o]

<m:=setkeys.com[oJdp <m:=basic.com[o]
m:=dir.com[o]
m:=erase.com[o]
m:=paper.com[o]
m:=pip.com
m:=rename.com[o]
m:=setkeys.com[o]
m:=show.com[o]
m:=submit.com[o]
m:=type.com[o]

m:
setkeys keys.wp
nw

A final word of warning. method 
will only work if all the file. ■ v \ U fit on to 
drive M. If they are too consider 
upgrading to a second . drive or 
adding an extra 256k to & iVI.

Using the Cut key erase all the files

Our compilation discs run on all PCW and CPC computers and 
contain comprehensive documentation files. Some software is Public 
Domain and is supplied free of charge. Upgrade earlier versions by 
returning original disc plus £1.95. All prices include postage and VAT 
at 15%. To order send cheque, postal order or International Money 
Order. OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADD £1 PER DISC. 
Advantage (Dept C13) 33 Malyns Close, Chinnor, Oxfordshire 0X9 4EW UK

Advantage
COMPLEAT UTILITIES SUITE 
PCW & CPC £11.96 (Membsrs £9.95)
A comprehensive package of programs 
includngFul Screen Text Edaor-20 
Function Fte Manager (one key erase, 
rename, copy, hide, squeeze, unsqueeze, 
print, lag etc) - Disc Sector Editor - 
Catalogue & Unerase erased files (V2.2) 
- Z80 Assembler, Reverse Assembler. 
Linker, Library & Debugger- Fie 
Scanner, Editor. Chopper, Compare - 
String Finder- Bad Sector Eliminator - 
Typewriter Emulator - plus improved 
versions of PIP, DOT, LOAD, SUBMIT, 
DIR, DUMP and TYPE.

GAMES COMPENDIUM 
PCW & CPC £9.95 (Members £7.95) 
Features the famous Colossal Cave 
Adventure with game save feature - 
Chess Challenge - Othello - Mastermind - 
Rubles Cube - Polish Pona - Pressup - 
Awari - Golf Simulator - Life - Noughts & 
Crosses - Word Search Puzzle Maker _ 
Biorhythm Calculator - Calendar 
Generator - Maze Designer - Gothic and 
Banner poster printers.

ADVANTAGE -C 
A profembnaJproduci lor PCW and 
expanded CPC computers, exclusively 
available from Advantage,at an 
affordable price.
Features:
- FtJ Kemighan-Rtehie implementation
- Supports floats, doubles, bit fields, 

structures and unions.
- Unix C compatble
- 150 Ibrary functions
- Optimisation toob
- Suitable lor experienced programi
- Suitable for beginners; step-by-step 

tutorial is induded.
- The compter, programs and manual are 

written by MlXSoftware, Texas, USA
Tha packaga includes a 450 page, A4 size 
book describing the operation of the 
compiler, C programming and tutorial.
The compter runs under CP/M Plus and is 
suppM on three inch dac - a second doc 
drive or RAM disc is recommended lor 
CPC users. Please a* about the MSOOS 
version.

£39.50 (Members £37.50) Overseas 
£44.90
AvaMabls ex-stock - no waiting.

ARNOLD VISITS JOYCE 
ADVENTURING WITH THE PCW 
We are pleased to be able to oiler a 
cotection of lour classic adventure games 
from NEMESIS on one disc, speciuy 
adapted lor the PCW computer.
THE TRIAL OF ARNOLD BLACKWOOO 
‘A surprisingly addictive game*
(Adventure Club). May confotnf many an 
experienced adventurer.
ARNOLD GOES TO SOMEWHERE ELSE 
*Originality and soma fiendisNy difficult 
jJrcWems'fPCN). You wi need logic and a

THE WISE AND FOOL OF ARNOLD 
BLACKWOOD
•Buffs wi enjoy tha paranoia that 
pervades tha adventure* (PCW). The 
definitive lour of Rochdale.
BRAWN FREE
•An amwing introduction to adventure 
playing - maximum ruing' (HCW). Poking 
affectionate fun at tha Lager* end 
Codas of tha WM.

AMUSEMENTS & DIVERSIONS 
PCW & CPC £9.95 (Members £7.95) 
Features the classic Star Trek - Space 
Trader - Lunar Lander - Baseball - Civil 
War - Bee Attack - Baccarat - Craps - 
Horse Races - Hunt - Chase - Boggle - 
Square - Quest (a text adventure) - 
Calculator - Loan Estimator - Weather 
Forecaster - Home Budget - Horoscope - 
Investment Evaluator - Poster & Label 
Printers.

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS 
PCW A CPC £11.95 (Members £9.95) 
Contains Inventory Manager/Database - 
Ful Screen Text Editor-Word Count - 
Spelling Checker with easy to edit Starter 
dictionary - Aphabetcel Sort - Ubrary 
Utility (or organising and cataloguing your 
colection (lour programs) - Keyboard 
Definer (V2.2) - Password - Scrambler - 
Synonym-Unspooler- 
SqueezeAJnequeeze lor saving up to 40% 
disc apaos - Heb Organiser - Sorted 
Directory.

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL 
USER GROUP
Join the leading independent user group 
supporting the Amstrad range of computers 
and receive monthly Newsletters, user 
support and tha opportunity to share views, 
programs and ideas.
Mantere also benefit from substantial 
discounts on our continually increasing 
range of software - more than can be 
detailed in this advertisement.
The annual membership (ee s £8.95 (UK) ro 
£13.95 (Overseas).

CPAA Unix, MSDOS and Amstrad art all 
registered trade marks.

As a measure of our confidence in this 
produet ws offer a no-quibble money back 
guarantee H It la returned te us ao-nsw, 
within 14 days of purchase.

£15.96 (Member* £1196) -at 
eiclualvefy from Advantage, MSDOS SOFTWARE 

PC 1512 DISCS £6.95 EACH 
(Member* £4.95)
Disc 1 Utilities Suite.
Disc 2 Games Compendium.

Applications Suite. 
Disc 4 Wordprocessor.
Disc 5 Databases.
Disc 6 Spreadsheets.

ex-etock.

ADVBfTURMQ WITH THE CPC 
Th* four-gamm dac dwcrbad above can 
•^jyw^^CrcComputeri: E13J6 (Members £11.96) 
Eertadvo^ can be obtained on tape: £196 each (Members £4J6)

A companion dec to tha C Compter 
comprise a ful screen program editor, 
example programs written in C with ttwir 
source code and several utitm.
PCW A CPC £11.96 (Members £9.96)

Disc 3
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i
sucessfully transmitted over a serial/ 
RS232 interface, it must be transmitted 
as a series of high-low tones, directly 
analagous to the zeros and ones used in 
the binary notation.

Using this two-state convention, the 
letter A (Ascii 65) is convei . - s follows:

On the PCW SETSIO.COM is a CP/M 
utility provided for use with serial ports 
which conform to Amstrad’s specifi
cations.

A brief understanding of the functions 
of an RS232 interface is required in order 
to appreciate this utility.

In an ideal world 8 bit data from a 
computer’s 8 bit “parallel” bus could be 
sent down eight strands of wire and input 
to another device - a printer, modem, 
and so on - with ease.

Unfortunately, due to an effect called 
data skew, it is inappropriate for the 8 bit 
output of a computer - that is, eight 
pieces of wire - to be extended much 
above a metre, since some electrical data 
will become out of sync with other data 
running along the 8 bit bus.

This effect is due to the fundamental 
laws of physics which dictate that 
electrical signals of different frequencies 
travel through conductors at slightly 
different speeds.

Coupled with almost imperceptible 
conductive differences between two 
otherwise identical strands of wire, data 
skew applies itself with gusto to parallel 
computer outputs, causing problems 
with even short runs of eight-way cable.

To solve this problem early computer 
users devised a means of sequentially 
transmitting data down a two wire cable, 
each bit being transmitted down the wire 
in turn.

To make sure that the data which 
arrives at the distant end of the wire is 
intact, a marker is placed at the 
beginning and end of the 8 bit stream of 
data - a start and stop bit.

Add a sum and difference check bit - a 
parity bit - and the recipient device can 
be sure that it is receiving data which is 
both intact and in the correct sequence.

That, at least, is the theory - now for 
the practice of a serial data interface.

When a character is typed or otherwise 
entered into a computer, it is expressed 
in binary - base 2 - notation. The letter 
A, for example, is expressed as KXXXX1 in 
8 bit binary notation.

In order for a character to be

N.

'II
High Low Low Low Low J nv High 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1

This is an 8 bit sequence i is used 
in many serial application: ngtoits
correspondence with the > . . bits of 
most popular computers.

As mentioned above, as well as eight 
data bits, a start, stop and pari:y bit are 
also added to an 8 bit data stream to 
verify the data’s integrity. Such are the 
vagaries of the computing world that 
some computers use seven data bits to 
transmit a character.

Lord knows who invented such a 
convention, but thanks to this, serial 
data transmission is subject to the 
following variances:

Data bits: Seven or eight.
Start bits: None, one or two.
Stop bits: None, one or two. 
Parity:

The process of setting all the above 
conventions is called setting protocols. It 
is also known by other names, including 
handshaking, though strictly speaking 
handshaking refers , not to software, but 
to hardware control, and it is used in that 
sense in SETSIO.

Whatever you call the dataflow 
procedure, if just one of the variables is 
set incorrectly at one end, the resultant 
effect is that the data will arrive at its 
destination corrupted in some way.

And this is where SETSIO.COM 
comes in. It allows even the most novice 
of users to interact directly with the heart 
of the computer to control all the above 
variances in an easy to understand menu 
system.

SETSIO may sound an odd name for a 
program, but if you think about it for a
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!; None, even or odd.

David Oborne 

concludes our 

guided tour of the 

CP/M utilities by 

looking at 

SETSIO.COM.
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Parameter
Receive rate

"Transmit rate Txmoment you realise that it is an 
abbreviated mnemonic for SET 
(S)ystem (I)n and (O)ut ports.

Running SETSIO.COM - it is on side 
two of the first PCW system disc - gives 
the following on the screen:

T

Character size
Stop bits Bits

StopParity type 
Xon state Parity

XonHandshake state iuflnjL ,
A>SETSIO
Baud 9600 Bits 8 Stop 1 Parity None 
Xon off Handshake on Interrupt off

Figure /: SETSIO parameters and options
Reading along the line, we can surmise 
the following:
• Baud rate: The rate at which data is 
being transmitted is set to 9600 bits per 
second (approximately).
• Bits: 8 bit data convention is being 
used.
• Parity: None - no parity error check
ing is being used.
® Xon off: Flow control (see below) is 
not being used.
© Handshake on: Handshaking is 
enabled.
e Interrupt off: The computer’s ability 
to deal with incoming data while 
carrying out some other process is
disabled.

T: •> • nous word Xon relates to a
:-»ed in computer communi- 

: flow control,
being sent down a serial link 

■ processed in some way in 
-.Ifil a useful function. In this 
may be displayed on screen, 

:«• disc or memory or printed, 
transactions take time and,

. slow things down so that the
uistaiU end of a serial link can cope with 
the data, a signalling convention called 
Xon/Xoff is used.

When things get too much at the 
distant end of the link the receiving 
device says: “Hold it for a moment while 
I catch up”. This is called an Xoff signal.

When the distant device has spare 
capacity to cope with incoming data it 
signals to say “Ok to send more data 
down the line”. This this is called an Xon

J..

signal.
By adding suffixes to the SETSIO This command changes the serial link be abbreviated. For instance: 

command on the PCW, the various parameters to: 
parameters can be altered. Thus, typing

SETSIO R1200 T75 B7 P EVEN SI
achieves the same as the previous 
example.

Incidentally this example represents 
the correct protocols necessary for a 
modem link to Prestel, BT’s public 
viewdta network. You may find this 
convention used on some other viewdata 
networks. When in doubt as to the 
conventions used refer to the system 
instructions.

In the case of other computers and 
printers a quick look at the relevant 
manual will often save you several hours 
of frustration trying all the combinations 
applicable to the SETSIO commands.

Receive rate: 1200 baud. 
Transmit rate: 76 baud. 
Seven bit data transmission. 
Even parity.
One stop bit.

in:

SETSIO RX1200

changes the rate at which data is received 
to 1200 baud. Similarly: That, in a nutshell, is what 

SETSIO.COM does on the PCW - and 
most CP/M machines. It sets the various 
parameters of the data links to the 

changes t he number of stop bits used in outside world.
the transaction to 2. In Figure I you’ll find the complete list

Command suffixes may also be of all the options and parameters open to 
chained together on one line like this:

SETSIO STOP 2

you in SETSIO.
Finally, once you become proficient in 

the use of SETSIO conventions, you will 
find that several of the commands may

SETSIO RX1200 TX76 BITS 7 
PARITY EVEN STOP 1 \i’(
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Now's the
time to fck jPI
link your ML 

Amstrad W 

to f/ie big 

wide wor/dj

Make your,!
!ll>

PCW8256
Portable!.

**

!

Join the communications revolution and use your Amstrad 
(plus the telephone) to roam the world . . . logging on to 
MicroLink, Telecom Gold, Prestel, Micro not and the

ever-growing number of bulletin 
boards, both in the UK and USA. 
Help yourself to hundreds of free 
telesoftware programs - and 
much, much more!

.
:

! 'Jk/i-llrJ-fl
f

You'll be able to read all 
about it in Britain's No. 1 
communications magazine 
TeleLink. The latest 
(Sept/Oct) issue has a free 
supplement on US databases 
Plus a guide to all the 
modems and comms software 
now available for the Amstrad 
range.

• Here's a special offer for readers of Amstrad 
Professional Computing.

For every subscription ordered using the form 
below, we will give you free registration to MicroLink, 
worth £5.

if you would like to take advantage of this offer, 
don't forget to tick the box/

%
Do online..] 
to tbe USA*

M databases 
Ia the USA

-__

Holds monitor, keyboard, prints dem,
cables and manual with separa ckets

for disks.
Strongly made in UK with adjustable t webbing 

shoulder/handle strap. Measures 17" ”x13".
Protective boards inside.

Only £19.75 inc. VAT plus £2 p&p 
Fast delivery - ex stock.

Ideal for taking your computer anywhere; 
home, on-site visits, overseas. Protects 

against damage in back of car etc. 
Leaves both hands free.

Fill in the coupon below, or if you are a 
credit card holder ring 01-749 9692 

(24hrs) to place your order for immediate 
despatch.

Trade Enquiries welcomed.

■

:

ORDER FORM Valid to Decambar 31,1986
:■

0 seas 
Airmail

UK &
U) £ pEuropeEire

iS One copy of the Sept/Oct 
issue of ToloLink Cl 50 C2 I I 5014C 2 50

Subscription to l/ie next 
12 issues of Telelmk I---- 1 5001£16 f 23 C38

! Tick thlB box if you would like
free registration to MicroLink
IOnly available if you subscribe to Tele Link! FREEI I 5019

| f 3-95 | f6 95 | f 10.95 CD 5017 
Payment please indicate method {-/)

L_J Access/Mastercharge/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa 
Card No. t_l__L

( ) Cheque/PO/Eurocheque made payable to Database Publications Ltd.

Binder

Expiry date

i! Vidix Case Company Ltd., ACU, Tech West Centre, 
Warple Way, FREEPOST, London W3 OBR.

To: Vidix Case Company Ltd., ACU, Tech West Centre, 
Warple Way, FREEPOST, London W3 OBR.

Please rush me------
I enclose cheque for£ 
payable to Vidix Case Company Ltd. Qfi 
Please debit by Access/Visa
card no_____________________
Signature---------------------------------
Name______________________
Address____________________

/
i i l I t__L

I
Name Signed (qty.) Transporters
Address

(PCW/PC)'ploase delete

Poet to: ToloUnk, Database Publications,
68 Chaster Road, Hazel Grove, 8tockport 8K7 6NY.
—————— Order et any time of tho day or night................ . -

Telephone Orders:
001-423 7S31 IOrders by Prestel:

Kay *10, than 814809383
MicroLink/Telecom Cold

72:MA0001i

Postcode8 I 9Don’t forget to glum your name, addreee and credit card number
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A print shop 

on your desk
i

Hardly an issue of a computer magazine 
goes by without some mention of desktop 
publishing. Just what this wondrous new 
jargon phrase means is a considerable 
mystery to many, while to others it is the 
best thing to happen on a micro.

Desktop publishing, as it was 
originally conceived, was the action of 
using computer hardware and software 
to by-pass all the tedious, mechanical 
stages of typing, correcting, editing, 
assembling and, finally, producing prin
ted material.

There have been electronic publishing 
systems for many years but they were, 
and generally still are, expensive in the 
extreme. Apple’s Macintosh, coupled 
with the new generation of “page 
printers” made the process possible at a 
cost within the reach of thousands of 
individuals rather than a select few.

The device we call a page printer, by 
the way, is more usually referred to - 
much more excitingly - as a laser printer. 
But as page printers don’t all use laser 
technology we’ll stick with the proper 
term.

The reason that the Macintosh, hardly 
a favourite among the business com
munity, has been so successful in its 
guise as a publishing system is due to the 
fact that it was the first to provide a 
common user-interface for all its 
software. This means that it is generally 
easier to use, and data from one program 
can be transferred more simply to 
another, a feat requiring skill and 
patience on machines like the IBM PC.

Add to this the fact that Apple was the

first and, until very recently, the only 
supplier to offer a complete system, and 
its success is no great surprise at all. That 
dominance is now being challenged as 
PC manufacturers slowly come to terms 
with the potential market for desktop 
publishing.

Basically four elements are required 
before a system can even begin to be 
considered as a desktop publishing tool.
• A computer with a graphics cap
ability, preferably monochrome and as 
high a resolution as possible.
• An operating environment which 
allows simple and effective data transfer 
between programs. This is standard on 
an Apple Macintosh, but on PCs you 
need software such as Gem or Windows to 
achieve it.
• A page printer, and ideally one with a 
page description language built in (but 
that’s not completely essential as we’ll 
see later).
• Software that can run under the 
environment manager and allow the 
results of programs such as word 
processors and graphics packages to be 
merged to produce results on the page 
printer.

As far as the software is concerned, in 
the first instance the potential buyer 
must look to see if the program offers 
certain important capabilities.

Does it have a WYSIWYG mode or - to 
put this into English - do you see on the 
screen exactly what you’ll get on the 
page? Can it read text files from a word 
processor and pictures from a graphics 
package? Does it allow graphics to be

■

ijfile Ql4it nfanl aSW« J»*>rt QOK

Henry Budgett 

delves into the 

world of Desktop 

Publishing.

ii>a Adding captions to a digitised image in Fleet Street Editor
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A COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

FOR THE AMSTRAD PCW AND PC COMPUTERS
Astracom have developed a complete communications system (including comprehensive 

software) for the Amstrad PCW and PC computers based upon the Astracom 1000 modem.comms. !

c?4sfracom__ IlK?
We could simply say that the Astracom 1000 is a multi-standard intelligent auto-dial auto-answer modem with 
centronics printer controller facilities. But we think that you would much rather know that it has just the three 
essential ingredients that you would want in your modem;

I

* Low Price
* High Performerice 

A use

t

* Ease

8! Approval
applied for: 

result imminent; 
please phone.The Astracom 1000 is the lowest price V21/V23 

intelligent modem available in the JJ.K. today.I THE SIMPLICITY
The Astracom 1000s onboard microcomputer 
controls all modem and printer functions, under 
software commands from your computer. The 
Astracom 1000s auto-scan feature puts the modem 
into the correct mode to respond to the incoming 
carrier.
We also provide comms software packages that have 
been specifically tailored for use with the Astracom 
1000. The use of this software, combined with the 
smart features of the Astracom 1000 (such as auto
scan) provides a complete and very easy to use 
'plug-in-and-go' system.

1 Hr PEHFORMANCJ.
The Astracom 1000 provides the complete answer to 
your communications requirements.
It has all the major international FSK modem 
modes;
300/300 baud CCITT V21 Originate 
300/300 baud CCITT V21 Answer 
1200/75 baud CCITT V23 Main channel 
75/1200 baud CCITT V23 Back channel 
- enabling communication with all the major online 
services such as Prestel, Micronet, Easylink, BT 
Gold, Microlink, One-to-One, etc.
It has its own high efficiency command protocol in 
addition to the conventional Hayes protocol.
It has auto-dial and auto-answer facilities for 

’ convenience and efficiency.
It has an inbuilt centronics printer port which 
enables the direct printout of incoming modem 
data.
It will have a low-cost upgrade route to the PSK 
modem modes V22 and V22bis (1200 and 2400 full 
duplex!)

;
!

:
i

Astracom 1000 = £145 + VAT
Serial cable = £8 + VAT
Amstrad PCW comms. software = £39 + VAT
Amstrad PC comms. software = various packs
Low-cost s/p interface for PCW = Price TBA
Astracom 1000 V22 upgrade = £100 + VAT

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER 7.183 7/
PCW complete communications system; 
Astracom 1000, cable & comms software.

1 are also available for a wide range of modern computersAstracom Complete: Commurir.-ati- •
e.g. Atari ST, BBC, QL etc.

Phone our 24hr hotline 7f,'2 ;7 •- 7 anytime for a free datasheet or advice, or order now, cheques 
___  payable to Astracom, 13 Beech wood Road, Uplands, Swansea SA2 0HL for fast delivery.



scaled up or down to fit? Can the text and 
graphics be moved around once they 

a~e [Jeen placed on the page?
11 the answer is no to even one of the 

above then the product is not truly 
providing a replacement for the layout 
artist - the human being who normally 
does page make-up.

Several of the products around today do 
not meet the requirements. But for many 
people all that will ever be needed is a 
program which provides word processing 
with the capability to get decent quality 
print out of a page printer. There is 
apparently much to choose from and 
some, but by no means all, fit the bill.

The key to almost all the page make-up 
software problems is to discover whether 
the program supports a page description 
language.

Here the program describes, in step-
by-step terms, the process of construct- Selecting a file in Fleet Street Editor 
ing a page, and passes these instructions
to the page printer which recreates the publishing bore! Should the requirement be for text
image. If it does, then the product, in Desktop publishing, as far as the user with the occasional graphic such as a bar
conjunction with a page printer that is concerned, is really the action of chart or line drawing, many will look
speaks the same language, will be a great producing documents that look as after this as well,
deal more powerful than one that though they have been professionally 
doesn’t.

Currently two page description lan- methods, 
guages are getting all the attention -
PostScript, adopted by Apple and many fairly irrelevant. The important thing is photographs as well, that you really need 
other hardware and software companies, to establish just what the end result is to to worry about page make-up software, 
and DDL, recently taken up by Hewlett be and then find the right software. Once again, there are many names to

Attacking the problem from the other choose from, but it is at this point that 
. ion languages are cur- end can be expensive and time consum- the design of the Amstrad PC starts to 

: pic, with much being ing involving skills which the artistically interfere. Because of the restrictions 
no relative strengths and untrained user is unlikely to have. 
me various offerings. In
the user couldn’t care less system is a means of generating high on sale will not operate. Limiting oneself

j a piece of software was quality text output then settle for a word to just the products which run on the
/;esn’t matter which one is processing package that can talk to a standard graphics card, be it colour or

-riktop publishing program, page printer.
mportant consideration is There are several - Wordcraft, mere handful.
widely supported by both Microsoft Word, WordPerfect and cer- Two programs which are virtually 

h and software producers, so tainly more to come. All can converse guaranteed to work, however, are
gi'-’di*; choice rather than a single quite happily with one or more of the Fontasy and Fleet Street Editor (which
option. Still, page description languages common page printers with or without to all intents and purposes is the same as 
are a useful way of detecting the desktop the help of a page description language. Clickart Personal Publisher). While

Fleet Street Editor is much more of a page 
makeup program, than Fontasy, they 
both produce roughly the same results at 
the end of the day.

A product well worth noting that 
definitely isn’t a page make-up package 
in the terms described here but which 
does a better job when it comes to 
producing newsletter pages and so on is 
Newswriter. This should also work 
perfectly happily on a 1512 system as it 
makes no special demands on graphics 
presentation.

Unless someone can crack the problem 
of how to incorporate higher quality 
displays and graphics cards in an 
Amstrad PC it is unlikely that the 
machine will figure largely at the page 
makeup end of the market. In most cases 
the processing power required is that of 
an IBM AT type machine with a 
Hercules or EGA graphics card, so until 
Amstrad come out with the next 
generation machine this aspect of 
desktop publishing will have to wait. 

There is, however, nothing to stop the 
PC 1512 being used where either text on 
its own or simple text and graphics from

\Qh\* Q?*4
.

.

ALCJIM.MRC4
AMERICAN.MAC H 
RRROUIS.MRC 
BIS6UVS.MRC 
BIUBORR.MRC j Path: 
BORDERS.MRC -^j C:\PR6E

^Cancel;

ii ss

It is only when you move into the 
designed and produced by traditional realms of complicated, multi-column

pages which have several different sizes 
The software used is, by and large, and styles of print, with perhaps some

Pc-ck,-i re

placed on adding high-resolution display 
If all that is needed from the computer cards or monitors, much of the products

monochrome, reduces the options to a

DESKTOP publishing 
on YOUR PC
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programs like Gem Draw are involved.
There is also a strong argument for 

using several machines as word process
ors or graphics generators, and passing 
the data on to a larger central system for 
final assembly. Indeed, in a publishing 
environment where there may be a need 
for perhaps a dozen word processors but 
just one page make-up system this 
approach has strong financial ad 
vantages.

It is also important to realise that a 
desktop publishing system may not be 
the right tool for the job. If only a single 
copy is needed it is logical to produce it 
on a page printer. It may still be 
economical to print 10 or more. But when 
hundreds or thousands of copies are 
required, a whole new technology takes 
over.

However, the quality of output from a 
page printer is more than adequate for an 
instant print shop to use as the master for 
a bulk run either through a copier or 
proper printing. Several additional 
features can now be added, like colour or 
photographs, and the product starts to 
take on a more professional look.

In the extreme case it is possible to use user who has, until now, produced help at all. The aesthetic quality of the 
the same file which created the page on a typewritten or word processed text, to results will depend heavily on ihe artistic 
page printer and use it to generate true achieve results barely distinguishable ability of the user, but these can be 
phototypeset quality results. This from those achieved by professional developed in time, 
requires equipment which a single publishers. • The illustrations accorn
individual could probably not afford, but Books, magazines, newsletters, hand article were created using 
the services are available from a growing bills and a veritable host of other printed Editor from Mirrorsoft. 
number of bureaux.

Desktop publishing is fun. It allows a printed without the need for any outside
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SCH3Q I
SOFTWARE LTD.

Maadowvala Estate, Raheen, Umarick, Ireland. 
Telephone: (061) 27994, (U.K.) 010-353-61-27994

\ \PCW EDUCATION
5

The world's leading educational software Is now on your PCW
MAGIC MATHS (4-8)
Here at last is a maths program which really does merit the term 'educational game'. Dealing with addition and subtraction, it brings new 
standards to educational software. Super reviews e.g., PTM and AA.
MATHS MANIA (8-12)
The first addictive maths game for this age group. Concentrating on multiplication and division, it gives hours of fun. Don't settle for less. 
Excellent reviews e.g., BBC CEEFAX.
BETTER SPELLING (9-12)
The market leader in spelling programs giving you 16 menu options to choose from. SEE REVIEWS.
BETTER MATHS 1 (12-16)
Using excellent graphics this course will really benefit the learner. If you want a maths course don't settle for less and be disappointed.
PHYSICS
The most highly rated program for the 12 to 16 year old. Using superb graphics it has courses on nine sections of Physics.
CHEMISTRY
The ideal program to give a kid an edge in this subject. Has courses on 8 important sections of Chemistry for 12 to 16 year olds.
BIOLOGY
Leam key definitions and pit your wits against the computer on topics such as cells, mammals, photosynthesis, respiration, reproduction 
and so on. Written by professional author like all our programs.

:

■

-
■

Full catalogue for Amatrad CPC, Commodore and BBC. 
Ametrad PCW 8256/512 disc £14.95 
£1.00 PAP (£2.00 PAP airmail worldwide)
VISA HOTUNE ring 010/353/81/27994 (UK) Mall order only. 
Send oheque/p.oArlaa no. for immediate delivery

AMSTRAD PC VERSIONS (NOV) 
ALSO PC SCHOOL 
ADMINISTRATION
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BRIDGE__,
PLAYER QESSlOC^C0^3

v&l&k
:01V-"

A challenging and realistic program for all bridge enthusiasts
VERSATILE bidding routines give you a really worthy opponent. 
POWERFUL bidding and play to appeal to the most experienced player 
whilst being an excellent tutor for beginners.
COMPREHENSIVE on-screen displays, keep you informed at all times. 
The ultimate refinement in home computer versions of this 
sophisticated card classic — FEATURES include:
★ Option to specify point count ★ rebid/replay * self-play mode
* move onto next hand

Created In consultation with International Grandmaster and 
British Chess Champion Jon Speelman.
FAST with unique method of setting levels by time. ‘Play against the 
clock’ and matching time’ modes.
PENETRATING at tournament levels - looks at least seven moves deep. 
FRIENDLY - every possible feature. Ideal tutor for beginner and expert alike. 
“Superb graphics... it really does re create a match play atmosphere“
- COMPUTING WITH THE AMSTRAO

Voreus Colossus 4 Choss:- "3D Clock Choss has a doaror display... plays a sfongor gamo'. . . I 
-PUTTING YOUR AMSTRAD TO WORK September 1966.

;7iu

3-D VOICE 

CHESS
.

Cassette... £12.95 Disc... £15.95 
Continuing the tradition of quality, this 
exceptionally strong bridge player will give 
even highly skilled players ait engrossing game. 
FEATURES include bidding in ACOL system 
with STAYMAN and BLACKWOOD conventions 
★ post mortem facility - rebid/ replay * bias 
deal 4 claim rest of tricks * restart piay of 
cards * input hand/contract

Cassette... £12.95 Disc... £15.95 
Unique program brings you all the playing 
power of the original Amstrad Superchess, 
plus SPEECH and 3-D graphics. Beginners to 
expert levels with classic helpful features:
★ Analyse mode * problem solving ★ largo 
opening library * help menu ★ change colours
★ recommended move

Cassette... £5.95 - also available on disc
Complete with strategic hints, Kings and 
several challenging 'evels of play.

3APKRA
Cassette. .. £5.95- also available on disc
Dico classic with fast moving graphics - easy 
to loarn but hard to beat!

Cassette... £5.95-also available on disc 
Colourful, fast-action graphics and sound give 
this game the feel of a real arcade pinball. 
Realistic launch, flippers, bumpers, high-score, 
bonus scores and freeball features.

Cassette.. £5.95
The original Amstrad chess program - with 
seven levels of play to challenge you.

MAIL ORDER by choquo, postal ordor or DELIVERY Is by soonest post. Post froe In UK; 
ACCESS/VISA number (with expiry dato). Europo add 80p per program. All other places add 
Telephone for Instant credit-card orders. £t for surface mall or for Airmail add £2 for first

program and £1 for each additional.

I cp | software!
Tel: 01-272 2918 Telex: 57784 MCCL G

15 DESPARD ROAD 
LONDON N19 5NP

Sond SAE for catalogue.

/
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z-^1 FREE CATALOGUE and full price list. Call now for your issue. ^ PRESENTS z
n Revolution In Computm lAMSTRAD PC 1512:

: m m isp
e§s

2 paobility and total reliability. Outstanding Ug}| 
r ' ■ print qudity at 120 cps in draftmode and 

<5 30 cpsm NLQ. Phis, the sleek NL-10 offers I 
p'"' ■ full oompaubflity with most popular com- 
1 2 puuxs through plug in interface cartridges. I ? —s

S| sSrwrsasffiSK $
( 2 too 00 the control panel to set the print I J
,■ M pitch (3 choices), to select the typeface and J ; ^
f W to prim in either draft or NLQ mode. Set \ m

■ U left and right margins, make top of form I J
f ■ settings and control forward and reverse feed I , p
] Q in the smallest pitch. p2"'
‘ I KAGA KP810PC £269.00 I J
B KAGA KP910PC £420.00 I >

Y I °« Mamx Printers. Speed of 160 cps draft J J
and 27 cps NLQ. Full 1BM u--ui>iu iurac- I j;
ter set in both draft and NLQ Double I pp|

j I height printing in draft -tv. ■.; Front
| panel selection of pnn: .italic I
P' I set in draft mode in ad Jit:. . : P.rjphic I J

1 characters. Double strike •• mode. I
2 Two user defined lenc.ii— ustra- g
I tk’°£fk,° - ^" *•* Inew features. KP910PC car- ^^^B
P riage and 156 column. | ^

[ f QUEN-DATADWi -9.00 J j
1 Daisy Wheel Printer. 20 . print I
P speed, 96 character print • . ble I J

5 |with QUME. Bi-direcrio. -'■ring. |
■ Fully formed duraaei m a j
? series by the automatic [>: mst- I
l H2 ment for different diarac. rec- I

b- ■ oonal incremental pram:... .iirec- I
f ■ booal logical seek pnnt" ..tue

■ selectable. 13* wide sinpV mu- I
2 0,15 ft*1115 (with form tr;.: ^al). I

! ■ Standard centronics interfeer | J
I AMSTRAD DMP30O.- X 79.00 |
1 Dot Matrix Printer. A w.dc . u/es 2
2 aodtypefaces coupled wrh . mplete I

I -: " ■ ASQI, international and iPM .tupmes I J
f I charaaer set. In addition, the ir.tp'ruien- I ——1

I tarion of dot addressable graphics and cun- B
■ dard Epson com^ublc comnv.od codes I
4 will allow the DMP3000 to operate directly I

. I with most software, including word pro- I
I cessors, spreadsheets and graphics prog- I —1

I I rams. i-'l
j S CITIZEN 120D £159.00 j I
> I Dot Matrix Printer. The 120D brings to I

] I the small business, educauonal and home I
| I user good quality and attention to detail. I I

P A host of standard features and built in I

■ I m1 stffkarars-asi ,.
2 feed standard. Optional cut sheet feeder. I 5%Y'I _ 029 00 ! i| I Dot Matrix Printer. The new VP1814 is I :v—

j ■ a standard 80 column fast, highly reliable I ^
| ■ and easy to operate The high-speed, low I ...

i \ &f I CP*- Bi-directional, logic seeking in text
■ mode. The use of fan-fold, roll or cut-sheet !

ka «aiMsrarE 9
eluding left, centre, right and full justifica- 
tion. 9 Graphic modes are available. Both SSiM
download and inprint buffer can exist I ‘ 
simultaneously. 7K input buffer standard I ' 
can be expanded to 15K. Printing modes lie 
Klectable at/root panel (NLQ/draft, Pica/ I j 

anPhi,iie* condense, 
italic). 11 Language mtcmauooal charac- 
ter foot u internalized. IBM and Espon f i 
compatible.
CABLE £12.00
Amatrad PC Parallel Printer able.

SI PRINTERS’DISK DRIVE UPGRADESi UTILITYm WHAT YOU GET 2m FD3 £170.00
Floppy Disk Drive. 360K Disk upgrade

£460.00
JET PRINT 
RAMJET
RAM JET EXECUTIVE
SIDEKICK
DS BACKUP
ZORLANDC
SUPERKEY
MAC +
NICEPRINT

£29.95
£29.95
£49.95
£29.95

£113.85
£34.44
£80.44
£74.75
£92.00

2m 2HD10
Hard Disk Drive. 10MB upgrade 
HD20
Hard Disk Drive, 20MB upgrade 
DISKS
S' Double Sided Double Density

gi |pE1grlUlJ 2£575.00

£17.00 Z

mTk
P j

5'/T Floppy Disc, Single Drive, igacP 
' c/w Mono (Grey Level) Monitor f! /)
IQ PC1512DM £570.00 fk

5'/T Floppy Disc, Dual Drive, 
c/w Mono (Grey Level) Monitor .« : 

n PC1512SC £630.00 Ql
R 5V5T Floppy Disc, Single Drive, L -2

! c/w Colour Monitor 
! ' S PC1512DC £745.00 1^.

- I 5i4T Floppy Disc, Dual Drive, : 2 !
I Q c/w Colour Monitor [>. >;

PC15I2HD10M £800.00
51/4* Floppy Disc and Hard Drive, Kl 
c/w Mono (Grey Level) Monitor '

SI PC1512HD10C £975.00 fm
* „ 5 5VV Floppy Disc and Hard Drive,

■ '-m c/w Colour Monitor I
PS PC1512HD20M £918.00 &■

5'/<* Floppy Disc and Hard Drive, 2
R c/w Mono (Grey Level) Monitor !
I PC1512HD20C £1090.00 f

f 5 VY* Floppy Disc and Hard Drive, { J
- R c/w Colour Monitor

iMBBlj
[-• ■ ■ Synem unit with 8MHz 8086 f,s -

>:■M ■ 512K Memory expandable to I 
| ,1 640K
! 2 ■ Full function 85 key keyboard kk
k'R ■ Paper white text and graphics 
! H anti-glare monitor I
P^BI ■ Colour graphic compatibility

1 with 16 grey levels displayed ■
If ■ ■ 5K" inch 360K Disc drive j
| jB ■ Quartz real time clock with

battery back-up h'l>i
■ RS232c Serial interface 

;! R ■ Parallel interface I
■ ■ Ergonomically designed

“Mouse” |B r
1: wfcsr™ "°u m

- ■ ■ Tilt and swivel adjustment on r
monitor

I ■ Built in speaker with volume

ZCOMM UN 1C A TIONS i GAMES
CROSSTALK XVI 
DATATALK 
V TERM II

£194.35
£172.50
£159.84

s! z £5435 
£44.00 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£51.75 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95

ALEX HIGGINS SNOOKER £19.95

JET
SARGON HI 
SUMMER GAMES U 
WINTER GAMES 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
CYRUS 0 CHESS 
pitstop n
MEAN 18 GOLF

iDATABASE

2dBSAE m+
PC PROMISE
REFLEX - THE ANALYST
PARADOX
RECALL
RBASE 5000
CLIPPER for dBASE

£484.25
£49.95
£49.95

£432.50
£224.25
£549.25
£484.25

222 WORD PROCESSING

2:; GRAPHICS MULTIMATE 3.31 
MICROSOFT WORD Jar. 
MULTIMATE ADVNTG. 
MICROSOFT WORD 3 
WORDSTAR 1512

£431.25
£49.95

£549.25
£488.75
£49.952V.C.N. CONCORDE 

EXECUVISION 
EV CAPTURE 
IMAGE LIBRARY

£432.50
£49.95
£19.95
£29.95 21

i 'COMM U NIC A TIONPRODUCTS,1
INTEGRATED

i AST 100 PC NET D 
AST 101 with Repeater 
AST 102 Starter Pack 
AST 103 SOft cable 
AST 104 100ft cable 
AST 105 PC Net O Manual 
AST 104 Extra Tap Box 
AST 107 Software Upgrd. 3.1 £34.50 
AST 3270 OOAX Windowing £1144.25 
AST 3870 BOARD 
IRMA 3270 EMULATOR 
AST NETBIOS SFTWR.
AST 5251 MODEL D

£504.00
£409.50

£1109.75
£28.75
£44.00
£30.00
£17.25

FRAMEWORK D 
SYMPHONY

£432.50
£432.50iLANGUAGE

iMICROSOFT FORTRAN 
COMPILER 

MICROSOFT PASCAL 
COMPILER 

C COMPILER 
COBOL COMPILER 
TURBO PASCAL 
TURBO PROLOG 
QUICK BASIC COMPILER

£339.25

1 £914.25
£1331.70
£172.50
£914.25

£281.75
£394.75
£484.25
£80.44
£80.44
£97.75i'

MODEMS
HARDWARE 1 DACOM UNITY INTRNL 

V21 V23
PROJECT PLANNING

£343.85
STEEBEK MINIMO 3/12 £144.75
MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY 

WS2000 V21 V23 
DACOM BUZZBOX

H SUPERPROJECT 
MICROSOFT PROJECT

£549.25
£394.75i: i £125.00

£134.85SPREADSHEET
}

BOOKSMULTIPLAN JUNIOR 
LOTUS 123 
JAVELIN 
SUPERCALC 3 
SUPERCALC 4

£49.95
£454.25
£484.25
£49.95

£455.40i! FIRMWARE MANUAL £29.95 
BASIC GUIDE 2 
INTRODUCING AMSTRAD £9.95 
USING DOS PLUS ON 

THE AMSTRAD PC 
DOS PLUS MANUAL FOR THE 

AMSTRAD PC 
WORD PROCESSING 
BUSINESS PRESENTATION 

GRAPHICS

: £9.95
I (

Pwtageand Packing pkase add £8.00 
for hardware and £2.50 for software. 
Orders accepted from Government

£9.95!
£17.50

£9.95
;

£12.95—
= !

SOFTWARE 1 IIMU •» II '(djf 1■ Microsoft MSDOS 3.2 operating
system

■ Digital Research DOS Plus 
ting system

ital Research GEM 
“Graphics environment tnmMerf

■ Digind Research GEM‘•Desktop"
and "GEM Paint"

■ Locomotive Software “Bask 2“ 
operating under GEM

■ Detailed clearly presented user

S3:
SOUTHALL. 

MIDOX UB2 4HD

o,J7'.0,SUu”®T1 5938 Tgl0K: 
T«lgjtQ.

i LARGE SHOWROOM. Open 
9am-6pm Mon-Sat, 
Sunday 10am-2pm 

Experienced staff will be pleased 
to demonstrate the range ofli V»

1 Amstrad equipment on show 
Pkase Note: All prices quoted are 
correct at the time of going to press. 
Plkcave subject to chauge without noooe. 

All prices are inclusive of VAT

3

25247
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Tom: m2 SATJSFACTOft! DEPEKIDS ©M
INFORMED SALEo AND DEMONSTRATIONS:
Visit our new Business Centre at:-

92 Victoria Street, 
London SW1 
01-8282511

EFFECTIVE TRAINING:
We offer basic and advanced Vz day training courses on Supercalc 3, Pocket 
Wordstar, Neword or Sage Accounting as well as basic “Understanding the PC" 
courses. Our prices start at only £50 per course + VAT.

SOFTWARE SUPPORT:
We can provide expert telephone cover during working hours for all of the above 
packages, plus many others. If you run into difficulties, a quick telephone call to our 
"Hotline Support Service", will send you on your way again in no time at all. Ask 
for details of this facility.

HARDWARE MAINTENANCE:
Throughout the country we can either provide, or put you in touch with high speed 
engineers trained to the highest standards, ready to minimise your downtime with fast 
and efficient on-site repairs at very competitive rates.

RELIABLE SUPPLIES BACK-UP:
We are large stockists of Amstrad and other leading brands of ribbons, disks and 
accessories.

Return the attached form or telephone for more information.

METYCLEAN BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
METYCLEAN HOUSE 
38-48 MONKTON STREET 
LONDON SE114TP
Tel: 01 -582 5555 Telex: 894121 Established for over 50 years

I® Please send me details of:-
n (Tick as appropriate)
I □ Metyclean PC Training 
I I am interested in:- 
I □ Spreadsheets
I □ Word Processing
I □ Database
H □ Accounting
I □ *' Understanding the PC "
I □ Software Support

Please name package......................

1
}

I%
w

LI Hardware Maintenance 
□ Supplies and Accessories

!
Name ... 
Company 
Address .

-

I Postcode .. ...
TelephoneI ..

Amstrad Professional Computing December 1986
ftnrefll
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Keeping tapes 

on disc
:

}

Increasingly we are seeing packages 
being written for specific applications 
sold into specialised areas of the Amstrad 
PCW market. This vertical marketing is 
especially evident in the world of video 
rental.

You may not be aware of it, but video 
rental shops have to keep a sizeable 
number of records. As well as details of 
individual members, they also keep 
records of their films, how much each 
film has earned in rental charges and how 
many times each film has been rented.

The reason for this is simple enough. 
Video rental is all about cash. Each 
outlet has fixed overheads - wages, 
building rent, and so on - as well as the 
cost of the films themselves. A popular 
film can cost as much as much as £65.

In order to be profitable, the shop has 
to rent out enough titles at between 50p 
and £2 a time to more than cover its 
overheads. This means that films which 
are not earning their keep must be 
identified, so that room can be made for 
more popular titles.

The proprietor who’s really on the ball 
will also know the regular renters from 
the casual, and will have some idea of 
their tastes, which he will reflect in the 
titles he stocks.

All this adds up to a fair amount of 
paperwork, but in a cut-throat market 
like video rentals (just count the number 
of shops or garages in your area that stock 
videos) only those that do their 
homework survive.

start-of-day disc.
When you run the system you are 

presented with the main menu shown in 
Figure I. On a newly-installed system 
you will first need to use options 3 and 4, 
to create your database. Figures II and III 
- the member and film data editing 
screens - illustrate the range of 
information which is kept.

You may re-edit any record at any time 
but you should note that there is no 
password protection - this might be 
important if the system is to be used 
outside your control.

As films are issued and rel umed via 
options 1 and 2, all the related records are 
updated, so that recalling fibers’
records shows any overdue us and
keeps track of the last eigh. 
has hired.

Likewise, the film record 
last three hirers of a tape < 
films that are out on hire - r 
system will not allow a film 
out if it is on the hire list, orb; aedif
it isn’t.

It is normal in video shops h; . er to 
films and members by numbers and this 
system adopts the same practice. The 
header display on each screen shows the 
number of the last member and film 
dealt with on that day, as well as the next 
number available for new members/ 
films. The utilities menu - shown in 
Figure IV - allows you to search the 
database by various parameters, useful if 
you forget the numbers.

I !
i! .

I

1 .

each

• s the 
s the 

by the 
hired

; i

' i'
; j

Computer aid
Videogem from Gemini runs on the PCW 
range only. On a single-drive machine 
record space is limited, so a two-drive 
system is preferable. The package is 
supplied with the instruction manual on 
a single disc. From the same disc you 
must create a working copy as a

Printing Reports
So far, all reports have been generated to 
the screen. The utilities menu allows you 
to generate more reports, and this time to 
the screen or the printer.

The first option produces a report of a 
day’s transactions. This shows who hired 
what, how much the rental charges were,

;
;

: Databases come 

in all shapes and 

sizes, many set up 

for specific 

applications. 
Barry Pickles 

examines a 

package aimed at 

video shops.

mdi nm

u> Fila Iiwm 
Fila IftvM(2)

0) ta/tm*ni Umber hUilt 
Md/ftmml Fila kUils 
Swell Hcabtr/Fila 
FT1LITHJ 
2X1T I MQMff

(4)
; (S)

I (!)
(7)

Figure 1: Videogem 
main menu
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I

.1mm $ I urn Cratrol y\ISrw

Edit Hnto taU Edit Fib >1U

Hnktrship Nonbcr: 88813 rib Motto : 88818 I
N«f mush cmsMdrtssl
Addms2
Idephont
Smi.i.
imirinc* 

Last In
HI
hbI
Fib Ho

VM

m:
: t 55,8
: £ 1.21
i £338.88 .

Fib Hom
Fib Ho 
Fib Ho

Press: (QJ-Quit, ISJ-Store, (Ql-ftclttc, Ill-Edit, [♦Hte*t, l-l-Frwim : I Ptosis (01-Qoit, (Sl-Storo, (D-Hlttc, Hl-Edit. l»l-Hoxt, l-l-Pmim 11

Figure II: The member editing screen Figure III: The film editing screen

and produces summaries of the cash 
situation, including any shortfalls.

The system stores these transactions 
by day rather than date. This means that 
if you asked for a report of, say,
Thursday’s transactions, it will produce 
a report of the last Thursday that it was 
used, whatever date that happened to be.

It also means t hat you may only go 
back over sever, days’ actual transac
tions, so it i :y important to keep the 
printouts.

Option 2 iir.Is all your current 
members, wl 1 they were last in, how 
much in tot* they have spent at your 
shop, any b&U .ce on their account and 
what film fcioi.t they use.

Option 3 produces a similar list of all
your titles and shows how much each has issue a film to a member until the lock is suggest that you think hard before using 
earned, who has got it and when it’s due removed. In either case these markers this option.
back, the format, and the number of will be displayed whenever that And that’s the system. I found it vexy 
times that it has been hired. Normally member’s record is accessed, including easy to use and, once the working disc has 
this list is in numerical order, but option during the issue and return procedures, been created, quite suitable for an 
4 produces a list of the top 20 in order of Option 6 provides for film reservations, inexperienced operator.

Any film on this list will be issued only to The system is well error-trapped and
Option 5 allows you to put a special the member who reserved it. Films which has nice prompts. It produces a range of 

marker on a member’s record. This can are reserved but not actually taken by reports that are very useful to a video 
be used to indicate whatever you want, the member will remain on the list until shop and the larger the business the more 
for instance to show that this member deleted. they are likely to need this kind of
should only be allowed one film per visit.

yjunities end meIf I ■ r ITT Y II i:

I1ILIIIKS IBM

kill Transection lepert 
list embers 
list fibs
list nest tr Inst pcpclar Film 
Hark / Lock anker 
Icsereatiws 
Xe-Mei lata files 
leturn to Mia aene

(1)
(2)
0)

(5)
(5)
(5)
(7)

<8>

Select Optica (1-8): I

Figure IV: The utilities menu

popularity.

Finally option 7 allows you to re-index system. 
Another marker is set to act as a record member or film lists, closing up the gaps At the end of the day it is, of course, a 

lock which will make the system refuse to where records have been deleted. I standard database, but then that applies
to most customised retrieval packages in 
a vertical market.

What you pay for is not so much the 
program, but the specialised knowledge 
of the market’s requirements that has 
been programmed into it. Certainly, 
Videogem seems to have all the necessary 
ingredients to make it a valuable and 
worthwhile tool.

13/ O/OBTUESOAT 1Report ForDally Tranaoctlon

Qua Back.Ranbal. jFI I a No.tlaabar Ho.
CO/ 0/00 eo/ o/oe 

£ 3.00

£ 0.00

£ 1.50
£ 1.50

Total Chargad

Total Chargad

£ 1.01-------
£ 1.8 
£ 1.5
£ 1.9

£ 3.50 Total Ck

00001
0000500001

00001
00001 Total rant 
OOOIE Total rant

oooieoooie
oooieoooie
oooie Total rant

£ 3.00

!!£ 0.00
- . .. ISO

0000D
00009
OOOOB
oooot

Listing Fila Oatai I a
i

TitlaNi Earnt HI rar Qua back Foraat No of laauaa

•••a Raport Onalyal■ •••'
so Far

1 • 00010 SWEDISH OIRLS
2 a 00003 NO SURRENDER
3 a 00005 LAST STARFXQHTE
* • 00001 RAflBO
5 a OOOOB HANOAR 10 
0 a 00007 HADONNA LIVE 
7 a OOOOB NXGHTflARE ELH S 
0 a 0000* DEATH WXSH XX 
3 V 00003 KARATE KID

10 a OOOOC GREMLINS
11 • 00011 Dalatad or Blank FI I a

£330. 00 
£ 3.00
£ 3.00
£ *.50
£ 1.00 
£ 1.00 
£ 1.50
£ 1.50
£ 1.30
£ 1.50

00013
00013ooooeooooe
00000
00007
oooie
oooieooooe
oooio

*/10/BB
H/10/00

10/ 0/00 
10/ 0/00 
0/ 0/ 0 

10/ 0/00 eo/ o/oo 
0/ 0/ 0 

10/ 0/00 
ee/ o/oo

v ooeoo
ooooeooooeooooe
ooooi
ooooiooooi
ooooi
OOOOI
00001

u
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I

V
V
V
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Vao FarOlFFaranca 
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U
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T
More New Products from GARWOOD
Our Free Autumn Catalogue now includes software for IBM PC and compatible machines.

Save time (and money] when you order by •

Chelmsford (0245) 460788 (3 lines)
Freepost: Garwood (Wholesale) Ltd, Freepost, BRENTWOOD, Essex, CM15 OBR

fa

Telex: 99468 GARWD G

I
;

Orders placed before 4pm. despatched same day [subject to stock availability)
H CP/M Software on 3" Disc (Amstrad PCW8256/8512 & CPC6128)
!!•j

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES:
DR PASCAL/MT+
DR CBASIC COMPILER
GRAPHICS:
DR DRAW 
DR GRAPH
COMMUNICATIONS:
SAGE CHIT CHAT RANGE (from £69 99)

TRAINING:
TOUCH N' GO
IANKEY Crash Course or Two Fingers 
AUDIO TUTORIALS

(inc. Locoscript, Newword 2. Supercalc 2. 
Multiplan, and CBasic)

GAMES:
3D CLOCK CHESS 
BRIDGE PLAYER

ACCOUNTS/PAYROLL:
AMSOFT ABCS (from £33)
CAM SOFT (from £49.95)
MAP. (from £49.00)
SAGE (from £69.99)
CASH TRADER
CASH TRADER with ANALYSER

FINANCIAL MODELLING:
POCKET CALCSTAR 
SUPERCALC 2 
CRACKER 2 (with graphics) 
MULTIPLAN 
SCRATCHPAD

f £49.95
£49.95£39.95

£49.95
£49.00
£69.99
£59.99

Details on 
application

£49.95
£49.95£99.95

£149.95
Details on 
application

WORD PROCESSING:
NEW WORD 2
POCKET WORDSTAR (with MaifmergeJ 
POCKET WORDSTAR DELUXE

(MailMerge & Spelling Checker)

£69.00
£49.95
£69.00

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS:
CAM BASE (CPC6I28 only)
CAMBASE 2 
CARDBOX 
CONDOR I 
DBASE II 
DELTA
POCKET INFOSTAR 
POCKET SUPERSORT 
SAGE RETRIEVE OR MAGIC FILER

£39.00
£49.95
£59.99
£99.99

£119.00
£99.95
£69.95
£49.95
£69.99

£24.99 
£24.95 
£ 9.95

; SPECIAL:
MICROFILE/MICROWORD (+ Mailmerge) £49.95 
MICROFILE TEMPLATES 
FLEXILABEl 
BRAINSTORM

£29.95
£29.95
£49.99 £15.95

£19.95,
SPECIAL OFFERS

FREE ACCO LIBRARY FILE (worth £3.33) and £3.00 DISC VOUCHER with every Software Order (£6.00 voucher over £1 00.00) 
Voucher can be exchanged with your next order for 3” CF2 or CF2-DD discs::

GREAT NEW PRODUCTS FOR PCW OWNERS
DAISY DISC - £19.95. Allows LocoScript documents to be printed on a Daisy Wheel Printer (see catalogue for details) 

STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO LOCOSCRIPT - £4.95. Incredible value paperback from Amstrad 
IBM PC SOFTWARE. A wide range of low cost programs are fully detailed in our catalogue 

Also In stock - Amstrad Modem £99.95 - CPS8256 Interface £67.85 - PCW8256 2nd Disc Drive £182.85 (fitted)

mm: Superb Quality PCW8256/8512 or PCI512 Dust Cover Set £11 if■

Branded 3" Compact Discs
Single Sided (reversibleJ, Double Density CF2 - Box of 10 £36.95 Double Sided, Quad Density CF2-DD - Box of 10 £59.50

;

DISC STORAGE AND OTHER ACCO PRODUCTS msM’>
ACCO disc storage box 3" discs (up to 50J or 5 (up to 60) £19.95 ACCO Library file (holds 7 3" discs) £3.33 

UNIQUE ACCO EASYSTRIP (for clean separation of perforations) £11.38 or FREE with Printer Stand 
ACCO Screen Filter £37.67 ACCO Printer Stand £42.15

II:

RIBBONS
DMPI (per 2 ribbons) £9.90 DMP2000 £5.50 PCW 8256 £5.50

COMPUTER LABELS
FULL RANGE OF SIZES IN STOCK e.g. - 1.000 37/ x 17/,6" LABEL TRACK IN FLIP TOP DISPENSER - £5.75

- 2000 3 7/ x 17I6" LABEL TRACK [2 ACROSS) IN PLASTIC TRAY - £11.00

LISTING PAPER
WE STOCK A FULL RANGE OF LISTING PAPER AT HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES 

e.g. 2000 sheets of 11" x 9'// Ipt. 60g. Plain with micro perforations £14.95 
1000 sheets of A4 lpt. 90g. plain with micro perforations £14.18 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE 
Special Offers Close 6th Dec emberj Accesswi Garwood Softwarej I

Registered Office and Corespondence: Thornflect. Mount A venue, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex CM 1 3 2f\JY 
Shop THE PRIf\jr WIZARD I49A HIGH STREET. BRENTWOOD, ESSEX CM14 4SA
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4;KNOWONDER
5:

■ ": 1
From the people who produced KNOW ARE* comes KNOWONDER. 

Knowonder makes the perfect Christmas present for the young enthusiast 
who wants to learn more about computing. LOGO, spreadsheets, database, 

wordprocessing, computer graphics - all these are contained within an 
adventure game environment, hosted by dragons and wizards! Fun for all 

the family and not a Trivial Pursuit! FunctionaPand Fun:

ONLY £74.95 (inc VAT)
Those who have experienced KNOW ARE* will say KNOWONDER!

$ $ $

For further details please contact:

i

■

BRUNDEAN LTD. *

16 Jacobs Well Mews, George Street, London W1
* ; MARE is a specially designed business learning package -for further details contact the

above address.

. .jpazant

,■5. i'l'ijsisnBBi

irfilii
: L I ■ I I mm 1

« :•
i
4-COMPUTERS 

PROGRAMS, SUPPLIES 
BOOKS, TRAINING 

PRINTERS, PLOTTERS 
MODEMS

IFWEHAVEN'TGOTIT 
-WE CAN GET IT!

\MAILEX
CARD INDEX 

SORT AND MERGE 
LABELS

r LETTERWRITER 

ALL FOR £39.95

20% OFF IALL ACCOUNTING 
PROGRAMS

UNTIL
30th NOV. 1986 •J •

•7‘ j
-Wt 9}

}Mi
MlT»Tij i

i» IFOR WEALSOSfctCT
AND )THER LEAmcc m*vm

i[Ij EgrscBtSK] BEBEFOR - YOU BUY 
AlirPROGR/MSOfSUf

m
POE SEn*Ti] [•] ■i

f .T _____
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!Open heart 

surgery on 

the PC1512||

ponents of the processor, such as the 
arithmetic and logic unit (ALU). The 
ALU handles arithmetic computations, 
such as addition and subtraction, and 
logical operations, such as comparisons 
of values.

Not all the registers in the 8086 serve 
the same purpose. For example, four 
accumulator registers, named AX, BX, 
CX and DX, are used for arithmetic 
calculations. Each of these 16 bit 
registers may be emphr.v.d as two 
separate 8 bit registers.

This is an important (; ;:..r ir speeding 
up calculations, since - lows oper
ations such as counting.’ .ited range 
(0 to 255) to take place wi- : nr reference 
to the full 16 bit register

Each of the accumulator registers also 
has a specific role in the functioning of 
the processor.

AX is the register used for all input and 
output operations. That is, all values 
input to the computer - for instance, via 
the keyboard - appear initially in AX, 
and all values to be output are loaded 
into AX to be sent to the relevant 
destination (screen, printer, disc drive 
and so on).

BX is also called the Base register, and 
is used in the calculation of memory 
addresses, that is to say to direct 
operations to particular parts of the 
computer’s memory.

CX is the Count register, used to 
control such things as the number of 
times a loop in a program is to be 
performed. For example, if 400 pieces of 
data are to be input, CX is first loaded 
with the value 400. The input routine is 
then put into operation, so that the first 
number is read in and stored somewhere 
in memory.

The value in CX is then reduced

One of the nicest features of the PC1512 
is that it comes ready to go. You’ve no 
need to worry about its internal 
workings, you can simply get on with 
using it, just as you can drive a car 
without knowing a thing about crank
shafts or alternators.

On the other hand, many new 1512 
owners won’t be satisfied until they find 
out what goes on under the bonnet. . .

The bad news is that there’s no simple 
way of explaining the enormous com
plexity of the 1512’s engine. But for those 
interested in at least getting an idea of 
what happens when it is running, here’s 
an overview of the heart of the machine.

The heart in this case is a micro
processor chip, that part of the computer 
which manipulates data, performs 
calculations, and so on. The processor in 
the 1512 is Intel’s 8086 running at 8 MHz 
- in other words pulsing eight million 
times a second.

The internal structure of a processor is 
called its architecture. And for a machine 
code programmer, the most important 
components of processor architecture are 
the registers, which are electronic devices 
for storing and retrieving information.
They accept information, hold it and 
transfer it under the direction of the 
processor.

The 8086 has a total of 14 registers, 
each capable of storing 16 bits of 
information (bit is short for Binary 
digiT, and is the smallest unit of 
information). Each bit can be set 
(numerically 1) or clear (numerically 0).
A 16 bit register may hold any whole 
number from 0 to 65,535.

Apart from the 14 registers, of course, 
the 1512 has 512 kilobytes (512k) of 
memory. (1 byte is 8 bits; 1 kilobyte is not 
1000 bytes but 1024 bytes.) So what is the 
difference between a register and an 
ordinary byte (or two) of memory?

Well, information may be accessed 
more rapidly from registers than from a 
memory cell, largely because memory, 
being external to the processor, has to be 
accessed via what is known as a bus 
transfer. The bus is the common data 
pathway to which the processor, the 
memory and all peripherals, such as 
input and output devices, have access.

Perhaps more importantly, registers 
have direct contact with other com- A simple Input/Output loop

i!
:j

,!

-

ii
i

The 16 bit 8086 

microprocessor is 

vital to the 

Amstrad PC. 

Alan Meyer 

investigates its 

workings.

■ MOV CM90H | load 190H into CX 
I0L00P IN AX,06H (input 16 biti fro®

(port 6 to AX
OUT DX,AX |output AX continti

?to port in OX 
idecroitnt CXDEC CX

JNZ I0L00P |juop if not zoro 
I to IQLOOP
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:
(decremented) by 1 and the result is 
compared with zero. If CX is not zero the 
loop is performed again, and another 
piece of data is input. If CX is zero all 400 
data values must have been read in, so 
the program proceeds with the next 
instruction after the loop.

DX is called the Data register. Its 
special role is to identify the input or 
output port for some operations. For 
instance, when an instruction is given to 
output a value, the contents of DX may 
decide whether the result goes to the 
printer or the screen.

Of course, not all the operations of the 
8086 will be between registers: Memory 
and peripherals will have to be accessed 
via a data bus. Intel’s 8088 chip, used in 
machines such as the IBM PC, has the 
ability to address a megabyte (about 
1,000,000 bytes) of memory, and is often 
described as a sixteen bit micro-

1

AH AL AX Primary Accumulator (AH, AL)
BX Accumulator and Base register (BH, BL) 
CX Accumulator and Counter (CH, CL)
DX Accumulator and I/O Address (DH,DL)

BH BL
CH CL
DH DL

Stack Pointer (SP 
Base Pointer (BP)

Pointer

11 Source Index (SI) 
Destination Index (DI)

Index

Code Segment (CS) 
Data Segment (DS) 
Stack Segment (SS) 
Extra Segment (ES)

Segmentprocessor.
The drawback of the 8088, however, is 

that it has an eight bit data bus rather 
than the sixteen bit data bus of the 8086.
The 8086 communicates via a highway 
which is twice as wide as the correspon
ding 8088 highway, and is capable of 
handling twice as much traffic. The 8086, 
therefore, has a true sixteen bit 
architecture.

Having a powerful design is one thing, 8086 registers 
making use of it. is another.

When we turn cu the power to the 1512, special register called the Program 
we immediateget a response on the Counter, which holds the memory 
screen - a pi' ; ; a mouse pointer or address of the next instruction to be 
whatever - and v-hen we press keys on the executed. In general, the Program Coun
keyboard the corresponding letters ter points to the instruction immediately 
appear. following the last one read, but some

Before we ioad a program from disc, instructions manipulate the Program 
or type one e from the keyboard, it Counter itself, causing a branch to 
is tempting to think that there is no another part of the program, 
program in the computer. However, the 
very fact that things appear on the screen described earlier: When CX is non-zero, 
demonstrates that a program is already the Program Counter is adjusted to cause

the loop to be executed again. When CX
Machine code programs like the is zero no adjustment is made to the 

operating system are made up of a series Program Counter and the program 
of memory bytes which contain par- continues with the next instruction, 
ticular values. The contents of these 
memories are read in order by the unless CX is zero’* is controlled by 
processor, and different values cause another special register called the Status 
different actions to be taken. Each register. This is another 16 bit register, 
instruction such as “load the value 400 but only 9 bits are used as Status flags, 
into register CX” has an operation code One of these, known as Flag Z, is the Zero 
(op-code) followed by a number of status, 
address fields or operands.

Flags Status

J Program Counter (PC)

operation required for our loop, 
therefore, will check the Z Flag arid 
branch only if Z is clear. Z would have 
been set if the decrement instruction on 
CX had resulted in a zero.

The statement that the Program 
Counter holds the address of the next 
instruction is not the whole story. It is not 
possible to address 512k of memory using 
only a 16 bit register.

A 16 bit register can address 64k of 
memory, so the 512k are divided up into 
segments of 64k, and there are four 
segment registers whose purpose is to 
record which segment is being addressed 
by a particular register. The Code 
Segment register (CS) is the one which 
records the segment for the Program 
Counter.

Although a microprocessor is perfectly 
happy to receive its instructions in the 
form of a series of numbers, mere humans 
who have the job of programming it find 
considerable difficulty in writing pro
gram code in this form. So we normally 
refer to instructions by means of a 
mnemonic related to the function of the 
instruction. For example, “decrement 
register CX by 1” is written DEC CX.

Programs written in this form need to 
be translated into the corresponding 
machine code bytes for the benefit of the 
processor. This translation is called 
assembling and is usually performed by a 
special program called an assembler. 
The assembler recognises DEC CX and 
translates it into the single byte whose 
decimal value happens in this case to be 
73 (in binary code 01001001).

The remaining registers of the 8086 
processor are mainly used to access data. 
Data can be stored in the memories of a 
micro in a variety of ways, and the best

This facility is used in the loop

at work - the operating system.

The conditional aspect of “branch

Z is set (that is, equal to 1) when the 
The processor keeps track of its result of an operation is zero, otherwise Z 

position in the program by means of a is cleared (equal to 0). The branch
1

Address bus

I
i/o 4 hromcpu ram

!'•
i i i

▼ ' f
±=A Data bus

i
Microprocessor architecture
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

|o|d|i|t|s|z| a| ]T[ SJrmi i, /b
Reserved bits, usually 0
Carry
Parity
Auxiliary Carry
Zero
Sign
Trap
Interrupt enable/disable
Direction
Overflow

8086 status register■: '•i
method of organising it for a particular mnemonic CALL - the contents of CS and click it off again, 
application is a matter for the program- and the Program Counter are pushed on 
mer to decide.

{! In this very brief tour of the 80861 have 
to the top of the stack, before their new concentrated on the fundamental use of 

The processor itself stores return values are read in, and SP is adjusted to registers, because this is the most 
addresses for subroutines by means of a point to the new top of stack. important aspect for a machine code
linear sequence of memories called a When a Return (RET) statement is programmer. But there is much more to 
stack. This is a structure in which the last encountered, these values are popped or the 8086 processor than that, and if 
item stored must be the first item pulled back off the stack and restored to you’re interested in delving into its 
retrieved. It is therefore called a last-in CS and the Program Counter, so that architecture (and you have the heart), I 
first-out (LIFO) structure - the items are execution can continue from the point at can recommend The 8086 Book by R.

which the subroutine was called. The Rector and G. Alexy (Osborne/McGraw 
Implementation of a stack requires an programmer can also manipulate the Hill), 

area of memory to be allocated, and a stack himself, by means of PUSH and 
special register called a Stack Pointer POP instructions.
(SP). The 8086 uses a stack pointer to To illustrate the idea, consider that .
keep track of the top of the stack. When a this kind of process is taking place when programming for commc appli-

cations.

!. !

;

stacked top-down.

*Alan Mayer lectures in statistics, and 
has a background in machine code

pcsubroutine is called - using the you call your Gem Desktop calculator
■'a

i pmhaCAD - £149.50I

SI
H

GRAFPAD 3. The High Performance CAD that EVERYONE can afford.
Grafpad 3 Features.
• Draws arcs, circles, rectangles, lines easily to Absolute, 
Relative or Polar co-ordinates. • Powerful Zoom and Pan 
commands. • Symbols and Sections created, stored and 
retrieved. • Text in Standard or user defined fonts. • Choice 
of Drawing units and Scales. • Grid and Snap facilities.
• Automatic Dimensioning between points. • Pen and Layer

A Low cost. High performance. Top value. Computer- 
aided Draughting Tablet and Software for your Amstrad 
PCW 8256/8512 computer.

There is no other professional CAD package any
where near this price. A complete draughting system for 
Engineers, Electronic Designers, Architects and anyone 
involved in drawing, schematics, technical illustrations etc.

Hard copy (A5-AO) from the Dot Matrix printer or Plotter, selection.
Totally menu driven, the menu printed on the tablet 

overlay. Just point the Pen to the desired function on the 
pad and press the Pen switch.

j

I

! • Rotate and Tilt. • Separate menu area for 64 user defined 
Symbols.

AVAILABLE SHORTLY 
GRAFPAD 3
FOR IBM 8c IBM 
COMPATIBLE MICROS.£149.50GRAFPAD 3

comprising the A4 Digitiser Tablet and G4 Software.
An unprecedented Price/Performance breakthrough in the 
Computer Aided Design/Engineering Market.

ii
:

i\
Grafpad 3 is available from your Amstrad dealer or direct from,

Grafsales Ltd., Unit Q2, Penfold Works, Imperial Way, Watford, WD2 4YY.
| TO. GRAFSALES LIMITED, Unit Q2. Penfold Works, Imperial Way, Watford, Herts, WD2 4YY. Telephone, (0923) 43942. Telex, 946024. |

Please supply me with--------- GRAFPAD 3(s) for my PCW 8256/8512 Micro at £149.50 plus £2.50 p&p, or plus £10 for Datapost delivery.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
NAME____________

1

I I
ADDRESS____ I-- I II enclose cheque value £_____

j__BARCLAYCARD □ ACCESS □

Page 100

If you prefer to pay by Access or Barclaycard. please state which. 
Card No,._______________________________ APC1286]plea so tick box
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EHHEEni
♦ FOR USE WITH AMSTRAD PCW PRINTERS ♦

BY USING THE AMSTANDNOW YOU CAN AVOID
CONTINUOUS PAPER STACKERTHIS SITUATION

21 VaD x 145/8W x 9V2H

Send cheque for £29.99 to: Micro-World Computers,
1006-1010 Manchester Road, Linthwaite, Huddersfield HD7 5QQ

Tel. 0434 846117 Price includes VAT and Carriage ESTelephone orders by Access or Visa yrsA
Patent protectedPLEASE STATE CHOICE OF COLOUR

Analytical Engines Ltd.A

PCW 8256
MEMORY UPGRADE

INCLUDES 
VAT <• 1ST CLASS 

POSTAGE ,

PO BOX 35, EASTLEIGH, HAMPSHIRE S05 5WU 
Telephone: 04215 6209919-95

ASM UTILITY
.. .an inasdfeie value at orty C9.95. Cal assembfy languagerouones 
from your C programs. The ASM uakly works with VIcrosoirsMASM or 
M80 assamdsr. Macro* mate it May I Work* just as il you wot* calling 
a C (unction, and you can oven cal CluncMns from assembly 
languaga. Lor* ol usali assembly tanguaga Vmcoon* ara induced aa

TURBO PASCAL
£3005 ALL AMSTRADS 

aMSDOS 30 DAY 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

C FEVER - CATCH IT
Ifs becoming an epidemic ovoryono is switching to Cl First thara 
wara a law hackers, than camo tho college students, next the major 
aotMare houses, and now tho rest ol the programming world. 
Programmers everywhere aro infected with the desire for SPEED, 
POWER, and PORTABILITY
IT'S tima to face the inevitable. You’re going to catch the fever tool 
Whan you do, we havo tho euro - MIX C - an iDustaied guide to the C 
language plus a compioto programming development system. 
Everything you need to master tho C programming language... al at a 
price thsfs lees than tho cost of a bookl 
But don’t 1st this price tool you. This system is pewrerfd; it compiles 
Knot as last as the others, Is completely standard, and if s very aaay B 
use. Moot C compilers ore designed lor wizards. MIX C has bean 
designed lor you
What do you gat tor a mere C33.0S?
* A maaahra 450 page A4 size book filled with sample 
programs, plus...
* A last standard full featured floating point C compter 
Bat supports all data typos and the latest loetures like bit Mds, 
enumerations, structure assignment, and passingfreturring 
structures.
* A test linker Bat loads separately compilod Wes. searches 
hbrarlos, and builds as executable program.
* An extensive library ol more than 170 tunctlooa 
(including the standard C functions and Be computer specific 
tmcoons Bat provide direct access »the operating system and 
BIOS).
* Toote that allow you lo optimise your programs lor minimal 
space or maximum spoad.
Not Copy Protected. Works on all MSDOS/PCOOS snd al CP/M ZOO 
computers Including Amstad PCI 512, PCWB2S&S12, snd 
CPC464/Q120 (wiB second drive or ram dsc).

INCREDIBLE VALUE AT ONLY C33.M WITH 
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ITURBO £39.95 
DATABASE

MIX SPLIT SCREEN TEXT EDITOR
.. .an inaodfele value at only C2S4S. Not Copy Protected. Works on 
alMSDOS/PCDOS and al CP/M Z80 and al Amanda. Bcfcdos its 
own superb 100 page manual. This high pmvared ad Be is groat tor 
edttng high tevelianguagea. It works just kke Mcropro’s Wordstar, but 
macros stow you B create your own custom adtor and Be sptt- 
screen laatura lets you edit two Was at Be same tima.
The MSOOS/PCOOS version is loaded wiB special Natures:
* Execute any DOS command or RUN other programs horn Be odder.
* Quickly edit Bos aa large as 300,000 character*.
* Comp** MX C programs drectfy fcom memory. The editor 
automascaPy positions Be cursor B Ba lint arm in your program.

EXAMPLES DISC
i

...agfv# away al orty CS.96oonBinsalBs example*.Bed and 
tasted, given in the MW C TuBhal - give your Ingas a braakl

FLOATWK5 *< 
MIXC POMT COMPILER 

90 DAY MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE

dBASEII
£76.95 £33.95

Plaaaa addt 5% VAT. axoapi wham Bdcated. Phcaa Indude UK 
postage. Overseas orders pleas* add C3 per order. Pleas* send tor 
our comprohanaiva 8 page brochure on Ba extaordinary MX C
'Asms on 30 day money back guarantee; Jyou an noroonpbtay 
uksdedjUsi send Be own hack wafth 30 da?? of tmoioa Bra 
nfund, al wo mk h Bar you return A in As ordinal cundaon.

SUPER SPECIAL OFFERS
£47.18 nonrnBy £98.90 
£57.98 nomoBy £79,10 

£21.99 (no VAT)

CompOer ♦ Edlor 
CompAer ♦ Edloc ♦ ASM 
Comoiar ♦ Edtotr ♦ ASM ♦ Eumpba

|t°°t| b>
(i
ji

TURBO TUTOR :PROTEXT
PCW8256 & 
CPC6128

ALL AMSTRADS 
«MS DOS 30 DAY ZORLANDC 

£25,95 msoos
■ »•£25.95 

’ MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
.
■i£49.95 c

■
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THE COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE.

O
* /Access all VIEWDATA services (PRESTEL) with GRAPHICS 

(and COLOUR on IBM).
* Save VIEWDATA pages to disk and/or print them.
* No additional hardware required.
+ Access electronic mail services and British Telecom Gold, 

ir Access bulletin boards
+ Transfer all types of files AND PROGRAMS between computers, 
ir Type simple MS/DOS-llke commands at one end only - either end. 
ir Supports wild cards and sub-directories, 
it View directories for remote and/or local disks, 
ir Built-in TEXT EDITOR for message preparation, 
ir User definable AUTODIAL AUTO LOG-ON and telephone directory, 
ir Full, dear documentation, 

ir Online time display in VIEWDATA mode 
it Use modem or direct cable, 
it Run one computer from another as a remote terminal, 

it- Help screens and telephone hdpline available. ^ 
it■ Automatic error detection and correction, 
it XMODEM and XON / XOFF file exchange, 
it User definable BAUD rate parity, word length, 

stop bits, timeout
it All BAUD rates supported up to 9600, including 

1200/75 and 75/1200. 
ir Unattended execution of command files.

From MESSITER SOFTWARE.______________________
67. Crescent West. Hadley Wood. Herts. EN4 OEO. England. Tel 01:4

ISENDf
FOR IBM PC/XT, IBM AT, 
IBM COMPATIBLES, 
APRICOTS, AMSTRAD PC, 
VICTOR & SIRIUS.

!

i
iI

i

&

mik
p/-os vat.

■ Also from
MESSITER SOFTWARE: ■Sf

i.
1 PARENT)

\ ' ■- superb wordprocessor. 
database & mailmerge suite. 
£149 + vat.

'

: I 4*r—t *
'■

4 ?'■
I
» -J •i;rit

_ [‘M
m ■ v I
usmm iWir

.
; '4

Hello, I'm Vuwriter...the wordprocet 

program with character.
I'm so easy to use you'll be Vuwritii 

from the day you receive me'

;
i

.

\ ■

■

'ou'll just love my extended character 

set full Roman and italic typefaces, 
European language characters II

and lots more...all for just £49'. /I

MW

m.
■

sm; warnI
T Selected by Practical Computing as one of its TOP 10 wordprocessing 
Jprograms, VUWRITER is established, simple to use and great value for 
*money. Despite being designed for the new user, VUWRITER does not 
compromise on features required by the professional and its range of 

characters will embarrass some much more expensive software.

VUWRTTER for the AMSTRAD PC and PC compatibles.

warnm-
:

WORDPROCESSING 
WITH CHARACTER 
FROM 
ONLY £49

plus VAT
For further information contact:
Vuman Computer Systems Ltd., Manchester Science Park, Lloyd Street North, 

Manchester M154EN. Tel: 061-2268311.

;
f

•-
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JOIN THE AMSTRAD PROFESSIONAL
USER CLUB
• 15% DISCOUNT ON PURCHASES
• YOUR OWN MEMBERS NEWSLETTER
• "MEMBERS ONLY" SPECIAL OFFERS 
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION ONLY

£39.95
-JOIN NOW AND BUY AT MEMBERS PRICES

Non
TickMembers Members 

113.85 96.77
69.95 61.90

□□□61.9069.95Wordstar 1512 S'□169.99Compact Integrated Accounts 199.99 □84.9999.99Payroll □LI169.96 
96.77 □

145.65 □
194.52 

61.90 (=□

199.95Comsoft Bookworker s113.85Retrieve Database
171.35Sage Accountant 

Sage Accountant Plus □ kl228.85
69.95Reflex* □25.4529.95Sidekick* □25.4529.95Fir:- re Manual □8.469.95Bas .ual 2

Alt : , □76.76102.35okkeeping5-Si.
[=□119.89

146.76
97.75

104.25counting5-S' □126.75counting + □113.85
•Will not guarantee to work on all IBM compatibles

G ES SOFTWARE - PC1512 □16.9619.95Pinball Construction □16.9619.95Music Construction □16.9619.95Seven Cities of Gold □21.2024.95Crusadeon Europe □16.9619.95Solo Flight 2 □16.%19.95Alex Higgins Snooker □16%19.95Cyrus n Chess □16%19.95Mean 18 Golf □16%19.95Pit Stop 2 □16%19.95Summer Games 2 □16%19.95Winter Games

PCW RANGE □33.9539.95Locomail □33.9539.95Locospell
Amsoft Mail Order, 
Victoria House,
PO Box 10, 
Sunderland SR! 3PY.

Telephone us for a faster, easier service.
Orders using credit card (Access or Visa) 
0783 673395.24 hour serviceSTOP PRESS

PHONE US FOR OUR
DISK PRICES-LESS I I would like full details of Amsoft Mail Order and the Amstrad User Club Software

THAN £1 EACH
or my Visa/Access number

Address

Postoode
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1
| APCI

PROGRAMMING

WORKING UJT;
! :

without losing any money foe i ..Vnyway, 
this is merely an example o full day 
without anything in the ; Breaks 
column.

The entries on the 
Wednesday through to Sat-. 
instances of what should ha; 
make entries in only one of c • o. B, D 
or E; or if you “misuse" vh :• r.nn D. 
You should get a blank in G . : nns I
and K. Column D records th«; pud of a day 
which consists only of a morning shift.

Now we get to the interesting part. 
You’ll note that we’re entering Jackie’s 
comings and goings in hours and 
minutes, but the program is converting 
these to percentage parts of an hour.

So at the end of the column I it can 
total how many hours Jackie plans on 
working this week.

In the last column, opposite Rate, we 
enter her hourly wage (£2.50) and the 
program calculates her weekly gross. 
Under that total we enter a percentage 
rate for deductions (taxes, insurance and 
so on) and the program calculates her 
take-home pay at both a weekly and 
monthly rate.

Now look at the listing. Don’t let it 
unnerve you - much of it can be entered 
with Supercalc’s Replicate function.

One of the limitations of Supercalc 2 is 
that formulae can’t exceed 116 charac
ters. However, the restriction can be 
overcome as follows.

If you give a column a width of zero its 
contents will not print out. So the 
formula we would have put in column I, 
but couldn’t because of the length 
limitation, can be divided between 
columns C, F, G, H and I - and only 
column I is printed.

It’s in column I that the program looks 
at what you’ve entered and decides 
whether to print a result or not. The

Amstrad Professional Computing December 1986

It*8 not just in hospitals or on airlines 
that the staff work irregular hours. Those 
who put in a traditional 9 to 5 Monday to 
Friday week expect to be able to buy their 
Big Macs, ball points, brogues and 
birthday cards at all hours.

Of course the people who work in 
modem fast-food places, card shops and 
emporiums have their own problems. 
Many have to be available to pick up 
their infants from school, catch their 
Open University program, or cook dinner 
for their spouse. Others who are entitled 
to payouts from the Government have 
limits on the amount they can earn.

With these kinds of parameters for the 
time periods in which employees are 
available for work, and restrictions on 
the total pay they want to take home, 
figuring out work schedules can call for a 
computer program.

You could, of course, write one in a 
programming language, but if you have 
had the foresight to invest in a Supercalc 
spreadsheet package all you need is a few 
formulae.

First look at the sample printout of the 
final result. Let’s suppose that this is for 
a work week in the life of Jackie, a 
part-time waitress.

Sunday is her big day. She starts at 8 
am and works until 10.30 pm with two 45 
minute breaks and two of 15 minutes. 
We’ll lump all the breaks together and 
put the total in the Less Breaks column.

We enter 8.00 and 10.30 and 2.00. The 
program fills in the rest of that line. It 
calculates that her gross day is 14.5 hours 
and her net day is 12.5 hours.

On Mondays Jackie puts in only 3.25 
hours, coming in at 8 am and finishing at 
11.15 am

On Tuesdays she comes in at 8 am and 
works continuously till 5.45 pm. She 
probably gets a break for lunch, but

pi a for 
are all
i f you

i:

i

!

If you’re 

scheduling work 

times, you’ll find 

Stephen Wells’ 

Supercalc 

template 

invaluable.

:
!

y.

CPC PCW
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WORKING HOURS■mmTO
formula say:- : !y that I is blank if D 110 and K10.
and E are bkn : '■ per Thursday in the 
example); o>
Saturday); and E are blank (like B, D and E) and the Breaks total (column
Friday); or ii d S both have entries J) to check that you get the same results
(like Wedn-v -
only combin': -eft are shown under the formulae correctly.

Before you enter anything however, 
first set the following column widths:

In colunr: : (along with a few Columns C, F, G and H are zero; column Table I: User-defined format* 
preparatory ;?leps taken in columns C, F, A is 10; and columns B, D, E, I, J and K 
and G) is the formula which converts the are at the default of 9. Also make 
times entered in columns B, D and E user-defined format 1 global and apply 
(8.00 am, 11.15 am, 10.30 pm, and so on) format 2 in cell K15 only. Set the 
into decimal fractions of an hour (14.50, user-defined formats 1 and 2 as shown in

Table I.
It’s also worth mentioning that in 

in C4, F4, G4, H4,14 and K4, they can be Supercalc the# sign (entered in J13, J14, 
replicated down to CIO, F10, G10, H10, J16 and J17) prints as a £.

I 2Format
I suggest that initially you enter the 

;/nd D are blank (see times given in the example (in columns N NFloating $ 
Embedded commas 
Minus in ()
Zero as blank

Y Y
Y Y
Y YOtherwise - and the and thus confirm that you have entered N Y

Decimal places 
Scaling factor

2 1Sunday, Me. • nd Tuesday - print in 
column I the iation done in H. 0 2

So there you are. Jackie’s employer 
doesn’t need Basic, Pascal or Fortran to 
work out her part-time schedule - 
Supercaic handles it as easily as plain old 
income and expenditure.3.25, 9.75 ...).

Once the formulae have been entered Listing starts 
on I’atfo 10() ►

*

'KE I JA B D : : :: :: : : : : ;
sched1

Less
Breaks Net hrs.

12,50 
3,25 
9.75

2
3 hrs.a. m, 

8.00 
8.00 
8.00

a. m. p. m.
4: Sunday
5: Xonday
6: Tuesday
7: Wednesday 
8: Thursday 

Friday 
10: Saturday 

Total

10,30 14.50
3,25
9.75

2.00 I11.15
5,45
6,00 .10.00 n8,00

9 10.45
5,45 .11 27.50 25.50

12
13 Rate 

Total 
15:Deductions Rate 
16: Net Week
17: Net Nth.

iit 2.50 
63.75 
20.0%
51.00 

t 221.00
_______

14 t
i ut :

ii
Sample printout - a working week in the life of Jackie 
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I 1

!1Al = 'eched
J2 = 'Less
B3 TR = '*.1.
D3 = ‘a.e.
E3 = 'p.e.
13 = 'hrs.
J3 = 'Breaks
K3 = 'Net hrs.
A4 = 'Sunday

D7=0),0,IF(AND(B7=0,E7=0),0,IF(AND(D7>0, 
E7>0),0,H7))))

= IF(I7=0,0,I7-J7)
= 'Thursday

K7
AS

= 8B8
= B8-(INT(B8)) 
s BB-C8
= D8-(D8-INT(D8))
= IF(D8>01(68+((D8-INT(DB))/.6)J 

- (F8+(C8/.6)),(12-(F8+(C8/. 6)) 
♦(EB-(E8-INT(E8>)+((E8-INTIE8))/.6))))

= IF(AND(D8=0,E8=0),0,1F(AND(B8=0 
D8=0),0,IF(AND(B8=0,E8=0),0,IF(AND(D8>0 
E8)0),0,H8))))

= IF(I8S0,0,IB-J8)
= 'Friday 
= B9-(INT(B9))
= 10.45 
= B9-C9
= D9-(D9-INT(D9))
= IF(D9>0,(69+((D9-INT(D9))/. 6)) 

-(F9t(C9/.6)),(l2-(F9+(C9/.6))
♦ (E9-(E9-INT (E9) )♦ ((E9-INT (E9)) /. 6M 

= IF(AND(D9=0,E9=0),0,IF(AND(B9=0,
D9=0),0f IF (AND (B9a0,E9=0> ,0, IF (AND (C:; 
E9>0),0,H9))))

= IF(I9=0,0fI9-J9)
= "Saturday 
= B10-(INT(B10))

C8
F8

!H8
B4 = 8

= B4-(1NT(B4))
= 10.3 
« B4-00
= D4-(D4-INT(D4))
= IF(D4>0,(64+((D4-INT(04))/.6)) 

-(F4MC4/.6)), (12-(F4+(C4/.6)) 
♦(E4-(E4-INT(E4))♦((E4-INTIE4I)/.6))))

= IF(AND(D4=0,E4=0)f0,IF(AND(B4=0,
D4=0),0,IF(AMD(B4=0,E4=0),0,IF(AND(D4>0 
E4>0)y0fH4))))

• C4
E4 18 »
F4 y
64
H4 K8

A9
C9

14 D9
! F9

B9
= 2J4 H9
= IF(I4*0,0,14-34) 
« 'Nonday

K4
A5
B5 = 8 19

= B5-UNKB5))
= 11.15 
« B5-C5
■ D5-(D5-INT(D51)
= IF(D5>0,(65+((D5-INT(D5))/.6)) 

-(F5+(C5/.6)),U2-(F5*(C5/.6)) 
♦(E5-IE5-INT(E5))♦((E5-INT(E5))/.6)))) 

= IF(AND(D5=0,E5=0),0,IF(AND(B5=0, 
D5=0)f0fIF(AND(B5s0,E5=0),0,
IF(AND(D5>0,E5>0),0,H5))))

= IF(I5*0,0,I5-J5)
• "Tuesday

C5
D5i

F5 K9
65 A10
H5 C10

E10 = 5.45
F10 = B10-C10
610 = D10-(D10-INT(D10))
H10 = lF(D10>0,(6l0+((D10-INT(Dl0))/.6))

-(Fl0+(C10/.6)),(12-(F10+(C10/.6)1 
♦(E10-IE10-INT(E10))+((E10-INT(E10))/.6))))

110 = IF(AND(D10=0,E10=0),0,IF(AND(B10=0
010=0),0,IF(AND(B10S0,E1030),0,IF(AND(D10>8 
E10>0),0,H10))))

K10 = IF (110=0,0,110-J10)
All = "Total
111 = SUM(14:110)
Kll = SUM(K4:K10)
A13 = "Rate

15

.
K5
A6 )06 - 8!
C6 • B6-<INT(B6))

« 5.45
= B6-C6
• D6-(D6-INT(06))
> IF(D6>0,(66+((D6-INT(D6))/.6)) 

-(F6*(C6/.6)),(12-(F6MC6/.6))
♦(E6-(E6-INT(E6))♦((E6-INT(E6))/.6))))

- IF(AND(06*0,E6*0),0fIF(AND<B6*0 
06*0),0,IF(AND(B6«0,E6«0),0,IF(AND(D6>0 
E6>0)t0,H6))))

> IF(I6>0,0,I6-J6)
• 'Wednesday
■ B7-(INT(B7))

E6
11 F6

66
H6

J13 = "I16 = 2.5 
« "Total

K13!
A14»
J14 « '*

■ K.6 K14 = Kll*K13
A15 > "Deductions
B15 TL = ' Rate 
K15 2 - 20 
A16 • "Net Week
J16 « 'I
K16 > K14-<K14»K15/100)
A17 « "Net Nth.

A7! C7r D7 ■ 10:
E7 ■ 6
F7 » B7-C7

• D7-(D7-!NT(D7))
■ IF(O7>0,(87+((D7-INT(D7))/.6)) 

-CF7f(C7/.6)),(i2-(F7MC7/.6)) 
♦(E7-(E7-INT(E7))M(E7-INT(E7))/.6))))

• IF(AND(O7*09C7*0),0,IF(AND(B7*09

67
H7

= "IJ17
s K17 ■ K16»52/1217

Supercalc template: Schedule listing 
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Clear your desk’s clutter!

1

The complete 

personal organiser
Now you can use the power of your computer to organise your 
activities in a way never possible before. With Planlt, a few 
keystrokes are all you need to keep track of your money, plan 
your budgets - and manage your time far more effectively.
And you’ll And it’s so very simple to use! It contains:
Personal Accounts Gives you up-to-the-minute facts about your financial 
position at any time. Keeps separate accounts of your banking, cash 
transactions, credit card payments. Allows 24 individual accounts, up to nine 
different credit cards (and warns you when you reach your cash limit) and as 
many as 400 different transactions a month. Sets up your standing orders.
Automatically updates all relevant accounts with each transaction.
Financial Diary All the features of the best desktop diary - plus much S S? 
more. Enter up to 15 items per day and have them automatically sorted<j° 
in time order. Add your expenses and have them totalled in / $
separate categories. Speed search for entries, then mark them / vjr ..n'r J
for future manipulation or replication. ' *
Card Index Create your own address book, phone directory 
tape library title list. Use the flexible editor to enter 
or amend data. Sort and search. Call up detailed 
reports on contents in any form. Produce 
mailing labels on your printer.

/jr.d

ItHM Itl PCW range

Disc £24.95

IIII I CPC range

Tape £14.95 
Disc £19.95

Extra utilities include a loan 
calculator and calendar.DATABASE SOFTWARE



I
THE BBD DUST COVER 

COLLECTION LOAD THE MAIL ORDER 
AMSTRAD SPECIALISTS
Send your Cheques/POs (Sterling only)
LOAD & RUN, DEPT APC12 P.O. BOX 123 
DARTFORD DA1 5AA$RUNTailored in nylon fabric that has been treated with an anti

static inhibitor. Attractively finished with contrasting 
piping. Can be washed and ironed. RING (0322) 73128 FOR ENQUIRIES + 

HOT LINE ORDERS

NOW IN
PCW 8256/8512 £11.95

j 3 piece set tosoft ^re^Monitor and printer piped inl

PC 1512 £8.50 THE PROTO 3" DISC
2 piece set in ivory coloured nylon. Monitor piped in 

maroon. AMSTRAD PC hot foil printed on monitor and 
keyboard covers. Please state colour or mono screen. BOX

RRP £6.99
OUR FANTASTIC 

PRICE!! £5.75!!
CPC 6128/664/464 £7.50V

2 piece set in dark grey nylon piped in red. AMSTRAD 
CPC hot foil printeoon keyboard. Please state whether 

colour or green monitor.

PRINTER COVERS TO MATCH
A range of covers for over 200 printers to match any of 

3 above covers eg. Amstrad 2000 and 3000, Broth 
Canon, Epson, Mannesmann, Star, Ricoh, Smith- 

Corona. Prices start from £4.50.

Please make cheques payable to:

BBD DUST COVERS
The Standish Centre, Cross Street 

Standish, Wigan WN6 0HQ 
Telephone: 0257 422968

Available in the Southern Hemisphere from TECH-SOFT 
324 Stirling Highway, Claremont 6010 

West Australia. Tel: (09) 3851885

the above covers Amstrad 2000 and 3000, Brother,

3" AMSOFT DISCS 

NOW ONLY £35.35 

for a box of 10
!'i

;
j.
£

r«i "I

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P +VAT 
E.&0.E. Ji

I

PC & PCW SOFTWHERE? - H;

:
■

PCW 8256 & 8512 PC 1512 SERIES.
i:

PATAB^Sf^jf7WORD PROCESSING INVOICING AND STOCK CONTROL WORD PROCESSING
Cardbox 
Condor 1 Junior 
Delta 4 
Reflex

59.99
99.99
99.95
69.95

Camsoft PSIS 
Cams oh Stock Conlrol 
Con-pact Invoicing 
Corrpad Stock Control

Wordstar 1512 
Word Junior 
Voikswriter DeLuxe

69.95
69.95
49.95

99.95
49.95 
69.99 
69.99

69.95
69.95
29.95

Pocket Wordstar Oe Luxe 
ProspeB

ACCOUNTS & PAYROLL COMMUNICATIONSDATABASES COMMUNICATIONS
Corrpact Integrated Aooount9 199.99 
Corrpact Daybook 
Conpact Sales Ledger 
Conpact Purchase Ledger 
Corrpact Nominal Ledger 
Corrpact Payroll 
Corrpsoft Bookworker

Sage Chit-Chat 
Sage Chit-Chat with manual 
modem
Sage Chit-Chat with auto 
answer auto dial modem

Free one-to-one electronic mail 
subscription with every purchase of a 

modem with Chit-Chat software

113.85Ashton-Tate dBasell 
Cams oft Carrbase 
Caxton Cardbox 
Caxton Condor 1 
Corrpsoft Delta

Sage CM-Ch* E Mail 
Sage Chit-Chat Viewdata 
Sage Chit-Chat Eft V Corrfco 
Amstrad Modem 
Pace Nightingale Modem

Free one-toone electronic mail 
subscription with every purchase of a 

modem with Chit-Chat software

119.99 
49.95
59.99
99.99
09.99

69.99
89.99 
89.99
89.99
99.99 

199.99

228.85
99.99

114.95 419.75

SPREADSHEETS
INVOICING & STOCK CONTROLI Multipfan 

I ScralchPad Plus 
I Supercalc 2

69.95 
59.99
49.95

UTILITIES Corrpact Invoicing 
Corrpact Stock Control 
Conpact Order Processing

UTILITIES
Brainstorm
Delta-Graph
Domino
Sidekick
Touch 'n' Go
1-Up

49.99
69.95
99.95
29.95
24.99
49.95

Corrpact Interfaoer 
Conpad Nucleus 
Brainstorm 
Smart key 
DR Draw 
DR Graph

ACCOUNTS & PAYROLL
PEGASUS49.99

49.95
49.95

Carmoft PSPN 
Cams oft PS IL 
Corrpact Daybook 
Conpact Integrtfed Accounts 199.99 
Compact Sales Ledger 
Cooped Purchase Ledger 
Corrpad Nominal Ledger 
Cooped Payrol

99.95
149.95 
49.99

Pegasus is the top-selling aooounting 
system and as a Pegasus 

Development Centre, equippod and 
trained on System Builder we are able 
to match exadly the requirements of 
your business however unusual or 

demanding. Please call us for details

; SPREADSHEETS69.99
69.99
69.99
99.99

LANGUAGES
Multiplan Junior 
Scratch Pad Plus 
Super caJc 3

69.95
59.99
69.95

- DR CBasie Compiler 
DR Pascal MT+

49.95
49.95

THE COMPLETE RANGE OF AMSTRAD HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS ALWAYS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER WELCOME 

All prices include 
VAT & Postage

24 Bank Street 
Braintree 
Essex CM77UL 
Tel: (0376) 48321 
Telex: 8950511 
Ref28238001

'[’ MIRAGF EAST ANGLIA'S LEADING 

AMSTRAD BUSINESS CENTREUb Micro computers 
Lmxcd
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AI? Artificial 

stupidity is easier
This month we introduce a new software matched a phrase, you select one of a set 
tool, called Wisecrack, designed to be of stock sentences in reply, 
only slightly more useful than last 
month’s Waffle Generator. Wisecrack hear a remark about the weather, you 
inhabits the no-man’s-land between a usually say - with variations due to 
utility and a language. Like the others in regional or cultural differences - 
the series it is offered in the hope that it something like “Not bad for the time of 
will introduce certain important con- year”, or “The weathermen always seem

to get it wrong”.
All we need for a micro simulation of a 

scientist friend of mine working on a Pilot dull conversation is to have enough of 
interpreter. You may not know that Pilot this sort of material and to present it in 
is a most ingenious language designed for the right order so that the specific is 
programmed instruction in schools and searched first and the general left to last, 
universities. Its strength is the ease with As in normal conversation, if you get 
which it is coded up to deal with tasks something you didn’t quite understand 
involving the recognition of words and you can fill in with a catch-all phrase 
phrases. such as “Quite”, “There’s a lot in what

My friend waved me to a chair as he you say” or “Oh really”. This is the 
compiled and linked a Pilot program. approach I took with Wisecrack.
“Try it,” he said, as he loaded it. A I use the same basic reasoning as 
prompt appeared. “Type something in”, underlies Scrivener and the Waffle 
he continued. I entered: Generator: I put all the information in a

Anything exciting happened? text Proe[ara "p'**
and the progra^m came back with: ££ ^^ired isatextrUe

1 W8S Thesfare'Urdtimes1 correspond! with a phrase to match and
__„„„ i Q . . a selection of alternative sentences toand the program came back wrth. respond with if the phrase is matched

The government has got wit^n the input.
a lot to answer for j had tQ decide how t0 format the

My friend chuckled and said, “I’ve information. To keep things simple, I 
programmed it to look through every- chose to use the 1 character as a 
thing you type and match it with a whole delimiter. The weather example might 
range of possibilities. According to what be formatted like this - in reality in one 
you say, it comes back with a reply. “I’ve long line:
been going round listening to conversa- weather!Not bad for the time of 
tions and I have discovered that people year! Surprisingly cold at night The 
converse along well-established tracks. weathermen always seem to get it 

“A particular statement is always met wrong, 
with one of a small number of replies. It’s You could do the same for when 
as if the hearing of a sentence or phrase someone types “How do you do?” at the 
triggers off the production of a reply keyboard. In this case it would look like: 
somewhere at the mid-brain level”. How do you do? »How’s! the 

I knew something about this already, family?!Not too bad, and you?!I'm 
Clinical psychologists call it “cocktail fine OK, what about you? 
party syndrome”. It is possible to keep a The program checks what you type in 
veneer of bright chatter when the brain is to see if it contains any of the phrases in 
almost completely disengaged. You can its memory. Essentially it goes through 
burble on as if by simple reflexes.

Let’s take a simple example. If you

cepts into computer science.
It all started when I found a computer

)

;•

This program 

from Andrew 

Clarke gives a 

new meaning to 

the man-machine 

interface - and 

computerised 

boredom!

each line, takes the initial phrase 
My friend, being a computer scientist, terminated by the first ! character and 

had never really considered this sees whether it is within the sentence you 
phenomenon. Computer science has typed in. The parser of an adventure 
pursued the unattainable goal of program is much more sophisticated 
artificial intelligence without spotting than this, but we’re keeping things as 
how simple it is to achieve artificial simple as possible here, 
stupidity. If a match is found, one of the replies is

I had to point out that you don’t need chosen at random and displayed on the 
the complexity of the Pilot language to screen. If only one reply is offered, it is 
simulate a dull human conversationalist, printed; if none, then the reply on the 
Essentially you need only take what he next line is chosen, 
says and analyse it for a phrase. Having

ii

I

BO This is all we do, in essence. But we H
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m
really need to take it a little further to Waffle Generator. These are simply having been slightly carried away. One 
make the program more useful. numbers preceded by a backslash. If a problem with writing a program to

What if you wanted to check the start question is: achieve a simple task is that you keep
of the sentence that you typed in, rather Did you do the crossword today, /0? adding features to extend its usefulness, 
than look all the way through it for a and you had programmed Wisecrack This is called, in the trade, Rampant 
match? This may be important. You with your name, then it would substitute Featuritis. Inside many a complex 
might want to specify a reply for when a your name for the 0. integrated package is a nice simple
What is typed at the start of a phrase or We can also add some of the other program sturggling to get out. 
sentence, for instance: backslash features from the Waffle Although Wisecrack is intended as a

Generator, simply because there’s so boring conversationalist it will also come 
little effort involved - and one should in handy for simple database work. If for 
always pinch good ideas from other example you typed all your local

telephone exchanges, followed by a I

What is the use of trying?
or:

What indeed!
But you would not want to produce the 

same reply if the someone typed:
I do what I like

programs.
There are other important things to character followed by the exchange code, 

keep in mind when writing a program, you would have a rudimentary and 
Keep it simple at first, in order to get rather useless databank. The phrase at 

We therefore make a rule that this something up and running quickly and the start of the line, in essence, becomes 
simpler search takes place if you start the keep all your old routines for re-use if the key for the sentence that follows, 
phrase with a [ character so that:
[what i looks only at the start of the 
sentence for the word what, while what! produced a program that maintains a But that’s the problem with a tool like 
looks throughout the whole string.

1
.

In the case of the dialling code finder, it 
With these nostrums in mind I have would be quicker to use the phone book.

possible.

linked list of responses. Each response in this - the more you hone it to be fit for a 
To make things symmetrical, we add turn consists of a linked list of which the particular purpose, the less fit it becomes 

the rule that the ] symbol at the end of root is the phrase to match within the for any other.
the phrase denotes that the phrase must sentence that has been typed in._______________________________
be at the end of the sentence, what]! 
looks only at the end of the string.

This design is used because the search 
is a simple sequential one and you have 

Additionally, we will want to allow no way of knowing how many possible 
certain characters in the phrase to match responses will be in the file, or how long 
any characters in the original sentence, they will be. You just let them grow like a 
In accordance with established tradition, ciystal - a data structure that would 
we use the question mark as a wildcard, warm the heart of any computer 
You can get carried away with this sort of scientist, 
thing and it’s fun to hack searches about 
to increase their complexity. We shall once you have grasped the structure. But

the internals are of interest only to those 
However, we need to add a few more who wish to get an armlock on a 

features such as macros, as we did for the programming language. I must admit to

• Last month we omitted to include 
details of how to get the source for my 
Waffle Generator. Readers may like to 
know that I always put the programs 
written for this column :'i the 
Software Library of the CP/jV User 
Group (UK), and they are also 
available for downloading from the 
Gamlingaye Bulletin Boat a ••• 0767 
50511.

It actually takes little time to write

resist the temptation.

■M
i i

i

HOTEL MANAGERS: i '.V Professional-1 

Software _I
AFFORDABLE PRICES 
NOW FOR PCW 1512

1 
is 
£

::::: 
::::: 
i
viV.

_ %

I, I

earoe* ||

Mecal Software Services li;
Baoshof1 Stteet (0276) 72772 £

*■” M

The FiveStar Software you can afford-for I.B.M. and 
Apricot and now available for the

AMSTRAD PC1512 
Western FiveStar Reservations 198.00 
Western FiveStar Billing 199.00:

: Suitable for hotels, guest houses and nursing homes of 
between 10 and 150 bedrooms.!

!
To:

i:

SOFTWARE LIMITED
11 Garden Street, St. Annes, Lancashire FY8 2AA 
Tel. 0253 729156
rPlease send details of 
Western FiveStar Hotel Manager

------- 1

Name:

Address:

iiiiiW;Si

Si&SSS:!: LTelephone:__-------- J
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Turbo-charged 

programming
If you are thinking of using your PCW or debugging purposes - or compiled to disc 
CPC6128 to develop programs you as a command (.COM) file, which then 
should certainly take a look at Borland runs as a stand-alone program directly 
International’s Turbo Pascal. It com- from CP/M without Turbo Pascal 
bines the benefits of structured program- needing to be present, 
ming, the convenience of an interactive The first error found by the compiler in 
development environment, and the your source code will halt the compil- 
speed of a compiled language. ation and drop you back into the editor,

It is suitable for professional program- with the cursor positioned at or near the 
ming jobs, but at the same time is easy iine of code that caused the 
and fast enough to be useful for writing This makes changing and re-compiling 
small applications. fairly effortless compared to traditional

It is also a good foundation as a first methods, particularly since the compile 
computer language, since Pascal was

error.

process is very fast - a 700 line program 
designed to encourage good program- compiles in about 20 seconds on the 
ming practice, particularly in its pew. 
modular approach.

For a general introduction to Pascal, 
there are many books on the subject, but 
the complete beginner would probably 
also find it worthwhile investing in 
Borland’s own companion tutorial,
Turbo Tutor.

The editor itself includes all the 
commands you’re likely to need: Find, 
Find and Replace, Block Copy and 
Move, Block Read/Write to and from 
disc, an Insert/Overwrite toggle, and so 
on. It also defaults to lining up the start 
of a new line with that of the preceding 
line following a carriage return, which is 
handy for formatting indented code.

your program - is written using the , ter™s of dlalBct, Turbo Pascal 
editor, although you can read in and fo“°™. th« standard defined by Jensen 
compile code written under another a"d Wlrth w'th only one or two minor 
editor or word processor, as long as it differences - for instance there is no GET 
produces text in Ascii format. When the ?J™£but tbe easier *° uf REA°and 
code editing is complete you switch back ')™TE have been extended t0 handle a" 
to the menu, from where the program can ^ needs.
be compiled. Where Turbo differs considerably from

Unlike mainframe implementations of standard Pascal is in its extensions, but. 
Pascal, no intermediary Link step is these are all bonuses (screen-handling 
required. Code can either be compiled in procedures, and so forth). For more on 
memory, where the program can then be them, see Figure I. 
executed - the quickest for testing and

Turbo Pascal consists essentially of an 
editor and a compiler, both called from 
the Turbo main menu. Source code -

>
With about 30k of TPA free on 8 bit

/3• STRING type for string handling - • Parameter passing by value or by
maximum length of 255, auto- reference.
matically packed. • In-line machine code can be
• In addition to the standard scalar inserted directly into the program, 
types (integer, real, Boolean, and • Full range of CP/M Bdos and Bios 
char) there is type BYTE - a subrange functions supported, user-written I/O 
of and compatible with type integer, drivers also allowed.
• RECORD type can have a variant • Overlay system and INCLUDE

compiler directive for large programs.
Additional procedures and functions 
include (among many):

part. Nested WITH allowed.
• Component type of FILE may be of 
any type (except File).
• File handling operations include in 
addition to READ, WRITE, EOF, • LOW/NORM VIDEO Set screen 
and so on, a number of others, such as to high/low intensity video.
ERASE (erase a file from disc), • CLRSCR Clear screen 
FILESIZE (return size of file), and • KEYPRESSED Scan keyboard 
RENAME (give this file a different and return a Boolean value, 
name).
• Numerous string-handling given screen coordinates,
extensions. • DELAY(n) Delay for given
• Full set of arithmetic, scalar, and number of milliseconds, 
transfer functions.

Katherine 

Cranford 

examines an 

implementation of 

Pascal that will 

suit dabblers - 

and professionals.

• GOTOXY(x.y) Move cursor to

• UPCASE Convert to upper case.

IFigure I: A selection of Turbo Pascal’s 
language extensions and featuresfeii rani
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Amstrad machines for both code and 
executable file, you can compile about 
700 lines of source code in memory. 
Programs larger than this have to be 
compiled to disc, and for programs bigger 
than about 1200 lines you would need to 
make use of the compiler INCLUDE 
directive.

This facility allows chunks of a 
program to be written and saved as 
separate modules, then put together at 
compile time, something which also 
lends itself neatly to building up a library 
of re-usable subprograms.

700 lines of code will compile to about 
19k on disc, but Ilk of this is Turbo’s 
run-time overhead, so a 2,000 line 
program in fact compiles to a propor
tionately smaller 35k or so. For command 
files too large to be accommodated by the 
computer’s memory - about 60k - you 
can use overlays.

Turbo comes supplied with its own 
installation program, TINST, which 
allows the screen to be set up very easily 
since there are ready-configured options

for the PCW 8256/8512 and the CPC 
6128.

Not so simple is the command 
installation, also carried out using 
TINST. The Turbo editor comes con
figured with commands resembling a 
subset of the WordStar command set, 
and although by and large these are 
quite acceptable, there are at least a 
handful of essentials you will need to set 
up, including cursor keys.

Here a bit more attention to customis
ation would have saved the user a good 
deal of effort, but there again, installa
tion is only a one-off process.

Documentation consists of a com
prehensive 376 page reference manual. 
The contents, although sometimes too 
succinct, are well set out in a good clear 
typeface, and there are illustrations 
throughout.

The Turbo disc also contains the 
source code of a spreadsheet program, 
ready to be compiled. This has detailed 
comments, being intended as an exten
sive example that can be learnt from, and 
even developed further if you feel 
inclined.

However, don’t expect to find any 
mention of Amstrad machines in the 
documentation. There is a section on 
CP/M, but this is a generic text, from 
which you have to sift the relevant parts. 
Particularly galling for PCW and 
CPC6128 owners is the section called 
IBM PC Goodies - describing windows, 
colour and graphics commands, and so

Portability: Source code is portable 
to other machines running Turbo 
Pascal under CP/M, MSdos or 
PCdos, with no alteration, assum
ing screen coordinates are either 
kept to 24 x 80 or adjusted 
accordingly, and the specialised 
machine-dependent routines 
avoided.

»

on - features which are not implemented 
on non-IBM machines, but which the 
PC1512 takes full advantage of.

In conclusion, Turbo is a very pleasing 
implementation of Pascal, with editing 
and compile facilities that allow very 
rapid program development. Despite the 
lack of special customisation for 
Amstrad 8 bit machines, whether you’re 
intending to write professional software 
or simply wanting to dabble, using Turbo 
Pascal is probably one of the best ways of 
doing either.
• Next month I shall delve into those 
tantalising IBM goodies, and assess how 
Turbo Pascal shapes up generally on the 
PC1512.

:

|

Execution times: A crude benchtest 
shows Turbo Pascal’s speed - a 
program multiplying a three figure 
number by itself 10,000 times took 
three seconds to complete on the 
PCW compared to 25 seconds for a 
comparable loop routine written 
under Mallard Basic.

M: fiPrice: £69.95 (PC 
Supplier: Borl 

North Sertii 
£__ ;;;

Tel: 0277 22057.

,.1
1

i.

; !

Oberon International Liquidated
Stock

!;i OMNI-READER
£49.99

Including VAT, Postage and packing

i
The Omni-Reader Is a new and easier alternative to typing In data. 
By using advanced character recognition techniques the Omni- 
Reader can read printed text and send It to the computer as 
though the Information was coming from a modem.
The vast majority of office correspondence can be read by the 
Omni-Reader which supports the four major typestyles used. These 
are Courier 10, Courier 12, Letter Gothic and Prestige Elite. To enter a 
page of text you place It under the special Omni-Reader ruler and 
read the text with an electronic eye. A small computer within the 
Omnl-reader then translates those Images Into standard ASCII text.
Any computer with a standard RS232 port can make use of the 
Oberon Omnl-reader, all you need b some communications 
software and the cable for your computer.

Cables available for BBC Microcomputers, Sinclair Spectrum 128 
and Spectrum +2 with machine specific Instructions. Only £11.75
Cable and simple terminal software available for Atari ST. Only £19.99
Amstrad CPC Interface, cable and software. Only £25.00.
Standard RS232 cable for IBM and Apricot only £14.95.

To: Omni-Reader Sales, Metroheath Ltd, 
287-289 Whitechapel Rd, London El.
Please send me.......Omnl-Reader(s) at £49.99
each
.... Amstrad CPC Interface & Software packs

£25.00
.... IBM/Apricot cable at £14.95 each
.... Atari ST cables and software at £19.99 each
.... BBC Cables at £11.75 each
.....Spectrum 128/Spectrum +2 cables at £11.75

each
Name_____________________ _________
Address____________________ ___ _

3

Make Cheques and postal orders to 
Metroheath Ltd

Please allow 28 days for delivery
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- AND ADDICTIVE - GAME OF 'BATTLESHIPS’!
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* SIDE 1 of the disk contains the discount Software and Hardware 
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Now with FREE DELIVERY!

£95.00 inc. 
£82.00 inc.

Ashton Tate dBASE II 
Caxton CONDOR 1
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96 61

Amstrad 8256 
Amstrad 8512
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£21.75
£2198
£58.95

£134.95

ROTATE
PROSPELL
NEWW0RD2
MIRACLE WS4000 MODEM

UPGRADE your 8256 to 512K
- for only £23.004-VAT

Add a SECOND 3" DISK DRIVE
- for only E123.00+VAT 

COMPLETE UPGRADE TO 8512
- only E145+VAT

66'VZ
966G
966C
966V
966V
966V
966V
00 66
006 U
966C

Trouble wth using Loco script to the 
full? You need the superb Clarity 
Book ONLY £4.95

9ro Guide. 0S6TV
96-62 PARALLEL/SERIAL INTERFACE 

E49+VAT
09"66
00" SC

966OS'S 3" Disk - Storage boxes 
ASN01 DIAL-A-DISK.hokJs10 
ASN02 LOCKABLE box holds 30 £1139 
ASN03 LOCKABLE box holds 60 £16.75 

(prices Include VAT)

006V 
986V 
966V 
96'GV 
96V2 
96V2 
96 66 
6669 
966V

S6"6C 
oo-SV 
00-SV 
00*99 
967Z 
96-61 
09-V8 
66"6V 
96*6C 
•atid^O

£6.99
NEW 'QMAIU MAILMERGE 
SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH 
LOCOSCRIPT - £2635

day
TIGER SOFTWARE 
66 St Michaels Lane 

St. Michaels Trading Estate 
Brldport, Dorset DT6 3RB 

Tel: 0308 27691

"WESTA HCES ON THEIR HEAD" .

p
n/.> '

Thre w away the plates
MINERVA HELPS YOU PASS THE TEST ^ ___________

; pew 8256/8512 — — ——
FIRST BASE
WDu'd you buy an expensive, complex car before learning to drive? It may be difficult to operate, 

manual may be too complex and more importantly you may not need all the functions!
THEN WHY DO THIS WITH SOFTWARE?

The simplicity of First Base gets you into the driving seat and onto the road in minutes - not 
days! AND it also MAIL-MERGES WITH LOCOSCRIPT. 'Fast Access by Key Field 'Reports & 
Totals 'Search & Sort 'Outputs ASCII files for upgrade (if required) U .£29.95

LERNLOCO
The commands and functions of the Amstrad PCW wordprocessor need considerable learning 
sc'^s but with LernLoco you will be able to do lap after lap with ease This step by step tutorial 
.s supplied on disc. You will become so confident that you even CREATE YOUR OWN MANUAL!

£16.95

TYPERITE
A you find you can’t get out of second gear and away from two finger typing then TypeRite will 

you through the gearbox and past the checkered flag in record time. This course in touch 
!,p ng is supplied on disc with full instruction finger by finger. £19.95 P"

.. „„ T11P A1,OTOArN _ ■ ORDER NOW OR SEND FOR MORE DETAILS
ENOIVIDUAL OR GROUP INSTRUCTION ON THE AMSTRAO PCW AVAILABLE p-i

- contact us for rates. | Please rush me by return I__ 1

First Base

details CH
TypeRite D

send more□ □AMSTRAD CPC 464 664 6128 I LernLoco \random access database .
Powerful and versatile. Finds records in seconds. Multiple print formats - mix 40 & 80 chr. text. I 
Intensive calculations. Searches & Sorts. 40 fields per record. 6000 records on 6128. £39.95

□□R.A. Database Instant Access

| Cheque/Access No.

| Signed ....................

j Name ......................

Address...................

DINSTANT ACCESS
Programming utilities which include Random Access. Sector editing. Error handling. BASIC 
enhancements and also an Evaluator.

Dealers: contact us for extensive BBC range.
£29.95

■IMINERVA SYSTEMS,
69 SIDWELL ST., EXETER, DEVON. TEL: 0392 37756. I

Ref. APC126
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M
in Cheap discs—WOW!

Discs are essential to anyone with an Amstrad disc drive so if you own a DDI-1, CPC 664. CPC 
6128, PCW 8256 or even a PCW 8512 you will be interested in this special offer.

Our discs cost £2.74 each.
You could pay as much as twice that, the usual price is around £4 per disc. There must be a 

catch". Yes. there is - you can only qualify for the offer when you subscribe to Amstrad 
Professional Computing. , .

These are official, thoroughly tested discs made by Panasonic. They are NOT the cheap, 
unreliable imports now coming on to the UK market.
See details on the order form alongside.

iu Binders
i,

.
AMSTRAD
esUse
IMPUTING Dustcovers DMP2000/3000 d £3.95i

Keep your equipment free from dust and 
grime with an Amstrad Professional 
Computing dustcover, made from clear 
pliable vinyl and bound by strong red cotton and

Printer £3.95 £5.95

.
£3.95New DMP 2000/3000 printer cover......

CPC 464/664 keyboard cover......................
CPC 6128 keyboard cover...........................
Green screen monitor cover.........................
Colour screen monitor cover........................
PCW 8256 keyboard, monitor and printer set

I £3.95
£3.95
£5.95
£5.95

£11.95

i Issue by issue, Amstrad 
Professional Computing is 
growing into a complete 
source of reference about 
everything to do with using 
Amstrad machines for 
business and professional 
purposes.

To protect your copies we 
have produced a sturdy 
binder which holds 12 issues 
of the magazine. It is 
finished in dark blue, and has 
the Amstrad Professional 
Computing logo embossed 
on the spine in silver.

Send for it today - and 
start building up your own 
unique guide to the serious 
side of Amstrad computing.

Back issuesI

■xjmIf you missed the first two issues of Amstrad Professional Computing \
you can still obtain them by using the form alongside. \
Among the subjects covered are: \
September issue: Start of three important series - computerised 
accounts, learning machine language and advice on spreadsheets.
Detailed reviews of Condor 1 database. ExBasic, Nucleus. Personal 
Assistant. Typing Tutor. Prospell's spellchecker and an evaluation of 
Miracle Technology's WS4000 modem. Plus an in-depth look at the best 
soiling DBase II.
October issue: The first authoratative evaluation of the PC1512. How 
to format and copy LocoScript programs without using CP/M. Detailed 
reviews of Sandpiper Accounts. LocoMail, Electric Studio's light pen. 
Landscape. Rotate, Shoobox, Lotus 1-2-3, SuporCalc 3, VP Planner and 
a comparison of five popular Pascal compilers. Plus a template for 
property investment management, making music on the PCW and Paco's 
Series 4 modem tested.
November issue: An introduction to tho C programming language. 
Computerising tho Stock Exchange. Alternatives to Telecom Gold for 
Emoil. A program to change printers from within Mallard Basic. Writing o 
complete book with LocoScript. Detoiled reviews of Superwriter, Money 
Managor, Micro Simplex Accounts, Anslble Indexing utility for LocoScript. 
Tho Crackor spreadsheet. Grafpad 3 graphics tablet, tho WEB 20Mb 
hard disc, and the Inter-Gem second-drive for the PCW. Plus an 
ovorview of Gem on the PCI 512.

I
for your jo*"

£1.75£3.95
each
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AMSTRAD

The Reel Time audio tutor is the 
fastest and most effective way to 
learn LocoScript word processing 
on the PCW 8256 and 8512. The 
course comes with two tapes, 
together with full instructions and 

i a LocoScript command reference 
card. As it is aimed at the novice, 
it assumes no prior knowledge of 
either the PCW or LocoScript.

This is an ideal teaching 
medium, because you sit at the 
keyboard listening to instructions 
and taking appropriate action.
You learn how to load paper into 
the printer to subjects like Cut 
and Paste, Find and Exchange,
Set and Clear, block operations, 
copying files - and a complete 
overview of templates and 
layouts.

Everything is explained with 
remarkable clarity, with the 
material carefully paced to 
maintain interest throughout the 
course. And we are offering it to 
subscribers at HALF the normal 
retail price I

PROFESSIONAL
COMPUTING
ORDER FORM

The best way fo learn

AMSTRAD PCW8256 & 8512
Offers subject to availability

All prices include postage, packing & VAT. 
All overseas items despatched by air mail.

Valid to 31.12.86Word Processing with

LOCOSCRIPT

(S) £ pSubscriptions
£15 UK and Eire
£25 Europe.......
£40Overseas ...TEEL

ulilE
4001
4002
4003

Commence with. issue

Subscription offert
:ive3"discs ........................................
urope add £2. Overseas add £5
en 3" discs.........................................
■urope add £2. Overseas add £ 10.
ealtime Audio Tutor.......................
urope/Overseas add £2.
Only available if accompanied by subscription order.

£13.70 4707 [
£27.40 4702 [

£4.95 4703 [ Jonly £4.95
if accompanied by 
subscription order Back numbers

1.75 each
eptember 1986............
ctober 1986 .................
ovember1986 ............

4018
4019
4020

—
PCW8256/8512 Dust covers
Keyboard, monil

CPC 464/664 keyboard 
CPC 6128 keyboard .... 
£3.95

4201
4202

and printer set

ty£11.95on

4203
4204

CPC range green screen .. 
CPC range colour monitor 
£5.95

]4008 [DM P 2000/3000 Printer 
£3.95

PCW 8256 keyboard, monitor
and printer set................................
£11.95

14007 [

Binders
4006 [£3.95 UK...........

£6.95 Europe 
£10.95 Overseas

European and Overseas readers, please 
add £2 per item unless otherwise indicated.

TOTAL

VI*

AMST
PROFESS
conutK^Bi roMpOriy

Please indicate method of payment (*/)
1 ) Access/Mastercharge/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa

Card No.

1 1 Cheque/PO/Eurochequo made payable to Amstrod Professional Computing

Expiry date
/

J

SignedName

Cracker:
A superior

.../IchPl

Addressi*

cues

O-i %
ifina

'•It SIP, ;
!Ui\ Post to: Amstrad Professional Computing, FREEPOST, 

36 St Petersgato, Stockport SKI 1HL,
i- DOrdmr mt any Unto of tho (fay or night

Q7 rlrphono Or Jots 
061-429 7931

Onion by Pro slot
Key *19. then 6146SS3S3

MictolmA/Tolocom Gold 
72-.MAQ001&

Don’t forgot to givo your name, mddros* mod crodit card numbor 
(INQUIRIES ONLY: 061-480 0171 9am SpnT) IaAPC12

I
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I
the ladder to success

LQGicomSTEP BY STEP 

GUIDES TO THE THE NEW RANGE OF 

LOGICOM PRODUCTS 

FOR THE
AMSTRAD 8256/8512

'

:

AMSTRAD 

M PC1512 QMAIL RRP 29.95 Available Now 
A mailmerge program that works with Locoscript 
files! Each name and address stored in the special 
database can have 5 extra User-defined fields for 
additional information. And, an attribute field 
allows each name and address to be coded for 
accurate mailshots.
ROTATE RRP 24.95 - It turns printing problems 
around.
If you have ever wished that the Amstrad 8256/ 
8512 printer was 132 columns wide, because 
your print-outs won't fit across the page. Rotate 
prints files sideways down the page. So. ah 'host* 
wide spreadsheet models can now be pa- • 
one go. Rotate prints any ASCII file, so if ,i: 
with Spreadsheets, Wordprocessors, dci: 
and some Accounts packages on the Air 
Rotate also has additional fonts to choos 
Files can be printed out in the normal wa\
PRINTER STAND RRP 14.95-specially 
designed for 8256/8512.
The printer stand is 3.577.5 cm high. You 
store fanfold paper neatly under the printer, 
business-like and made of strong light metoi waa 
'non-slip' rubber feet. The colour matches the 
Amstrad printer flap.
Proteus are exclusive distributors for Logicom 
products, as well as distributors for several other 
publishers of8256/8512 software. Our range 
includes: Amsoft, Arnor, Caxton, Compact, CP 
Software, Digital Research, Hisoft, MicroPro, 
Microcal, Sage and Tasman.
For further information telephone John Fontana, 
on 748-2302. Telex: 957485 ROBINC G. Trade & 
Export enquiries are welcome.

«

m or the first time user, new to computers, the 
!■ process of learning how to use the machine can be 
I a daunting process.
The Step bv Step series of books designed for clarity and ease of use, guides 
the reader gently through the stages of understanding how to use the 
hardware and software that makes up the Amstrad PC1512 computer system 
quickly and effectively.
fMPMBYlfSTEPl ISTEPMBYifSTEPl fSTEPWlfW)

GUIDE TO SIMPLE 
BASIC2 PROGRAMS 
ON THE AMSTRAD 

PC1512
Robin Kinge&
Marc Diprose 

176 pages 216 x136mm 
Price £8.95

Although not a primer 
for BASIC2, this guide 
nonetheless provides 
thirty examples of the 
type of program that can 
be written using BASIG. 
In addition to games and 
art programs, the reader 
is presented with 
programs to show how 
spreadsheet, database 
and word processing 
programs work.

;

GUIDE TO USING 
GEM PAINT ON THE 
AMSTRAD PC1512

Stephen Morris 
176 pages 216x136mm 

Price £8.95
GEM Paint comes 
bundled with the 
Amstrad PC1512 and this 
guide succinctly describes 
how to understand and 
use the program quickly 
and effectively. The guide 
contains many worked 
examples and shows how 
to use GEM Paint to 
create pictures for leisure 
and business.

GUIDE TO USING 
THEAMSTRAD 

PC1512
Stephen Morris 

176 pages 216x136mm 
Price £8.95

This guide succinctly 
describes how to 
understand and use all 
the facilities of the 
Amstrad PC1512, from 
initial setting up of the 
system, copying disks, 
using GEM through to 
printers and printing, 
using RPED, Doodle, GEM 
Paint and BASO. The 
juide's dear text, which 
ndudes many example 

screen displays and 
checklists, provides the 
simplest and most 
effective means of 
earning.

;

Post to John Fontana, Proteus Computing Ltd.,
2 Iffley Road, London, W6 OPA.
PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOXC S
□ I am an End User, please send me the address 

of my nearest dealer.
□ I am a Dealer.
□ Please send information on LOGICOM 

products.
□ Send me a full list of Amstrad Business 

Software.
Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)
Company Name 
Address 
Post Code
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS

To: Step-by-Step Guides, Newtech Books Ltd., St. Mary's Corner, 
110 Frimley Road, Camberley, Surrey GU1S 2QG.
QUANTITY Please Supply: PRICE

Guide to the Amstrad PC1512 
Guide to Using GEM Paint on the Amstrad PCI 512 £8.85

£8.95

£8.95

Guide to Simple BASIC2 Programs
(Postage: Please add 75p for first purchase plus 50p for each additional item)
Cheque enclosed (made payable 
to Newtech Books Ltd.)
Name______________ ____
Address_________________

I enclose my remittance £

Tel No.
Postcode.
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Techlet special
Many of you who bought the Amstrad PC Paint, taking you back to Desktop, 
will know about the very powerful 
painting utility that’s supplied with it - your print disc and press the Escape key. 
Gem Paint. It allows you to create Then double-click the mouse on the 
pictures at will, change them, add to GEMSYS folder in drive A. Somewhere 
them and so on. In a way it’s an artist’s in the set of files that appears will be 
version of a word processor.

But all this is done on the screen.
Unless you want to take your Amstrad appearance, 
with you to your local art gallery to 
display your picture, somehow you’ll you how to set up an output list and what 
have to print it out. And there’s the rub. to do next.

For a start, at present Gem supports 
only Epson or Epson-compatible prin
ters. Unfortunately, if you don’t have you don’t have to go through Gem Paint 
access to one there’s nothing you can do before printing out a picture that’s been 
to print your picture until printer drivers stored already. Simply print straight 
for other machines appear.

But say you’re one of the lucky ones.
You’ve probably found out already that TWO traffic
it s incredibly difficult to get the *
machine to print your Gem picture. Connecting one computer to another is 
That’s because there’s no room on the something that many people shy away 
Gem Paint disc you created to hold all from because of the outward appearance 
the necessary print fonts. of high technology - and perhaps a fear of

The solution is simply to create damaging the machines.
But if it’s done carefully, the benefits

Replace the Gem Desktop disc with

OUTPUT. APP. Double-click on this and 
your picture is on the way to making an

Chapter 9 of the User Instructions tells

Finally it’s useful to note that by 
having a separate print disc in this way

from the print disc in drive A.

another disc containing only the Gem 
output application and all print fonts, of being able to transfer information from
Then you can use this for printing.

The following are the instructions for a considerable. Perhaps you use one type of
double-drive machine. Owners of a machine at work and another at home, 
single-drive machine will, unfortunately, Or you might have been using one type of 
have a fair amount of disc-swapping machine and then bought another, 
experience already. By now they’re likely There are lots of BBC Micros around,
to know how to adapt double-drive They’re found in schools and in quite a few 
instructions to a single drive! small offices, so it’s a machine many

You can use the Gem Desktop people will have used and are likely to
application to create this special print have information stored on it. 
disc. Here’s how: Then again, the Amstrad range is so
• Insert a blank, formatted disc into powerful. The PCW has been a run-away
drive B. Put your Gem Startup disc (disc sales success and the PC looks as if it’s set 
number 2) into drive A. to follow. There must be thousands of
• Open the GEMSYS directory on A people who have - or will have - files on
(double-click on the left mouse key). both the BBC Micro and an Amstrad
• Open a folder on B and name it machine, and who will want to get one to
GEMSYS (double-click on the empty “talk” to the other, 
folder and supply the name GEMSYS).
• Open the GEMSYS folder on B by 
double-clicking the left mouse key.

one machine to another are quite

This communication takes place 
through the serial interface of each 
machine - generally called the RS232 
interface. (Acorn Computers use an 
RS423 serial interface on their micro, 
although to all intents and purposes it’s 
the same).

To get information from one machine 
to another two features have to be right: 
The software controlling transmission 

_ . _ , speed, and the wiring connecting the two
• Press the Escape key. machines.
• Copy the EPSMONH6.SYS and all The controlling software on the PCW
the EPSHSS and EPSHTR files from A * resides in the SETSIO utility and is 
to ® • described in the article on Page 84 in this

Now you have a working print disc in issue. On the Amstrad PC it's called 
drive B, so label it as such. DEVICE.COM. The equivalent software

To use this disc you operate Gem Paint on the BBC Micro is controlled using 
as usual. However, when you want to *FX commands. We'll look at these 
print out your picture (after saving it on aspects in a moment, 
to a data disc first), Quit from Gem

• Copy METAFIL6.SYS, OUTPUT 
.APP, OUTPUT.RSC and DEFAULT 
.OPT from A to B. (Page 146 of the User 
Instructions tells you how to do this.)
• Remove your Gem Startup disc from A 
and insert your Gem Desktop disc (disc

David Oborne 

finds ways and 

means to print 

pictures from Gem 

and to let your 

Amstrad talk to a 

BBC Micro.

3).

GS3KZ9 To connect the serial ports of the BBC
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Micro and either Amstrad you’ll need 
5-pin DIN plug for the BBC Micro end.
Page 499 of the BBC User Guide shows 
the pin arrangement.

Both Amstrad machines will need a 
25-way D-connector (but be careful - the 
Amstrad PC needs a plug and the PCW 
needs a socket). Figure 1 shows the wiring 
connections between the BBC Micro 
plug and the D-connector.

As you can see, a Five-core cable is 
needed to connect the plugs. The BBC 
Micro plug perspective in the diagram 
shows how it would look to you if you were 
soldering the cables to the pins while the 
plug is clamped in a vice.

In other words it shows a pin-upwards Figure I 
perspective. With the D-connector, 
things are easier since the pins are always 
numbered.

When you’ve made up the connector 
you’re in business. All that’s needed now 
is to set the relevant software.

Both the PCW and the PC need to have data disc into the Amstrad drive B and 
their serial ports set to transmit or enter: 
receive at a particular rate, with specific 
parity checking and so on.
• For the Amstrad PC, use the Dos Plus 
disc (disc 4) and enter:

To transmit from an Amstrad is quite 
simple. On the BBC Micro enter:

*FX 7, 4 
*FX 2, 1

and on the Amstrad enter:
PIP

and at the asterisk prompt type in:

AUX:=CON:
*BUILD filename

- Filename being the name of the File you 
want to store your information on the 
BBC Micro disc - and press Control+Z. 

Continuing on the Amstrad enter:

AUX:=filename

a
=

BBC
RS423

. >

AMSTRAD
RS232

! I
0 O O OO I
1 to ii it u /

( 9 9 9
99 9. 9 9 9919 98 9

■!

!
- filename here being the name of the File 
on the Amstrad to be transmitted.

The File will be echoed to the BBC 
Transmitting from the BBC Micro to Micro’s screen - don’t worry about the 

either Amstrad is now easy. Insert your line numbers that appear.
When transmission is complete press 

the Escape key on the BBC Micro.
On the Amstrad enter:

SETSIO 1200 BITS 8 STOP 1 PARITY 
NONE

* PIP B:filename=AUX:[e]
AUX:=CON:

*FX2With your Ascii file in the BBC Micro 
drive enter:

and press Control+Z.
You should now have a File on the BBC 

Micro disc containing all the information 
from the Amstrad File.

*FX 8, 4 
*FX 3, 5 
♦TYPE filename

DEVICE COM 1[SP=( 1200), DAT=8, 
PA= NONE,ST=l]3
• For the Amstrad PCW use disc 1 side 2 
and enter:

When the file has been transmitted, 
press Control+Z on the BBC Micro. mm

m-Tt

THE OLYMPIA INTERNATIONAL RAM 

_ - OF DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS FO, 

AMSTRAD PC1512
I A complete range - Compact RO, ESW1000, ESW2000 and ESW3000K 
from a long established manufacturer 
■ Exceptional print quality 
■ Speeds from 14 to 50 cps max
■ Paper handling - Compact RO and ESW1000 A4 portrait 

and landscape
ESW2000 and ESW3000K - wide carnage ideal for spreadsheets — 
A3 and A4 portrait and landscape
■ Diablo 630 emulation enables use with all popular word 

processors
■ Accessories include single and double bin 

sheetfeeders, keyboards, etc 
■ All printers supplied with a cable and one year's 

Olympia on-site parts and labour maintenance
Intelligent Interfaces have built up considerable experience of 
supplying and supporting Olympia daisywheel printers for use with 
IBM PC’s and compatibles over a number of years.

Intelligent Interfaces also supply the HP LaserJet.
A printer driver written by Intelligent Interfaces gives IBM 

Display Write 3 compatibility including box draw characters for 
the Olympia and HP LaserJet printers.

Full details from the sole UK distnbutor.
Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
43b Wood Street 
Stratford-upon-Avon 
Warwickshire CV37 6JQ

\000$SL"
Tel: 0789 296879 
Telex: 312242 MIDTLX G
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Easi-Business Systems
Available for PCW8256/8512

,M HALF PRICE LAUNCH OFFER —
VALID TO DEC. 15

SCREENWISE
APEX HOUSE. 18 HOCKERILLST. BISHOPS STORTFORD. 
HERTFORDSHIRE CM23 2DW. TEL: (0279) 59343

COMMUNICATIONS
AMSTRAD PC 1512 & PCW MICROS 
WITH VT100 TERMINAL 
EMULATION, FILE TRANSFER 
AND NETWORKING

Talt VAT Cl8.95
RexM* VAT package tar afltypasolsmal Business. 8etter than the bast and most expensive. 
Incredble value.

Taft Invoicing £29.95 
Oct Release
’ An exceptional system to conlrol your business. Sales ledger. Purchases ledger. Debtors ledger. 

Journal, Cashbook, Ccedtors etc. The peeled solution tar smal businesses. *A superb program’ 
Talt Mall List C14.95
* Prolessbnal address labels tar any and every occasion.

Also VT52, ADM 3A. Adds, Televideo. Prestel etc. 
Keyboard and other customisations available.
★ Competitive prices for discs and ribbons. ★ 

Full technical support and advice 
Southern Sales (0279) 59343 - Northern Sales (0606) 553433

VISA HOTLINE UK ring 010-3SW1279M or send ChequelP.OJVISA No. 
£2.00 pp airmai detvery worttmde

EASI-BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
Talt Business Centre, Dominick St, Limerick, Ireland

DEDICATED TO LOW COST 
WITH SECURITYC.S.P.TOP QUALITY ORIGINALS 

FROM AMSTRAD DISKS
)PC1512 PRINTERS & FLOPPY DISCS AT 

DISCOUNT PRICES
10 555’. Only £8.50 DS/DD.
Full Ufe Time Warranty.
Seicosha SP100.RRP.
100cps Draft 20cps NLQ reduced noise level. 
Bi-Directional. Internal RAM error detection.
HIGH QUALITY WITH ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY. 

SOFTWARE AS Sagesoft/Amsoft 10% Discount

DISKSDAISYWHEEL or LASER TYPESET 
from £1 per page £189. CSP Price £169 ♦ Tractor.PRINTER

Highest quality print outs for those special presentations. 
We output for you as DAISYWHEEL LASER or TYPESET pages.

LET US QUOTE FOR YOUR PRINTING TOO.

rnM—JHpilfll Wml- ^0

WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF HARDWARE & SOFTWARE AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
PRINTERS & PERIPHERALS AT LOW COST

AI prices exclusive of VAT. Free Del. Cash/Cheques with Order to:
CSP, 20 Bucknam Close. Kessingland, 

Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 7NX.
ALL ENa 0502 741630. Thank You.

Thamesllnk Limited,
Thamfsallnk House.
38 Thames 8treet,
Windsor. Berkshire. 8L4 1PR. 
Telephone: Windsor 883350 
Comma ♦ Fax No: Windsor 861989

mu yvmam

box • .'liracsaai

rAmstrad 11512 now available, full range of MS-DOS Software: 
Compilers, Accounts, Word Processors, Comms, Databases etc.

ICROAMSTRAD
Sales

Printers

Educational

Consumables

Interfaces

Accounts

Ledgers

(invoicing

Spreadsheets

Transfers

Support

DRAFT20 Meg Winchester Expansion 8256/8512 
Works with Locoscript and CPM 
4 Meg Locoscript: 16 Meg CPM: or 20 Meg CPM

THE PROFESSIONAL I
DRAWING PROCESSORl

AMSTRAD 
11512-IBM PC

CPC 6128 & 
PCW 8256/8512
£79.99

Enhanced Version 
Mouse Compatible

\ N

£149.00 :
TIMATIC SYSTEMS LTD

(The disk drive specialists)
Dealer Enquiries Welcome

'
Fareham Market 
Fareham, Hants 

Tel: Fareham (0329) 236727 
________________ 239953

iMail order Welcome 
Prices shown include VAT 
unless stated.

«
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aries Cp8256 MICRO SUPPLIES 8512
Quality Software 

Since 1976hardware SOFTWARE 
£81.15 Cbaso 2 

£119 99 Cite. 2 
£15956

PC1512 
PCWB256 
PCWB512 
CPC6128 grate 
V21/23 Modem 
CPC 8256 in 
F01 dec dm. 
FD2decdrim
DMP2000 prirtor

-« ■nrmr nxxxts 
Spactrum«2 
Monitor aed bid. 
B.T. phone sodM

Iram £45885 Sagapopubracc. 
£435.85 Sag. pqte plj* 
£55085 Saga aoc. combo

£9955 Ojed Cash Trader 
£8125 CarreotPSLAoc. 
£99.95 Cansddock 

£143.75 Mapaccourte 
£149.95 Map dock cortrd 

£555 S»pwcafc2 
£149.00 Cottar 2 
£22.95 Sag. Magic Fief 

£2.99 Sage retrieve

£9521 Aries Computing Limited£39.95
£55.95
£42.46
£42.46
£23.96
£55.96
£59.80

ClassMinder interactive tutors for disc based AMSTRADS
WordStar 
SuperCalc 
dBASEII 
MS-DOS 
First Steps

Sagechi-chd 
DR Draw£55.99

The most comprehensive CBT packages 
available for your Amstrad. Complete instruction 
on these well known products 
At £19.95 each
£24.95 An introduction to business computing 
including word processing, spread sheets and 
data base.

The Torch £12.95 An interactive guide to CPM80.
UTILITIES
The Knife £12.95 Disc sector editor

Prices inc. VAT &P&P in UK 
Aries Computing Limited 

65a High Street, Stevenage, Herts SG1 3AQ 
Telephone: 0438 369960

£79.97
DR Graph£11921 

£39.95 AmorProspel 
£13039 Poctat Wordstar 
£3920 Nmwod2
£41.11

DISCS£3926
£53.47 CF2x10 
£55.96 5.25* *10 lor PC

£33.00
£8.99

AS prices include VAT. Package end postage. Educational & government orders 
accepted. Company orders accepted i account is established.

RUGBY MICRO SPARES, 30 OXFORD STREET, 
RUGBY, WARWICKSHIRE CV21 3NF

:
;

!
!

0788 71643;

I
£ £ LOOK & SAVE £ £fflicro-ft id; axe VAT 

VAT carr
VATaxe

VAT carr
8256 Upgrade Drive & M«n £143.65 £159.99 8256 Upgrade Fried oxd. Carr £7900

£399.00 458.00 PCW8256
£499.00 573.00 PCW8512
£549.00 £631.00 PC1512HD10MM
£649.00 £746.00 PC1512 HD20 MM
£849.00 £976.00 PC1512H020CM

! £357.82 £428.00 
£453.48 £535.00 
£699.00 £803.00 
£799.00 £918.00

PC1512SOMM
PC1512DDMM
PC1512SDCM
PC1512DDCM
PC1512HD10CM

£425.00 
£550.00 

Prlcai as RRP

COMPUTERS Amstrad PCW 8256 angle dec driva system 
Amstrad PCW 8512 doubla dee drive system 
Amstrad PC1512
Free Payrol Program wth wary RRP computers 

Software PAYROLL lul system with 1.24 4 weokJy 4 monthly, contracted in and od.
3 overtime rales etc. etc.
DATABASE Alaet 320,000 records, 9 data types. 5 indexed sort. Mai-Merge, 
menu driven

Printer Ribbons: lor PCW8256 and 6512 
Discs 3* Amsoft

55* double sided, double density, boxed in 10s 
Paper Listing 2000 60osm 95* x 11* UnWd tractor 

Latter Quality 500 A4 Laid Mooperforaled 
labels 10001 across tractor leed 89mm x 36mm 
Labels 2000 2 across tractor leed 89mm x 36mm 
labels 1000 3 across tractor leed 70mm x 36mm 
labeb 3200 2 across photocopy 103mm x 37mm 
Labels 4800 3 across photocopy 68mm x 37mm

Prices indude VAT. Please add 57p lor Postage & Packing

25 Fora Straat, Pieze, Camborne, Cornwall TR14 OJX 
Of Talaphona 0209-831274 with ACCESS or aaa PRESTEL *2582020

£949 00 £1091.00
£4955 loss 20% RRP 

loss 22% RRP
SPECIALIST application software configured & Installed, roady to run, POA 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS are available.
Special prices lor LOCAL AREA NETWORK systamn.

8256 UPGRADE Includes full easy to follow fitting Instruction sr • 
warranty, with USA chips and the correct Amstrad disc dt hr-. 

FAST DEUVERY by Securlcor B 
URGENT DEUVERY by Securlcor A Service, odd £7.10 

Phone Sam till 9pm 6 days a week

QUEST, DIGITAL R, CAM SOFT, COMPACT GEMIM 
CAXTON, SAGE, TASMAN£4955

£550
10-£3555 

£1055
1-4 £355 5 -£18.75

£12.45
£1450
£550
£955
£550

£2055
£2055

KINTECH COMPUTERS
//St Tudy, Bodmin, Cornwall PL30 3NH. Tel: 0203 800 ,

■BHRKCUi.1 iW.SW/1^, --------^
APROFESSIONAL 

PROGRAMMING SERVICES
:

->■

Cornix Card-Index
• Multiple Pnnf/Dispfay Options
• Comprehensive Search Routines
• Sort Cards Into Alphabetical Order
• Prints Mailing Labels
'Extremely Easy To Use'... Amstrad Action June 1986

Only £24.95 Including VAT
Detailed Program Specifications Available on Request

Efficient programs built to your own specification in 
BASIC or 'C\ Standard packages customised.
For a discussion of your requirements and a free 
quotation ring -

PCW6256/8512

0372 62013
Or write to:

PETER FRANKS (SYSTEMS)CORNIX SOFTWARE LTD. 2 Littlemead, Esher, Surrey KT10 9PESpireDa Building. Bridge Road. Letchworth. Herts. SG6 4FT. Tel: (0462) 682989

PRO-TEXT word processor for the OXSTAT' STATISTICS
COMPREHENSIVE STATISTICAL PACKAGE IDEAL FOR ALL USERS 

FEATURES
Analyae of Variance (ana i too way). CN-Squamd.» to 10 way Mjlplo Lnoar 
Ragrawon. Coratoon. Maw. Maim. Mu t Mr. Suritort Dwiaan, Ptotlna. 
Umogrum. T-taau, f-ato. Spaarman Wikwon, MmrVrtwnoy S Ohara 
For aaa nirf t adirg. Atoaa tooftng <t rn*. oofcnrw and UWa, 
kamtorntoorw and arwrtoc luncuona

Amstrad PC1512 £49.95 •WOE RANGE OF ROUTNES:

•NTEGRAJ. SPREADSHEET:

"VAST DATA HANOI NO 
'STORAGE OF DATA:
•ACCESS OTHER PROGRAMMES: 
DOCUMENTATION:

Fast and easy-to-use, fully featured including block 
moves, find/replace, headers/footers, dual file editing, 

typewriter mode, European character sets.

English spelling checker £15.95 Mailmerge £25.95 

Try before you buy — send £2.30 + disk for demo.

2SOO Obaarvabona on PCW; 1000 obaarvNioni on PC.
I w aava al or part at dto on Spravkhooi, Mama wmiWwau too«o« 
itoa aloud on ttaUttaa and nraadUiaM.aa dBua

load

AVAILABLE FOR...
n 33

Prices Include VAT&p&p

Aho ovoaoblo for a wWo rongo 
ot other rracrocorrputoa; other lea comprohorwivu 

packogo) avoOatte - ptocno enquiio
OXSTAt w§ bo non than odoguato total but very largo tcalo cUcal thxsoa. thoocaoot 
u» and cktar pnHontalton ot Oa tat rrako It parllciJarfy attroc ttvo lo thorn who know Ittlo or 
coyg/lT^Alyn Mono*. Monk Brown (Addenbroobea Hoapttal. Camtortdgo). Tho Loncot.

Medstat Ltd14 Burgamot Lane. Comberbach. Cheshire CW9 6PB 
technology Tel: (0606) 891146 Sales: (0606) 45420 Prices exclude VAT City Houm. Maid Marian Way, Nottingham N616BH, UK. let: 0602 411120. 

Ttex: 377844 ABCPLS G
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PC 1512 USERSA TWO HOUR VIDEO TUTORIAL 
on the PCW 8256/8512 Word Processor

Looking for advice?THE COMPLETE LOCOSCR1PT 
£26.10 incl p&p 

Your own In-House "Tutor*' Our HELPLINE offers friendly yet professional 
advice by telephone or letter. Our newsletter is 
packed with hints and tips, answers to member's 
problems, reviews and special offers. Our library of 
over 500 disks of free software includes 
wordprocessors, spreadsheets, databases, 
accounting software, compilers, utility programs 
and games.
Only £20 a year. Can you afford not to Join?

Other Titles Indude:
GETTING STARTED WITH

LOCOSCRIPT
(one hour) £16.10 Incl p&p

ADVANCED LOCOSCRIPT 
(one hour) £16.10 Incl p&p

Please stipulate VHS or BETA
1512 Independent User Group (Dept. APC) 
PO Box 55, Sevenoaks, KentTN13 1AQ.. 

Vjel: (09592) 2585 _______________
GATEWAY VIDEO TUTORIALS 

68A Domton Road, London SW12 9NE 
Tel: 01-673 0971/679 7511

HardSoft • international
46 The Maltmgs. Stanstead Abbots. Nr Ware. Herts SG12 8HG

AMSTRAD BUSINESS SOFTWARE
An educational package for hcVATtCartAmMft tor I12> & 825* 9*98

4&9S AaounaPta. Acaxrts. Sock cored
3 to 7 year olds. Play with CamMfttor82M 1*5.98

289.98Cantata. Dtetesa is istd by Rofa Royw **35 Conte Cormjniofcri Pack taMrtartaca
4*35 RSZBftetaaaletters & words, numbers & 

sums, clocks, art & music, 
animations & raraos 
Adjustable aba 
levels to suit Id

Payroll Max 928 amptoyMS (1
PSSSysam.Suckcontrol Inwidng,Sateladgv 9435 FM 
PSPN Sytem. SatartkjrctasaNonwui ladgar 9(35

58.98
ifcr KM 

DJtaaalMnncsdi 10900

14435 6*35Stock control 4 Inwidng 
Carton lor 625*4 1126 
Cardtat. Srrpla )o um OaiataM 
Touch Y Go. Typing tutor 
SaattJpad Bus. Sproatate«-2S6k ♦ 

WUfli ramory

Pgtal Half eh far *126 and 8254 
DR Ora* Bute* Coptics 

2*39 OR GnphDwr 4 MvpJa» Graphics
4*95
4*95

natabb-writer
Prtea rtoan an lor cash tah ordar I jour wiM Da to 

Daybook. PunteMfSalai Daybook 4 Nominal *435 tanvoicadiharaaisuichargacf  25%onquotadpnoaa. 
Aasxm. Safas/PinhasaTfamral teJgar

4339
for the ATv. AD PC 1512 & other PCs
£14.95

58 Ee'- 
West Lot?

G &M Software
ace, South Queensferry,
ISO 9XB. Phone 0313311460

18935 Brechcm. ahrea on proxies and
3435 on0620 6705M.Payroll Ful PayroJ wCi SSP 

Nudauv Appfcations'Raport gonaraor 
Saga (or 1128 4 625*
Dautesa. Etoctrenic (lug cabral

9435
A1 gooditepfachad wttin 24 hours aten aratabfa. 

6499 Oratsan onlars’aateotra.Calaa by Appointnara only. 
PC1512 SOFTWARE AVAILABLEr mS&V:

i

PCW 8256
WORD PROCESSOR 

LOCOSCRIPT INSTRUCTION

PGW/LOCOSCRIPT 
FULL DAY COURSE £39 + vat

PC consultancy
PC & PCW software, e.g. Sage Magic Filer 

£49.99 while stocks last

PC and PCW package deals, please enquire

AMSTRAD PC1512 

TUITION AND 

DEMONSTRATION
Please visit us at our shop, 100yds from bus station.

MELMARK MICROSYSTEMS, Warren Place, Railway St. Hertford, Herts 
Tel: 24hrs (0992) 554469. (Closed Thursday).

London and Provinces 

Full Day Course - £55 
For Brochure 
0908 367301

DON’T TAKE CHANCES WITH BUYING SOFTWARE 
SEE IT DEMONSTRATED PROPERLY FIRST

C Graphics, Art, Design, Accounts, Databases and Labelling! 
Learn while you watch and save hours of time

DON'T BUY A BOX
Buy a ready to use computer with our start up courses, 

FREE when you buy a computer from us.
Whole day courses also available.

Wailing for a PCI512? Learn how to use it before it arrives.
We deal only with Amstrad Computers, software, supplies, peripherals 
and training. We can show you many ways that an Amstrad computer 
can contribute to your business and advise you how to get the most out 
of it. We are close to the Ml and M6 within easy reach of Binningham 
and the East and West Midlands.

Tel
Or write

GRAYFIELD LTD. 
FREEPOST 
MK3 5BR

(No stamp required)ABC TRAINING
The Old Vicarage, Nuneaton, Warwickshire CV11 4TS 

Phone (0203) 349490
;
i
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Use your micro to 

speed up your
-i ADVERTISERS INDEX

MBA
Mecal Software Services... 110
Medstat...........................
Melia Design......................40
Melmark Microsystems.... 121
Meridian...............
Messiter Software...
Metroheath..........
Metyclean 

Business Systems
Micro-Aid.............
Microbyte.............
MicroLmk............
Micronet800.........
Micro-World.........
Minerva Systems...
Mirage Microcomputers...
MLHTechnology............
Nabitchi.........................
Newtech..........................
Plus 5 Distribution...........
Professional Data Services.. 97 
Proteus Computing ..
Python Microsystems 
Rational Solutions ....
Richard Reeves........
RSC........................
Rugby Micro Spares .
Sagesoft...................
Sandpiper................
Saxon......................
SBS Data Services....
School Software.......
Screenwise...............
Silicon City..............
Siren........................
Solicomms...............
SSBS......................
Synergy Software.....
Tasman ...................
Thameslink.............
The Electric Stud:'-..........66

113 
119

ABC Training..............
Adams World...............
Advanced

Memory Systems.....
Advantage..................
Amsoft........................
Amstat........................
Amstrad.....................
Analytical Engines......
Applied Micro Solutions 
Aries Computing
Amor................
Astracom...........
BBD Dust Covers
Brundean...........
Caxton..............
Compact...........
Compumart.......
Comtec Systems,
Connect Sys 
Comix Software 
CP Software..
C.S.D............
C.S.P.............
C.T.C............
Danum.........
Database Exhibitions. 
Database Publications
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121 7
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103 22
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57 112
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22 93
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1088
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GO71
11676terns
34120
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11653
46119

122...........47
667

7011 120
12

145223Dataphone................
Dimension................
DKTronics...............
Duncan Databases.....
Easi-Business Systems
Eclipse Software........
FirstSoft 
Peter Franks (Systems) .... 120 
G & M Software ...
Garwood Software 
Gateway Video Tutorials .. 121
Grafsales.................
Grayfield................
Hardsoft.................
High Voltage...........
Intelligence Quotient 
Intelligent Interfaces
It marketing.............
KDS Electronics......
Kintech Computers..
Load & Run..............
Logical Systems.......

4121 93124 9033 119119 4780 754ware 24
121121 8096

....... 38
119100and next-da 

delivery is guaranteed!
121; Tiger Software 

TimaticSyster> 
Total Concept 
TwillstarComp1-
Unisoft.............
VidexCase Con
Vuman.............
Western Softv." 
Willow Software

121
17

-’232
92118

. 7219
Everyone knows that “first class” mail is far from perfect. 

The Consumers’ Association reported in June that two out of 
every five first class letters fail to be delivered the day after 
they are posted.

j So if you have an urgent letter that just HAS to be 
delivered tomorrow, what do you do?

If you have a home or business computer the answer is at 
your fingertips.

You compose the letter on your computer. Then, in a 
simple operation that takes only a few seconds, you send it 
down the telephone line to MicroLink, the electronic mail 

I service operated in association with Telecom Gold.
That’s the end of your part in the story. From now on 

electronics take over. Your letter is fed automatically into the 
national British Telecom Telemessage service. It’s switched to 
the delivery office nearest the recipient’s address, where it’s 
printed out on a letter-quality printer and put into a distinctive 
yellow envelope. And providing it was sent any time up to 
8pm, it is delivered by the local postman by breakfast time the 
next day. Exactly as you’d typed it out the day before.

And how much does this ultra-fast service cost? From just 
£1.25 to send a letter of up to 350 words to any address in 
the UK (and an extra £1.70 to any address in the USA). You 
can also have it accompanied by a colourful greetings card 
(choose from 16 different varieties) for another 65p.

Telemessages is just one of many services offered by 
MicroLink that are designed to speed up communications. 
Find out more by returning the coupon below.

Please send me more information about your speedy 
Telemessage service and other aspects of MicroLink.

Name—-------------------------------------------------------------

.86122
9)2120 110108 :'s7

m■ > V
DISC SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR A

■ '■WflKr W'.

We specialise in the best. { "« 50 abed
79.95 aa 
07 'O aede

each 57.50 aa
14.95 be
34.50 abedo 
79 05 a
57.50 G 
79 95 a
79.95 bed 
99 95 a 
49 95 cd 
39 95 abed 
29 95 a 
29 95 bed 
29 95 Cd 
69 95 a 
69 00 a 
29 95 a

Tuibo Pascal 3 0 (CP/M-80)
Tuit>o Pascal (PCs) wtft 8087 & BCD optons 
Turbo Daiabasa Toofeox 12 
Turbo Editor. Grab. Gamewortu Tootooxes 
Turbo-CPC Interface (windows, graphics, sound)
Turbo Tutor
Turbo Lightning (orvlne spaB-chacMhesaurus)
Word Wizard (program aooass to Turbo Lightning)
Turbo PROLOG 
Moo-Prolog 3 1 (CP/M-90)
Moo-PROLOG 3.1 (PC compatibles)
FTL Modula-2 Compiler (inc.adtor)
Hiso ft PascaBO V2. C compiler 
SideKic* (memory-resident desk top tools)
Writo Hand Man (Sidekick work-aike lor CP/M)
Database Manager (AiLast) (mrlti-Uo)
Relies (spreadsheet-orientated database)
PC Outre (on ine lest tools)
KnifoM (doc hacking toots)
A - Indudes FREE Maifcox on OneToOne (worth C50) 
B-CPC4*4wt»iCP/M C-CPC6128 D-PCW82567512 E-PCI 512 
VATS PSP (Europe) included. Phrase stale model when ordoong 
AM payments in Storing drawn on a UK account ACCESS accepted. 
Callers please ring Ini

Rational Solutions
9 Rosehill Road, London SW18 2NY.________

)

•l.l' .'l

I

Tel: 01-874 6244

DESIGNED FORTHE PCW
; CHATTERBOX. *** NEW FROM K.D.S. ***

Complete communicetions system. Comprehensive features inc. RS & Centronics interface & 
multi-standard baud rate modem. Auto Oial/Auto Answer. All in one self-contained unit.
R8232 & CENTRONICS INTERFACE

£150
j

£53
Connect to other printers, computers & modems
CENTRONICS PRINTER "T" SWITCH. Used in conjunction with £22
RS/Centronics interface. Connect 2 printers (inc. Daisy Wheal) fo your Amstrad. Switchable under 
software control.
POWER CONTROLLER. Used in conjunction with 
RS/Centronics interface. Featuring 8 twitching relays. Up to 5 amps AC/0C.
MINI-MAX. ***NEW FROM K.D.S. ***

II £40

£70II Quality modem for use on any computer with RS232 interface. Has multi-standard baud ratas and 
Auto Oial/Auto Answar. Attractively cased.Address VAT TO BE A0DE0 TO ABOVE PRICES

I Send cheque or P.0, with order.
Free MicroLink subscription with every modem purchased. Send 
SA.C. <8" x 4") for details or SAE (10" x 7") if free , 
communications guide required es well.I mkroUoh ISend to: MicroLink,

Europe House, 68 Chester Road, 
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

K.D.S. ELECTRONICS, Dept. B.
15 Hill Street, Hunstanton, Norfolk. 
Tel: 04853 2076I In MMctellaei with ELECTRONICS

TELECOM GOLD ^APCttJj
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EVERY WILD IMAGINATION NEEDS 

A LITTLE SELF CONTROL.
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. use to Amstrad CPC users the 
•. claim it was ‘the best input device’.

When we introducer; 
response was phenome: -Ve 
The press said it for us.

In fact it has receive Tv critical acclaim, and no wonder!
It has brought to Aiv d u •: -a same freedom and versatility 

which has up to now bee v province of much more advanced
computers.

In fact it is nosurpris: that nearly all new ‘State of the Art’ computers 
such as the latest Amstrad >7C 1512 sow come with a mouse as standard. A_
Proof, if proof were needed, that ti ;e mouse is here to say.

We have developed the AMX Mouse for the Amstrad Personal 
Wordprocessor. It comes complete with a full graphic front end, as a 
replacement to the CPM disc Management System, providing you with the 
User friendly approach of a mouse environment and freeing you from the 
complexities of CPM Plus.

D
I

F

SFOR INSTANT ACCESS/VISA ORDERS TELEPHONE (0925) 413501 2/3Cataloguing, copying and running 
programs are just some of the many 
features available at the touch of a 
button.

Desk accessories such as a 
W calculator, memo pad, address/ 

telephone directory and alarm clock 
are also included.

The AMX Mouse for the Amstrad CPC 
home computer is supplied with sophisticated Art 

software, incorporating Windows, Icons, Menus and 
Pointers and comes complete with an operating 

system, enabling you to create a mouse environment in

PLEASE SEND ME POST FREE THE FOLLOWING AMX MOUSE AMSTRAD PACKAGES
(Quantify)

______ FOR THE CPC AMX MOUSE / INTERFACE. AMX ART, AMX CONTROL
(<i> £69.95 EACH. INCL. VAT AND P&P

______ FOR THE 8256/8512 AMX MOUSE / INTERFACE. AMX DESKTOP
@ £79.95 EACH. INCL. VAT AND P&P

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER FOR £ ____________
OR DEBIT MY HI ACCESS Q OR 2S VISA Q (tick as appropriate)
CARD NO

IEXPIRY DATE__________
SIGNATURE___________
NAME (Block Capitals Please) 
ADDRESS____________

your own programs.
Isn't it time you trapped an AMX Mouse.

The following AMX Mouse packages are available:
Package A For the Amstrad CPC 464/664/6128 includes, Mouse 

and interface, AMX Art and AMX Control plus a fully illustrated operating 
manual - £69.95

Package B For the Amstrad PCW 8256/8512, includes Mouse 
interface, AMX Desktop and operating manual - £79.95.

The AMS range of Mouse software for the CPC. includes AMX Utilities 
£19.95 (Disc), AMX Pagemaker £49.95 (Disc). AMX 3D Zicon £24.95 
(Disc) and for the PCW ‘Stop Press' £49.95 is to be released shortly.

These superb packages are available from all good computer dealers 
or direct, using the FREEPOST order form supplied.

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEM LTD.,

POSTCODE

AMXMOUSts
".as

166/170 WILDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY, WARRINGTON WA6 6QA
I



FUN AND GAMES, MUSIC 

AND TIME PERIPHERALS FOR
THE AMSTRAD 8256/8512

PROGRAMABLE JOYS®®! 
I AND SOUND CONTp
■ The joystick and sound Siyntt 

I of the joystick controller ahp
features of a 3 channel sq3|

■ input/output port. ,!' ,yaB
■ Tne 3 channel sound syntbgs]

I dimension to your PCW. allov^
iuaiili a •vi in ir* in [•ill

■ an infinite range of other soul
■ The unit, if fitted with the fits 

chip, as fitted to the Amstraggl 
allows you to create musician® 
achieve this, complete ■cbntrpCq 
envelope period/shape is avajl|i

■ The input/output port cdh-bjtjSigj
S

HOW TO ORDER
DKTromcs products are available in all good computer 
stores, or may be obtained direct by telephone 
quoting your Bardaycard/Access number

dttronks
POWER BEHIND YOUR AMSTRAD
DK'Tronics Un.ied
Gorleston Great Yarmouth Nodolk NR31 6BE 
Phone 0493 602926 (24 Hours), Telex 975408


